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General Comments

It will be hard to attract SLIMF to join FSC under these conditions. We have only made comments on
some of the issues below since our opinion is that the workgroup has to revise the draft P&C thoroughly before it is meaningful. It is also important to allow more time and discussion in the revision
process.Even though the work carried out by the workgroup have had a good intention in making a
much more consistent and clear P&C the draft P&C leads FSC in the wrong direction that could prevent FSC from increasing its importance especially among SLIMF. Our suggestion is that the international P&C should be much more of a high-level guideline umbrella.
Generally this Draft is a step to the correct direction - well defined expressions and texts compared to
earlier P&C.
() The P&C revisions are generally an improvement. We do however have a MAJOR CONCERN
about use of Guidance" language in this draft. Guidance using terms like "shall" and "must" is inappropriate and creates defacto international indicators that must be assessed in certification audits.
Guidance should explain the realm of possibilities or general sideboards. Using guidance language to
lay out "must" and "shall" terms significantly complicates the core FSC standard. Every effort should
be made to keep the core FSC P&C simple and clear enough to stand on their own as is done in Version 4. Guidance containing "must" or "shall" should be converted either to intent language or moved
into separate criteria. Leave the development of mandatory indicators to the national initiatives."
We recognise that the review is well intended and comprehensive. Thank you for the opportunity to
comment. We are supportive of most of the proposed changes in the draft, but there are a number of
critical issues that require attention to avoid undesirable or perverse outcomes. These are described
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The review of FSC P&C is a very demanding task and we welcome this process. Our main objections to the draft P&C are:
- We are especially concerned about the consequences for small private forest owners since the draft
P&C seems to have been revised with large-scale forestry in mind. The draft P&C would be very
much improved if it was written more in general so that it fits all sizes of forest owners including
SLIMF. Furthermore the small forest owners are a part of the communities and their rights also have
to be protected (UN Declaration of Human Rights 1998 § 17).
- The level of detail have increased substantially in the draft P&C. These details should be handled by
the national initiatives and not the FSC P&C. The standards at the national level are important due to
the large differences between countries regarding legislation forestry etc.
- The draft P&C leads to a strong increase in stakeholder contacts which will make forest management difficult at different levels. For SLIMFs this is especially difficult to handle. - The document is
hard to read and to interpret. It would beneficial if it was shortened.
- It seems that the ambition to make things clearer also has changed FSC from a standard demanding a clear level of the forestry to more and more focus on procedures like ISO-standards. The result
in trying to achieve this clarity is a much more demanding level than the present standard.- It seems
as the new P&C adds more burdon to the organisation when it comes to documentation than the
present standard - for example in Principle 7 incl. criteria.

Forest Stewardship Council

later in this submission.
At the highest level, we believe the proposed revisions do not achieve an appropriate balance between the objectives of the chambers with economic viability coming a poor second to environmental
and social goals and objectives. FSC must ensure that economic viability is protected otherwise the
benefits of certification will be lost. The importance of economic viability should be spelt out in both
the pre-amble to the Standard and the guidance notes. In this respect, some cost-benefit analysis on
the substantive changes should be considered. The changes are substantial and this has implications
for both certificate holders and National Standards. Therefore we request a minimum of a one year
lead-in period for National Standards and certificate holders to comply with the revised Principles and
Criteria; rather than 6 months as proposed.
Guidance Notes: We strongly support the detailed and comprehensive approach to guidance notes in
the draft Standard as it makes the intent of the Principles and Criteria clear and comprehensible.
This has not always been the case in FSC directives and CAB interpretation. However, in a number
of instances the guidance notes appear to give CAB auditors examples of verifiers that are well
beyond what we interpret to be the intent of the specific criteria in question.
Compliance Costs: It is apparent that under the proposed changes there will be a significant increase
in the amount of paper work and time (overhead cost) to meet annual compliance requirements.
This is a cost burden on forest owners who are already struggling to remain economic viability and
cuts across what should be a core tenet based on continuous improvement; i.e. that maintaining Certification requirements should become easier over time, not harder and more expensive.

The Complex Nature and Structure of Forest Ownership in New Zealand: It is critical that the Principles and Criteria are set of requirements directed to the Organisation which takes decisions about
the forest Management Unit. Out-sourced day-to-day forest management utilising contract managers
who respond to the wishes and instructions of forest owners is relatively common in New Zealand.
Sometimes it is the forest owner who is certified; in other cases it is the forest manager. Whilst forest
managers largely have control over most forest management decisions, in situations of expiring leases or forestry rights in particular, forest managers have no control of the land use following the completion of harvesting. Likewise in many cases the decision of whether or not to certify is made by the
forest owner, not the forest manager. Both of these examples have implications – especially in relation to the new guidance notes to criteria 1.10.
We are currently using FSC certified paperboard for a good percentage of our production. We have
some very good customers that requested us to use only FSC certified paperboard and we are also
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The Role and Status of Plantations: We support the removal of old Principle 10 (plantations) with
incorporation of (old) Principle 10 requirements across the other nine Principles. However, we are
concerned that it is now unclear that plantation forests with a small number of tree species will be
able to be certified. In particular, some of the criteria in new Principle 10 (10.1 & 10.2 in particular)
seem to imply that in anything but exceptional circumstances we should be planting the indigenous
species suited to the site, and single tree extracting unless those species require otherwise. If our
interpretation is correct, this would exclude a significant area of currently FSC certified forest in New
Zealand and elsewhere in the world from certification. We note that in New Zealand plantations were
established specifically as a crop to preserve remaining areas of slower growing indigenous species
and that at present in New Zealand, harvesting of naturally regenerated native species is not seen as
desirable. Furthermore, processing facilities in New Zealand are mostly geared around a small number of species – principally radiata pine.

Forest Stewardship Council

putting the FSC logo onto their cartons. Everybody seems to be enjoying the ability to participate in
the FSC Program.
The main criticism that we want to convey is the fact that we feel the costs to be part of the program
is excessive. Every business worldwide is going through some very difficult economic times right now
and it was a very hard decision for us to make about being part of the FSC Program. We really like
the program and many of our customers agree, but a smart business decision about the economic
benefits was very hard to establish. We realize that the costs to be involved in the program cannot
be too low or you would have too many unworthy companies requesting certification. But it seems
like a pleasant medium would be much more suitable and make it easier to arrive at a smart business
decision. The renewal costs in year #2 and beyond are the same as it is in the very beginning and all
that you are doing is the annual audit.
() supports the intention of the Principles and Criteria review and a number of amendments within the
Draft Standard are well thought through and beneficial to the intent of the Forest Stewardship Council. There are some critical issues that require further review as it is our view that if left as read these
could have undesirable or perverse outcomes. It is these critical issues that form the basis of () s
submission to the Draft Standard.
In the Draft Standard economic viability is not given a balanced consideration within many of the proposed amendments. If the economic viability of a criteria is not considered equally alongside the
social and environmental viability the benefits of certification will be lost. While this may not necessarily have to be written into criteria itself, it is important that the rationale discussion contain reference to the economic viability of the amendment, such as in the form of cost-benefit analysis.
1.2 The wording of some of the amendments is not appropriate for a Standard and is of concern.
Specific examples of such wording are given in the following section.
We are greatly concerned that the development of the FSC Principles and Criteria increases the burden for those certified forest owners upon which the whole FSC-concept rests. This development is
counterproductive to the ambition to attract more forest owners and expand the area of FSC-certified
forests. This development is evident throughout the proposal and may be exemplified in the following:

FSC surrenders influence
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* The environmental and social demands on certified forest owners becomes more and more detailed
and demanding, while no reference is made to the consequences for the third objective, viable forest
management.
* Several of the principles and criteria aims to increase the influence from other stakeholders and to
reduce the influence from the forest owner to the point where the principles of ownership (Article 17 in
the UN Declaration of Human Rights 1988) are violated.
* The demand for documentation, routines and systems increases and will lead to increasing bureaucracy.
* Increasing demands on details and systems will make it more difficult for small woodlot-owners to
participate in FSC.
* The devotion to details in Principles and Criteria reduces the possibilities for National Initiatives to
develop national standards which are adapted to natural, cultural and social conditions and to national legislation.
* The proposal will reduce the influence from the National Initiatives, instead of strengthening it, which
should be preferable.
* The proposal is characterised by a devotion to control and control mechanisms, which will be counterproductive to the ambition to spread FSC-certification to new regions and new groups of forest
owners.

Forest Stewardship Council

In the proposal for Principles and Criteria, reference is made to a number of external standards outside of FSC‘s sphere of influence, i.e. UN declarations and ILO conventions. These are decided upon
and may be changed by other for a, possibly in directions that are not in line with the ambitions of
FSC‘s members. By linking up with these declarations and conventions (which are not accepted or
ratified by all, sometimes even not a majority of nations), FSC surrenders its influence in these fields.
As FSC is an independent organisation governed by its members, FSC should take full control over
its principles and criteria. FSC should specify them according to the organisations own intentions and
change them if the members according to FSC‘s governing principles, wish them to be changed. By
linking its principles and criteria to the decisions in other for a, FSC reduces its influence and takes
steps towards becoming a promoter of other organisations‘ intentions.
FSC should declare its own principles and goals. The only exception is the obvious admission towards fulfilling legal requirements.
FSC‘s Principles and Criteria should be exactly that – principles and criteria. They should make clear
the aims and objectives of responsible forest management and to leave it to the National Initiatives to
implement these principles and criteria into a forest management standard. This proposal goes a long
way into making the Principles and Criteria into a forest management standard applicable worldwide.
It goes against FSC‘s governing principles, FSC‘s modus operandi and common sense.
Good re-organization of the Principles. Agree with the over-arching concept of avoiding duplication
and repetition
The criteria refer often to international conventions without describing the elements involved. More
details should be added or a direct link (or an appendix) could be added to help the user find the text
of the convention (e.g. for criteria 1.5, 1.6, 1.8, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 3.4, 3.6)

It appears that most of the requirements in the criteria must be included in the forest management
plan. While the glossary definition appears sufficiently broad, it is a critical point that FSC continues
to permit that various criteria can be met through parallel or complementary documentation to legally
prescribed government planning documents.
It should be clear that ‗Guidance‘ is just that and remains subject to Regional/National standards development
This response document is simply too long you cannot expect everybody to review all principles and
criteria. I believe that a shorter version should be available. Also the time frame for comments coming
as it does in the middle of the northern summer break is too short.
1. We commend FSC for engaging in this important P&C revision process and realize the complexity
of this task. Thank you for this opportunity to comment. Working with forest operators of all sizes and
in all parts of the globe we have gained significant expertise in the application of the P&C. We are
eager to work with you towards ensuring uptake of the FSC system without compromising its integrity.
Thank you.
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All of the accountability for implementation of the standard is directed to ―The Organization‖. In Canada and in France FSC certification is almost exclusively granted on lands where a company has
forest management accountability, but not ownership accountability. If another party (e.g. government) can meet the intent of a criterion, this should be indicated in the Guidance notes. If not, ―The
Organization‖ as envisioned by FSC is not descriptive of current FM certificate holders (requirements
such as 7.2 - Social Management Plan, P5 - efficiently use multiple product and services of forest
management unit, 6.3 – management of hunting/trapping and collecting).

Forest Stewardship Council

2. In general the language throughout the draft is very confusing to understand and poorly worded.
The () welcomes the opportunity to work with FSC in crafting language that is easier to understand
and to interpret the requirements.
2. The role of guidance needs to be clarified. If it is a requirement or if there is a certain level of flexibility in conformance to the guidance then this needs to be known.
We understand this to be a very far reaching review of the P&C, where a lot more elements are added and the rest is revised. The level of detail has increased substantially as well as the need for more
developed management systems and a lot more documentation to meet the requirements.
At this point, we are not able to give an input in detail on the different components of the draft. More
importantly, we feel a need to voice our concern that FSC may be moving in a direction that could
undermine the possibilities to grow in importance and influence.

1. It is not possible to comment some of the criterias as proposal is not presentet in current version
(like 6.7 and some definitions). Proposal: not included changes has to go through same type of commenting process as curent draft of P&C.
2. It is not clear what status will have guidance notes: will they remain in final version and if yes then
will National Initiatives will be able to change them.
3. P&C seems to be very complicated to be implemented by small forest owners (SLIMF's)
4. The bureaucrazy is increasingly complicated by new requirements on documentation and systems
already in the principles and criterias.
5. In general it looks that only stakeholders can have opinion and influence forest management practices. There are not so many choices for Organizations to protect their interest.
Recomendamos agregar algunas definiciones: indicador estándar política.
We recognise the intent of the review and thank you for the opportunity to comment. We note that
there will be other opportunities and we therefore reserve our right to make changes to our comments
as the stakeholder consultation process unfolds.In general we are supportive of the approach taken
as there is a genuine attempt to improve the clarity of the P&C. However we express concern at the
inadequate attention given to economic issues while there has been considerable increase in detail
on the environmental and social aspects. We feel that this increase in attention will lead to voluntary
withdrawel by existing certificate holders as the requirements will be beyond what is reasonable and
affordable. If these changes go through then there will have to be a much extended period of phasein as there will have to a re-alignment of existing indicators and standards with the new P&C.
We also have a concern that the revision goes well beyond the FSC's promotion of well-managed
forests and now includes other ecosystems. While the intention is noble we fail to see the direct relevance of this to forests and the management of forests. We feel that the inclusion of requirements to
protect other ecosystems is not what the FSC was set up for and impinges on the mandates of individual country's legal mandates. Certification is meant to be voluntary but the onerous proposals will
be costly to implement. We also get a strong sense that some of the criteria are written around what
is wrong rather than what is right. We feel that the revisions are trying to address the social and environmental ills of the world rather than focussing on the key area of forest sustainablity
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It seems that FSC is taking on a more ISO-like ambition, with elaborate and complicated central
guidelines for procedures that shifts the responsibility away from the national initiatives. The level of
detail and bureaucracy increases and it will make it harder for forest managers to follow, especially
for small forest enterprises and owners. We would like the FSC to reflect upon whether this general
transition of the draft P&C is the best way to serve the mission and ambition of the organisation to
grow and make a difference before moving to the next phase of the drafting process. We think more
time and discussion is needed to evaluate and process such a substantial P&C change in general.

Forest Stewardship Council

El borrador aparenta ser complejo y es largo cosa que no invita hacer comentarios en una consulta
pública creo que esto puede atentar contra la efectividad de la consulta propiamente tal es decir que
se presente un numero bajo de consultas. Por otra parte la traducción no es buena y hay errores
literales (e.g. C1.10 Fundamento Lógico 1 segunda frase).
El termino LA ORGANIZACION puede ser transformada a EL OPERADOR que es mas directo sobre
reponsabilidades y contiene los conceptos definidos para la Organización.
A lot of elements seem to have been down graded to guidance - I am not sure this will have the same
weight as if it is included in a criterion.
It is important to be able to comment on Criterion 6.7 on conversion and how this fits in with the rest
of the Principles & Criteria and Definitions. Unfortunately this is not possible because:a) there isn't a
question in this consultation on Criterion 6.7;& b) the report from Plantations Review Expert Team D
which developed Principle 6.7 proposals has not been made available in time for this consulation
although the FSC website states that it 'will soon be available' (http://www.fsc.org/pcreview.html).The
() supports the integration of the Plantations Principle 10 into the main Principles.The use of the word
'organization' is misleading in the Principles & Criteria as individual forest owners/lease holding managers may be certified as well as companies government and non-government organisations.
A considerable improvement over version 4.0. In particular the requirements for social management
planning are more practical. The way the document and this feedback form were presented was excellent - very clear. We were surprised not to see more mention of SLIMF within the Guidance sections. We believe that reference to SLIMF wherever relevant in the Guidance would be very helpful in
the next draft. For the next draft please proof read and spell check the document first and decide
whether to use American or British spelling rather than alternate between the two as this version
does.
It is very unclear if the current Guidance is meant to be included in the final P&Cs. It is unclear how
normative the different points are. The current guidance range from being mere definitions (e.g.
Guidance 10.2 / 1) to pre-scribed activities which are intended for a subset of forest types (e.g. 10.4
/6) The suggested proposal 1.35 to divide the guidance into Normative guid-ance adjusted for scale
and non-normative guidance is good – however the expression ―normative guidance‖ is in itself contradictory. Also it is ques-tionable if the ―non-normative‖ guidance should be included in the P&Cs.
There is also a potential risk that the ―normative guidance at scale level‖ make the P&Cs unnecessary
prescriptive and rigid. Some of the current language in the guidance is so crucial to the effective-ness
of the P&C (e.g. the precautionary principle) that it might deserve a place in the P or C itself. If a criterion can only be fully understood with the aid of additional guidance it may be better to re-write the
criterion so it can be a stand-alone requirement.
The preface mentions indicators but none seem to be given in this draft. The guidance needs to be
referenced at a minimum to show if it is derived from another FSC policy/std/guidance or if it is guidance based on existing 'case' history or current accepted practice.
Terminology:- normative guidance = oxymoron - new term required - non-normative guidance =>
suggested to be called notes"

If the draft changes go forward and are codified they would serve to undermine the FSC, especially
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We urge the WG to respect the recommendations of the Plantation Review WG to use the neutral
terminology "forests and plantations" as well as "management unit" throughout the document. "
While () supports continuous improvement of the FSC and have noted some important changes in
this current draft, there are serious flaws in the proposed revisions to the principles and criteria that if
adopted would completely undermine FSC‘s current standing as the only credible certification system
in existence today and cause it to lose its level of prominence in the marketplace that we have
worked so strongly to bolster over the years.

Forest Stewardship Council

with regards to the protection and restoration of natural forests and their plethora of ecosystem services. This is the key leg that FSC stands on providing the seal of approval it needs from the environmental community in the marketplace. As always, we see FSC as a critical step forward and an
important metric to measure progress toward sending of conversion of the world‘s natural forests to
plantations, protecting the region‘s and the world‘s endangered forests, and reducing the use of toxic
chemicals in forest management and allow working forests to not only be a source of wood products,
but also vital ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration, air and water quality, flood protection
and more.

The forests of the Southern US have suffered at the hands of business as usually forestry for over a
century now. FSC has arisen over the last ten years in the region as firewall between companies in
the region that practices business as usual forestry practices certified under false certification systems such as SFI and forest management practices and companies taking meaningful steps to protecting critical forest values and services that regulation and policy has thus far been unwilling or unable to protect such as protecting high conservation value and endangered forests, ending the conversion of natural forests to monoculture pine plantations and reducing the use of toxic chemicals in
forest management. However, if the proposed revisions were to go through it will be very difficult for
us to continue to advocate that FSC remains the preferred certification system with consumers and
over twenty Fortune 500 companies that we work with. Instead we would have to redouble our efforts
with companies to develop more tedious methods within their supply chains to eliminate or reduce the
above noted destructive practices.
We have been one of your strongest and most vocal supporters over the years even in the face of
pressure from both our allies in the Global South and from companies that we could have reached
agreement with but for the certification issue. FSC must not cave into the pressure or enticement to
increase number of companies enrolled or acres certified at the expense of its standards and a vision
that all chambers can agree of are highest and best.
We appreciate the enormous amount of work going into this process. And, we strongly believe that
the text needs to ensure that the FSC remains the unquestioned gold standard in forest certification.
Unfortunately, the current draft eliminates several key provisions of the original P&C that were among
the FSC‘s hallmarks and that served to clearly differentiate the FSC from its competitors.
Given the serious nature of the challenge from these competitors, the FSC cannot afford to surrender
any of its distinguishing leadership standards. In fact, in light of new finding and attitudes regarding
forests, climate and ecology, more precautions and more protections for natural forest ecosystems
must be incorporated into the P&C. For these reasons, in the next draft, significant revisions need to
be made in Principles 6 and 9, and in Criteria 6.1, 6.2, 6.5, 7.2, 9.3, 10.6 and 10.7 as per ()s comments and those of the other organizations and individuals with whom we have associated.
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Specifically, we are deeply troubled by the proposed changes to language in both P6 and P10. Many
of the changes are unacceptable and again will seriously undermine the environmental community‘s
support for the FSC. Crucial changes are noted in our specific comments but include weakening
language that allows for continued conversion of natural forests to plantations, further weakening
standards around the use of toxic chemicals in forest management, and a clear move away from restoration being a vital component of forest management, amongst other serious and unacceptable
changes. The proposed changes not only water down the overall standard, but fulfill the hopes of
many of the world‘s largest forest products companies who constantly attempt to compare and claim
equality with industry generated certification schemes including the Sustainable Forestry Initiative,
PEFC, American Tree Farm, CSA, etc. If the changes move forward, FSC will be severely weakened
and may not withstand continued attacks from both the left and right.

Forest Stewardship Council

We believe that special consideration needs to be given to strengthening forest carbon safeguards
within the P&C and that the existing P&C offers an appropriate framework to do so.We also would like
to associate ourselves with the comments being submitted by () International () and () from (). Finally
we find the framing question Do you GENERALLY agree…" to be unclear and will be subject to differing interpretation by FSC stakeholders. We would therefore caution against an approach that simply
tallies yes no and no comment votes as the principal tool to assess whether proposed revisions are
fully acceptable to FSC stakeholders. "
In reviewing and revising the FSC Principles and Criteria in regards to their continued relevance and
appropriateness, the growing global attention and importance attached to forests for climate regulation cannot, should not and need not any longer be ignored by the FSC. Fortunately, the current P&C
include many provisions that implicitly support forest management that is designed to maintain or
enhance carbon stocks in forests. FSC should take this opportunity to make important forest carbon
and climate objectives both stronger and more explicit in its revised P&C.
For this submission, () has chosen to focus a majority of its comments on the intersection between
forests and climate. This in no way suggests that our interest and concern for other aspects of the
FSC Principles and Criteria that for example relate to ecological integrity, forest management and
sustainability, environmental and ecosystem services, plantations, community and worker rights or
other social issues has diminished. Rather, () believes that addressing the maintenance and enhancement of carbon stocks in the P&C augments these other vitally important elements of the P&C
and requires more precaution and greater protections for natural forests and High Conservation Values such as intactness, maturity, etc. () also notes that () have developed highly detailed and excellent comments on the proposed FSC P&C revisions that cover many of the important areas mentioned above. () associates itself with the comments of these individuals and institutions.
The world is moving ahead on forests and climate – where is the FSC?

Science: The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, tasked with reviewing and synthesizing
the state of climate science, released its second global assessment report in 1995, its third global
assessment report in 2001 and its fourth assessment report in 2007, all of which point out the importance of maintaining forest carbon reservoirs for regulating the climate system and preventing dangerous climate change.
Peatlands, which are often cleared and drained for forest and plantation management, are also a
major source of carbon emissions, and this is having a major impact on greenhouse gas emissions.
A widely reported study by Delft Hydraulics calculating peatland emissions in SE Asia, indicate Indonesia to be the third highest GHG emitter in the world after China and the United States.
http://www.wldelft.nl/cons/area/rbm/PEAT-CO2.pdf Drained peat is a significant global source of
carbon emissions in countries around the world, including many areas with drained peat under forest
and/or plantation management.
http://www.wetlands.org/Whatwedo/Wetlandsandclimatechange/Peatlandsandclimatechangemitigatio
n/Oursciencebaseonpeatlandsandclimatechange/tabid/1692/Default.aspx
Social and Environmental Costs: The importance of conserving intact forest carbon reservoirs was
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International Agreements: Externally, the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change, which was
finalized in 1992 and came into force in March 1994, includes forest related obligations that are relevant for the FSC. These include explicit forest related commitments under Article 3.3, which urges
the taking of precautionary measures to anticipate, minimize and prevent the causes of climate
change, including those related to maintaining forest carbon reservoirs, and Article 4.1.d, which calls
for the ―conservation and enhancement‖ of forest carbon sinks and reservoirs.

Forest Stewardship Council

also profiled in the significant and widely influential UK government sponsored 2006 study on the
economic impacts of climate change, led by Sir Alfred Stern, former chief economist of the World
Bank. This report estimated the social and environmental externality cost of CO2 emissions at $85
per metric ton. http://www.occ.gov.uk/activities/stern.htm

FSC P&C and Climate: The current FSC P&C do not give forest carbon and climate regulation functions sufficient explicit attention. This must be corrected going forward if the FSC is to continue to be
seen as relevant amongst its wide range of stakeholders. The public is growing increasingly aware of
the acute urgency of effectively addressing the climate crisis, of which forests play a key role.
Fortunately, there are elements of the current P&C where climate considerations can and should be
seen as implicit. It is our view that the FSC should take advantage of the current revision process to
more explicitly build out climate relevant safeguard provisions in its P&C, building from this foundation.
In reviewing the proposed revisions, however, we find that some of them would actually remove or
alter key criteria in ways that weaken implicit carbon stock protection provisions rather than building
them out and strengthening them. This weakens the FSC P&C‘s relevance on urgent climate issues,
or worse, leads to blind endorsement of forest management practices that are widely known to degrade forest carbon stocks over time, thus further contributing to climate change.
Such steps backward, on the increasingly central issue of climate change, risk alienating significant
existing stakeholder credibility for the FSC certification standards and system. FSC certifications of
industrial forestry that result in long-term diminishment of carbon stocks – and this is particularly the
case for the rich carbon stocks found in mature natural forests - should result in consistent major noncompliance findings and no FSC endorsement. Climate change and forest issues have been raised
for many years in various FSC fora, processes and written comments, submissions and materials
from stakeholders. This is not a new issue, although the growing scientific understanding of the role
of forests lends much greater urgency to addressing it explicitly. We agree that what appropriate role,
if any, exists for the FSC to conduct ―forest carbon certification‖ for the purposes of validating and
verifying quantities of forest carbon for delivery to market based mechanisms under legal carbon contracts raises issues beyond the scope of this P&C revision process. However, we firmly believe that
recognition of and consideration for endorsing management standards that require maintaining and
enhancing the carbon values of forests is very relevant for the FSC mission, is implicit in the current
P&C and that forest and climate relevant criteria must be explicitly strengthened within the current
P&C revision process. In fact, such work to strengthen the P&C on climate issues is the essential
first step.
We are concerned that some of the proposed changes, however, would weaken FSC‘s current position and more importantly weaken on the ground good forestry practices.
We have noted changes where the Principle or Criteria language is weaker, less performance focused and more systems oriented than existing language. FSC focus with on the ground results and
measurable, auditable criteria has been one of its strengths. Weakening that approach, diminishes
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Climate and Biodiversity: There are a number of important complementarities between efforts to conserve forest biological diversity and maintain rich forest carbon reservoirs. An Ad-Hoc Technical
Working Group of the Convention on Biological Diversity has produced a report on these issues, and
again points to the singular importance of maintaining intact natural forests for both climate and biodiversity objectives. http://www.cbd.int/climate/meetings/ahteg-bdcc-02-02/ahteg-bdcc-02-02-findingsreview-en.pdf
Recent comparative scientific studies also point to the importance of conserving old growth and intact
forests for climate regulation functions. http://dsc.discovery.com/news/2009/06/16/australia-forestcarbon.html

Forest Stewardship Council

FSC. Moving some requirements from Criterion language to Guidance language is part of this trend.
The distinction between and management challenges of both forests and plantations is also an area
where language itself is an issue of consequence. We encourage that a clear distinction between the
two. Plantations should not be assumed under the general term ―forests‖.
() is very concerned about the extent of the revision that is contrary to the advice from many members
including a common recommendation from the env. Chamber last year. It is no wonder that the FSC
has not received many comments despite the fact that it is an almost total revision of the FSC's ―constitution‖. The task of reading AND understanding the full consequences of the changes proposed in
this document is even very time consuming and difficult for experienced stakeholders. Choosing the
―full monty‖ thus leaves the FSC with a set of very serious challenges that must be dealt with. Firstly
there is language barriers as the P&C are in a very academic English language that is difficult to understand if you're not English (in fact many English speaking people would probably not understand
many passages of the P&C), then there is a tremendous educational effort ahead of the FSC if just a
reasonable fraction of the membership are to understand what's going on and what effect the
changes will have on the ground for the full range of certified operations, lastly there is a time line
issue (and thus a funding issue) arising from the extent of this proposed revision as the proposed
time line clearly is inadequate to ensure ownership among the members and high quality P&C's.
As a consequence () recommends to follow the advice formulated by () prior to the elaboration of this
draft or extend the time line for the revision considerably to allow thorough discussion and chamber
meetings during the elaboration process. Otherwise we fear that due to the amount of changes a
revised P&C draft will not reach enough support from the membership due to confusion, lack of understanding and generally lack of ownership among the members.
If the FSC and the P&C-WG insists that a complete revision is necessary, the drafting process should
in our opinion ideally be extended in such a way that the final version can be discussed and ultimately
approved or rejected by the membership during the next GA.

Lastly we are sorry to see that small and medium sized operations, despite the intentions outlined in
the introduction to the revised standard, apparently have been largely ignored by the FSC and the
P&C-WG during the elaboration of this draft standard. We see many changes that either make the
P&C less flexible (good for auditability but many times bad for small, medium and community operations) or very difficult for ―normal‖ people to understand. This works against the FSC strategy and a
whole set of motions passed on the last two GA's aimed at making it easier for this group of operations to get certified. We thus urge the FSC and the P&C-WG to reach out to small, medium and
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() was and is very sceptical of the incorporation of Principle 10 in the current P's 1-9 for two reasons:
firstly it suggests an unacceptable equality between forest and plantation which we can not support
and secondly we foresaw an unacceptable weakening of especially Principle 6 as a result of a common set of principles and criteria for forest and plantations. This is exactly what we see in this draft.
We strongly urge the FSC and the P&C-WG to acknowledge that forest and plantation management
is so different that a common set of P&C for both types of management will either result in a weakening of the P&C that would be unacceptable to most members of the environmental chamber or in the
case that the current level in P 6 is maintained (and enforced) in a decline in the number of certified
industrialized plantations, as they will not accept the necessary changes of management practices in
order to comply fully with the current criteria of P 6. This is a fact that we must all face and start an
open discussion about it in order to reach a real compromise for plantations. In our opinion this could
be done by either the development of separate criteria for plantations in the P&C or by elaborating
separate P&C's for plantationsThus, () will yet again use the opportunity to express this serious concern, as we fear that it could potentially cause serious gaps and conflicts within the membership.

Forest Stewardship Council

community operations (and NOT only in the north) and CB's and NGO's working with these issues to
ensure that this weakness of the draft is dealt with in an effective way.
In summary () believes that much work needs to be done and the membership must be engaged
much more extensively and directly before we can approve a new version of the P&C. As the draft is
now we can't support it.
Intro to draft - 1.39: It is a good thing that the Working Group has not done the work with FAO ITTOand PEFC. These organizations are government controlled and hardly have ENGO input.
Intro to draft - 1.41: ‗Greenwashing‘. That is the greatest pitfall with the Japanese companies in Australia. It is the reason why CW in Australia is not working.
Intro to draft - 1.42: This is a vital point :‘conversion‘. The date should not be altered. Grassland
should also be included.
Intro to draft, page 11: This is an important section for Australia, and the problems I referred to. The
problems are: harvesting activities, trucks driving day and night, dust, spreading of weeds, chemical
use, water use etc.
Intro to draft Page 12: Ecosystem restoration. In all certified plantations (Africa and Australia) restoration was nill. I can write a book on this issue alone. Eg. In Australia, when plantations stop, particularly on farm lease land with their activities. There is no rule/law to ensure that the land is restored.
Chemicals. The Working Group IPM on chemical had good recommendations. How is this applied in
the P&C??
Intro to draft Page 13: Cut off date should remain under all circumstances. It can be abused otherwise. 3.7: Must be clear indication of the difference between ―forests‘ and ―plantations‖. Not clear
when it is integrated.
1.48: In some countries like Australia, the government agencies cause the greatest damage. Private
enterprises FSC certified were always open to criticisms and were very proud to show their commitment to FSC during my monitoring.
1. Plantation Policy Work Group Recommendations: The draft ignores the recommendation of the
Plantations Working Group (PWG) to ‗use more inclusive or neutral terminology, such as ‗forests and
plantations‘ or ‗management units‘ (p13 and use of terms through the draft). I note in section 1.22 of
the document that the FSC board ―The BoD recommends that the PWG Working Group strongly
takes into account the policy recommendations of the Plantations Review, recognizing that they were
based on a balanced multi-stakeholder process which counted with very strong consultation to the
FSC members and other actors.‖. This is in contradiction to the statement that claim the recommendations have been matched with the revised P&C. The implication is that FSC is saying that all plantations are forests and will distance environment chamber stakeholders who are frustrated with FSC‘s
lack of clarity around this. This clarity is essential when it comes to the forests and climate change
debate. The reversion back to ‗Forest Management Unit‘ is very disappointing and () strongly opposes this in favour of support for the PWG recommendation.

2. Guidance Notes: The moving of many key aspects of criteria to guidance with no indication yet as
to whether they will be mandatory or just ‗guidance‘ makes it not possible to fully judge the criterion
language. If it is an important component of the criterion then it should be in the criterion itself and not
be downgraded to ‗guidance‘. We note with concern that many critical components of criteria have be
moved to guidance.
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Undertaking Field trials fully develop the new approach proposed by the Plantation Policy WG has
also been dropped with the insufficient reason that no justification was given, and furthermore, the
ecosystem integrity approach has also gone with no justification (see below also).

Forest Stewardship Council

Also many of the guidance notes points are either not guidance and really just a more detailed explanation of what the criterion means thus should be noted as such in the rationale or in a separate category called notes. In many cases, guidance point that read as an explanation could be transformed
into wording that is prescriptive instead of descriptive.
3. Restoration vs Enhancement: Enhancement has expanded in use as a term where restoration
should be used. Enhancement can be a very subjective and anthropocentric process and contrary to
restoration of natural ecosystems (not withstanding the issues around naturalness, esp. in a climate
change world). An appropriate use of the term enhancement may be when it precedes ‗values‘.
4. Principle 6 reform failings: While there are some improvements, the revised P6 is overall a significant reduction in the standard. These include:
• The PWG used the term ‗Ecosystem Integrity‘ to capture reform of P6 which received a lot of support in the previous consultation round on the revised P&C in 2008. But this has been dropped without explanation for a narrower term ‗Ecosystem Functions‘. Propose using the term ‗Ecosystem Integrity‘.
• The key requirements of ‗representativeness‘ and of plantations including restoration of ecosystems
has been watered down from 6.4 (and old 10.5) in favour of a vague approach that it makes it unclear
what the auditable responsibility of the manager is.
• The revised 6.3 (new 6.5) has become a muddle of process requirements and it is very unclear how
plantations would achieve compliance.
• Lacks specific reference to maintenance (or restoration) of carbon stocks here or under new 10.8 or
P9.
Add definition of Ecosystem Integrity as per Plantation WG proposal
5. Principle 9 reform failings: Concern that there are several changes that have the underlying assumption that there must be management interventions to maintain HCVs, including in the title of the
Principle. This needs is not acceptable and a significant change from the original P9. In many situations the best option to maintain the values may be to simply not make management interventions
(especially not log!). HCV mostly need protection or maintenance not management per se. Also shifting and downgrading the reference to the precautionary principle to guidance is unacceptable.
6. New Principle 10 failings: This is a confused scramble of criteria. The overall purpose of the principle is not clear. It mixes a number of key ecological aspects that should be in P6 such as new 10.4
and to some degree 10.3. The new criterion for chemical use is very weak. And it appears that there
are still many components of the old P10 and criteria that have not be adequately incorporated into
new version.

Representative Samples or Areas: 'I would propose that the World Conservation Union (IUCN) could
be referred to here, from their World Conservation Strategy (1980) through to recent Protected Area
guidelines. Based on these I suggest the following definition: " a comprehensive network protecting
viable samples of the full range (both common place and unique) of genetic, ecological and landform
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7. Add New Criterion: 1.11 to address Transparency and Corruption 1.11. (new) All organisations
shall publish a commitment to fight corruption. All trans-national and large national enterprises shall
further publish their company structure, board of directors, main shareholders, turnover and profits.
They shall also publish their taxes paid to the different authorities and informal payments to other
bodies.

Forest Stewardship Council

diversity."
We applaud the FSC for the work that has gone into these proposed revisions, and for seeking the
input of its members and other stakeholders. However, while there are some valuable and important
improvements to the P&C proposed in Draft 2 Version 5 and especially in the Final Report of the
Plantation Committee that should continue to move forward, we are deeply concerned with the seriousness and scope of other changes that would eliminate or weaken extremely important existing
elements of the P&C. As noted in our detailed comments, many of the proposed revisions would
eliminate crucial specificity and substantive requirements for the protection and restoration of natural
forest ecosystem values, and may also negatively impact some of the P&C‘s social provisions. While
the P&C can benefit from clarification and reorganization, the FSC and its credibility and effectiveness
can only be harmed by removing or watering-down important substantive and procedural requirements.
While we are optimistic their intent is benevolent, these negative changes would fundamentally undermine the FSC‘s effectiveness as a forest conservation and restoration tool, would jeopardize the
FSC‘s credibility in the marketplace, and would play directly into the hands of the FSC‘s competitor
certification systems, whose strategy for marketplace competition is to mislead consumers and companies into believing their systems are equivalent to the FSC. If the proposed negative changes to
the P&C move forward, the FSC would move significantly closer to these substandard certification
systems, seriously eroding the FSC‘s market differentiation, and making the FSC vulnerable to the
same charges of ―greenwash‖ that are being levied against its weakest competitors, including pending legal challenges.
We have not yet reviewed all of the proposed ―guidance‖ for the draft revised P&C, and may not have
identified guidance language that is problematic and should also be revised. However, some of the
guidance language contains valuable specificity that is crucial to the P&C‘s effective function, and
where such language would not weaken the requirements found in the current P&C, it should be
made a part of the proposed revised P&C themselves, rather than being relegated to optional guidance status. Optional guidance is no substitute for explicit Principle or Criterion level language, and
therefore draft guidance language does not mitigate our concerns with the shortcomings of the proposed revised P&C themselves. We also note that the FSC is currently the only forestry certification
system recognized by ISEAL for setting credible social and environmental standards. It is imperative
that any revisions continue to reflect this.

In conclusion, we can not support the negative P&C changes identified in our detailed comments. If
such changes are officially adopted by the FSC, we would be forced to consider whether it would be
necessary to inform the organizations and companies we work with that the FSC could no longer be
relied upon to provide sufficient environmental assurances, and that they would need to develop alternative methods to ensure they are avoiding wood and paper products from Endangered Forests
and from other controversial practices, including forests being managed via ecologically unsustainable business-as-usual industrial logging.
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While we have flagged some proposed improvements to the P&C that will be important to continue
moving forward, we apologize for not having time to comprehensively recognize the P&C language
that has been improved, or even merely maintained intact. We would be concerned if that language
were to also be weakened. Except where noted, we are also supportive of the reorganization of the
P&C, which should generally improve the document‘s clarity. That said, these improvements do not
by any means offset the serious problems noted in our comments.
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As long-standing FSC supporters, we sincerely hope that future drafts of the revisions will avoid these
problems, and return more consistently to the spirit of credibly and effectively identifying and promoting natural forest management practices that protect and restore forest ecosystem values, protect
communities and indigenous people, and provide solid economic returns to forest managers. The
FSC‘s true strength and future success lies with that spirit.
The current draft P&C revision (Version 5-0 Draft 2-0) is a very ambitious effort that already has entailed a substantial amount of serious work by the Working Group and the FSC staff. This is evident
in the draft. The result is that the draft does contain a number of important improvements. However,
and not surprisingly, a lot more work remains to be done. Numerous editorial improvements are
needed in order to ensure that the text is clear, concrete, and unambiguous. Critical clarification is
required regarding the status of Guidance Notes. Also, a number of important components of the
original P&C are missing or weakened and need to be restored in the next draft. Most importantly,
the text needs to ensure that the FSC remains the unquestioned high standard in forest certification.
Unfortunately, the current draft eliminates several key provisions of the original P&C that were among
the FSC‘s hallmarks and that served to clearly differentiate the FSC from its competitors. Given the
serious nature of the challenge from these competitors, the FSC cannot afford to surrender any of its
distinguishing leadership standards. For this reason, for the next draft, significant revisions need to
be made in Principles 6 and 9, and in Criteria 6.1, 6.2, 6.5, 7.2, 9.3, 10.6 and 10.7. Finally, the current draft‘s revised Criterion 6.4 remains just as prone to misunderstanding and non-compliance as
the original version has proven to be.
Introduction
1.35 a - : In standards, Guidance language is not generally considered to be normative – meaning
that it is not required for compliance with the standard. Yet this Preamble language conflicts with
such an interpretation and thus will create considerable confusion. It is therefore essential that the
next draft of the Preamble clear up this conflict and provide a thorough explanation of how Guidance
is to be interpreted. THIS IS FUNDAMENTAL TO PROPER UNDERSTANDING AND APPLICATION
OF THE P&C – and to continued perfection of the draft language. MOST IMPORTANTLY – all
operative and normative requirements in the P&C should be contained in the language of the criteria
themselves, not in Guidance notes.
1.36 : It is not clear whether the Rationale sections are to remain in the final document once it is
adopted. They should NOT remain. Any language in the Rationale sections of this draft that is essential for proper interpretation and auditing should be moved into Guidance language.
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Definitions - Add: Binding agreements [definition needed], Connectivity [definition needed], Conversion [definition needed], Derogation [definition needed], Document [definition needed], Ecosystem
integrity [definition needed], Guidance [definition needed], Internationally accepted scientific protocols
[definition needed], Invasive [definition needed], Nationally-ratified international treaties [definition
needed], Pesticide [definition needed]
Progress indicators [definition needed], Publicly available [definition needed], Publicize [definition
needed], Rationale [definition needed], Reduced impact harvesting [definition needed], Refugia
(plural) [definitionneeded], Subsidiarity [definition needed]
It is an improvement compared to the old P&C. Important is to get a criterion on Transparency & Corruption on Benefit Sharing with the local and indigenous populations and a clearer position of the right
to refuse and withdraw consent of the local and indigenous population.

Forest Stewardship Council

En la () estuvimos de acuerdo en ampliar el trabajo a una revisión total de los estándares por un
nuevo grupo que ha HECHO UN EXELENTE TRABAJO. FELICITACIONES Y REITERAMOS EL
APOYO A SU TRABAJO. También quiero agregar que esta propuesta de nuevos estándares permite
un mejor balance entre los aspectos económicos ambientales y sociales de la certificación FSC. De
hecho el componente social como ha sido analizado anteriormente estaba con un peso específico
menor al de los otros componentes. Esta propuesta de estándares mas que nada da mucha mas
claridad al sector social que el estándar actual menciona pero que está sujeto a varias interpretaciones. Esta propuesta aclara los aspectos poco claros del estándar actual.FELICITACIONES Y ADELANTE
a) Aun no se ha logrado superar el hecho de que los Criterios se enfoquen solamente hacia el manejo por parte de las empresas; no son apropiados para los casos en que los propios puebos indígenas
se encarguen del manejo; en esta propuesta se garantizan de mejor manera sus derechos y eso es
muy positivo pero no se resuelven los problemas que han enfretado para cumplir con todos los criterios para optar por la certificación.
b) Falta mayor discusión sobre el hecho de que no se haga diferencia entre bosque y plantación;
este borrador asume que hay un acuerdo en que las plantaciones son una categoría" de bosque y no
recuerdo que se haya tomado una decisión al respecto; sin embargo eso no se opone al hecho de
que los PyC se apliquen a bosques y plantaciones pero lamentablemente en este borrador no se
llena el vacío de los anteriores PyC y por tanto los problemas que se ha tenido con la certificación de
las grandes plantaciones (a pesar de que se haga referencia a la escala e intensidad); la discusión
sobre el esquema de certificación de esas grandes plantaciones aun no ha terminado.
c) Me llama la atención de practicamente la desaparición en los textos de "conservación de la biodiversidad" aunque se hable de funciones de los ecosistemas lo cual es muy acertado y en su concepción se está aludiendo a la "integridad"; pero obviamente no es lo mismo hablar de recursos naturales que de biodiversidad.
d) El uso del término La Organización no es el más acertado y puede causar confusiones y va a causar dificultad de diferenciar "La Organización" de las organizaciones comunitarias indígenas sociales;
me parece que por más explicación que se haga en el glosario no se puede utilizar un término que
denota un grupo o una persona jurídica y al mismo tiempo a un individuo o persona natural; se debe
buscar un mejor término: operador manejador administrador pero para no tener críticas sobre el aspecto de género tal vez se puede usar La entidad y o Persona
e) A pesar de los esfuerzos realizados todavía se mantienen diferencias en el formato de formulación
de los Principios y en especial de los criterios; unos son muy explícitos y otros demasiado escuetos y
solamente con lo expresado en la Orientación se comprende su alcance y enfoque.
f) De aceptarse que los PyC abarquen todo tipo de vegetación habría que examinarse si es pertinente hablar de unidad de manejo forestal como consta en algunos criterios y orientaciones.
g) La incorporación de la Orientación es muy util y muchas de ellas podrían constituirse en indicadores con la formulación adecuada. No se ha realizado aun la revisión del Glosario "
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Este borrador refleja adecuadamente los procesos que han generado este proyecto de estándar.
1. Refleja las propuestas de cambios en los estándares presentadas a la Asamblea del FSC 2005 en
Manaos. Estas propuestas en gran parte fueron producto del Proceso Sur-Sur.
2. Refleja muy bien las propuestas del Grupo de Revisión de la Política de Plantaciones del FSC que
trabajó arduamente durante los años 2005 a 2007 en varias reuniones y que analizó en profundidad
la certificación de plantaciones. Ese proceso también incluyó consultas a stakeholders por lo que ya
el proceso de revisión viene avalado por opiniones durante un largo proceso.
3. Refleja muy bien los primeros pasos que se dieron en la propuesta de borrador de estándares en
2008 que ya había sido producto de consultas públicas.
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• The role of guidance needs to be clarified. If it is absolutely required as a definition of the Principle
or Criterion, then it should be stated as a definition. The term ―Guidance‖ (at least here in the U.S.
implies that there is flexibility in interpretation. Whether this is the case or not should be made very
clear. We have worked hard on this interpretation with the () FM standard and would be happy to
share our nomenclature and definitions.
• In many places, the language is confusing and awkward to the point that it is very difficult to understand the intent or what is required.
• Some of the guidance language reads more like Standards Working Group inter-group discussion
that should be removed from the P&C document.
• Use of the term ―organization‖ in Criteria-level directives is awkward. Consider the use of the terms
―Certificate Holder or Applicant‖ or ―Forest Manager‖.
I have read through the principles and I belive that the FSC certification which is voluntary, undermines mandatory obligations related to forestry. For example, one of the principles states that the
Convention on Biodiversity must be respected in countries where the government has signed and
ratified the Convention.
Instead, what we should all be calling for is that the provisions in the Convention on Biological Diversity, along with the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change have become international norms
in that the CBD and the UNCCC have been ratified by the vast majority of states, representing all
geographical regions and a full range of legal systems. In these conventions, there are mandatory
legally binding provisions to conserve biodiversity and to conserve carbon sinks - such as old growth
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A synapse of the existing P & C´s with the revised one should be developed - the wording shall" is
daunting the meaning is the same for example in 1.8 using present tense but appears more friendly the increasing number of criteria and the fact that they are more detailed is very positive and the base
of worldwide harmonization of standards. Furhtermore important against the backround of the many
generic standards which always be relevant part of the FSC-system - P 10 has a new character which
is good; the former Plantation P 10 occurred confusion "
We found this draft to be a great improvement on the 1st Revision Draft that was circulated for comment last summer. We are very relieved to see that many of the recommendations we suggested at
that point have now been incorporated into this draft. We believe the authors are to be congratulated
on the efforts they have made to put more coherence into this draft and to align the P&Cs with the
many sibsidiary documents that have been released by FSC over the intervening years. We also
applaud the move to structure the P&Cs to reflect modern management systems.We have however
one general point to make that does require further attention.
We have concerns about the varying quality of the Guidance Notes attached to each criterion. Some
Guidance Notes are presented as precise and authoritative advice (such as those supporting Criterion 7.2) whilst others seem to be more in the mode of expressing good ideas (for example a couple
of those supporting Criterion 10.8). There is still some work to be done to rationalise all Guidance
Notes into the former model although we appreciate the authors admit this in Paragraph 1.35. We
look forward to the second draft of this revision in which the differentiation of Guidance Notes will be
included.
In general, we agree in the value of revising the P&C and see a lot of important improvements in
terms of better-organized and less-redundant principles and criteria, inclusion of new requirements to
meet new policies and motions, and other helpful changes. However, we also need to express serious concern about some key provisions from the current P&C that are lost in this draft and that we
believe could jeopardize the integrity of the FSC system in the US. Similarly, there are also some new
requirements that we feel will place unnecessary burden on US-based certificate holders without adding benefit to our forests or communities. Our comments below reflect the parts of the draft P&C
where we have most concern.
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forests.
The campaign should be to compel all countries and all corporations to comply, with the precautionary principle, which is contained in both Conventions, and thus with the provisions for conserving
biodiversity and conserving carbon sinks. If corporations do not comply, their charters and licences
should be revoked. No longer is it tolerable to use the guise of extraterritorialism - ie what right do we
have to impose our standards on other states. Provisions should also apply to private lands. Conserving and preserving the forests for future generations is also a norm that is in both conventions.
The FSC is a market mechanism and not a principle-based process. I think that the whole FSC
process has ,since its inception in 1994, been a diversion, and undermined mjandatory international
standards.
() very much supports areas of Draft 2 of the P&C that contain improvements to organization and
clarity. However we are very concerned with changes or omissions that in effect weaken the specificity and clarity of the original FSC Principals and Criteria. It is these P&C that have garnered international ENGO support for FSC, inspired us to promote FSC in the market place and ultimately set FSC
above other certification standards in terms of it‘s ability to deliver socially and ecologically credible
forest certification. Given that FSC has more operating certifiers, more people will be interpreting the
criteria, therefore if the language is not specific enough, FSC certificates risk being awarded with too
loose an interpretation. This will result in credibility issues, similar to those that have arisen in the
past few years with instances such as the APP certificate.

In Canada specifically, there are new studies and maps that highlight the importance of the Boreal
and Pacific Northwest as major carbon storehouses – areas that overla with endangered species
habit and intact forest areas (HCVs). Specific sources for this data include the Boreal soil carbon
maps from www.interboreal.org, 2009 caribo habitat maps from a Scientific Review for the Identification of Critical Habitat for Woodland Caribou, Boreal Population in Canada, as well as David Suzuki
Foundation (http://www.davidsuzuki.org/files/Conservation/BorealCaribouMap_large_20apr09.jp g),
and the report titled Ecosystem-Based Management in the Great Bear Rainforest Defense for Climate and Species, February 2009, by Forest Ethics, Greenpeace and the Sierra Club of BC based on
a review of potential climate change implications of the Great Bear Rainforest Agreements by Dr. R.F.
Holt. Moving forward, for the FSC to continue to be seen as relevant amongst the wide range of
current and potential FSC stakeholders that are increasingly aware of the urgency of effectively addressing the climate crisis, the new FSC P&C need strong language to identify and maintain these
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A note about forest carbon stores and climate change
The growing global attention (and urgency) to the importance of forests for climate regulation cannot
be ignored. FSC needs to incorporate strong language in the P&C to identify and maintain forest
carbon stores and protect their sequestration values. The UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change, (finalized in 1992 and in force in March 1994) includes forest related obligations that are
relevant for the FSC. These include explicit forest related commitments under Article 3.3, which
urges taking precautionary measures to anticipate, minimize and prevent the causes of climate
change, including those related to maintaining forest carbon reservoirs, and Article 4.1.d, which calls
for the ―conservation and enhancement‖ of forest carbon sinks and reservoirs. Further, all the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change global assessment reports (1995, 2001 and 2007) point out
the importance of maintaining forest carbon reservoirs for regulating the climate system and preventing dangerous climate change. The importance of conserving intact forest carbon reservoirs was
also profiled in the significant and widely influential UK government sponsored 2006 study on the
economic impacts of climate change, led by Sir Alfred Stern, former chief economist of the World
Bank. This report estimated the social and environmental externality cost of CO2 emissions at $85
per metric ton. http://www.occ.gov.uk/activities/stern.htm
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carbon values in order for FSC to remain an effective measure of responsible and sustainable forest
management. Therefore, specific suggestions are outlined below.
() strongly supports language that defines FSC‘s ability to serve as a credible measure of responsible
forestry in the marketplace as outlined above. Failure to improve the language in Draft 2 would fundamentally undermine the FSC‘s effectiveness as a forest conservation and restoration tool—and
therefore as an effective forest management system. Failure to improve the language in this draft
would aid FSC‘s competitor certification systems, whose strategy for marketplace competition is to
mislead individual and corporate consumers into believing their systems are equivalent to the FSC.
If the proposed changes to the P&C move forward, the FSC would in fact move dramatically closer to
these substandard certification systems. This would seriously erode the FSC‘s market differentiation
and credibility. It would also make the FSC vulnerable to the same charges of ―greenwash‖ that are
being levied against its weakest competitors. As long-standing supporters of FSC in the marketplace
(specifically with publishers and printers) and participants in the FSC process, we hope that future
drafts of the proposed P&C will avoid these problems. We strongly urge the revisions committee to
steer the standard requirements back towards credibly and effectively ‗identifying‘ and ‗promoting‘
HCVF and intact forest management practices that protect and restore forest ecosystem values, protecting communities, indigenous people, biodiversity, endangered species habitat, as well as carbon
storage values. It is by maintaining and improving the integrity of the FSC P&C that FSC can ensure
continued support by the environmental community and market place – thus ensuring solid economic
returns to forest managers. The FSC‘s true strength and success lies with that spirit, and not with a
shortsighted strategy of increasing the FSC‘s numbers by lowering its thresholds.
In broad terms the Steering Group‘s concern centres on the fact that in an advanced, post-industrial
democracy such as the UK there is a high standard of regulatory framework in place covering the key
economic, environmental and social issues facing an enterprise. The Steering Group recognises that
this is not the case in every nation and understands the high motives driving some of the changes
proposed. Nonetheless it feels that applying ever tighter P&C requirements in the UK risks damaging
the credibility of FSC and the UK Woodland Assurance Standard. There is clearly a need for a high
level of flexibility in application of some of the proposed P&C and recognition of existing satisfactory
arrangements in countries such as the UK.
For example, we anticipate difficulties in the translation of the extended sections into reasonable ()
requirements, particularly in relation to worker's rights (2), indigenous and traditional peoples ' and
customary rights (3) and community relations (4). The issues of compensation and the interpretation
of ‗economic viability‘ were noted as a cause for concern as was the use of ‗stronger‘ verbs throughout the text.

There is already widespread and serious concern in the UK about the FSC approach to pesticides.
This has not been helped by the unacceptable delays in processing HHC derogation applications.
The Steering Group acknowledges the recognition in the consultation paper of these delays but feels
that the proscription by FSC of chemicals that accord with international standards has damaged
FSC‘s reputation in the UK for little, if any, environmental gain. The Steering Group advocates the
concept of integrated pest management systems and the recognition of national regulations wherever
possible and advocates this approach as the most appropriate way forward.
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There is also considerable concern over the principle of extending certification beyond the FMU to:
other areas of forest owned by the organisation; to subsidiary companies; to those companies not
employed on the FMU; to forest nurseries; and down the chain of custody. The fear is that, in practice, little would be gained and, if adopted, the proposals would act as a major disincentive to those
owners considering taking up or renewing certification.

Forest Stewardship Council

Commercial forestry in the UK is almost entirely reliant on recently established plantation-based forestry using introduced species. Advanced silvicultural approaches have allowed these ‗new‘ forests to
develop into diverse woodlands which are valued highly for their economic, environmental and social
goods, all of which have been reinforced by climate change mitigation and adaptation imperatives.
There is concern that the role and value attributed to such woodlands must not be jeopardized by any
revised P&C such as in criterion 10.1 relating to invasive and ecologically damaging species. In conclusion, the Steering Group is of the view that, in taking forward the P&C revision, FSC needs to be
very mindful of the reputational risk to FSC and the FSC process amongst UK stakeholders. The
Steering Group trusts that FSC will be able to find a way forward that delivers high standards but
through a pragmatic approach that does not place undue burdens on owners and managers. In the
UK we have a saying that ‗the best can be the enemy of the good‘ and I think that FSC should remain
mindful of these words in taking forward this revision.
It is gratifying to see the significant degree to which FSC has moved/is moving from its original ideological basis to a much sounder basis in professional forestry, forest science and the general world
body of laws.
That places the FSC on a much sounder footing. The breadth and depth of complexity of things that
must be done in order to meet criteria and indicators – if taken literally – requires enormous technical
staff resources for a forestry organization. Today, the trend is towards downsizing of forestry organizations in both private and government sectors, and that reduces the capacity to do all of the things
that certification requires. For three decades I managed the forestry organization of a large U.S. forest products company that was considered a leader in every facet of forestry. We had perhaps 150
people in technical and research organizations. Today, the company has no research organization
and perhaps a dozen people in corporate forestry positions.
With the exception of the Weyerhaeuser Company, almost all U.S. companies have divested their
forests. They are now fragmented ownerships of financial investors. Their management is overseen
by small, ―boutique‖ firms that contract all work on the ground to small, local consulting firms that
have competent field forestry personnel but little if any staff overhead. The global economics of forest
products are forcing forestry organizations in other regions to follow similar organizational tends. It
remains to be seen whether the complexity of forest certification systems can interface with small,
forestry organizations with decreased infrastructure. The focus of forest certification (naturally) tends
to be focused on acres of forest. But forest products use cubic meters of wood, not acres of forest.
All certification systems need to place much more emphasis on the volume of certified wood that enters the market and less emphasis on the acres of forest certified. As the most significant example,
plantation forests in Brazil produce about 10 times the volume per hectare per year as forests in the
southern United States and as much as 50 times the volume per hectare per year as boreal forests.

Second, there was an almost universal agreement that none of the systems have had very much
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There is no definition of ―Legal‖ in the proposed Glossary. At the second dialogue on forest certification held by The Forests Dialogue in Maidenhead, England in 2004, representatives of leading conservation NGOs who work on forest conservation in the developing world were most emphatic about
one point -- We are working hard just to control illegal logging. There isn‘t a broadly accepted definition of what is meant by ―legal.‖ It may take us 10 to 20 years of hard work just to bring developing
world operations to a point of being legal. Until we do that, we can‘t even think about the further dimensions of certification, and all of the additional standards and principles and criteria are meaningless to us. If you want to do something helpful, reach an accepted definition of ―legal‖ so that we can
take steps to certify that the wood is coming from legal sources. After that, we‘ll think about the
broader aspects of certification. http://research.yale.edu/gisf/tfd/certification.html

Forest Stewardship Council

impact on critical forest-related issues in the developing economies. Many companies and other users are shifting their energy from the debate over standards in Europe and North America to their
business needs in the developing world. Debate on which system is "better" at the high end becomes
meaningless to them when it is unclear whether some countries or areas meet preconditions to even
begin a journey towards certification. Emphasis focused on issues related to illegal logging (corruption, laws, enforcement, etc.) and basic social needs and human rights (rights of indigenous peoples,
worker rights and safety, etc.). This suggested a significant opportunity for certification schemes and
their users to collaborate to develop common "starting points" for phased approaches to certification.
Realistic expectations need to be developed about degrees of sophistication and potential rates of
progress toward typical standards in the absence of requisite infrastructure from "rule of law" to availability of enforcement, technology, research, trained personnel, etc.
ALTHOUGH THE WORK TO IMPROVE THE FULL SCOPE OF THE FSC STANDARD IS NOTEWORTHY, I SEE NO EVIDENCE THE FSC IS RESPONDING TO THE FUNDAMENTAL CONCERN
OF SOME OF THE
BEST KNOWN AND MOST RESPECTED LEADERS IN PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE FORESTRY
IN REGIONS SUCH AS THE CONGO BASIN, THE AMAZON AND SOUTHEAST ASIA.

Guidance should remain guidance. If it has to be mandatory then it means that the requirement is not
clear enough and the guidance should then be incorporated in the requirements. Guidance should not
become mandatory. This would create confusion as people/auditors would have to start auditing with
the guidance document as well and would need to try to differentiate guidance from requirements
during an evaluation. This would create inconsistency in terms of implementation.
What does constitute the draft of the FSC standard (STD)? The P&C only or the whole lot? Which is
the document under discussion? The long or the short or both? Under 1.35 the document suggest
that this revision of the P&C includes Guidance. These things are not clear to the reader in the
2.0draft proposed for comments. Guidance here appear to be partially normative and partially not.
Sometimes this happens even within the same guidance (see the guidance 3 of criterion 6.6). Despite
1.35 the Guidance Notes are not clearly differentiated into normative guidance and not-normative
guidance.Guidance must remain guidance. A normative guidance is no else than a standard requirement and must be included in the principle/criterion.See FSC procedure 10.6 I suggest to include
definition of guidance in the annexed Glossary
I note that in 1.38 that the following has not been reviewed-Revision of the stakeholder responses to
the draft revision of the Principles and Criteria by the FSC Board in May 2008 to ensure that all points
have been considered by the Working Group; I made extensive comments on this first draft and hope
that someone can review these at some point.I agree with the technical comments made by on the
preamble and the background issues on etc.I commend the intent to do such a comprehensive review and also the effort that has gone into the work.In particular I would commend 1.32 1.36 and par-
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The broader use of measures to track progress toward management goals in the revised standards is
commendable. In this regard, you may find it useful to read a very omprehensive study of the use of
biodiversity indicators that was done under contract to the National Commission on Science for Sustainable Forestry in the United States. As a member of that Commission, I think this was a salient
facet of the Commission‘s work. It provides outstanding guidance on approaches to selecting and
applying indicators. In certification systems, most ―indictors‖ are top-down ―policy‖ indicators, but the
monitoring being enhanced in the revised FSC standards will require thoughtful selection and use of
other kinds of indicators. You can find a summary of the report on this at
http://ncseonline.org/CMS400Example/contentblock.aspx?id=697
and the full report at http://www.ncseonline.org/ewebeditpro/items/O62F3301.pdf
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ticularly 1.37 from the preamble. I think further work is still required to meet the systematic changes
fully and I hope that there is sufficient time and resources put in by FSC to ensure this happens.In the
comments below only P7 has been completed as part of a collective effort from ASI staff and lead
assessors to comment on the full document.There is a serious need to clarify what guidance is only
guidance and what is a normative requirement. This will be crucial in terms of how the CB audits
against it and will also be key for NIs developing indictors. I would be happier if all the requirements
were clearly in the criteria and the guidance was just guidance.
General outline approach and structure of the document are considered as adequate. The new approach covers a broad range of new requirements in comparision with the previous set of requeriments. These additions are positive for the credibility of the system. However the wording of several
paragraphs in the document the way they are presented and included as requirements makes it very
difficult to evaluate. Long explanations and non scientific sound statements (which probably intend to
address certain environmental problems myths or paradigms) should be removed from the document.
This is a good document but needs adjustments fo various details. General outline approach and
stucutre are adequate.
First of all I think the rule of thumb which should be used should be ''if it ain't broke don't fix it''. There
are areas of the current P&C which have issues which need to be resolved but it is possible that the
current revisions with every single Criterion being changed (even if only in word order) has gone
much too far revising Criteria which do not need revision.This root-and-branch approach implies that
the current P&C have no parts which are worth saving. I think it is extremely important to consider
that this could be interpreted by interested parties inside and outside of FSC in a manner which undermines FSC as a whole : 'why did they need to overhaul and change the ENTIRE system? - it must
have been really messed up!'It is also important to maintain consistency in terms used and the role of
various elements in the P&C standard.

In places what is called guidance are explanations of the thinking and rationale behind decisions in
the revision. These are extremely interesting especially for those involved for a while but they are not
guidance -- they are explanations. Explanations further don't belong in the P&C but maybe in an accompanying document a briefing note or even a general interest booklet explaining the history the
process and the drivers for revision. I think it is essential that the revised P&C are clear straightforward contain objective thresholds and are relatively brief. They comprise a skeleton for fleshing out to
a standard which is a tool for an audit. The background information rationale and arguments history
and such are all important but belong in separate non-normative documents.The real goal of the P&C
is to be the bare bones of a standard for audits. The skeleton is fleshed out by indicators written
based on anlaysing and interpreting the criteria.
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I think the guidance should be precisely that: information to help guide interpetation. The division into
normative and non-normative is in conflict with FSC's own FSC-PRO-01-001 clause 10.6. It is also
only confusing to almost everyone native speakers and not native speakers. If something is required
it should be a requirement. There should be no normative guidance. This is extremely important that
FSC makes sure it is being internally consistent as it builds on and revises its body of documents (as
the system becomes more complex). Otherwise you undermine the whole system by confusing users
and stakeholders as well as causing unnecessary problems for auditors and for ASI. Consistency (in
terms and types of requirements) is crucial in facilitating understanding of the FSC standard system
for people who are not already familiar with it (this in itself then contributes to increased transparency.) In places this inconsistent approach is further complicated by internally contradictory sentences:
''Normative guidance to show how… MAY be interpreted'' . This will further confuse people trying to
use the document! (It also is in contradiction with the objective described in the foreword to reduce
use of 'fuzzy' words and such.)
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It is great that small errors which crept in - such as 'should' in Criteria - are being fixed now in the
revision but it is crucial that one doesn't make the mistake of making the basic structure too complicated when that elaboration of the basic structure should come later through national standard development possibly through generic indicators or through policies. On page 8 the title ''Values of a
change'' needs editing for clarity as it does not make sense now. Neither does the subheading: ''value
of change is commensurate with costs''. I am also of the opinion that there might a bit of a tendency
to set too many rules and many advices not all of which belong in the P&C but rather as advice in
guidance and interepretation documents. Some of the explanations or elaborations now in 'guidance'
may get in the way of those using the standards to see how they (perhaps creatively - in a positive
way) can fulifll the requirements. (It is the task of CABs and also ASI to check).
At the risk of sounding negatively critical I see a tendency in some of the information towards an overly paternalistic view. Giving many specific examples creates a didactic tone. Consider the audience/user -- NIs CABs ASI etc. All of these groups know an awful lot about responsible forest management and don't need the lecture…. To be too didactic narrows how the P&C may be interpreted -this is only good if you think you have covered ALL possible useful interpretations (not realistic for any
group of people no matter how expert experienced and creative) or if the writer thinks other groups
such as national standard developers won't have something new and useful to contribute. The discussion of issues (including examples) background etc. belongs in other documents.

section 1.52- What is FSC? The two main functions of FSC are to 1) set the standards for responsible
forestry and 2) accredit CAB's. The former is missing from this section.
I am pleased to note that economically viable management" is included in para 1.54. Also that in
para 1.78 that the role of national laws and regulations (as set out in the UK by the UK Forestry Standard) are recognised; and that FSC aims to complement not supplant initiatives to support sustainable forest management."
A forest owner who fulfils national and local law in Switzerland will also fulfil each point mentioned in
the preamble and should therefore be certified without any additional work.Wood is traded on international markets. On this markets we have to compete with FSC certified wood from regions where the
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I don't agree at all with the use of the term ''The Organization'' especially with the capital letters -- it
has the ring of referring to the mafia! (I'm not joking!) I think the current use of ''enterprise'' is fine -the potential meaning is the same as you give to ''the Organization'' as is indicated in your own defintion in the glossary. Finally if I were to choose only three absolutely essential items that demand serious attention in this revision I would say they are: 1) the need to ensure one is being consistent (including with FSC's own standards such as FSC-PRO-01-001) and clear about what is a requirement
or not 2) to ensure the P&C are clear straightforward and amenable to audit and 3) the fact that the
depth of the overhaul is too radical replacing Citeria which are not 'broken' and this will send the
wrong message about the success of the FSC system to date.
1. The global revision of the P&C should take the opportunity to directly address the previosulyundefined concepts, which have caused so much confusion and led to unequal levels of compliance
from country to country. such examples can be found in, and are further explained in, criteria: 1.10 &
6.3 below.
2. Guidance should be as harmonised as possible, i.e. we find that in some places there is a great
deal of prescriptive requests (eg. 7.2) whereas other terms/requests continue to be left very open (eg.
"longterm" & "protection area"). Guidance should not be more demanding or prescriptive than the
criterion - this is the job of the indicators.
Preamble

Forest Stewardship Council

produced wood doesn't even fulfil the national and local law in Switzerland. Because of our standard
we can't produce our products as cheap as other regions can. This ist a distortion of the competition
forced by FSC. The reason for this problem is that FSC is a global Label but with local standards. We
want therefore Same Lable for same preformance!""
It seems that the new P&C adds more burdon to the organisation when it comes to documentation
than the present standard - for example in Principle 7 Criteria 2.
2nd sentence - does FSC really intend to manage forests to meet the spiritual needs of present and
future generations? This I think pushes too far into the realm beyond sustainability and should be
avoided if possible. Not sure how you could manage a forest to meet the spiritual needs of all (or
even a majority) of forest stakeholders.
We are pleased that the intent of Policy Motion 35 has been incorporated into the Review. It is important to ensure natural justice and fair and open consultation as part of this process.

1.65 – Clearly the issue of risk has a global dimension given the variability in state governance regimes. Scale and presence of ―industrial-intensity‖ activity are valid reasons for offering appropriate
guidance. Clearly given the emphasis of proposed revisions to the standard, however, it would be an
oversight to avoid commenting that ineffective or weak national governance regimes are a source of
risk requiring specific Guidance notes.
1) Generally agree that some kind of preamble is needed to explain content of the document but 2)
Preamble contains lot of references to different kind of documents and even document versions what will happen with P&C if some of documents or its version FSC position etc will cahnge? 3) It is
not very clear status of Preamble - is it mandatory or just guidance"? So far each word mentioned in
the FSC documents has to be considered by certificate holder."
It is way too long and it should only describe how it is to be used.
The preamble from 1.51 is good and provides a very useful guidance for reviewers and should be
retained when the P&C revision is completed.There should not be any focus on high risk forests such
as plantations. This should only emerge during the standard setting process and any so-called high
risk should not be pre-empted in the document.
Segundo párrafo: ¿Qué es el FSC? : es incompleta la definición de lo que es el FSC.El FSC no es
solo un organismo internacional que acredita a entidades de evaluación si no que es además y principalmente una organización de miembros que definen mediante un sistema democrático (esto se
puede decir de otra forma") estándares que reflejan estos principios acordados de manejo forestal
responsable y que posee un sistema de etiquetado en el producto que recompensa mediante el mercado a administradores forestales responsables."
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We are concerned that FSC is considering guidance on large-scale industrial-intensity units, especially plantations with a high public profile as per 1.35a.
• The plantations review did not recommend this approach.
• All units should be expected to meet the same set of standards otherwise a hierarchy will evolve.
• We question why plantations with a high public profile are being singled out and wonder what this
means. It appears to be an unfounded response to critics of plantations and does not have any real
basis.
• FSC requires a high degree of stakeholder engagement. Any ―special‖ standards for large-scale
plantations may act as a disincentive for forest managers to engage more widely with stakeholders
and the public.
1.59 – It should not be possible for national and regional standards to include additional criterion.
The P‘s and C‘s require approval by the global membership of FSC and there is no mechanism in
place to ensure national initiatives are gov-erned in a manner that is consistent with FSC International
norms.

Forest Stewardship Council

1.52 debe hacerse incapie en VOLUNTARIO; 1.64 La escala e intensidad no son independientes de
los principio de manejo pueden estar relacionados en su ecologia. Esto puede afectar negativamente
a pequenos comunidades y grupos; 1.70 No es lo mismo que ILO este ratificado a que por definicion
se EXTIENDA su obligatoriedad la extencion se refiere a COMPROMISO que es diferente de obligatroriedad
Entendemos que es demasiado extenso. A partir del punto 1.14 explica la relación de los P&C con
otros estándares del FSC y/o normas internacionales y aspectos operativos del proceso de certificaciòn que podrían ser parte de un documento anexo.
The preamble is far too long. There is no need for all the discussion on what the FSC is etc. to be
included (1.51 1.52 1.53 1.54 155). If it is necessary for this sort of information to be published it
should be done so but in a separate document. The P&C should be tightly restricted to the requirements of the standard together with only that information that is required to understand how it is formatted. All the additional (and sometimes unnecessary) information to do with how it is used e.g. the
management cycle (1.72-1.76) or ILO (1.68-1.71) is just complicating things and should be removed.
Also much of the other information which is relevant can be much shortend. There could be a reference to a web site with Q&As with much of this information.
Page 15: 1.51 Preamble: Happy with the inclusion of ―spiritual‖.
Once FSC promise not to ‗‖destruct‖ then they are committed to keep that promise.
FSC should never certify native forests logging in Australia (see Woodmark) because it is destructive.
Page 17: ―Environmental services‖. The function of forests must include clean drinking water, carbon
storage, clean air should have greater focus in dry continents like Australia.
The fact that Australia was once covered with forest (12%) and now not even 5%, should explain why
logging in native forests cannot be certified. This issue is not mentioned, there should be a threshold.
General: Use 'forest and plantation',
delete self certiciation
Use 'management unit' throughout the P&C
1.2 - add improve after maintain
1.7 - [need to explain more where the indicators will fit and why they are not included here. If they are
only to be developed by National/regional standards setting process and that after December 2010
when CB standards are phased out (as per GA motion in 2005) there will be an international set of
indicators that will apply where no national/regional standard exists, then this needs to be stated. ]
1.8 - add 'until the end of 2010 when CB adapted standards are phased out' after accredited CAB's
1.11 - [except there could be mandatory guidance or indicators that could be specific to plantations,
or SLIMFs etc.]
[Note there is considerable unnecessary and incorrect information in the preceding preamble section.
We refer to () comments and suggestions for this section.
1.51: Self-certification does not provide any such assurance, and is not even properly defined as ―certification‖. It is also inappropriate for the FSC to acknowledge or promote self-certification.

1.56: This draft contains no Indicators. Of greater concern is the fact that paragraph 1.35 above im-
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1.52: If it is the CABs that maintain such rigor, then the comma after the word ―quality‖ should be deleted. If this refers to the FSC, then the comma should be retained.

Forest Stewardship Council

plies that some of the Guidance notes in this document will be considered ―normative‖ – which is contrary to most standards. If Guidance is to be normative in the FSC P&C, then it must be listed in this
paragraph and clearly identified as part of the normative structure of the P&C, meaning that all language in all Guidance notes is considered to be a means of measuring compliance, and that it is NOT
considered to be merely ‗advisory‘. No confusion must be created in this regard.
1.56 bullet point 2 and 3: Since none of these are included as part of the structure of the P&C, they
are inappropriate in this list. This language might be more appropriate if moved under the next subheading below.
1.57: For the same reason as above, it might be more appropriate to move the language in this paragraph under the next sub-heading below.
1.57: This is a time-bound phrase that is unwise to include in the P&C, since it will at some point become inaccurate. It is best to delete this phrase. Change to: FSC generic indicators are available to
aid the development of progress indicators for the forest management unit which is being offered for
certification.
1.57 progress indicators: It is unclear what this term means. It is not in the Glossary.
Section - 'How are the FSC P&C applied': This is the section where a clear explanation of what is
required for compliance with the standard must be presented, including an explanation of what is
normative and what is not. Yet at present the section does not contain such an explanation.
1.59: supported by: Vague. Does not explain the relationship clearly or whether Indicators are required for compliance with the standard.
1.61 - such Criteria will be listed: This language appears directed at reviewers of this draft. As such,
it is inappropriate Preamble language and should be deleted.
1.62 - relevant: They are not vaguely ―relevant‖, but are and should be directly applicable. Replace
relevant with applicable
1.65: This obviously contains some errors and needs to be corrected.
1.65 last sentence: This is another note to reviewers of this draft, and thus should be deleted from the
Preamble.
1.68 - Change to: There are the eight core labour conventions which address the rights of workers
(listed in section 1.5 in FSC-GUI-30-002, Forest Certification and the ILO Conventions: guidance on
implementation, May 2002). The provision of comparable wages is covered by ILO Convention 131.

1.70 - 2nd sentence: This would probably be considered a very weak legal assertion under international law. It also has little relevance to whether or not FSC wishes to require certified operations to
comply with ILO conventions. Thus, it is unnecessary and it would be best to delete this language.
Delete.
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1.69: References to GA policy motions do not belong in the P&C. Many other such references could
be made, yet they are unnecessary and waste space. Delete last sentence.
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1.70 - change to: 1.69 Some ILO member countries have ratified some of these conventions and
have converted them into national law. Other ILO member countries have not ratified any of these
conventions. However, the FSC membership has expressed its desire that the Principles and Criteria
(and by extension the FSC regional and national standards for responsible forest stewardship) should
make obligatory the implementation of the relevant conventions of the International Labour Organization (ILO).
Section 'How do the P&C relate to the management cycle': Both this section and the following section
are unnecessarily lengthy and contain a lot of language that neither helps the Preamble or necessarily belongs in it.
1.72: Delete last sentence.
1.73: Delete - Legal issues are not related to the ―management cycle‖, and should be referenced
elsewhere. Furthermore, it is unwise to link the P&C to independent schemes that are very new and
untested, and it is unnecessary to reference the source of inspiration for every part of the P&C, especially since such external sources are subject to change beyond the control of the FSC.
1.74: Delete
1.75: Delete - Few of these issues pertain to the ―management cycle‖. It is also a waste of space to
include this kind of list in the text of the Preamble. A simple listing of the Principles at the end of the
Preamble would be sufficient. [See addition below.]
1.76: Move - This list is a waste of space here. Also, the titles will not always be ―new‖. They have
been moved to the end of the Preamble as a new ―Contents‖ section.
1.77 - 3rd sentence: This will have to be consistent with the language ultimately agreed for the standard itself.
1.77 - for the benefit of the FMU: This is odd and vague language and should be revised. [See comments and suggested alternative language below.]
Section The FSC P&C as one part of FSC documentation: This entire section introduces considerable
confusion and should be re-examined.
1.78 - to be read: by whom?
1.78 - interlinked basic FSC requirments: This implies that forest managers must comply with a huge
additional set of documents. If so, much further explanation is needed to explain why the P&C fails to
contain all obligations required for compliance.

These two sentences are important to highlight (and were considered by the original P&C WG to merit free-standing presentation in a separate paragraph). They are also unrelated to the topic subheading and should be moved elsewhere in the Preamble.
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1.78 - The FSC Principles and Criteria should be used in conjunction with international, national and
local laws and regulations. FSC intends to complement, not supplant, other initiatives that support
responsible forest management worldwide:

Forest Stewardship Council

1.81 This concise statement from the original P&C Preamble seems particularly pertinent here, and
should be added: 'The Principles and Criteria are a complete package to be considered as a whole.'
1.82 delete 'may recognize partial compliance'. It would be an egregious mistake to imply to consumers that an FSC certificate and label can represent ‗partial compliance‘.

Add table of contents at the end of preamble
Not 1.63 - some aspects of standards apply more broadly
Me parece prematuro pronunciarse a favor o en contra de todo el preámbulo; esto se lo deberá hacer
en la ultima versión de los PyC. Por el momento se puede decir que: a) Algunos puntos deberán
eliminarse en versión final pues hacen alusion a borrdores posterires; eje. 1.11. b) Revisar 1.13;
pueden haber instalaciones fuera de la Unidad de manejo. c) Se debe incluir en numeral 1.1.una
referencia al problema de cambio climático y calentamiento global. d) 1.13 No estoy segura si estos
PyC puedan usarse para la certificación de manejo de algunos servicios ambientales. e) Falta incorporar referencia al Convenio 169 de la OIT en párrf. 1.68 o 1.69 o 1.70 o crear un nuevo párrafo.
compliance with laws 1.3 -1.6 and 1.8 - handling like in 2.2
Part of our concern about Guidance Notes is their official status. We feel the authors should consider
explaining the purpose of Guidance Notes in the Preamble possibly along the lines proposed in Paragraph 1.35 (which is not part of the Preamble at present). Paragraph 1.65 (which is in the Preamble)
does not contain sufficient information to establish their authority. Our suggestion is that Guidance
Notes are allocated a bullet of their own in Paragraph 1.56
I strongly disagree with 1.52; FSC is not an accreditation body it is or should be a standards setting
organisation.
1.57 there is no need to refer to FSC generic indicators in this document.
1.58 the wording is wrong. FSC does not approve CAB locally adapted standards. This should be
reviewed and FSC needs to decide whether it wants to maintain these generic and locally adaopted
standards.
1.59 wording is wrong. Indicators are not locally agreed. This is not currently an FSC requirement far
from it.
1.60 wording is not clear: which is being submitted for evaluation of the quality of forest management". An FMU is not submitted but applies for evaluation. It is also not the "quality" of the forest
management that is evaluated but conformity with FSC certification requirements which can be different.1.60 and 1.61 not clear: 1.60 indicates that P&C applies within the boundary of the FMU (therefore any local community outside is not concerned) however 1.61 makes reference to a document/Criteria which does not appear to exist? "1.61 Some of the Principles and Criteria apply to the
geographic and social landscapes in which the forest management unit is situated; such Criteria will
be listed in a later draft. "
1.63 means that any facility/local community/indigenous community outside of the boundaries of the
defined FMU shall not be considered during the evaluation: Is this interpretation correct? If it is not
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1.83 - There is no need, and it is unwise, to state in the Preamble that the drafting process has been
difficult or the language in the standard is imperfect. Change to: 'In some circumstances, unforeseen
problems may be encountered which cannot be resolved between The Organization and other stakeholders, between The Organization and an evaluating CAB, or between any of these and government
agencies. Conforming to normal FSC practice, Guidance language has been included for some criteria indicating that such problems should be referred to the FSC International Centre for a ruling. This
advice does not prevent any party from seeking advice from any other source, but for certification
decisions the final authority is the FSC International Centre.'

then there is a need for clarification here.
1.65 I sdo not agree. If there is a need for exception then rthis needs to be included in the requirement not the guidance. Also the following terms do not currently have an FSC definition. One is
needed/essential for: high-risk industrial-intensity operations family-managed seasonal harvesting of
non-timber forest products etc.
1.67: 1.67 The uniqueness of the environmental resources and the relative ecological fragility of the
forest will be considered in all certification assessments. Is this a requirement for CABs? If it is then it
needs to be specified and defined in one FSC standard otherwise this will not be done and will be
very difficult to enforce.
1.68 to 1.71 I am really unclear about the requirement here. Does 1.71 indicates that a CAB has to
perform an analysis of the ILO requirements which have been incorporated in national legislation?
What happens if a country has not ratified ILO convention(s)? What happens if the national legislation
does not take into account ILO conventions? Do NIs have an obligation to perform such analysis?
etc.
1.72: "to observable performance" Does this means that a CAB has to witness all activities when
performing an evaluation? Can an evaluation be performed without observing all activities such as
training harvesting planting etc etc? This wording appears to be unclear.Demonstrated commitment
and implementation of plans are two different issues and they should be separated. Commitment is
important implementation of plan is important but both may not be enough to comply with the proposed P&C.refernce to P7 may not be appropriate here unless planning is limited to management
activities. However other activities may need to be planned such as training consultation with local
communities etc which may not be relevant under P7.
1.76 indigenous is difficult to define but now traditional will also need to be clearly defined. I would
opersonally prefer to refer to "forest people". I am not sure what a traditional person is and they may
have nothing to do with the forest. I will check in the text of P3 if this is clear.
1.77 in many tropicla countries the owner as defined here would be the STATE. Is this the intent of
the definition included here? Also 1.77 only refers to activities within the FMU. Please clarify if this
also applies to activities outside of the FMU such as relations with local communities etc. In a country
like Russia different state organisations are in charge for different activities meaning that in some
cases one organisation cannot be in full control of all activities. If it is the case does this means that
the organisation cannot demonstrate compliance?
1.78 last sentence not needed and is confusing.
1.81 Sentence should read: There are no priorities between Criteria; they have equal status and validity. The word Principles need to be deleted as they are not used to evaluate conformity.propose to
delete: Certification decisions are guided by the extent to which each FSC Criterion is satisfied and by
the importance and consequences of failure. As this is addressed somehwere else in FSC system.1.82 I would propose to delete this section as it is very unclear and confusing. I understand the
intent but the wording is not appropriate and will lead to confusion. This issue should be addressed in
other FSC standards.1.83 last sentence is not appropriate as FSC does not make certification decisions. Needs to be reviewed."
1.52 The statement that FSC is an accreditation body is not correct and it conflicts with FSC strategy
plans and current policies and management choices (ASI establishment as 'independent'and ASI
role).1.56 does not reflect the introduction of Guidance between Principles/Criteria and Indicators.
The hierarchy is not P&C&I any longer. 1.79 FSC P&C are not in line with FSC-PRO-01-001 10.6 In
all cases the standard shall state that guidance … notes shall not be normative.""
I would agree with comments.
It is not clear how the guidance is related to the indicators. The role of the guidance should be described in the preamble.
There is still lack of clarity how the guidance is related to indicators. This is also closely related to the
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procedures for the development of national or interim standards. It should be made clear how guidance and indicators are related. The preamble speaks of inidcators although these are not given in
the text. On the other hand the role of the guidance is not descibed in the preamble. A paragraph
should be added which explains the position of the guidanc note within the hierarchical framework of
principles criteria and indicators. 1.81 says that evalaution is carried out for 'FSC approved indicators'. It should be considered that this is not the case for the locally adapted indicators developed by
CABs
A few specific comments:1.39-1.40 this does not belong -- it is an explanation of process and an acknowledgement in advance of a gap which reads an apology for not doing a good job (I am sure you
didn't mean it this way!).
Also the reference to PEFC implies that the revisions of the two standards are somehow connected
1.42 and elsehwere: I am a bit confused by this document being presneted for consultation when it
does not seem to be quite ready - i.e. docuemtns referred to which do not yet exist.
1.53 No need to quote yourself (FSC quoting FSC) -- just give the vision! Also consider having shorter headings -- now it reads like a question-and-answer session (or in-book quiz).
1.56 This document does not describe the P&C -- it IS the P&C. I wouldn't use ''worldwide'' as an
adjective- it sounds bit casual and like an advertisement. And I wouldn't refer to the generics -- this is
the type of reference which is useful only to a specific group of users (developing their own standards) and so it should be in guidance for them (and publically available). This belongs with those
standards and guidelines referenced in
1.67. Much of the following text (folowing 1.56) should be in specific guidance; the preamble should
be briefer and more genreal. Also Criteria are not supported by Indicators; the Criteria are interepreted into auditable chunks which are the Indicators. In general FSC tends to use far too many acronyms for the casual person to understand what is being said (= essential element in transparency)
and I would strongly recommend not introducing (or popularizing) another in FSS.1.73 and also 1.741.75 are not appropriate for a preamble - they are a discussion of content which might go in another
document (overview of the new P&C or something like that).

we think that the scale of the laws and regulation applicable should be limited to national level as it is
specified in the criteria but that the international treaties should be wider required (e.g. ILO)
The term customary law" should be defined.
Throughout the rational for P.1 and Criteria 1-10 there are excessive references to SW's Standard for
Verification of Legal Compliance.FSC should avoid these references as it suggests a bias toward one
CAB.There are several other legality programs in the marketplace including SCS Legal Harvest Verfication. "
It is not clear why the requirement comply with FSC P&Cs" is stated as such when this process is by
default about this. This also does not qualify compliance which in FSC terms does allow for minor
and temporary non-compliance. Criterion 1.10 also does not deal with "compliance" per se but commitment. Should this not be the preferred wording?"
Suggest that FSC take OUT of Principle 1 ―and all the FSC Principles and Criteria and all applicable
FSC standards‖. This makes P1 overly complex and reduces the effectiveness of the overall ap-
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In general, given that this is the principal document within the FSC system, we feel that instead of
referring to sections of other standards, it would be better to include the actual text of the sections in
the text of the Preamble. For example: 1.56, 1.66, 1.80.
1.67 It would be important to have listed the standards and guidance provide by FSC IC.
1.75 There was a strong feeling that the new P10 should 'move' between P7 (planning) and P8 (monitoring).
Principle 1

proach taken in the document that moves towards P1 being a potentially formal mechanism for addressing legality issues as per the Lacey Act FLEG etc.
It is hardly possible 1) for a company to comply with ALL laws regulations and nationally ratified treaties and 2) for an auditor to check this. FSC is a Forest Management certification and should not focus on all laws but only on those related to Social Environmental and Forestry legislation related to
forest management as provided in the Guidance note 3. This should also be reflected in the Principle
as it was in the original Principle.
Se below on 1.1
The rationale presented appears reasonable especially as it includes NATIONALLY RATIFIED" international treaties and binding agreements rather than all international treaties and agreements. Overall there is an increase on measurable performance in the criteria such as demonstrating compliance
rather than simply "respecting" things. This may increase recordkeeping (documentation compilation). Also the old 1.3 criteria is split out into many multiple criteria to in order to delineate its components. This makes for greater clarity but increases the length of the criteria and work that must be
done.Recommend using the term ―comply with‖ rather than ―demonstrate compliance with‖ or ―shall
provide evidence of‖ throughout the criterion is this principle. The wording and guidance for the principle itself is acceptable it is wording for vari-ous criterion that is problematical."
Recommend that FSC develop guidance directing National Initiatives to evaluate nationally-ratified
international treaties and binding agreements for equivalency with national and local law. This would
improve the efficiency of assessments by allowing CAB's and applicants to concentrate on conformance with national and local laws.
The phrase ―all applicable laws of the country in which they occur‖ should be retained for clarity and
to minimize the need for future interpretation. Also it is recommended that FSC develop guidance
directing National Initiatives to evaluate nationally-ratified international treaties and binding agreements for equive-lancyequivalency with national and local law. This would improve the efficiency of
assessments by allowing CAB's and applicants to concentrate on conformance with national and
local laws.
Although I agree with the principle in general I am a little concerned about the reference to the FSC
principles and criteri within the Principles and Criteria. This seems to me to be tautologous. The objective of the Principlea and Criteria is itself a test of compliance. It may be that a more appropriate
wording here is to use the word commitment to the PCI as used in the criterion 10.1. n the other hand
I can understand the copmpliance with all FSC standards since some of them are not directly covered
by the Generic PCI.There are two other issues that should be dealt with under this principle. That is
the issue of transfer pricing and the associated issue of arms length dealing between assocaited
companies. It is my belief that these two behaviours as much as any other have led to undervaluing
of tropical forest resources and their subsequent loss.
Re-organizing all requirements related to legal compliance into one principle is a positive revision and
eliminates redundancies.
The Organization shall acknowledge and ensure compliance with laws regulations and treaties internationally ratified and binding agreements as well as all FSC Principles and Criteria and FSC standards.
En Argentina - existen leyes vigentes cuya implementación es prácticamente inviable. - existen vacíos legales y temas ―grises‖.- obtener fallos legales normalmente implica procesos largos y costosos.
Esto hace que tanto la certificadora como las organizaciones conocen que podría haber normas que
no se cumplen cabalmente. Esto genera una gran incertidumbre para las organizaciones las cuales
quedan a merced del criterio del auditor quien define qué declara y qué omite en los informes de
auditoria.Propuesta:Definir mecanismos que habiliten a las EEC a ―administrar formalmente‖ estos
potenciales conflictos dentro del marco de los P&C atendiendo diferenciadamente los mismos de
acuerdo a los riesgos implicados.
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debe haber un parrafo que insista en la obligatoriedad cuando los acuerdos etc HAN SIDO RATIFICADOS no es lo mismo si no han sido ratificados o incluir en los criterios esa palabra.
didn't understand point 1 in the Guidance
The word 'organization' needs to be written in a clearer context so that it only relates to the certified
Forest Management Unit. The current wording suggests that to comply with Principle 1 requires that
all aspects of an organisation's actvities are considered including non-forestry activity rather than just
with their certified Forest Management Unit.
What does ALL laws mean? Old P 1 says all applicable laws". How would "all" laws be audited? We
note that the proposed formulation regarding international conventions and treaties that are not nationally ratified seems to differ from earlier FSC Guidance. Is this intentional? "
add applicable" before "laws" as it used to be"
Change to: The Organization shall comply with all laws, regulations and international treaties and
binding agreements, and all the FSC Principles and Criteria and all applicable FSC standards.
Need one standard globally so that key international treaties are complied with in FSC certified operations whether the national government has ratified the treaty/agreement or not. The principle as written is also inconsistent with several of the criteria.
Guidance 1: . [so does this mean FSC will not recognize customary land rights where the conflict with
statute law? If so then disagree with this guidance, or it must be clear that P3 overrides this guidance.]
Guidance 2: [does it mean the are not nationally ratified?]
Add new Criterion 1.11. (new): All organisations shall publish a commitment to fight corruption. All
trans-national and large national enterprises shall further publish their company structure, board of
directors, main shareholders, turnover and profits. They shall also publish their taxes paid to the different authorities and informal payments to other bodies.
Rational: In many areas, corruption and the lack of transparency threaten all positive benefits. Industry plays a crucial role in combating corruption. FSC shall not stay behind the efforts of many organisations and progressive companies toward transparency and the fight of corruption.
Strongly endorse the change to ―comply;‖ ―respect‖ was too vague. Loss of ―applicable‖ may be problematic.

ratified and binding: If these terms are used they need to be included and defined in the Glossary.
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The document appears to be missing criterion level language requiring compliance with treaties.
Suggest changing all uses of ―demonstrate compliance‖ with ―comply‖. This is an important distinction
when auditing. Requiring owners to actually demonstrate compliance can become cost prohibitive
and in many cases is probably not possible.
The FSC is an independent, non-governmental organization that can – and heretofore has – set its
own rules. This is a fundamental attribute of the FSC‘s organizational identity and operational capability. If the FSC wants an Organization to comply with international treaties, it can require such compliance in the P&C regardless of whether a particular treaty has been ratified by a national government – as the FSC proposes to do in the case of labor and indigenous peoples‘ rights. For the same
reason, the term ―binding‖ is also inappropriate, since this draft of the P&C requires compliance with
some non-binding international agreements, e.g., the UN indigenous peoples‘ declaration.
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Change to: The Organization shall comply with all laws and regulations, with applicable international
treaties and agreements, with the FSC Principles and Criteria, and with all other applicable FSC
standards.

Is it really necessary to have the possibilty to identify a forestmanagement unit on ground ? Todays
technology with GPS and excellent aerial photos/maps makes that not nescessary. We agree completely that it without any doubt shall be possible to identify the boundary of the FMU but that can be
done without physical boundaries.
Guidance note 1 - what do you mean by a detailed boundary description"? Uncertain how this would
be interpreted. Resolve the problem by adding another "or" in guidance note 1 - "or a legal description
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Guidance 2: This seems to suggest that the eight ILO conventions are automatically ―binding‖ on all
countries, whereas they would not be binding if the country is not a signatory and has not ratified
them.
no veo donde se ha incluido la palabra ―obligatorio‖
I propose a new Criteria: Transparency and corruption 1.11. (new) All organisations shall publish a
commitment to fight corruption. All transnational and big national enterprises shall further publish their
company structure board of directors main shareholders turnover and profits. They shall also publish
their taxes paid to the different authorities and informal payments to other bodies. Rational: In many
areas corruption and the lack of transparency threaten all positive benefits. Industry plays a crucial
role in combating corruption. FSC shall not stay behind the efforts of many organisations and progressive companies made toward more transparency and the fight of corruption.
a). Revisar formulación para evitar problemas en traducción. En lugar de shall comply" o "cumplirá"
debería decir debe "demostrar cumplimiento". b) Guía 1. No puede prevalecer el derecho positivo
(estate o common law) sobre el derecho consuetudinario en el caso de vacío legal o casos de conflicto. Se debe buscar una manera para resolver esta situación en países en que las leyes nacionales
no respetan o se van en contra de los derechos consuetudinarios. No está clara la propuesta y hasta
puede implicar una contradicción. Al menos se debe mantener el espíritu del C 1.4 original. c) En
este Principio y sus criterios es importante que quede explicitado el proceso de consulta a poblaciones colindantes el consentimiento previo informado; no es suficiente que esto se incorpore en la
Orientación a pesar de que se explicite en el P3."
• Re-organizing all requirements related to legal compliance into one principle is a positive revision
and eliminates redundancies.
I have concerns regarding Guidance 1. This appears to go beyond guidance and maybe it would be
best to have Customary laws being speciofically addressed uinder one criterion.Guidance 2 Please
note that the ILO Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Forestry Work is only a guidance document and cannot be enforced especially if there is no legal requirement. If you want this ILO Code of
Practice on Safety and Health in Forestry Work to be enforced then it needs to be included specifically in a requirement.Guidance 3 I am surprised that P! applies only to activities within the FMU. At
least this is what I understand from this guidance. Therefore any illegal activity outside of the FMU
would not be taken into account. Is that correct?
A question has come up about non-standard FSC documents which are sometimes described as
normative and sometimes not. This pertains to procedures policies advice notes etc. I strongly suggest a clear and consistent splitting of these documents into normative and non-normative (preferably
in a logcal manner: advice notes should NOT be normative as advice logically is just a type of guidance.) The normative ones should then be included in this principle and non-normative ones should
always and consistently by everyone be treated as non-normative. This will help people apply the
requirements in a consistent manner.
C1.1
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of the boundaries""
We appreciate that Guidance #1 makes it clear that delineated" boundaries can be one of 3 things:
surveyed boundaries or available detailed boundary description or physical demarcation. Guidance
statements #2 & #3 should be modified to recognize that legal registrations may sometimes be challenged and/or "clear evidence of tenure and/or use rights to the land and/or resources" may need to
be further developed to meet societal changes. Also #4 may imply more rights to pre-existing tenure
rights (native Americans?) than acceptable. "
Todays technology with GPS and excellent aerial photos/maps makes it unnescessary to identify a
forest management unit on the ground. We agree completely that it without any doubt shall be possible to identify the boundary of the FMU but that can be done without physical boundaries.
Implementation of criteria in southern hemisphere might be complicated in case if borders delineated
as oral description like from this mountin to that and then further along the river X.
no resulta clara la expresión linderos delineados" creo que serái más claro "límites demarcados"."
Not sure unchallenged" is a clear threshold - is a challenge from an indigenous group without legal
title sufficient to stop a certificate or a challenge from a few individual farmers?"
Rewording needed: harvest…services" is not good English. Rationale 1: is it correct interpretation
that the rationale for this criterion is that it is already in a RA checklist? Any issues referencing RA's
work since they are a FSC CAB? "
[Comment: the two clauses in this criterion needs separation as they are quite different. I don‘t know
how compliance can be assessed if an operation only fully complies with one of the clauses].
Rationale 1: It would be far preferable to include verifiable indicators in this document rather than
refer or defer to an external organization. Also, this kind of reference is among those that should be
deleted from the final, approved version.
a) Es importante incorporar consulta con poblaciones colindantes y actores locales. O en su defecto
aclalar mejor que singifica validly obtanied". b) Orientación 1.4 debería constituirse en un criterio que
es similar al original 2.2 pero en la formulación de la Orientación está complementado con el elemento de la existencia de conflicto. "
However I have concerns regarding the requirement and guidance 1: Does it mean that in tropical
countries any concession with uncertain/unclear or in some case changing boundaries cannot be
certified. For Example in the case of (…) over 75% of the FMU boundaries were mapped but do
clearly defined in the field. In some cases of plantations we have some FMUs which are changing
from year to year as new areas are added or removed (). I understand the intent but I am not clear of
the implication if this cannot be demonstrated. It is also possible that the CB cannot verify compliance
for very large concessions or lack of access during rainy season etc. Implications of noncompliance
need to be clarified. For ASI noncompliance with 1.1 would mean that a certificate cannot be issued.
Please clarify if this is the intent.
Guidance 2 would impede many plantation sin Brazil from being certified? Is this the intent? Does the
restriction would only apply to the challenged area or to the whole FMU? Please clarify. TThis guidance does not appear to be in line with the criterion which only requireslegal right to operate.

Guidance 4 appears to be a requirement. This requirement should not be included in guidance or if
the requirement is already included in another criterion then we only need reference to these other
criterion(a). Pre-existing tenure needs to be very clearly defined.
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Guidance 3 regarding the duration of the tenure is only needed in specific cases such as concessions. This should be specified. Private ownership in most Western countries do not specify a duration so it woul dbe difficult to check orthe guidance would bexcome irrelevant.
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Guidance 5 pklease clarify authorization from Whom?
Guidance 2: does this mean that if someone is challenging the enterprise that it cannot be certified
whether or not this challenge is founded? In general it is very confusing to have guidance with 'shalls'.
I recommend as above sticking to FSC-PRO-01-001 and having all guidance be non-normative and
where a requirement is desired creating a simple straighforward Criterion with clear thresholds that is
amenable to being audited against. The use of 'shall' in guidance which confuses users and observers and also creates issues in the process-- Should NI standard development groups develop indicators for guidance? How else will they be audited against?
C1.2
Depends with what is meant with forest management plan - is it a much more comprehensive plan
than what is required in present P&C i don´t agree. But is it the same level of documentation - it is ok.
It depends on what is meant with forest management plan - if it is a much more comprehensive plan
than what is required in present P&C we do not agree.
'Production restrictions' and 'quotas' should be defined to ensure they are applicable to timber from
the forest and not addressing matters of international trade in forest products.
There are many situations in developing countries where such documents require formal approval
under a forest act but where there are as yet no regulations as to the required structure and contens
and where there is as yet no procedure for approval. This can lead to sever problems for forest managers in relation to certification.
The Organization shall confirm that the documents (which documents? If the Management Plan already requires approval and validation of documents aren‘t these documents automatically approved?) in the management plan that require formal approval were approved in a valid manner.
When required by law such documents include production caps and stipulated quotas for permissible
harvest rights. The true objective of the criterion is not clear.
En Ecuador el Plan de Manejo -con ese nombre- se utiliza para bosques naturales. En Plantaciones
son Autorizaciones de corta NO HAY PLAN DE MANEJO. Agregar U OTRAS AUTORIZACIONES
LEGALES
Move to guidance: . Where legally required, such documents include production restrictions and quotas within permitted harvest rights.
formal approval and validly approved': This language is unacceptably vague and confusing, and will
be very difficult to audit. What does ―formal‖ mean, and what does ―valid‖ mean, and are these not
redundant when used in this manner? It also leaves open the critical question of who or what entity
does the approving. This language should be replaced.
2nd sentence 'within': The meaning of this term is not clear. Does it mean ―in accordance with‖?
2nd sentence: This seems more appropriate in Guidance language, especially since Guidance notes
2, 3 and 4 below all seem to be of the same nature as this sentence.
Guidance 1 -relevant authorities: Requires definition.

Guidance -relevant authority, competent authority: Vage and confusing
I think that the criterion is very unclear.the related guidance is much clearer and much more specific.
The criterion shoul dbe rewritten using wording from the guidance.Assessment of environmental impact needs to be defined.I understand from the guidance that if there is no legal requirement then a
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Guidance 1 - if legally required: So if it is not legally required, this implies that Principle 7 does not
apply?
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company could be FSC certified without any plan? Is this correct interpretation? There is a need to
ensure that this wording does not contradict another clause under P7.
This Criterion is unclear the way it is written. For example by whom should the management be approved? What is valid approval? How will that be audited? I suggest replacing this with a simpler Criterion that requires that the management plan comply with all national laws with (non-normative!)
guidance indicating that this includes approvals quotas harvest plans etc. I further suggest that an
annex to the national standards be required which lists these national or regional legal requirements
for management plans to help auditors to create a checklist for audits and for enterprises to be aware
of all that is included here.
C1.3
It is questionable that FSC should insert itself into prohibiting partial or late payments. Chronic nonlate or partial payments may be an issue but it may be in everyone's interest to maintain the operation
and allow late or partial payments in a particular circumstance. Our objection is to guidance statement 4 which makes a blanket statement that delayed and partial payments are ―no longer acceptable.‖
To many details. The organization can only be responisble for their part in the supply chain.
It is unreasonable that the Forest Management Unit (FMU) shall be made responsible for all future
trade and use of products from the FMU.
On state owned tenures, a variety of fees, royalties etc for a broad range of resource use exist.
Where the ―organization‖ is not the state, it is not possible for the certificate holder to meet this criterion. The organization can only comply with payment matters associated with the forest products it
uses (i.e timber), not fish, wildlife, mineral, water, hydro, recreation fees etc.
1) Not all foest owners will be able to make payments in prescribed schedule as they might have no
resources to do. The law might require pre-payment but also accepts post-payment. 2) Will owner
need to pay payments" or check that third parties pay "payments" they gaining some "free" pruducts
or services" (like if forest is open for picking mushroms and beries by everybody but in case if its done
with comercial purpose they have to pay some specific tax) 3) Proposal is to leave new criteria 1.3 as
old 1.2"
Prescribed schedule" - should clarifiy that this is the payment process schedule "
C 1.3 Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
use of': The meaning of this term is unclear, and the concept of ‗management‘ is missing.
Change to: The Organization shall comply with all applicable national and local laws and administrative requirements concerning payment of taxes, import and export duties, royalties, fees and penalties
concerning the management and use of , and trade in, the goods and services derived from the forest
management unit. The Organization shall make and document such payments in full and according
to the prescribed schedule.

Guidance 4 - Change to: 4. Delayed and partial payments are not longer acceptable. Surcharges on
late payments are included if legally required.
I propose to add one more criterion on transparency and corruption. This might need a change of the
wording of 1.3
Compliance with new proposed 1.3 wording is almost impossible to assess unless a financial audit is
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Guidance 3 - Change to: 3. The list of charges in this criterion is not comprehensive or inclusive. For
example, ―fees‖ might also include charges for making applications for licenses, the costs of due diligence checks, inspections, issue of licences, stamp duty on the issued licences. The intention is that
all kinds of resource access and relevant business taxes shall be paid according to the law.

performed. Under the previous wording if an auditor finds out that a payment is not made then it is
easy to right a nonconformity. With the present wording the situation is much more difficult to evaluate.Guidance includes many new requirements for example Guidance 4 indicates that delayed and
partial payments are not acceptable. Does it means that they cannot be certified if they delay payment.Salary of workers and contractors do not appear to be covered. are they covered under another
criterion? If they have to pay penalties it is probably that they have not complied with the criterion and
then should not be certified. therefore penalties should be deleted from the criterion.
Same issue that Guidance should not include 'shall'. I am not sure if the guidance is not perhaps too
detailed particuarly Guidance 1. I am unclear as to the status of Guidance 4: late payment are no
longer accpetable (so doe sthis mean a NC is raised against a company which has made a late payment?) but surcharges compounded and legal penalties on these now-excluded late payments are
included??
C1.4
The first sentence and second sentence should be separeted as independent Criterion as these contains different meanings.
Forest management business/investment plans and annual operating plans not required by law in
New Zealand.
Not clear why business and investment plans are included here. These are also documents that often are hugely technical and current auditors would have difficulty interpreting these. What is the
objective with this requirement?
This criterion reflects better the legal compliance necessary for forest management.
This is acceptable as long as the phrases binding international laws" and "if required by law" are interpreted to mean the Organization does not need to demonstrate compliance with those international
treaties and conventions which have not been ratified by the nation the Organization is
in.Recommend changing ―demonstrate compliance‖ to ―comply‖ in the first sentence of the criterion
and in guidance statements 2 3 and 4."
See comment Principle 1. Recommend that FSC develop guidance directing National Initiatives to
evaluate national and local law for equivelancy with binding international laws.Consider amalgamation of proposed criteria 1.4 1.5 and 1.6 into a single subject neutral criterion.
Too many details.
See comment Principle 1. Recommend that FSC develop guidance directing National Initiatives to
evaluate national and local law for equivelancy with binding international laws.
Consider amalgamation of proposed criteria 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 into a single subject neutral criterion.
The Organization shall confirm its acknowledgement and compliance with all national and local laws
and internationally binding laws related to the harvest of forestry products and services. Forest management and business / investment plans and annual operating plans if required by law must be up to
date contain accurate information and be implemented.
Do not agree on Guidance 2. What will be the indicator for evidence of full and timely compliance" does forest owner need to ask relevant authorities or consultants provide report that each singl law
and paragraph is followed? Also full compliance with "annual operationg and harvest plans" - if there
is change in market - does it mean that owner still needs to be in full compliance with those plans?"
El primer parrafo esta repetido en el Principio; si se desea hablar de POA entonces escribalo. En el
segundo parrafo debe eliminarse contienen informacion precisa y se implementan" esto muy vago y
conflictivo durante una evaluacion o el criterio personal de evaluadore en EEV."
C 1.3 Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and binding
international laws, treaties and agreements relating to the harvest of forest goods and services. Forest and plantation management and business / investment plans and annual operating plans, if required by law, are up to date, contain accurate information and are implemented.
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Add to guidance: 5. The Organization shall provide evidence of full and timely compliance with binding international laws, treaties and agreements.
Overall the language is good. However, it needs to be revised to also include ―administrative requirements‖ per 1.1 (old); key requirements often exist at the level of administrative rules, not just
statute law.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and administrative requirements and international laws, treaties and agreements relating to the management
and harvest of forest goods and services . Forest management and business / investment plans and
annual operating plans, if required by law, are up to date, contain accurate information and are implemented.
'administrative requirements': This needs to be consistent with Criterion 1.3
'international laws, treaties and agreement's: This kind of terminology needs to be consistent
throughout Principle 1 and its criteria. Currently it is not.
Guidance or separate documentation, as well as the FSC website, should list such laws, treaties and
agreements so that they are easily accessible to all forest managers.
Rationale 2: Note: This language should not be included in the final, approved P&C. It is only temporary, Rationale language.
Guidance - Add: 5. The Organization shall provide evidence of full and timely compliance with binding
international laws.

We feel that ―environmental obligations‖ is a weak term seeing as though it is the central point of the
criterion. An alternative is ― The organization shall demonstrate compliance with local national and
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This omission seems like an oversight.
Se requiere explicar mejor en la Orientación lo que se entendería por accurate information""
the second sentence is redundant (management plan) as it is only binding when part of national laws;
national laws are part of the first sentence.
La aporbación de lso planes de gestión aún siendo un requisito legal a nivel nacional no se cumple al
100 % en todas las administraciones a nivel autonómico.
The criterion refers only to legal requirements but does not make these documents mandatory while
the guidance
I would recommend not to add guidance which looks like a definition (''up to date means as required
by law''). I would strongly recommend just using the phrase you mean (i.e. up to date as required by
law). It is important to make the P&C easy for someone to follow and having unnecessary guidance
notes obscures rather than faciliates that. Guidance 2-4 are not guidance but are actually continuations of the Criterion. (eg. the Criterion says international and guidance 2 extends this requirement
(using 'shall') to local and national. this is unclear - if an enterprise fulfills the Criterion but not the
guidance is that an NC? any requirments should be in a Criterion. I suggest making a list with subsections similar to the current 7.1. This will make it easier to interpret into indicators and easier to audit. I
further suggest to avoid making an overly long Criterion breaking it up according to the two main
groups (genreal compliance with laws and forest plans being up to date and accurate)
C1.5

Forest Stewardship Council

binding international environmental laws and regulations with regards to all activities related to the
forest management unit.‖
This criterion reflects better the legal compliance necessary for forest management.
Recommend changing ―demonstrate compliance‖ to ―comply‖ in the first sentence of the criterion and
in guidance statement #1.
See comment Priniciple 1 and criterion 1.4.
See comment Priniciple 1 and criterion 1.4.
I find that the term binding international laws may cause confusion. I notice that it is not used in crierion 1.6 which deals with the same approach to health and safety. There is no guidance on what shall
be considered binding.
The Organization shall confirm its acknowledgement of and compliance with national and local laws
and internationally binding laws related to the environmental obligations of the forestry management
unit.
Esta repedido en la declaracion del Principio.
Point 4 in guidance - what does this mean for a forest manager on the ground and how would they
know?
?????Guidance required as to the proof required and its credibility (it is far too easy to fraud documents)
Different wording that seemingly emphasize social international agreements over environmental
agreements. Should be the same for both issues and () agrees to the formulation of 1.6
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and binding
international laws, treaties and agreements relating to the environmental obligations of a forest management unit
This is a crucial requirement. It needs be revised to also include ―administrative requirements‖ per
1.1 (old); key requirements often exist at the level of administrative rules, not just statute law.
The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and administrative requirements and international laws, treaties and agreements relating to the environmental obligations
of a forest management unit .
International laws treaties and agreements: Provide a list of these in Guidance or separate documentation, and on FSC website.
Guidance 3 - shall be probibited: As Guidance language, it should be noted that this would not be a
requirement for compliance with the standard.
Guidance 4:
- What does ―where applicable‖ mean, and why is it applied only to CITES? It is unacceptable to
imply that compliance with the CBD is required for all while compliance with CITES is not

Rationale 2 - change to: 2. International conventions listed in original Criterion 1.3 are now addressed
in four different criteria (Proposed Criterion 1.4 – management and harvest, proposed 1.5 – fulfilment
of environmental regulations, proposed Criterion 1.6 – fulfilment of social regulations, proposed Criterion 1.8 – legality of trading.)
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- The term ―shall comply‖ implies that the Organization is required to do this. However, this language
is contrary to the qualifiers in Principle 1 and in this criterion that such international agreements must
be ―nationally ratified‖ and ―binding‖. For example, there is still debate over whether the CBD is ‗binding‘, and some countries (e.g., the USA) have not ratified the CBD. So in this context, what does this
Guidance note mean?

Forest Stewardship Council

Why should NZ be required to comply with International laws on H&S? NZ has well established national H&S regulations. I wonder whether this is the intention.
Not clear why there is no statement about international laws" that are binding or applicable i.e. similar
to what was done for criterion 1.5. Not all international laws are necessarily applicable in a particular
case."
All international laws related to health and safety labour conditions and the use rights of other parties:
this is too broad. What constitutes ALL international laws? It should be specificially mentionned which
ones are applicable.
In regard to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work: as a member of the
ILO the U.S. Is obliged ―to protect to promote and to realize‖ the principles contained in the 1998 Declaration as distinct from the specific legal details of the eight conventions themselves. The US is only
obligated to comply with the letter of those conventions that it has ratified. Only 2 of the 8 ILO core
labour conventions have been ratified. The UN Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights
1976 UN Framework Convention of Biological Diversity 1992 and UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples 2007 has not been ratified. Recommend stating in the criterion that ―The organization shall comply with all nationally-ratified international con-ventions and national and local
laws........‖ and similarly qualify guidance state-ments 5 and 6.
See comment Principle 1 and criterion 1.4.
Reword to say The organization shall comply with all NATIONALLY-RATIFIED internation conventions...""
See comment Priniciple 1 and criterion 1.4.
The Organization shall confirm its acknowledgement and compliance with all international national
and local laws related to health and safety working conditions and third party use rights.
1) It is to complicated to implemet guidance for small forest owners as some of laws applicable to
contractors might be out of their competence 2) intent of families compliance should be more specified as curently it is possible to understand that organization has to take care about families even if
they live far away from FMU and work for other industry
Las Notas de Orientación no normativas en este caso son fundamentales para interpretar o refleccionar sobre la modificación propuesta por lo que creo se deben indicar de alguna forma (por ejemplo mediante una nota al pie de página) en la nueva propuesta de P&C. Si no están se corre el riesgo que en la aplicación del Criterio 1.6 no se consideren todos los involucrados (i.e. contratistas) y
las leyes pertinentes al criterio.
El criterio debe contemplar sistemas opcionales mas eficientes que los que -en algunos paises- el
pais tiene. Hay mucha evidencia de malos servicios de salud nacional y buenos servicios de salud
particulares; hay que unir y reconocer ello de modo formal y con procedimientos.
la expresión final derechos de uso de otros" es demasiado amplia y sujeta a interpretaciones."
Point 2 in Guidance seems odd - I expect some countries insist on some advance payments by companies don't they - if so is FSC over ruling this? Also point 5. made me think of those Amazan companies that were being punished for going with FSC ratyer than Certiflor by huge fines? If that is happening it seems a bit rough if we also kick them out for not paying?
Different wording that seemingly emphasize social international agreements over environmental
agreements. Should be the same for both issues and () agrees to the formulation of 1.6
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Revisar traducción (cumplimiento de; cumplimiento con en este y los demás criterios
Pro[posed criterion needs to be clarified. Maybe the wording of the guidance needs to be used to
clarify the criterion. Need to cleary define EIA.
A single idea straightforward Criterion - do the same in all of them!
C1.6

Forest Stewardship Council

Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and binding
international laws, treaties and agreements relating to health and safety, labour conditions, and the
use rights of other parties.
compliance with all internation and local laws': This language is inconsistent with the Principle and
several other criteria here. It fails to include the word ―binding‖. An appropriate form of words should
be chosen and consistently maintained throughout this entire set of criteria.
Change to: This language is inconsistent with the Principle and several other criteria here. It fails to
include the word ―binding‖. An appropriate form of words should be chosen and consistently maintained throughout this entire set of criteria.
Guidance 3: The inappropriate implication of this language is that, where customary laws are not so
recognised, the Organization can ignore them. This would be contrary to the intent of the original
P&C. It would also be important to explain the linkages between the apparent limitations of this language and the requirements related to customary rights and stakeholder engagement found elsewhere in the P&C.

This may be out of the control of the certified company in the case of a licence/cutting right etc.
It is illogical (in the Guidance) to state that measures may not always be effective where the certifcate
holder is not the land owner. This is the case for all forests i.e. regardless of the measures there may
be isolated incidences where illegal activities take place beyond the control of the manager. The
question is: what do they do to follow up and prevent reoccurence?
This is part of the public authorities and not part of The Organisation. But The Organisation should be
asked to report observations concerning unauthorized or illegal resource use or other illegal activities.
Wording: develop and implement" is not suitable for countries like germany. It implies that the organization has to do "something" even if the measures are already implemented. In order to being acceptet the P&C requires a more general and "open" formulation such as: "The Organization ensures
measures being implemented to protect the forest …" oder " measures … exist / are abailable … " or
something like this."
Original wording is preferred except that shall" should be substituted for "should.""
Revise to include activities within the scope of the Organization. The Organization shall develop and
implement measures for protecting the forest management unit from unauthorized or illegal resource
use settlement and other illegal activites that are within the scope of the Organization. Alternatively
recommend that FSC develop guidance directing National Initiatives to evaluate the adequacy of local
law enforcement agencies and where found to be satisfactory indicate that the Criterion is not applicable. "
Need further revision with regard to SLIMF.
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Guidance 5: Is it the intent of this language that the Organization must comply with these even if they
are not binding and have not been nationally-ratified?
the criterion is mixinh H&S and use rights which are two very different uissues.In many African or latin
American countries the national law establsihes requirements which are far too low. I think that FSC
should go beyond this approach of respecting national law. In many countries where corruption is a
problem then it is difficult to identify what is legal? IAre you here refering to the written law or decision
from the court forestry authority7 governmental authorities etc? I am unclear. please define culturally
intelligible wording
C1.7

Forest Stewardship Council

Comment ref. note 3:The FSC assumes that these protection measures are effective. It recognizes
however that this is not always possible when the organization does not own the land (If the Organization does not own the land then this area will not be included in the geographically delimited forestry management area. It is not part of the physical area for certification purposes– see glossary on
page 3 item 1.13. The way it is worded may lead one to believe that the scope of the safety measures
should include areas from which wood is bought (from third party wood suppliers and others) making
it unfeasible.) The wording of this criterion is clear but this guidance note widens the scope extensively.
Debe diferenciarse lentre las modalidades de Certificacion pe. grupal asociativo donde las partes
pueden o no ser propietarios con direntes responsabilidades.
Although the new criteria is an improvement it lacks the effectiveness. It would be possible to implement a measure (e.g. a sign that building of new settlements is forbidden) which has no effects.
Where due to limited rights of the certificate holder not all measures are possible it has to seek collaboration with the relevant stakeholders/bodies to implement effective measures. Proposal: The Organization shall develop and implement effective measures for protecting the forest management unit
from unauthorized or illegal resource use settlement and other illegal activities.""
C 1.7 Very good guidance that will help many small, medium and community operations.
¿Cómo se resuelven los casos en que las leyes del país no reconocen los derechos consuetudinarios pero dichos derechos son reales?. No queda un espacio para la protección de los mismos. Para
muchos el ejercicio de esos derechos es equivalente a ilegalidad y las normas FSC deberían ir mas
allá de las leyes del país si estas no son acordes con el derecho real.
development and implementation of adequate measures need not to be done by the organization in
general. Important is that adequate measures are in place. Proposal: Measures for protecting the
forest management unit from unauthorized of illegal resources use settlement and other illegal activities shall be in place.
En ocasiones puede no ser competencia de la organización. En otros casos puede que la acción no
sea efectiva debido a los límites legales de actuación de la organización.
Some elements of the guidance are more specific than the criterion itself.Guidance 3 is in contradiction with the preamble which establishes the Organisation as the organisation with the ultimate authority so in this case it would be the land owner not the forest manager. therefore the argument of
Guidance 3 does not stand.Please clarify : FSC expects the protection measures to be effective.
Does it means that measures have to be effective in protecting the forest management unit from unauthorized or illegal resource use settlement and other illegal activities. If it is the case does this
means that an auditor has to ensure that no such illgela activities are taking place within the FMU?
Wording should be ''measures to protect the forest management…'' Same comment regarding guidance using a 'shall'' - this reads as a recommended first step but then as it contains 'shall' it seems to
be a hidden confusing requirement. It seems a bit odd that this is then included as part of the criterion
in the last part of the rationale (which states that identification of illegal acitvities is required). Keeping
boundaries clear about what different elements mean (Criteria are normative; guidance is advisory)
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Revise to include activities within the scope of the Organization. "The Organization shall develop and
implement measures for protecting the forest management unit from unauthorized or illegal resource
use, settlement and other illegal activites that are within the scope of the Organization. Alternatively,
recommend that FSC develop guidance directing National Initiatives to evaluate the adequacy of local
law enforcement agencies, and where found to be satisfactory indicate that the Criterion is not applicable.
It should be noted that this criterion as it stands would probably lead to the withdrawal of all certificates in Bolivia where the government is encouraging illegal settlement of enornous tracts of Amazon
basin forest. Land owners are unable to protect hteir forest against this type of settlement.

Forest Stewardship Council

and using terms and types of information consistently is essential. Guidance 3 is confusing. First of all
the second sentence is a sentence fragment. Secondly whether an enterprise can erect fences does
not directly affect whether protection measures are effective -- fences can be cut or a tree can come
down on the fence the day after the manager walks the fence to inspect for damage. Thirdly in some
cases the best known measures are not completely effective (i.e. in some cases no good solution is
known). The first half of the guidance should be dropped and a decision made on the final sentence
as this is now written as if it were a requirement… which then at the risk of sounding a bit repetitive
does not belong in guidance.
C1.8
Recommend using the term ―complies with‖ rather than ―demonstrates compli-ance‖ in the criterion.
Delete ―shall be demonstrated‖ in guidance #1. Delete ―Evidence of compliance‖ and ―shall be demonstrated‖ in first sentence of guid-ance #2.
The Organization shall confirm its acknowledgement and compliance with all national and local laws
and internationally binding laws related to transportation and sale of forestry products of the forestry
management unit.
Should it be more specified us it is possible to understand that organization is responsible also for
other owner/products transportation through/at FMU
No es claro si las leyes respecto al transporte forestal consideran las normas e impactos ambientales
y sociales asociados al transporte forestal desde la orilla del bosque el cual es producto de la salida
de productos del bosque. Este transporte debería ser considerado en el criterio ya que los productos
de bosque son parte de la misión del FSC porque tienen que ver con el manejo forestal económicamente viable. Y este manejo implica que las operaciones forestales se estructuren y manejen de
modo que sean lo suficientemente rentables sin que generen ganancias económicas a expensas del
recurso forestal del ecosistema o de las comunidades afectadas y sabemos que el transporte forestales por ejemplo en camiones genera serios impactos sociales y ambientales. Por otra parte la cadena de custodia no controla los aspectos ambientales y sociales asociados al transporte desde el
bosques de productos certificados FSC.
Debe indicarse a CITES en el texto es relevante.
Guidance 2 - In many companies ownership is not transferred at the 'forest gate'? And in many cases (particularly in SLIMFs) forest is sold standing - ownership transfers on the stump. Perhaps it
would be better to have 'at point of ownership transfer'? Guidance 3 - the phrase 'Purchase of illegal
timber' doesn't strike the right tone - may be better to have 'avoidance of...
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with all national and local laws, and binding international laws, treaties and agreements relating to the transportation and trade of forest products from the management unit.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate and document compliance with all national and local
laws, and with international laws, treaties and agreements relating to the transportation, sale and
transfer of forest products leaving the forest management unit , and shall implement effective mechanisms to identify and track such products within the forest management unit.

The term ―at the forest management unit‖ is vague. Furthermore, the term ―trade‖ (as it is typically
defined) is misapplied if it pertains only to an activity within an FMU.
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In the absence of these edits, this criterion would not create a complete and auditable obligation to
track CoC. The language in Guidance note #2, which appears to address these issues, is not a binding requirement.

Forest Stewardship Council

'international laws, treaties and agreements: Provide Guidance or separate documentation listing
these.
Guidance 2: Again, because they appear only in Guidance, these are not obligations. Furthermore,
the proposed criterion‘s language requires compliance only with laws. Where such laws do not exist,
this Guidance language would not be a requirement of the standard.
En las aclaraciones se toca el tema de la madera comprada por fuera del predio que parecería no
estar dentro del marco de evaluación de los P&C de FSC por ser cadena de custodia. Sin embargo
debería contemplarse este aspecto para evitar certificar erradamente en los casos en que se comercialice madera ilegal.
Sorry but I am unclear whether this requirement applies to all FMUs or to some specific FMUs in the
Congo Basin. Appart from the Congo Basin or very large concessions I do not know many FMUs
where transportation and trade of forest products is taking place within the FMU itself.transportation
would normally be considered under COC procedures.Guidance 2 and 3 makes implicit reference to
COC procedures. This is not the appropriate place to establish COC requirements.Guidance 3 is
really unclear as the P&C apply only within the FMU. Therefore the requirement proposed is not
clear.
The wording is unclear -- there is no 'shall' 'should' or 'may'. In addition the final phrase 'at the forest
management unit' is unclear - perhaps you mean the level of the FMU? There are 'shall's in guidance.
This is not in line with FSC's own standard (PRO-01-001) and also is very confusing for users. Are
these sample indciators? Are they suggested as indicators? Alternatively how will a CAB audit
against guidance?
C1.9

The guidance (#456) will likely be of benefit in countries with questionable government oversight and
appears to be a positive revision.
The Organization shall apply previously agreed mechanisms to identify prevent and resolve disputes
over legal issues which can be settled out of court in a timely manner engaging the pertinent stakeholders.
1) IT is not very clear what it means mechanisms previously agreed" - agreed with stakeholders or
CAB's? What to do if stakeholders do not agree on mechanisms"? 2) Proposal to deleate "and apply
mechanisms previously agreed" from criteria"
Debería decir en el C1.9 .........mecanismos previamente acordados CON LOS GRUPOS INTERESADOS para identifica........Así especificar con quién se debe acordar los mecanismos para evitar
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1.9 will be difficult to evaluate the adequacy of the grievance procedures and stakeholder consultation. The criterion is poorly worded. Guidance point 1 is hard to follow. Suggest editing criteria and
guidance to improve audit-ability and clarity.
It is not the job of The Organisation to manage the stakeholders. It must be possible that the stakeholders are mangaged on a higher level such as regional or even national.
The proposal exceeds what is in our opinion meant with stakeholder consultation". Consultation
means "to listen to" and "to consider" but not "to agree upon a procedure"."
Much greater length but more clarity as well.
The criterion should only be applicable for tenure rights. It is unreasonable to require consultation for
any actual or potential conflict or legal dispute.
It is better to narrow it down to tenure claims and use rights than all legal issues. Need further revision with regard to SLIMF.
It is unreasonable to demand negotiations with stakeholders on all conceivable legal aspects. The
demand should be restricted to tenure rights.

Forest Stewardship Council

interpretaciones que no se condicen con el espíritu del criterio.
En la definicion del criterio en castellano elimine la palabra'los" de …los grupos de interesados; queda mejo y mas semejante al ingles."
Seems weaker - if they can't / won't find agreement is it enough that they employed mechanisms?
Also in guidance point 6 - it seems unrealistic to think FSC can respond meaningfully and in real time
to these referrals.
Guidance 1: it must be normative that the applied mechanisms are agreed with the stakeholders. If
the guidance is not normative this must go into the criterion text.Guidance 5: - the example given
does not help clarify the point. Guidance 5 + 6: Does this move the FSC towards being an arbiter on
Governments' forest governance performance? This could make the operating conditions for FSC
very difficult in some countries if it passes an unfavourable judgement on the Government and the
issues might be very complicated.Guidance 5 +6: What about pending court cases are they covered?
1.9 (revised 2.3). We find 2.3 as it is currently worded to have been extremely useful in past experience, and significantly weakened in its revised format as 1.9. In particular, many FSC stakeholders
have benefited from having clear explicit reference that failure to meet the terms of this criterion is the
basis for major non-compliance and disqualification for certification. The GA motion proposal referenced from the 2005 General Assembly as the rationale for the proposed change was never formally
adopted by the FSC membership. Rather, it was punted for consideration at this time. Therefore, we
would like to take this opportunity to register our opposition to this proposal as it reduces transparency of decision making criteria by CABs. We are not aware of any publicly accessible guidance from
the FSC that documents clearly and precisely what constitutes major non-compliances and minor
non-compliances and whether these would be consistent with existing 2.3.
Document FC-STD-20-002- V2-1 discusses in general terms that certification bodies should have a
system for indentifying and classifying compliance failures as major or minor. It fails to specify, however, criteria 2.3 (or any other criteria) as one which the FSC membership has already mandated as
constituting a major compliance failure. Consultation draft document FSC-STD-20-007 V3-0 D1-1,
which also apparently provides draft guidance to CABs on these issues, is not currently available for
public access on the FSC website documents page or consultation page. (FSC website accessed on
August 26, 2009.)
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. Guidance only written for
large to very large operations. Imagine a smallholder in a developing country having to engage and
contact the FSC in a language they don't understand ….
Original Criterion 2.3: There is a deep-seated conflict in Victoria- Australia between () certified by ()
versus the ENGOs/Local stakeholders. The sentence: ―disputes of substantial magnitude….‖. was
clear and I have used it in my complaint against (). I am not so sure this revision/change is as clear.
Guidance 3-4 is not clear. Just saying: ―commitment to P&C‖ is only something on paper there is no
test to find the evidence.
why only those that can be settled out of court?
[Comment: significant components of old 2.3 not included and weaken the criterion considerably. ]

Guidance: [major problem here over which is mandatory and which is not.
This wording leaves open the question of disputes that are significant, remain unresolved, or that are
the subject of court action. It also is silent on the third sentence of the original criterion 2.3, which
raises an issue that still needs to be addressed in the next draft.
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Change to: The Organization shall engage with and apply mechanisms agreed among stakeholders
to identify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues.

Forest Stewardship Council

Agreed by whom, and why only ‗previously‘?
'timely manner': This placement would restrict the application of this criterion to only those issues that
can be settled in a timely manner, so a reordering of the sequence is necessary.
Change to: The Organization shall engage with, and apply mechanisms agreed among stakeholders
to identify, prevent and resolve in a timely manner disputes over legal issues which can be settled out
of court .

Guidance 4,5,6,&: The language of the criterion does not appear to apply in any way to situations
where there may be conflict between laws and the FSC P&C. Therefore, the presence of this Guidance language here seems misplaced. It would seem much more pertinent to Criteria 1.3-1.6.
La mayoría de los países no desarrollados tienen normativas deficientes. Eso no puede ser aval para
justificar que los reclamos no sean tenidos en cuenta. Que las leyes sean pobres insuficientes o confusas no podrá ser la base de un trato injusto. Deben considerarse patrones de conducta considerados como básicos. Tanto FSC como la Organización deben tender a un manejo justo equitativo y
ambientalmente amigable. Debería retomarse la expresión Conflictos de magnitudes sustanciales
que involucren un número significativo de intereses normalmente descalificarán la certificación de
una operación". El retiro de la misma debilita enormemente la norma."
please add: Disputes of substantial magnitude will normally disqualify an operaton from being certified.
A pesar de la larga explicación de la Orientación la formulación del criterio no está correcta; se debe
mantener la formulación original del C 2.3; y más bien poner en la Orientación lo que dice la formulación actual en lo que respecta a lo extrajudicialmente de una manera oportuna". Habría que ver si la
segunda frase del C2.3 original debe ir solamente en la Orientación para los CABs; de no ser incluido
en el criterio al menos debe ir en la Orientación "
mechanisms shall be in place participation of stakeholders in developing these mechanisms not adequate
1.9 (new) In the past, many FSC stakeholders have benefited from having clear
explicit reference that failure to meet the terms of this criteria is the basis for major
non-compliance and disqualification for certification. Clarity needs to be added here.
Guidance is far too long establishes new requirements requires FSC ruling on some issues that FSC
will not be in a position to address effectively refers to terminoplogy which is not properly defined
such as unjust or badly drafted etc. The guidance appear to address issues which cannot be addressed in a timely manner and are therefore outsiode of the scope of the criterion.
The wording needs editing for clarity. To what time are the mechanisms previously agreed? Between
whom are they agreed? Also the single term 'stakeholders' is used to mean a variety of different
groups of people at diferent times - presumably here it means the public but elsewhere it means locals etc. - and to use a single term to mean different groups of people is confusing and therefore detracts from rather than contributing to transparency.
C1.10
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Guidance 1: When critical terms appear in criterion language for the first time in the document, it is
important for Guidance language to emphasize their importance and to help define them. Where
such words appear in the Glossary, the Guidance note should also make that clear so users will be
sure to consult the Glossary for a full understanding of the term. ―Stakeholder engagement‖ is an
extremely critical term in the P&C.

should only apply to FMUs as per proposed because it is always very difficult for The Organization to
control upwards, vertical and downwards companies.
just as proposed by the Criterion But we don't agree that the public commitment and statement shall
describe the internal procedure for ensuring compliance. The elements implemented to ensure compliance are often very complicated and numerous. Making a summary that can be public can be impossible in numerous cases
The definition of managerial control is cloudy. Does this mean ownership control? If the latter an
overseas owner of a plantation in NZ under a licence arrangement but who contracts the management to a local certified entity under local laws and regulations may have their operations compromised by a similar arrangement in another country whose certification has been suspended or withdrawn. P & C should only apply to the FMU under managerial" control. "
FSC P&C should only apply to management units under the managerial control of the organization.
Item 2 under the guidance section is far too high of a bar and poses huge increases in the cost of
certification assessments. The Pollicy for Association is the place to address any greenwashing concerns
For the promotion of responsible forestry it would be counter productive to make this applicable to all
associated with the applicant organisation. Furthermore how would this be implemented? Mutli national companies have forests in many parts of the world. Who will check up on this when and at
whose expense? Is it not better to certify some forests than to exclude these forests due to activities
that take place elsewhere. Also in multi-national companies local procedures and policies are often
exactly that local and these are seldom enforced from above. It is quite easy to ensure that when any
claims to certification is made this is clearly defined and thus excludes claims that can be considered
greenwashing. Also the large majority of applicants are bona fida and it seems ridicilous to bring in
rules that will apply to the few at the expense of the majority.
The proposed 1.10 is too broad. It will be nearly impossible for auditors to know whether the company has disclosed all of the areas where they have some managerial control. Secondly it is hard to
know all of the subsidiary companies. Laws do not require companies to disclose their complete ownership relationships.Adopting an all inclusive approach will greatly limit the ability for large multinational corporations to participate. If all areas under managerial control (upward) must meet the P&C
FSC will lose a substantial area of certified forest area. Just for example our largest certification ALPAC in Canada is owned by Mitsubishi that has forestlands all over the world as does Stora Enso
Hancock etc. Additionally if this applies to state (government ownership) does that mean the National
park cerified by () and () owned and managed by the US government must certify all lands that they
manage (USFS BLM DOE BIA etc). While ―greenwashing‖ is a concern it is not clear that the rate in
which it is occurring justifies this type of draconian measure. () argues that the FSC P&C is not the
appropriate forum to address concerns regarding greenwashing. Perhaps this issues is better addressed through CoC and TMK standards where these false or exaggerated claims interface with the
public. The language should be ―organizations in which the candidate Organization has a controlling
interest‖ (downward). Controlling interest should then be defined as ―majority financial interest wholly
owned subsidiaries etc.‖ .
It is not reasonable to apply FSC P&C to all the FMUs under the organisation's control only those
FMUs for which the organisation seeks to be certified. There may be very good practical reasons
why an organisation only puts forward certain FMUs for certification.It is also not reasonable to expect
an organisation together with its subsidiaries etc to have to comply with FSC P&C (upwards downwards and sideways) and this will be very difficult and impractical to enforce. It might be possible to
introduce compatible concepts that would give a degree of protection against greenwashing" without
requiring full adherence to FSC P&C such as legality or other evidence of adherence to internationally
endorsed forest management principles."
The FSC P&C schould apply upwards vertically and downwards. This ensures the credibility of the
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lable.
second answer - only for the unit itself.
The FSC P& C should only apply to the forest management units under the managerial control of the
Organization (company not the Group)The reason for this criterion is OK: prevent greenwashing. This
is why our group is part of GFTN for trading and production; we developped an ISO 14001 env. management system for all our operations; both forest management and procurement of timber and we
obtained Legality certification for all FMUs in Africa.
THOUGH the reasons given in the guidance are valid:
- It will be very difficult seen impossible to check compliance for a whole group of companies.
- Extending FSC requirements upwards through the parental levels of a complex Organization or
downwards to subsidiaries and other daughter organizations may be impractical illegal and hugely
expensive.
- It will be extremely difficult for a company or group to demonstrate that in all its FMUs the same
level of performanence is attained.
- A discouragement to a complex enterprise which would like to test the ethical and commercial value
of upgrading management to the standard of the FSC P&C for just one forest management unit as a
trial and to gain experience but cannot afford to upgrade all units at the same time
- It opens the door for criticism by stakeholders on a group of companies claiming greenwashing
while normally companies advance step by step: it is financially and from workload not feasible to
have all FMUs certified at ones.
. Regarding the criteria there is no need for extra commitment when the certifiace is in place.P&C
should only appy to those FMU under control of the Organization
No to the first question yes to the second. The guidance appears to indicate that the FSC P and C
apply upwards vertically and downward within parent companies affiliates etc. I fully understand the
issue of greenwashing and would suggest that rather than trying to tackle this through the P and C
FSC should tackle it through trademark approval. A company that wants to use FSC trademark on its
products must meet some standard to do so. Without a clear definition of parent company affiliate etc
it's difficult to comment on what levels of various businesses would fall under this requirement. Also I
did not realize that the new Association Policy was up for public consultation.
The P & C should only apply to those FMUs under the managerial control of the Organization as per
proposed Criterion 1.10. But the Guidance is in error when it expands original Criterion 1.6 by extending responsibility for ethical and environmental management both vertically upwards and downwards to all classes of affiliates." By selecting only certain responsibilities (ethical and environmental) it is selective with respect to all forest sustainability values. Furthermore it ignores the legal requirements and mandates as to alternative priorities.

Guidance statements 2 & 3 should be deleted as partial certification is not prohibited and in fact will
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The last paragraph on pg. 29 may offset this unacceptable stance: "Proposed Criterion 1.10 may
also be impracticable when decision-making in complex enterprise is not of a hierarchical type where
lower levels of the enterprise may have devolved authority for such decision making." and on page
30 "Extending FSC requirements … may be impractical illegal and hugely expensive." There is no
concern related to policing FSC-related claims (as there might be for private concerns). The bottomline at this time is this is not resolved by this draft of FSC P & C.Recommend that the original criterion
be retained and that guidance statements be included such as: ―An organization or enterprise shall
not participate in the FSC system while simultaneously engaging in forestry practices counter to the
FSC Standard in non-FSC certified forest areas‖ and ―This criterion is intended to sustain the barrier
of FSC against greenwashing.‖.

need to continue in certain instances."
Certification is applied at the forest level. Inclusion of a criterion that requires assessment at potentially the scale of multiple management units is not practical. This is a very inefficient method to address the issue of greenwashing. FSC is developing a policy on association. Given the timing of the
P&C review and the greenwashing policy this criterion should be deleted.
We think this section is unclear as to the requirements it will impose on Group / Resource Manager
certificate holders. Surely it cannot require all properties under the management of the Organisation
which holds a Group / Resource Manager certificate to be certified – or there would be no point / logic
to the idea of a Group scheme? We understand fully the issue surrounding greenwashing" but as
worded in the draft P&C we think this would lead to situations where our CAB would make demands
of all our managed forests to either be certfied or to demonstrably conform to the FSC P&C in some
other way. "
Regarding the criteria there is no need for extra commitment when the certificate is in place.P&C
should only appy to those FMU under control of the Organization.However the criterion needs further
revision with regard to SLIMF.
At the most as proposed in Criterion 1.10. BUT - In international organizations this requirement is too
much: In different conditions of countries there can be variation in the suitability of forest certification
schemes available. Organization may prefer FSC FM standard as the best in a country A but for examle SFI FM standard in country B.
Second option is preferred or retain original criterion.
• We support the intention to remove ―greenwashing‖, however some of the guidance notes to C1.10
are not practical and for some organisations, may be impossible to comply with.
• For example many certificate holders are forest managers independent of forest ownership.
• Some have multiple forest owner clients with varying philosophies resulting in certificate holders
managing FSC, PEFC and non-certified management units.
• Whilst the forest manager can advise the owner on certification it is the forest owner‘s decision on
whether to be certified and what certification is appropriate.
• C1.10 may have the perverse outcome of forest managers undertaking management for multiple
clients either withdrawing from FSC certification or stepping away from forest owners who, for whatever reason, do not support FSC certification.
• Similarly for local forest managers who have international affiliations with companies who have forests in other parts of the world certified to other certification systems (such as PEFC) this requirement may prevent the forest manager becoming certified despite management being carried out to
the standard of the FSC Principles and Criteria, and all affiliated companies meeting the FSC Policy
20-002 ‗Policy for the Association with FSC‘.
• Due to considerable management area in NZ undertaken by companies with multiple forest owners
and affiliations to international companies, this requirement has the potential to exclude significant
areas of FSC certified forest in NZ.
• We also note Guidance note 1 is not really a guidance note, but a somewhat unclear statement.
• Guidance notes 3 & 4 appear to prevent partial certification of an Organisation‘s Forests. As noted
above this would prevent organisations managing forests on behalf of multiple owners some of whom
chose not to be FSC certified, from certifying any of their forests.
• There is also the situation in NZ where plantation forests are purchased by the forest owner under a
one-rotation forestry right and the landowner intends to convert the plantation to farmland on completion of harvesting. Whilst the requirements for conversion are yet to be resolved, this does not meet
the current FSC requirements, and therefore prevents that area of forest from being certified. At
present forest managers are able to excise these areas from the Forest Management Unit. The proposed guidance notes 3 & 4 would remove this option, and prevent a forest manager from certifying
any of their forests despite the decision to convert being entirely outside the control of the forest
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manager, and undertaken in compliance with the law and the current FSC requirements. Again this
requirement has the potential to significantly reduce the area of FSC certified forest in NZ and in our
view goes well beyond the stated intent to preventing ‗greenwashing‘ and the promotion of ‗deceitful
claims… while simultaneously engaging in unacceptable forestry practices in non-FSC certified forest
and plantation areas‘.
• The result is likely to be a reduced level of FSC certification as opposed to a greater uptake of FSC.
Suggested Amendments
1. Unacceptable association should be controlled by FSC Policy of Association.
2. Delete or clarify Guidance note 1.
3. Replace guidance note 2 with: ―The Organisation shall demonstrate its internal procedures to ensure that all parts of the Organisation, a holding or parent company, or an affiliate, subsidiary or legally associated body of the Organisation, comply with the Policy for Association with FSC‖.
4. Replace guidance note 3 with: ―All forest management units under control of the Organisation shall
be managed to be compliant with the FSC Principles and Criteria as far as can practically be controlled by the Organisation. If any of the requirements cannot be met the non-compliance must be of
a minor nature, the Organisation must demonstrate that the non-compliance is beyond their control
and as a minimum the FSC requirements for Controlled Wood must be met.
() is strongly opposed 1.10. This amendment is not practical and many currently certified forest managers will find it impossible to comply with.
A number of FSC certificate holders, such as (), are independent forest managers and are not the
landowners or forest owner of the forest that is certified. Independent forest managers can have
many clients and these clients may have differing management objectives. Whilst the forest manager
can advise their clients on certification it is ultimately the forest owner‘s decision to certify or not.
In the situation outlined above, forest managers who manage both certified and non-certified forests
have in place sound policies and procedures for effective and responsible forest management. These
managers can offer non-certified clients an excellent opportunity for attaining certification based on a
solid knowledge and experience with FSC. This can potentially increase the area of certified forest
and canonly be of benefit to FSC. The proposed amendment C1.10 works directly against this and if
left as written would not result in a greater uptake of FSC.
C1.10 may have the perverse outcome of forest managers withdrawing from FSC
certification or resigning from clients who are not currently certified and therefore losing the opportunity to work towards increasing the area of FSC certified forests.
The issue of ‗greenwashing‘ outlined in the rationale on Page 28 of the Draft Standard should be controlled by the FSC Policy of Association, not as proposed in the amended C1.10.

Oppose – the intent is fully accepted however the mechanism unworkable. Many companies like () do
not own any forests but manage on behalf.
() is FSC Group Scheme manager in New Zealand with nearly 60,000ha ranging from less than 10 to
several thousand. This area is less than half the total area we manage, with management including
full management from planning establishment and harvesting through to single operations management. While we encourage and inform clients about options with respect to FSC and while we under-
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Suggestion: C1.10 to read ―The Organisation shall demonstrate a long-term commitment to adhere to
the FSC Principles and Criteria within the FMU. The Organisation shall make freely available on request a public commitment and statement describing the internal procedures for ensuring compliance. Claims of environmental credential from FSC certification shall only relate directly to the forests within the FMU and their products.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

take all operations in accordance with the company Environmental management system we cannot
force them to join nor make any representations that they would do so.
Were this proposed requirement enacted it would have a significant impact upon our ability to retain a
functioning FSC group scheme

FSC & in particular CB‘s should simply monitor and enforce a policy of accurate FMU linked FSC
claims.
This means that a certified company has to FSC-certify all forest holdings in all countries, regardless
of conditions for certifications in the countries in question. There are a number of reasons why this in
a specific case may not be possible. This demand means that some forest owners may be dissuaded
from FSC-certification and is counterproductive to the ambition to increase the share of FSC-certified
forests.
Certification is applied at the forest level. Inclusion of a criterion that requires assessment at potentially the scale of multiple management units is not practicale. This is a very ineffiecient method to
address the issue of greenwashing. Reviewing and policing FSC claims made by the "Organization"
is the efficient approach to address this matter. A risk-based approach could be developed to target
the surveillance to specific sectors or countries where dodgy claims are more likely to surface. As the
FSC is developing a policy on association to address greenwashing this criterion should be deleted.
Making P&C applicable upward in an organisation sounds challenging. We need clear rules about the
communication of P&C in a complex organisation (even more for those which paper/wood is important but not a key factor or asset)
I believe that this issue should be addressed by the policy of association. The force of this criterion is
far stronger and wide reaching than the policy of association. I can foresee situations where multinational companies even with the best intent are unable to comply with the FSC standards since to do
so would be illegal in some of the countries in which they operate. This would apply to companies
operating in countries where labour laws prohibit the formation of independent trade unions. There
are also many situations where forest legislation can be demonstrated to have negative impacts on
biodiversity etc. I am however strongly in favour of the five issues covered in the policy of association
being used as a filter for all associated companies and all companies controlled by the same shareholders.
It should be made explicit that ôdemonstrating a long-term commitment to adhere to the FSC P&C in
all the FMUs which are under the managerial control of the Organizationö relates to FSC policies
(such as the Association policy). Further this criterion seems to imply the end of partial certification
and if that is indeed the case then we are opposed to this change. Since the Association Policy outlines the conditions of partial certification it would be a great improvement to remove the phrase ôadhere to the FSC P&C on all FMUsö and replace it with reference to the key issues of illegality violation of rights destruction of HCVs conversion or GMO use.
Comment ref. note 2 of criterion 1.10:The Organization shall demonstrate its internal procedures to
ensure that all parts of the Organization whether a holding or parent company or an affiliate subsidiary or legally associated body of the Organization comply or have plans to comply with the FSC Principles and Criteria as a prime and explicit measure against greenwashing.Comment ref. note 3 of
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Suggestion
C 1.10 needs to be amended to state that FSC marketing claims can only be made about the forest
FMU‘s actually certified not about wider company structures.
While the concept of sub clause 5 is accepted in terms of declaring all FMUs to the CB any costs of
inspection also would be unfair – you could not charge the inspected (non-certified) entity and why
should certified FMU‘s have their costs increased to cover non-certified entities.

criterion 1.10:A commitment to make all forest management units under the control of the Organization compliant with the FSC Principles and Criteria at some future date is not acceptable. As we will
detail later this will be a controversial issue. Analyze the need to explain in detail that the purchase of
non-certified wood (from third party wood suppliers and others) must be treated within the scope of
controlled wood policy.
Do not agree with part B - P&C should apply just to Organization
Only apply to forest management units under the managerial control of the organisation.A forest
management enterprise can be held responsible for complying with FSC's P&C regarding forest
management/exploitation but often social and illegal activities are beyond its control. E.g. human settlement and plantations in FMUs in Cameroon are illegal but bad planning often does not take account of on the ground realities and it is impossible and inhumane to throw these people out. These
and other examples make it sometimes impossible to adhere to all the FSC P&C but forest exploitation practices are always under control of the company and it is reasonable to expect that these practices are similar in all FMUs under control of the company.
Los principios deben aplicar a las empresas que estén dispuestas a comprometerse a cumplir. Por
otra parte sólo es posible demostrar y cumplir con los compromisos en aquellas unidades de manejo
bajo el control directivo de la organización.Comentario:Es medida es muy difícil de implementar para
una organización en la medida que se involucre a sus controlantes. Implica un alto costo de gestión
que en la mayoría de los casos no tendría sentido.Además se debe tener en cuenta que en grandes
organizaciones puede haber filiales con distinto grado de cumplimiento de los P&C por razones ajenas al compromiso de La Organización y esto podría afectar a las operaciones que están más avanzadas.Propuesta:Exigir a cada organización certificada una declaración de sociedades de control
filiales etc. incluyendo la misma en la consulta pública.Exigir una declaración de compromiso público
para toda la organización. Exigir que no haya ―conflictos graves‖ con los P&C en cualquier parte de la
organización para mantener la certificación.
This is a difficult one but I do think that while we understand the need to avoid greenwashing that the
concept has no place in a standard since it is open to interpretation despite there being a proposed
definition.Given the complexities of how organizations are structured and how this structuring is compounded in transnationals that we should only require that the individual FMU under the managerial
control of the Organization that has been offered for certification should comply with FSC requirements. If Organizations make false claims about their organization and certification then a process to
deal with this must be established ouside the P&C document. There will always be some certified
organizations who will be dishonest in their approach but the criterion should address what is practicable and which does not set onerous targets on the converted" We understand that the FSC wishes
to grow the base of certified orests across the world. We should then ask ourselves whether this criterion as drafted would achieve this. We think not."
Sugiero como forma de resolver el greenwashing" o la amenaza al sello FSC por su uso en Organizaciones que atentan contra su misión ambiental social y económica (i.e. como pueden ser organizaciones integradas hacia adelante organizaciones hermanas o industrias relacionadas de manufactura
de celulosa y otras UMF bajo la administración de empresas relacionadas) el Criterio 1.10 debería
incluir en forma explicita la Política de Asociación del FSC. Explico: los P&C aplican a bosques y
plantaciones entonces no podemos intentar que se utilicen en industrias pero si la Política de Asociación la cual busca controlar y luego evaluar situaciones de greenwashing en Organizaciones o
UMF relacionadas entre otras. Además si los P&C aplican solo a las UMF bajo la administración de
la Organización y tengo mi Política de Asociación para evaluar prácticas ambientales y sociales inaceptables ante la misión del FSC en otras UMF relaciondas se controla el potencial mal uso del
sello FSC y no obligo la certificación en otras UMF relacionadas.El compromiso de certificación FSC
en todas las UMF de una misma Organización si debe existir sin embargo los plazos deben ser definidos y sustentados."
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La definicion del criterio debe cambiar de forma gratuita" por SIN COSTO.Orientacion 5: Debe haber
una instrucción mas clara para los EEV que evaluan DIFERENCIEN el hecho que al haber declarado
todas UMF se cumple con el criterio y que la INSPECCION no debe ser tendensiosa hacia ellos que
la evaluacion es sobre la/s UMF/s certificadas. Ha veces no hay buen criterio en los EEV.Ademas
parece que se olvida lo VOLUNATRIO DE LA Certificacion y la Gradualidad que existen en los procesos TODOS nos guste o no."
Los P&C deben aplicarse solamente a las UMF bajo el control directo de la organización.
The commitment in the criterion should be Present as well as Long term. It is unclear whether it refers
to subsidiaries etc in all countries. Guidance 3 - i would love to see multinationals having to get all the
subsidiaries up to scratch before certifying any of them - but it doesn't seem likely. Answer to question: Yes if possible somehow but we do need some way for the best parts of a complex entity to lead
the way rather than be held back by the lowest common denominator. If anyone call in any certificate
by finding any P&C infringement in any related company - how would that play out?
This is not clear. You propose as one option that P&C would apply downwards to all fmus controlled
by the Organisation but not being offered for FSC certification"; OR the option as written all fmus "under the managerial control of the Organisation". I can think of examples of Organisations who have
commenced the process of certification with a limited proportion of FMUs with the intention of certifying the remaining FMUs in the long-term working on a step-wise approach - some FMUs may take
longer to get to the point where they can meet the standards. Also where certification is new in a
region some Organisations may like to approach it this way in order to (a) first fully understand the
standards before embarking on a process over all FMUs (b) assess market benefits in a cautious
manner (c) make the process of change manageable. I can think of cases where this has been ultimately successful - the entire set of FMUs covering millions of hectares eventually being certified
after some years of preparation. However if they had been obliged to ensure that all FMUs immediately meet the FSC P&C it is unlikely that they would have embarked on the process.
Needless to say I also disagree with the "upwards" and "vertical" options as completely impossible to
implement. Without clarity on how a CAB is to assess whether the P&C are being met on areas not
put forward for certification this cannot go forward. This should not be confirmed until it has been determined how the Policy for Association will be implemented - as it stands in its current draft I don't
think it can be implemented. Below I am copying in selected parts of the comments I made on the
Policy for Association as I think these are relevant:There are many aspects to this policy which are
not clear. I believe a lack of clarity in FSC policies has been one of the contributory factors in both
NGO and economic sector disenchantment with FSC as it leads to differing interpretations by different CBs (and sometimes a completely different interpretation again by the NGO). Below are some
key points I don‘t think these cover everything.
I can appreciate the point & the principle behind it but I think attempting to put this policy in practice
will prove to be extremely damaging to FSC and its goals in the long term. I think some of the practicalities must be thought through in detail before introducing this policy….[ ] Your policy states that
―FSC will only allow its association with 3rd parties who are not directly or indirectly involved in the
unacceptable issues‖; involvement including ―commercial interaction‖. At my reading this must therefore include COC companies. The non-certified streams of supply going into COC companies or into
any company associated with FSC would therefore need to be checked. Taken to its logical extreme
an FSC Trademark Agent could be asking a DIY merchant where it sources its paint from who the
shareholders are on the board of the paint company and its suppliers whether they are in compliance
with ILO requirements. I don‘t believe this is the intention of the policy but it highlights the lack of clarity in interpretation. Also many forest products companies have a huge amount of affiliates and subsidiaries and sometimes huge numbers of shareholders and sometimes shareholders who have multiple shareholdings in different companies. It‘s a huge task….
What about the companies/forest management entities who have genuinely been trying to make
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1.10. () supports interpretation of 1.10 as per Guidance Note 2. We believe that an inordinate
amount of the public relations fiascos and damage to the credibility of the FSC over the last period is
a result of a failure to take firm and clear action to defend itself against greenwashing. The time for
dithering is over.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. Guidance only written for
large to very large operations.
This is difficult question. I believe it should apply to all levels. Indeed, it will need legal advice.
I have a good example: In Australia we have a company Great Southern. The total destruction of
native forest in the islands made it impossible to get certification.
In Western Australia they were excellent plantation managers.
[Why is the WG spending time on this? This is covered by a separate process with the Policy of Assn.
I‘m assuming that the policy is now approved and would give some clarity here making this question
irrelevant.]
1.10 (new) (revised 1.6): We strongly endorse the new language. This will help prevent serious credibility problems that would occur if organizations were to certify only some of their operations, and
continue to conduct highly controversial operations elsewhere. We strongly recommend providing
further guidance on what comprises a ―long term commitment.‖ In our experience, without such guidance, national and regional indicators for this criterion will be meaningless and ineffective.
the managerial control of the organization': The alternative for this would be ―evaluation for certification‖. [See comment below under ―Question to Stakeholders…‖
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progress in a step-wise process? …..I strongly believe FSC is there to improve forest management.
We don‘t only want to deal with the easy ones who are already practicing excellent forest management. We want to engage the difficult ones bring them into a process towards meeting the FSC standards. This will take time and if the Brand Committee excludes them from the start this will fail.The
FSC Partial Certification Policy already requires FSC certified entities to demonstrate that wood is not
illegally harvested not harvested in violation of traditional & civil rights etc. etc. from non-certified
areas owned by the same entity. Does FSC really have confidence that this is being implemented
with due diligence and in the same way by all certification bodies? (I think this is perhaps not the
case and I also think this policy is itself not clear and should be improved). But the point is that if just
one CB is not implementing this properly with all the resources at its disposal and with the FSC Accreditation Unit on its case then what hope do we have that this Policy of Association is implemented
by all ―FSC Trademark Agents‖?.....Also to prevent misleading claims by Companies lets have tighter
off-product trademark rules. Lets make the scope of certificates very clear on on-line databases and
public certification reports. If these were clear the National Initiatives might have a role in approving
off-product claims perhaps certainly there is a role for National Initiatives in this."
FSC Principles & Criteria should only be applied to the certified Forest Management Unit not to the
whole organisation sister companies or affiliates.
As per crierion 1.10 although we envisage even this will be very difficult for many certificate holders to
comply with.
There should be an obligation downward. The P&C should refer strictly to only those FMUs under
management control. Another FSC mechanism/policy should be used to avoid showcasing. Guidance
3: Why is a commitment" to make all FMU comply with FSC "not acceptable"? Do you mean that a
"requirement" in not acceptable?"
Rather P&C should apply upwards and downwards (otherwise it is greenwashing) but it is clear that in
some cases it is impossible. Should be discussed more for a compromise solution
Upwards, vertically and downwards
the first option

Forest Stewardship Council

Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate a long-term commitment to adhere to the FSC Principles and Criteria in all the forest management units which are under the managerial control of the
Organization . The Organization shall make freely available on request a public statement describing
this commitment and the internal procedures for ensuring compliance.

Answer to question: There needs to be some mechanism to ensure that an Organization cannot hide
behind the nuances of its legal identity and claim that it does not have sufficient control to provide
these assurances and commitments. It may be preferable to address this issue via the FSC‘s Association and Controlled Wood policies.
A aquellas bajo el contro directivo de la organizacion pero no deberá adquirir madera ilegal
Would it not be preferable that the standards apply throughout the vertical chain to prevent greenwashing.
Estoy de acuerdo con la propuesta B porque no puede una unidad de un GRUPO (empresa madre
hermana prima) tener una conducta y otra unidad una conducta diferente.
Habría que explicitar de mejor manera que significa adherirse a los PyC del FSC que no solo se
demuestran en una unidad de manejo; además se debe tomar en consideración el esquema modular
en la Orientación. Sobre la pregunta B. respuesta es SI; se entiende que la Orientación no ha podido tomar todos los elementos que se deben contemplar y se discutieron ampliamente al elaborar la
Política de Asociación. Tienen razón al decir que falta discutir pero en ningún momento se podrá ir
más atrás de lo que ya se contempló en la Política de Asociación.
P anc C´s should apply upwards. For the other cases rules for exclusion of areas and partial certification adequate maybe referring to these rules
We are convinced that neither option is going to work. As the explanation makes clear any organisation should have a right to 'test the water' by offering a single FMU for certification without committing
themselves to adhering contemporaneously to FSC's P&Cs everywhere else. Hence such a stipulation is a recipe for deterring new organisations from joining FSC and will probably also drive some
existing enterprises out of the fold. Moreover we agree with the authors' assessment of the considerable practical and legal difficulties of auditing such commitments. () is on record in arguing that if
FSC requires a defence against an enterprise making inflated claims then there are better ways to
achieve this other than insisting on sweeping pledges of this nature. Under proposals circulated by
Global Development (GD) last year all certified companies will require to be trademark-registered
which means that all claims made by them in connection to FSC will be subject to scrutiny by someone in the FSC system usually a CB. The CB can either prevent an inaccurate claim being made in
advance or if a claim is made without submission to scutiny GD can ultimately revoke the trade mark
licence (i.e. disassociate FSC from the enterprise). This more practical solution to the problem of
greenwashing has not been given sufficient opportunity to be tested. It should be because the alternative suggested of revising the existing Criterion 1.6 into the new 1.10 is fraught with difficulty and to
many will appear as an impossible-to-implement over-reaction.
• C1.10: It should be made explicit that ―demonstrating a long-term commitment to adhere to the FSC
P&C in all the FMUs which are under the managerial control of the Organization‖ relates to FSC policies (such as the Association policy)
• C1.10 The revised criterion explicitly states that the commitment to adhere to the P&C must extend
across all FMUs in the ownership. Given that this requirement is the foundation of certification, it implies the end of partial certification – which we are categorically opposed to. Since the Association
Policy outlines the conditions of partial certification, it would be a great improvement to remove the
phrase ―adhere to the FSC P&C on all FMUs‖ and replace it with reference to the key issues of illegal-
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Rationale 1: It should be retained in any case. It is an essential part of the standard. The criterion‘s
requirement of a public statement makes this obligation operational and auditable.

Forest Stewardship Council

ity, violation of rights, destruction of HCVs, conversion, or GMO use.
La aplicación de los PyC así como su verificación in situ en superficies no incluidas en el certificado
puede generr problemas
1.10 (new) (revised 1.6): We strongly support the new language related to ‗long term‘ commitments
(with explicit definitions as to what ‗long-term‘ is) as this will help prevent credibility problems that
would occur if organizations were to certify only some of their operations, and continue to conduct
highly controversial operations elsewhere (which only creates a credibility risk for FSC.)
This requirement does not fit with the preamble which indicates that the P&C apply only within the
FMU. Not sure why this is proposed as I thought that the policy on association was supposed to address thi sproblem.Last part of the criterion really unclear about what has to be made available; the
procedures themselves a statement??? It is indicated in the preamble that the P&C apply only to the
FMU under evaluation. If they have to apply to other FMUs then the CB has to also perform evaluations of these other FMUs.Th eproposal is not solving the problem that FSC has been facing for
years.
All requirements should be listed in the Criterion which is the bit that will be interpreted into indicators
for audit. As the Policy on Association is likely to be finalized before the P&C there is in fact no need
to duplicate the issue addressed in the Policy on Association here.
P2
the wording of the principle should be more the organisation shall maintain or enhance the…
It is unclear why FSC is only focusing on gender equality. Should this include more than just gender
equality? E.g. racial ethnic minority (those not belonging to the dominate social group) equality.
This is a much expanded Principle and whilst I can appreciate the laudable aims in some parts of the
world it will be difficult to apply in others. I suggest that it is attempting to go far too widely in scope
and into too much detail.
We do not believe the maintain" part of the "shall maintain or enhance well be-ing" should be
dropped. As explained in the Rationale #1 for Revised Criteria 5.6 "it is not in all situations possible
to enhance the value." However our major objection is that adding "and promote gender equality" is
inappropriate at the principle level for the following reasons:

2) It is arbitrary and too narrow-minded to select this one social concern out for illumination at the
principle level as opposed to others. In sum drop the "and promote gender equality" from the principle. If it is to be addressed it should be at the criteria level."
Revise to include the term enhance" and remove reference to "gender equality". The Organization
shall maintain or enhance the social and economic well being of workers. Where there is a high standard of social and economic well being it is not always possible to enhance. Inclusion of gender
equality elevates one type of discrimation over all others."
Why only gender equality?
Keep in the word maintain" from the original and drop principle-level requirement for gender equality."
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1) "Gender equality" may conflict (or be perceived to conflict) with cultural or religious traditions and
roles; the term "equality" is an issue in this respect. While there may be debate about how far a forest certification standard should engage in social engineering the objection here is that the principle is
promoting gender equality rather than the well being of all people regardless of age race or gender.
Note that the original Statutory Motion 12 from 2002 incorporated the following language related to
this motion: "Suggested new wording for criteria 4.4 in the Principles and Criteria: 4.4 Management
planning and operations shall incorporate the results of evaluations of social impact. Consultations
shall be maintained with people and groups (both men and women) directly affected by management
operations." This is much more limited language than this draft contains.

Forest Stewardship Council

• We are concerned with the use of the term ―enhance‖ in this Principle.
• Enhance is an imprecise word and thus is not an appropriate term for a standard.
• This implies that all forest managers are in a position where improvements are required or necessary.
• The application of ‗continuous improvement‘ model is preferable, as this requires improvement
where required and/or as new technologies or methods become available.
Suggested Amendments
1. Replace enhance with ―ensure‖.
2. Add, ―is fair‖ after workers.
3. Consider the Continuous Improvement paradigm when improvements are sought beyond the standard.
Support with amendments –
We do not believe the term enhance as used is viable – ―enhance with respect to what‖ other operators within the sector, other sectors in the economy?
Similarly Gender equality remains elusive in meaning. Certainly in NZ despite equal opportunity, relatively few Women seek a career in forestry and numerical equality will not be achievable

Guidance needs to be revised to explain that;
Protection or maintenance of employment conditions is not a static state but implicitly means maintenance of relativity within and to the extent possible external to the sector.
Guidance also needs to note that the principle does not mean absolute protection of individual jobs or
positions in the event of changing economic or technological environments.
Revise to say "maintain OR enhance" and remove reference to "gender equality". Proposed : "The
Organization shall maintain or enhance the social and economic well being of workers." Where there
is a high standard of social and economic well being it is not always possible to enhance it. Gender
equality clearly is an important issue, but its reference elevates this type of discrimation over all others, when all forms of discrimination are not acceptable.
In many situations animals are used in forest management. This includes draght animals such as
oxen and horses for pulling logs out of the forest. Donkeys for carrying blocks out of the forest and to
dogs used for guarding. It is my belief that the standard should include these as 'workers' and respect
their rights to adequate food water shelter rest periods and access to veterinary care. Harnesses
should be properly fitted and not cause injury. THis could be included in guidance in 2.3 and 2.4
Re-organizing all worker-related requirements into Principle 2 is a positive revision.
The Organization shall improve the occupational health and safety social and economic well-being of
workers and promote gender equality.Justification: include in the definitions: occupational health and
safety: conditions and factors that affect or may affect the health and safety of workers or other personnel (including temporary and third party outsourced workers) visitors and other individuals in the
work-place (alignment with OHSAS 18001:2007)
Promote gender equality" for small forest owners will be not possible to implement as it requires some
certain "promotional" activities. Proposal: formulate principle so that there is no discrimination but no
need for special promotion activities. In this case other aspects like etnical racial sexual and religious
discrimination can be added besides gender."
the word 'enhance' should be replaced by 'promote'. There is a limit to enhancing the well-being both
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Suggestion
Replace the term ―enhance‖ with ―protect‖ or ―maintain‖ while ―promote gender equality‖ should be
replaced by either ―ensure gender neutrality‖ or ―eliminate gender discrimination‖

Forest Stewardship Council

Working conditions may prevent gender equality. If The Organisation does not make any barrier between genders, it should be assessed as complied
Same comment as for P2.In addition how is this to be audited? As written it will be very subjective
and will vary from CB to CB or auditor to auditor. The FSC standard requires certificate holders to
identify measurable goals. How will the auditor measure gender equality?
I am not clear why gender is specifially mentioned in relation to equality when all aspects of diversity
(race disability belief age etc ) are equally relevant. I suggest the word gender is omitted.
The Criteria level is a more appropriate level than the Principle level to address gender equality." The
activities mentioned help to make explicit in what ways gender equality is promoted. However guidance should be developed as to what cultural religious or other (e.g. political or traditional) sensitivities should be adhered to or considered in promoting gender equality."
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from a social as an economic point of view.
The use of the word enhance is subjective and implies an improvement. This may not necessarily
arise. Suggest replace with recognise
La redaccion del Principio debe rescatar la palabra MANTENER y quedaria LA ORGANIZACIÓN
DEBERA MANTENER O ELEVAR EL BIENESTAR SOCIAL Y ECONOMICO DE LOS TRABAJADORES Y FOMENTARA LA IGUALDAD DE GENEROS.Hay que recordalo como proceso dinamico y
nos guste o no hay gradualidad en particular recordarlo para comunidades con mayor razon propiedades pequeñas……
shouldn't it say protect and enhance"? Enhance means it must be always better than before - is that
better than each previous year or better than before they were certified? And it can never be good
enough?"
Dropping the word maintain" results in a considerable rasing of this Principle. We would be comfortable with this change if it were explained in the Rationale but it is not. Why is this change necessary?
Is there evidence that employment conditions have not been maintained? The Rationale doesn't suggest there is evidence."
The Principle should not be singling gender discrimination - what about racial religious sexual orientation ethnicity age etc? The FSC P&C should be requiring Organisations to 'avoid all forms of discrimination'.
Why only gender equality? What about race nationality ageism?
We have not reviewed this section fully but our initial impression is that many of the changes are favorable. We look forward to seeing the comments from trade unions and others with more expertise
in these areas.
Actually, the last sentence of original 2.3 cannot be found anywhere in the new 1.9.
Los trabajadores forestales son uno de los grupos mas importantes relacionados a la Certificación
FSC y su problemática es diferente a la de las comunidades vecinas a las áreas forestales. Por ello
es importante tener un principio 2 específico para los trabajadores forestales. Apoyo totalmente esta
propuesta. También creo que ha sido esencial la inclusión de la igualdad de género". Esto ratifica el
hecho que el sistema FSC es el mas avanzado sistema de certificación forestal del mundo."
a) Cambiar en el texto del P y los correspondientes Criterios igualdad" por "equidad" de género a fin
de que el enfoque de igualdad de oportunidades quede más claro; esto es importante al menos en la
versión en español. b) No creo suficiente "fomentar" o "promote" la equidad de género; es necesario que se "asegure". c) Me pregunto si solamente con una mayor guía (como dice Orientación 4
C2.3) este Principio puede aplicarse a operaciones de manejo comunitario y de poblaciones indígenas. "
• Re-organizing all worker-related requirements into Principle 2 is a positive revision.
C2.1

Forest Stewardship Council

This proposed criterion elevates the issue of gender equality over other types of discrimination. This
proposed criterion is redundant with criterion 2.2. All forms of discrimination are adequately address
under Criterion 2.2 and ILO 111 - Discrimination (Occupation and Employment) Convention.
Why only gender equality?
Good and very ambitious aim globally. In practise in spite of good will and attempt difficult to approve
in a predominantly male staff.
Take care to respect cultural and religious norms or customs in respect to gender equality.
• We agree with this but request that equality is modified to ―equal opportunity‖.
• We are concerned that C2.1 may be interpreted to mean that there is an expectation that the workforce will be proportionate by gender.
• Despite best efforts this is unachievable within the forest industry in New Zealand and, we suspect,
most other countries.
• An addition to the Guidance is recommended.
Suggested Amendments
1. Replace gender with ―equal opportunity‖.
2. Add to the Guidance that equal opportunity includes gender and is consistent with ILO provisions
on equality in employment.
3. Also add to the Guidance that equal opportunity does mean equal proportions of populations are
employed but that:
a. An equal opportunity policy is in place, and
b. This is reflected in the Organisations actions.
c. There are no outstanding grievances related to employment equality not under resolution.
Intent is supported but note risk of interpretation that equality may be interpreted to mean equal proportions

Revise guidance to incorporate verifiers of equal opportunity or non-discrimination being;
- Equal opportunities policies in place
- Policies can be demonstrated to have been followed.
- No outstanding grievances related to employment opportunity or gender bias.
The restriction to gender equality is unfortunate. Ethnic equality is probably at least as relevant and
should be included.
This proposed criterion elevates the issue of gender equality over other types of discrimination. This
proposed criterion is redundant with criterion 2.2. All forms of discrimination are adequately addressed under Criterion 2.2 and ILO 111 - Discrimination (Occupation and Employment) Convention.
C2.1 now explicitly call for promoting gender equality in employment practices training opportunities
awarding contracts consultation processes and management activities. This appears to be a positive
change although the actual implications of this addition are unclear.
Same comments as for principle. Shall promote" means you have to promote. It is also not very clear
how to assess this especially awarding of contracts and consultation processes"
El criterio debería considerar los esfuerzos que haga la empresa para asegurar igualdad de sexos
aún cuando ello no se maniefieste en resultados observables. Ello debido a que para labores de
terreno es difícil encontrar mano de obra femenina de igualdad de calidad que la masculina.
The focus on gender equality is not supported but not because we do not support the concept. We
believe that equal opportunity is what should be promoted and therfore would want to see he word
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Suggestion
- Replace equality with ―equal opportunity‖ or terms relevant to elimination of discrimination by gender.

Forest Stewardship Council

The first one is preferable as it is always very difficult for The Organisation to controll contractors outside the certified FMUs.
Alternative A because in loads of cases obliging the application of the 8 Core Conventions to contractors is impossible (some contractors/transporters may decide to break the contract)
Requirements must apply for contractors working on the FMU only. The certificate holder will have no
control over their contractors who working as independent entities contract to other organisations
whether nationally or internationally.
This criterion should only apply ILO conventions to contractors on the certified FMU. It is far too
difficult and unrealistic to think there is a credible way to assess this outside of the certified FMU.
Option B is again FSC trying to be every thing for every one. This is simply not practical. There are
many large contractors that operate across borders. Who is going to check that any commitment
they may make is valid and how will this be done in practice. Leave this applicable to the certified
unit only.
We support Alternative A.―shall implement‖ is not appropriate action for 2.2. a). Consider revising to
shall demonstrate adherence to ILO". It is not possible for an organizations to implement ―freedom of
association‖."
Option A gives additional protection for workers compared to the current version and represents a
step in the right direction. Moreover it is feasible to enforce. Option B goes considerably further and
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gender deleted. What about race? previously disadvantaged? disabled etc. Suggest also that the
word promote be replaced with the word recognise. This is easier we suspect to audit. How does one
audit promote?
Mal castellano en la definicion. No hay tal IGUALDAD lo que debe haber es EQUIDAD. Cambiar a
EQUIDAD. Tambien la definicion propuesta OLVIDA aspectos culturales y ancestrales de diferenciacion de Genero.
As for the Principle this criterion should not be singling gender - what about racial religious sexual
orientation ethnicity age etc? Should be requiring Organisations to 'avoid all forms of discrimination'.
Suggestion to strengthen the language related to training requirements in order to be able to delete
10.9.
the same as to P 2
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
In the absence of Guidance language, this encouragement could be difficult to meaningfully audit.
The WG has acknowledged that the word ―promote‖ is a word to avoid wherever possible because it
is not concrete. Therefore, either the criterion language should be revised to make its auditable intentions clearer, or Guidance language should be added.
Shouldn't there be some guidance to go with this?
Puede no exitir discriminación por sexo y no darse la igualdad
The word promote is unclear and needs to be replaced by specific outcome based level of performance required by FSC regarding gender equality. As this is an Criterion nonconformity with this
criterion will mean that a companyu cannot become certified. However it is currently unclear what the
criterion requires for this quite challenging topic for forestry companies.Do they need to have females
for all their activities in the office nurseries harvesting what % would be acceptable? Minimum acceptable requirements should be clear.
It's a great idea but gender imbalance in different fields is often due to education career paths encouraged for boys and girls and other cultural issues which affect life paths from childhood. How
small companies will address this is unclear. Also it is unclear to me how ''promoting'' equality can be
operationalised into indicators with thresholds which are not woolly but clear objective and meaningful.
C2.2
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will be very difficult and impractical to enforce. In practice if option B is enacted it will be circumvented by some and make the certification process difficult from the point of view of certification bodies.
It should be a general requirement because everything else is not credible and it can't be checked
properly.
second anwer - B is acceptable
Only when working for the benefit of the Forest Management Unit (alternative A.). FSC FM is a forest
management certification aimed at assuring good forest management of the FMU. If FSC becomes a
certification of the whole company it is nearly impossible to draw the line determine the scope of the
system" certificate where a company and its workers or subcontractors end. Should it include a small
office in the harbor 1300 km from the FMU. Should it include a trader never present at the FMU?
Should it include the cargo / boat company that transports timber? This becomes impossible to check.

Only 2 of the 8 ILO core labour conventions have been ratified. How-ever as noted by the US Council for International Business (April 2007 page 2) ―As a member of the ILO the U.S. Is obliged ―to protect to promote and to real-ize‖ the principles contained in the 1998 Declaration as distinct from the
specific legal details of the eight conventions themselves.‖ This criterion would be acceptable if it
stated that the organization shall imple-ment those principles of the ILO Declaration that have been
signed and ratified by the nation they are within or alternately if it states that the organization must
respect and promote the principles of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Prin-ciples and Rights at
Work. "
We are supportive of alternative B. It will be impractical / difficult for CAB's to assess conformance of
contractor operations outside the Management Unit. Operations outside the Management Unit
should be outside the scope of certification process. The proposed wording unless the requirements
of these ILO conventions are equalled or exceeded by national or local law" is strongly supported.
Wording to this effect should also be considered for other criterion dealing with ILO conventions and
other international agreements (P1 C1.4 C1.5 C1.6 as examples)."
Alternative A.
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A good reference how to deal with subcontractors related to environmental impacts but can be transferred as well to social impacts comes from ISO 14001 4.4.2; also reflected in legislation of most
countries: A company is responsible for Environmental & Safety Impacts of its employees and all
subcontractors when they perform a task ONSITE. If a transport company has a environmental impact on the road this becomes the responsibility of the subcontracting company themself. "4.4.2
Competence training and awareness:The organization shall ensure that any person(s) performing
tasks for it or on its behalf that have the potential to cause a significant environmental impact(s) identified by the organization is (are) competent on the basis of appropriate education training or experience and shall retain associated records.""
I think it all depends on how the Certifying Bodies interpret how a company will assess contractors
compliance with the 8 core conventions of the ILO. If an organization can easily audit this then I think
its appropriate to choose contractors who follow the ILO. On guidance note 6 under alternative B it
may be difficult for companies to assess what burden of proof is required (or if it is met) to determine
if contractors or subcontractors have breached the Core Conventions.
We especially oppose Alternative B as it is not practical to measure or audit all operations anywhere
at any time. However we also oppose alternative A as it appears to be an expansion of rights compliance demonstration (addressing health safety labor and use rights which were previously covered
under a later principle) and may go beyond what is acceptable depending upon how where legally
required" is interpreted.The US is only obligated to comply with the letter of those conventions that it
has ratified.
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First option preferred but limit it to NATIONALY-RATIFIED ILO conventions.
• Whilst this is not an issue in New Zealand and both alternatives appear to have the same outcomes.
Alternative B spells out more clearly the Guidance to achieving these outcomes.
• Because of that, we believe Alternative B is the preferred option however, for the sake of consistency with the argument advanced in respect of C1.10 we would seek to have Alternative B amended to
apply only to those working for the benefit of the Forest Management Unit.
1. Support Alternative B with the proviso that it applies only to those working for the benefit of the
Forest Management Unit.
Supported in favor over B as could be difficult to research and enforce B in some organizational structures. Requirement under A that contractors meet requirements will lead to up-skilling and application of appropriate or improved policies over time in non-certified forests
2 B It is impossible to include contractor activities outside of the FMU and to have operations audited
outside of what is included in the FSC certificate.
We are supportive of alternative A. It will be impractical / difficult for CAB's to assess conformance of
contractor operations outside the Management Unit. Operations outside the Management Unit
should be outside the scope of certification process.

Please list all 8 ILO Conventions in the indicator or none of them.
Alternative B
Although I prefer the outcome of alternative B it places an unreasonable burden on the organisation
to monitor this in all places where the copntractor or subcontractors work. It would be difficult to audit
and it is likely that a subcontractor could in any case legally refuse to disclose this information to an
auditor since it is not direclty linked to the entity being audited.
We support Alternative A focusing contractor/worker compliance with ILO conventions on the FMU
and not Alternative B (which requires contractor/worker compliance with ILO conventions on all the
lands they work on). Alternative B goes beyond what should be required in the FSC P&C and will be
difficult to audit.
Opt for alternative ―A‖Alternative ―B‖ is impracticable
Agree with alternative A. In case of alternative B - what mechanisms Organization will need to implement to assess and verify this critera
Option A as it is impractical to check this. Equal work conditions can only be guaranteed for subcontracted that work within the FMU or when subcontracters carry out the same functions as employees
of the organisation under evaluation(e.g. felling operations) but not in the case of transporters.
Se debería exigir el cumplimiento de los P&C sólo cuando trabajan en la UMF. En ciertos casos a las
organizaciones se les dificulta conseguir contratistas dispuestos a cumplir con todos los requisitos de
FSC aún cuando éstos sean retribuidos por la organización. Esto es especialmente importante cuando se da una gran brecha entre los requerimientos de las empresas certificadas y las que no lo son.
Además exigir implica control. Caso contrario es un requisito enunciativo. La organización generalmente no tiene capacidad para controlar el cumplimiento de los P&C por parte de los contratistas
fuera de la UMF.Este paso gradual permitirá que los contratistas avancen gradualmente hacia mejores estándares. Ello los llevará a que finalmente adquieran el estándar mas exigente para efectos de
simplificar su gestión.
We support Alternative A. There is already concern that the extent of control that certified organiza-
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The proposed wording , "unless the requirements of these ILO conventions are equalled or exceeded
by national or local law", is strongly supported. Wording to this effect should also be considered for
other criterion dealing with ILO conventions and other international agreements (P1, C1.4, C1.5, C1.6
as examples).

Forest Stewardship Council

tions exert on contractors is outside the managers legal mandate. To extend this requirement to contractors working on non-certified FMUs or even to contractors that also work in other organisations
that are not involved in forests is not reasonable
No se debe obligar a terceros contratistas o asociados a cumplir FUERA DE LA UMF los 8 Convenios ILO. Por ejemplo un contratista o un operador incluso un propietario puede trabajar en sitios
colindantes pero en actividades totalmente separadas o independientes peor ahun en sitios no colindantes o actividades no relacionadas!
Consideramos adecuada la opción A
Alternative A - otherwise it is un auditable and companies may end up either with no contractors at all
or with a pointless paper exercise of which we have too many.
Alternative A.
Support Alternative A not Alternative B.
Alternative A.
The P&C is an FMU-based instrument. It is therefore unclear how this can be a requirement for influence over what is happening outside the FMU. The rationale of this proposal may be flawed - why
would a contracting company change all of its operations for just the certified Organisation's business? If the Organisation has such influence over the contractor it is probably because the Organisation provides much or all of the contractor's business - the intended 'spill-over' to non-certified forests
therefore would not occur or only in very small amounts - is this therefore worth it? Additionally as
there is no proxy for checking off-FMU performance how is the certifier to check the non-FMU work of
the contractor? Has any analysis of the potential increase certification costs been carried out? Suggest to keep only the written summary of the 8 core ILO conventions in the Criterion text to make it
clearer and refer to the ILO conventions only in the notes (non-normative guidance?)
we support alternative B
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Of the two alternatives, we prefer A with the changes suggested by ().
Question: Although we would prefer that contractors always implement the ILO conventions it seems
a difficult and expensive task to verify this. If such a requirement is not feasible in practice it shouldn't
be included however desirable.
B
support Alternative B
Alternative A: Of the two alternatives, this one seems the most reasonable.
'for the benefit of': This is odd, vague language that may cause confusion and misinterpretation. It
should be replaced with clearer language.

Change to: The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract involving the Forest
Management Unit shall implement at a minimum the 8 Core Conventions of the ILO Declaration on
Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, which include inter alia:
a) freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining;
b) the elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor;
c) the effective abolition of child labor; and
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a) to d): It is not necessarily inappropriate to include such a list within criterion language, but (with the
exception of Criterion 9.1) this would be the only criterion to incorporate such detail. Given that this
draft deletes a lot of essential language from other criteria in the original P&C, this criterion would
stand out as an anomaly, and several other criteria would seem deficient by comparison. It is recommended that the P&C be consistent in including all essential normative language in criteria language, and all non-essential language in Guidance.
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d) the elimination of discrimination in respect of employment and occupation,
unless the requirements of these ILO conventions are equalled or exceeded by national or local law.
Alternative B 'in all their operations anywhere': This seems like an excessive extension of the FSC‘s
authority and ability to audit. Furthermore, there is no defensible reason for applying such a sweeping requirement only to labor matters. A very strong case could be made regarding a wide range of
environmental and other social issues.

Rationale 1c: It is important to explain fully why this criterion‘s requirements are an exception to the
limitations of scope outlined in Principle 1 (i.e., that Organizations must comply only with international
agreements that are binding and that have been nationally ratified). In other words, why are these
labor matters the sole exception? Why do we not apply this same rationale to other critical P&C issues, such as biodiversity and species protection?
Sería ideal que los contratistas implementaran las 8 convenciones fundamentales de OIT pero es
posible que sólo sea válido que lo hagan en la Unidad certificada. De todas maneras es positivo.
Impulsa a generar un espacio de trabajo justo.
() feels strongly that 2.2 (revised 4.3) shall be according to Alernative A. Our key reasons for this is
that increasingly various forms of contracting labour contracting are used in forestry management. A
large number of key forestry companies employ large numbers of contractors in their harvesting replanting and other areas of forestry management. If therefore these are not included within the principles then the majority of workers will not enjoy the coverage afforded by the principle. This would
defeat the entire object of the principle.
I prefere option 2 for all workers
Estoy de acuerdo por OPCION B. Es necesario ser consecuente.
Alternatva B
only while working for the benefit of the FMU
We prefer Alternative A. Alternative B looks to pose similar legal and auditing problems as will be
encountered when implementing Criterion 1.10.
• C2.2: We support Alternative A, focusing contractor/worker compliance with ILO conventions on the
FMU, and not Alternative B (which requires contractor/worker compliance with ILO conventions on all
the lands they work on). Alternative B goes beyond what should be required in the FSC P&C and will
be difficult to audit. We have had extensive discussions regarding these issues in the development of
the () national FM standard and have come to this conclusion.
• We support extending requirements to contractors, subcontractors and other workers as they relate
to compliance with core ILO conventions on the FMU, but it is important to recognize the separation
in relationship between the Organization and contractors/workers as it applies to non-legal issues.
we prefer draft 1.
Option B is better however it will not be possible to check this commitment outside of the FMU and
therefore the last part of the requirement is not needed. If a requirement cannot be checked then it
become irrelevant independently of the intention behind the requirement. I would also propose to
replace the word committed" by a clear level of minimum acceptable level of performance regarding
this issue. Commitment does not mean performance/compliance."
I think the company and contractors shold be treated separately so I prefer the format of Alternative
B. Whether it can be fully audited is unclear. It is difficult to say without the changes which are possible with legal advice you say you are seeking. Consultation would be more appropriate on the revised
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This is unrelated to the FMU and is far outside the jurisdiction or control of the Organization, the CAB
and the FSC. It not only seems unreasonable but would be exceedingly difficult to audit. It may also
be legally unenforceable in a contract between the Organization and a contractor.

Forest Stewardship Council

form following advice. Unclear what 'must' means in guidance 2 -- is it normative? Guidance 4 should
be rewritten for greater clarity. Guidance 5 provides examples useful in separate guidance but 6 uses
'shall and seems to be normative. Guidance should only be helpful/guiding rather than normative.
C2.3

Although a bit redundant with the criterion 1.6
Applicable in NZ for minimum wage only. Concerned about level of control an organisation has over
an independent contractor regarding wages paid. NZ contractors fiercely independent and wage levels paid to employees considered commercially sensitive information.
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Safety conditions, especially safety equipments, are different among countries/regions. It may be
difficult for many Organisations to comply with the ILO Code immedeately, therefore many Organisations may not comply with this Criterion. Proposal: The Organization and all contractors working for
the benefit of the forest management unit shall implement health and safety practices that aim at the
International Labour Organization (ILO) Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Forestry Work. Best
and concrete effort to achive the Code shall be made.
We appreciate and respect the intent of this criterion including the recognition of national and local
laws. However many people will not have firsthand knowledge or easy access to the ILO Code of
Practice on Safety and Health in Forestry Work nor the ability to compare it to national and local laws.
• The health and safety of forest workers is fundamental and has been variably interpreted.
• We support a consistent approach and minimum level of health and safety across all FMUs.
Support without change – Support a consistent approach across all FMUs in all countries No change
Add health safety and care of animals used in forest work.
See above; cannot be guaranteed for transporters
El criterio no contempla una gradualidad que es real en MFS en UMF de distintos propietarios y cabidas. Asi afectara negativamente a los SLIM; descarta lo VOLUNTARIO total y desconoce realidades rurales en salud y seguridad asumiendo que en esas lugares la solucion ESTATAL es lo adecuado cuestion que es falso muchas veces (en Latinoamerica y Caribe en Africa dificilmente sera
mejor)
Is the last phrase … unless the Code is equalled or exceeded by national or local laws." necessary in
the criterion? What does it add?"
We look forward to the guidance for small, medium and community operations as it is essential. In
rural areas in developing countries it is simply not possible and/or economically feasible for
small/medium/community operations to comply 100% with the Code of Practice on Safety and Health
in Forestry Work. This code has clearly been developed for other types of operations in other parts of
the world.
Change to: The Organization and all contractors working under a contract involving the forest management unit shall implement health and safety practices that meet or exceed the International Labour Organization (ILO) Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Forestry Work unless the Code is
equalled or exceeded by national or local laws.
we need more flexible deal with high slant silviculture and heavy
hot moisture climate in summer of Japan.
The ILO code is written as recommendations with Should" wording. The P&C should be very specific
that this ILO code is considered as a requirement and compliance with all elemenst are a requirement. It is to be noted that many companies in tropical countries will not be able to demonstrate compliance with accomodation requirements. If guidance is needed for SLIMF then it should be develoed
now by the working group otherwise it will never be developed an dwill make consistent implementation very difficult. "
C2.4

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
Include guidance about participation in independent wage rate surveys where statutory minima are
not legislated.
To demand that legal wage requirements are fulfilled is relevant and OK but the reference to industry
minimum standard is vague and should be deleted. In many countries wages are negotiated between
employers and trade unions.
Do not support inclusion of the term, "or industry minimum". Industry minimum standards will be difficult to define and assess (e.g. industry standard, as negotiated in collective agreements with larger
companies, may not be achievable for small, non-unionized harvest contractors).
See above; cannot be guaranteed for transporters
In South Africa we have legislated minimum wages for the forestry (and other) sectors
Debe incluir y reconocer que tambien existen formas de ingreso que no solo es salario es delicado
pero se debe buscar redanccion que contemple ESPECIES O GRANJERIAS como se puede dar (se
dan y nuchas veces tiene connotaciones ancestrales) y en particular NTFP's
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. E.G. in Honduras the minimum wage was doubled early this year overnight, thus the business of small community operations
was ruined from one day to the other if they were immediately to double the wages they pay to the
workers due to the very labour intensive forest management. This is the sort of challenge faced by
operations of this type in real life.
Change to: The Organization and all contractors working under a contract involving for the benefit of
the forest management unit shall pay wages that meet or exceed legal or industry minimum standards.
please change or" to "and" "
I think that in some situations FSC should go beyong legal minimum wages especially in regions like
Africa Latin and Central America and some Asian countries.
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This criterion assumes that there will always be industry or legal norms. This is often not the case.
This should rather be rephrased to include wages paid by other comparable industries" where legal
and industry norms do not exist."
The Criterion states ―pay wages that meet or exceed legal or industry minimum standards. This is not
in line with P1. According to principle 1 the organization must always meet legal standards; therefore
it should say ―or meet industry standards if they are higher than what it legally required‖. Alternatively
―industry minimum standards‖ should be removed.
OK but the Guidance note 2. is confusing. It should be the legal or industry minimum standard not at
least as high as those in comparable occupations in the same region" because:1) impossible to
check: which company provides the reference? Between the forest companies there will always be
differences. What would be the reference if we go beyond legal or industry standards?2) A forest
company can never pay the same wages as an Oil company for example even if they are working in
the same region and workers are working in the same position. "
Some clarification is required in the guidance as to what an industry minimum wage" would be or how
it would be determined."
Do not support inclusion of the term or industry minimum". Industry minimum standards will be difficult to define and assess (e.g. industry standard as negotiated in collective agreements with larger
companies may not be achievable for small non-unionized harvest contractors)."
• We see some difficulty with determining what an industry standard as in some instances this information may be confidential between parties.
Support in general. This is easily accomplished in countries where legal minima apply. Where they
don‘t establishing and industry standard rate may be difficult but can probably be achieved through
participation in periodic independently managed wage rate surveys.

Forest Stewardship Council

This Criterion seems to require something of a third party; which could be complicated to audit. To
require instead that the orgnaization has ensured that it and its sub-organizations such as contractors
pay minimum wages would put the responsibility and the record-keeping with the auditee.
C2.5
It is always difficult for a Organisation to develop such mechanisms by stakeholder engagement in
Japan, because there are few stakeholders that wish to do so. The words by stakeholder engagement should be replaced or removed.
The only relevant stakeholders in a individual employment agreement are the organisation and the
employee and/or representative. employment agreements are commercially sensitive and private how can this possibly be implemented in a non-unionised workforce? Does an employee of a contractor employed by the organisation on the FMU fall under this criterion?
Who are the stakeholders referred to here and how in a million years are you going to agree these
mechanisms with the very wide array of stakeholders that are typically associated with an FSC evaluation? This should rather be agreed with workers.
This criterion is wordy poorly written and confusing. It is quite vague what ―developed by stakeholder
engagement and implement agreed mechanisms‖ means and we believe this is onerous. It should be
eliminated. It is enough that the Organization must have in place documented and fair procedures.
The important point in this Criterion is that national and local laws takes preference. Therefore the
requirement would only come into place in the absence of these.
Do not agree with the requirement to develop with stakeholder engagement". Uncertain as to how an
Organization and a stakeholder could develop an agreed mechanism prior to knowledge of a grievance. Compensation for loss or damage to property must be limited to privately held personal property. "
• We support that the mechanisms should only be required where they are not already provided for by
national or local law.
• Loss or damage to workers‘ property should be restricted to property used for work and in the place
of work, which is caused through a fault of the Organisation.

Suggestion
Qualify guidance – damage to property applies only to property damaged in the course of use for
work at the place of work or as a direct result of operations undertaken by or authorized by the managers of the FMU
Do not agree with the requirement to develop with "stakeholder engagement". Uncertain as to how
an Organization and a stakeholder could develop an agreed mechanism prior to knowledge of a
grievance. Compensation for loss or damage to property must be limited to privately held personal
property.
1) Dificult to implement by small forest owners due to the lack of knowledge as well as comparable
short term contracts 2) Even for comparable large forest owners it is dificult to implement us it is more
insurance business then forestry. Proposal would be that organization shall ensure that employees
has all relevant insurance in place.
We have strong legislation that covers these requirements in South Africa.
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Suggestion
1. Provide guidance on where it is appropriate for the Organisation to compensate for loss or damage
to property.
Support in general – and in particular that this should be required where not already provided for in
law and levied employment compensation systems.
Issue of damage to property needs to be qualified in guidance

Forest Stewardship Council

Guidance must be available for traditional or family forestry operations
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
The wording of this criterion is awkward.
'unless already provided in national or local law': This final phrase is confusing, may have unintended
consequences, and seems unnecessary. This criterion must apply to all Organizations in all situations, and FSC wants Organizations to do these things. Furthermore, if national or local laws exist
that require them, we don‘t need to mention such laws because Organizations are required to comply
with the law in any case. Also, the phrase inappropriately assumes that laws are well-written and
effectively enforced. Finally, the phrase says that the Organization does not have to do these things
if the law already ‗provides‘, which doesn‘t make sense and is contrary to what FSC wants the Organization to do.

Although the definition of traditional people shall be more specified and less vague (in many context
all villages around the FMU will be included in the definition. In other cases, identifying the traditional
from the non-traditional people will be impossible)
Moving from 4 Criteria (original P.3) to the proposed 7 Criteria adds redundancy and makes this
standard longer than it needs to be. For example 3.6 and 3.7 could easily be merged into one Criterion. As a general comment version 5.0 of the P&C should be reviewed with a filter to make the standard as succinct as possible.
The difficulty here is in the application of definitions such as Traditional Peoples" and what constitutes
a customary right as opposed to a legal right. In developed countries the fact that the customary right
has no basis in law would make it difficult to insist that an organisation must be bound by it and not
infringe it especially if the right is claimed by individuals or small (minority) small groups. Perhaps the
original wording could be strengthened to include the idea that the right must not be infringed etc but
that this would only apply where the concepts of "Indigineous and Traditional Peoples and their customary rights" where widely recognised but not provided for in law. "
The suggested changes seriously interact with legal processes about owning of land etc in many
countries. Better would be to focus on voluntary processes that successfully takes place in Sweden.
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Change to: The Organization shall develop through stakeholder engagement, and implement, agreed
mechanisms for resolving grievances and for providing fair compensation to employees for loss or
damage to property, for occupational diseases, or for occupational injuries sustained while working
for The Organization.
Comentario general para todos los PyC: La traducción de engagement" por "implicación" en español
no es la más adecuada; se puede usar "con la participación" en "coordinación" "involucramiento"
según sea el caso."
Shouldn't there be some guidance here?
Criterion is not clear mixing both by stakeholder engagement with issues related to workers H&S.
This criterion should be looked at and reqworded.shall develop by stakeholder engagement; not clear
statement. What exactly is expected?
There are at least three different groups of people referred to as 'stakeholders' in this version of the
P&C. This is creates confusion. I think 'stakeholders' should be used to refer to the public and neighbours who might have a stake in the management of the forest. For the other groups such as employees there is no need to refer to 'stakeholder' engagement - why not refer specifically to participatory engagement with employees and contractors? I'd suggest to refer to developing the grievance
resolutions mechanisms with employees (and contractors?) using consultative methods. This Criterion also needs re-writing for clarity. One method of improving the clarity will be to separate the different topics of which there are 8 in this single Criterion.
P3

Forest Stewardship Council

In general the idea and understanding of customary rights remains a bit murky to me. From the definition I presume they need to somehow acquired by force of law". I have assessed the rest of these
criterion presuming that the definition stated in the glossary is the same definition being used here."
The original recognized and respected" wording is preferred over the "shall not be infringed" wording
as infringements may be unintentional or redefined by courts.Several of the proposed criterions under
this principle are not acceptable."
The legal and customary rights of Indigenous and Traditonal Peoples continue to evolve at a government to government basis. In many cases the proposed wording assumes that the positions of the
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples will prevail. Many of the issues contained within Principle 3 are outside the scope of the Organization. The revised Principles and Criteria need to recognize the positions of the non Indigenous governments in developing the standards for Principle 3.
The suggested changes seriously interact with legal processes about owning of land etc in many
countries. It would be better to focus on voluntary processes that successfully takes place in Sweden.
• We are concerned that there is no definition of ―traditional‖.

Suggestion
Accepted if implied definition of ―Traditional peoples‖, if not indigenous peoples, implies those
groups with longstanding cultural of religious ties to a particular area and whose fundamental cultural
or belief set is not closely aligned with the dominant social –political belief set currently in precedence. Needs better definition otherwise opens way for individuals with some post industrial history to
―declare their traditions‖.
The legal and customary rights of Indigenous and Traditonal Peoples continue to evolve at a government to government basis. The concept of Traditional Peoples is not instructive in Canada given the
distinct legal and constitutional status of Indigenous Peoples and should be deleted from the Principle. The interests of other individuals or groups can be adequately accommodated with the scope of
Principles 2 and 4.
I strongly agree with the new principle and its criteria. The expansion of the definitions to also include
traditional peoples in this goes a long way to resolving problems that I have encountered while working as an auditor in Africa and Latin America. Basically under the previous defintion there are few if
any indigenous people but almost all rural communities are now included as traditional people. This
change makes it much more difficult for forest companies acting on government policy to ride roughshod over the interests of local traditional communities. The new direction will have particularly strong
impacts in Mozambique.
In general we agree with the proposed requirements but the revisions are poorly worded and confusing to interpret. Clarification on actual requirements is needed in order to provide final support for the
criteria in this principle. We understand that groups of indigenous peoples and organizations have
been meeting to provide in-depth comments on P3 - thank you for facilitating this important process so we will hold off on further comments until we see the work that they have developed.
Realign the concept of traditional peoples to: ―Traditional Communities and Peoples: culturally different groups who recognize themselves as such that have their own form of social organization occupy
and use territories and natural resources as a condition for their cultural social religious ancestral and
economic reproduction using the knowledge innovation and practices developed and passed down
from generation to generation. Traditional Territories: physical space required for cultural social and
economic reproduction of traditional communities and peoples whether they are used on a permanent
or temporary basis ―Justification: the concepts contained in Decree No. 6.040 dated February 7 2007
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Suggestion
1. Either properly define ‗traditional‘ or remove the word.
Traditional peoples – too open to reinterpretation

Forest Stewardship Council

See comments above.
Requiring the organization to identify customary rights that are affected by management activities is
impractical. The guidance acknowledges contested cases but then FSC inserts itself into such cases
by stating The Organization shall seek advice on a case by case basis from FSC." It would be more
appropriate to require the Organization to inform FSC of such cases rather than seek advice from
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are clearer and more precise.
Term traditional peoples" is not very well defined. It is not clear who and how to judge traditional
peoples. In the broadest case traditional people mean all people living within and close to FMU. And if
traditional lifestyles has to be identified localy then it could means that evrything and everybody is
traditional. "
How do you deal with customary rights in Africa where the state assigns FMUs without prior consultation with the population? This would make forest exploitation impossible within a large part of Africa
Este principio considera conceptos difíciles de definir en la práctica tales como pueblos tradicionales
y derechos consuetudinarios.Su aplicación va a ameritar un esfuerzo de definición a nivel de país.
Mala traduccion elimide en la ultima linea VIOLADOS POR INFRINGIDOS.
Reword so it starts with The Organisation shall…""
One of the most significant strengths of the FSC to date in our view has been its commitments to
respect FPIC and other Indigenous Peoples rights under this principle. We look forward to seeing
any comments from Indigenous Peoples‘ organizations on the desirability of the specific revisions.
There are many references to the Organization establishing ―agreements,‖ but it is not clear what
purpose various agreements would serve. This needs to be clarified for each criterion where agreements are required. Many indigenous peoples would not be willing to enter into written agreements.
Other forms of seeking and giving consent must be allowed for.
Releyendo el anterior y el nuevo no parecería que difirieran. En ambos se reconcen los derechos y
son respetados (o no violados)
I propose quite some changning. In principle it is right to have this principle however wording should
be improved a new criterion added.
Acepto y apoyo las propuestas que hagan los propios pueblos indígenas
a)Revisar si el término pueblos tradicionales" es el más adecuado para todos los casos (Ver: United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples). b)Se debería incluir el término territorio
junto al de tierra (land /territory) cuya diferencia de concepto es fundamental para el caso de los
Pueblos Indígenas. c) No se hace ninguna referencia ni consideración a los derechos colectivos de
los PI; es necesario incluirlos. "
• In general, we agree with the proposed requirements, but the revisions are poorly worded and confusing to interpret. Clarification on actual requirements is needed in order to provide final support for
the criteria in this principle. We understand that FSC is currently engaged in in-depth meetings with
Indigenous peoples across the Globe to refine the criteria associated with Principle 3, so we will hold
off on any further comments and look forward to reviewing the work that results from those meetings.
Generally, there needs to be more specificity around what establishing ―agreements‖
entails and how they can be culturally sensitive and modified as many indigenous
peoples may not be willing to enter into written agreements. Other forms of seeking
and giving consent must be allowed for.
Please define very clearly indigenous and traditional people.Guidance 1 I do not agree that 1. The
legal rights of indigenous peoples are included in proposed Criterion 1.1 guidance note 4. For me this
is really not clear.Guidance 3: I think that to add Compensation as a way to avoid respecting customary rights does not appear to be appropriate. SDoes this mean that an Organization cannot avoid
respecting customary rights as long as they compensate for this?
C3.1

Forest Stewardship Council

FSC. Informing FSC of such cases is appropriate and acceptable but requiring the seeking of advice
from FSC about such cases is not.The criterion and all guidance statements are problematical. "
The Organization can only consider the opinions put forward by both the Indigenous and Traditional
Peoples and the non Indigenous governments. This criterion must be scoped to include only recognized Indigenous and Traditional Peoples Communities. It can not include the opinions of individuals.
The seek advice from FSC" language is not acceptable."
• The only question relates to whether the onus is on the Organisation to proactively identify these
legal or customary rights, or is it acceptable to deal with these as claims are brought to the Organisation‘s attention?

Suggest replace with ―reasonable and suitable‖ noting that at time establishing rights can be very
difficult – add a further secondary test to effect where claims to rights are made that have not been
discovered there will be a open and constructive response in good faith to such claims
The Organization can only consider the opinions put forward by both the Indigenous and Traditional
Peoples, and the non Indigenous governments. This criterion must be scoped to include only recognized Indigenous Communities. It cannot include the opinions of inidividuals without an appropriate
legal background.
In general agree with a criteria - open question is traditional people and to define them. Defenition of
traditional people is to wide.
Es complejo determinar el nivel de impacto de las actividades de manejo en los derechos de los
pueblos.Su aplicación va a ameritar un esfuerzo de definición a nivel de país.
The emphasis in this criterion is on the organization to establish the legal and customary rights. This
should be a joint initiative between the affected people and the organization. Otherwise there may
well be spurious demands lacking in credibility that only become evident much later. The criterion
should be reworded to reflect this - eg The organization and any affected indigenous and traditional
peoples shall jointly identify the customary……etc""
Puede ser mejor -en castellano- la palabra MANTENGAN en vez de GOCEN…. representa mejor el
uso y tambien el potencial uso (superpuesto) de comunidades.
Guidance 2 - what capacity does FSC really have to act as arbiter in these cases? We suggest that
an independent process to serve as arbiter. Guidance 3 needs to be balanced by including a phrase
such as '...in the absence of other legitimate means'
C3.1: need additional guidance on the process of engaging with IPs or traditional peoples, and that
appropriately experienced or skilled people are employed by the Organisation to carry this out.
Change to: The Organization shall identify the legal or customary rights that exist in the forest management unit or are affected by management activities that occur in such unit, and shall identify the
indigenous and traditional peoples holding such rights.
No parece requerirse una solución en el caso de pretenciones superpuestas previa al manejo. ¿Se
requiere tan solo una identificación de las mismas? Esto sería insuficiente.
Please add wording that make clear that the identification of the customary rihgts is done with the
indigenous and traditional peoples and that they confirm their rights.
Estoy de acuerdo con el Criterio 3.1 dado que es necesario identificar los derechos jurídicos o consuetudinarios PERO ESTA IDENTIFICACION DEBE SER HECHA EN CONJUNTO ENTRE EL ADMINISTRADOR Y LOS PUEBLOS INDIGENAS O TRADICIONALES QUE GOZAN O RECLAMAN
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Suggestion
1. Provide guidance to the effect that reasonable efforts should be made to identify legal or customary
rights.
Support – Guidance 1 best and suitable needs qualification. Best is a poor term – compared with
what?

Forest Stewardship Council

We agree with the idea but the Free Prior and Informed consent is very hard to assess and mostly
impossible for the companies to provide evidences.
Concerned about the condition adjacent to". Does this mean neighbours within 100m 1km or 10km of
the FME? The organisation will have no control or influence other than through legislated processes
eg Resource Management Act. "
Why the added adjacent to". Surely this can only be implemented if the organisation has controll over
this. If they do not have this control they may not be able to influence what takes place there. This is
also not dealt with in the guidance."
―control over management activities within or adjacent to the forest management unit‖ – ―adjacent‖ is
wholly inappropriate. Organizations can only control activities within their boundaries. They can
―seek‖ to be supportive of such rights in their broader landscape but that cannot be ―required‖ of
them.
Delete: 'legitimately appointed representatives': difficult to define in some particular situations (ex.
Congo Basin). Better to asses and agree on delegation of control with the whole village than with one
representative.
Strongly suggest you use the same terminology throughout. Here you introduce a new term - customary tenure right". What is a customary tenure right? Is it different from customary use rights?"
This should be reworded. For example ―the extent necessary to protect their rights‖ is ambiguous.
We also suggest substituting the term ―respect‖ for the phrase ―not infringe upon.‖
See previous comment for Principle 3.
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TALES DERECHOS. De otra forma este criterio solamente será interpretado por el administrador y
puede generar conflictos porque la comunidad indígena o tradicional vecina tiene otra lectura sobre
dichos derechos. Por ello el Criterio debería ser: La organización identificará en conjunto con los
pueblos indígenas o tradicionales vecinos los derechos jurídicos o consuetudinarios que existan en la
unidad de manejo o que se vean afectados por las actividades de manejo" (eliminando la frase "que
tengan lugar en la unidad de manejo forestal")"
Se debe hacer un esfuerzo para mejorar la formulación. Si bien la Orientación contiene elementos
importantes respecto de la participación o involucramiento de los PI así como la necesidad de registrarlos por escrito y notarizarlos estos no quedan evidenciados en la formulación del criterio. Además
no solo deben identificarse los PI y sus derechos dentro de la unidad de manejo ya que las actividades desarrolladas en la unidad de manejo pueden afectar a PI o infringir los derechos en áreas adyacentes.
Se debe concretar más como aplica el indicador y como llevar a cabo su cumlplimiento
Guidance 1 is not appropriate or best and suitable efforts" needs to be defined. Guidance 2 The Organization shall seek advice on a case by case basis from FSC is in my opinion a big mistake. FSC
will not be in a position to resolve disputes in Canada (some of them have been going on for almost
20 years or more) Africa Brazil etc. Guidance 3 needs to be better defined; What are the other acceptable evidence and is the one described the only one. If no such formal process has been followed then this would mean that no customary right exist correct?"
I would strongly suggest that to use guidance to give definitions of terms is not useful. There already
is a glossary. If a defintion is required which cannot go into the glossary (as here where you are not
actually giving the general meaning of the word but giving specific guidance on how it is being used) I
suggest that the sentence be rewritten to make this explicit and to remove the confusing phrase ''The
term 'identify' means…' (and then the even more confusing addition of Guidance 4 ''Identification is
understood to mean…''). It is unclear what the utility is of giving a single example of a fulfillment of
part of a Criterion (Guidance 3) as it will have the effect of narrowing the options. This type of guidance should be in an accompanying briefing note or guidance (similar to GUI-30-004).
C3.2

Forest Stewardship Council

FMU owner do not have any legal rights /position to give rights /permission to anybody ADJACENT
(outside) his /hers own FMU.
The wording is too difficult to comprehend.
• There may be times (for safety reasons) where rights may need to be restricted. This also applies
to forest protection (e.g. fire).
• For example access to a cultural site through a harvesting site should be restricted for safety reasons while the operation is in progress.
• Also access to the FMU should be controlled (i.e. through a permit system) so hazards can be identified to visitors (such as those exercising traditional rights) and to ensure visitors comply with safe
practices (i.e. safe driving).
• Guidance note 1 does not make sense.
Suggestion
1. The Guidance should identify exceptions for safety and other forest protection reasons.
2. Clarify Guidance note 1.
Support in general But access control systems will still be required (i.e. through a permit system) so hazards can be
identified to visitors (such as those exercising traditional rights) and to ensure visitors comply with
safe practices (i.e. safe driving).

See previous comment for Principle 3.
Complicate. Privious version more simple and easy to understand.
Again free and prior consent is not under the control of the organisation in most African countries.
This is a task for the government that gives out the FMU licences. Requiring this condition to be fulfilled will make forest management virtually impossible in Africa
Las operaciones quedarían determinadas por el consentimiento de las comunidades.
We have concerns that certain use rights may be contrary to best practice for a well managed forest.
This could include access during the fire season and the use of fire to smoke out bees to collect the
honey or cattle grazing practices that compromise the functioning of ecosystems. Suggest that words
be included to cater for this - eg ….and lands AND TO THE EXTENT THAT THE NATURAL RESOURCES OF THE LAND ARE NOT COMPROMISED unless they….""
Debe eliminarse contiguo/as" pues implica otras areas fuera de la UMF sujeta a certificacion."
Don't understand how a company can ever get Prior consent if it was already logging in the area before it sought certification and didn't have the consent at the time - pretty common scenario I guess.
There is something awry with the syntax of this criterion - in its current form it reads that the Organisation must protect IP and TP rights unless they are delegated; i.e. if rights are delegated the rights
need not be protected. That surely cannot be correct? Also the phrase '...through their legitimately
appointed...' it is not clear if this relates to the IP/TPs rather than the delegated 3rd parties. Rights
adjacent to the FMU - what this actually requires the Organisation to do is not clear? If it is outside the
FMU and not in the Organisation's control - it is not clear what the P&C is asking for. Maybe an example would help interpretation? Guidance 1 seems to be missing part of the sentence it does not
make any sense.
Although we agree that the wording is better and clearer, we would suggest more guidance about
how to ensure that representatives are ―legitimately appointed‖ by the indigenous
group/people/village. We know many examples of indigenous leaders legally appointed that in fact
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Suggestion
Guidance needs to note that temporary restriction upon rights may be required for management (eg
safety & fire) reasons but are accepted where delegated control has been appropriately given.

Forest Stewardship Council

What is agreement? It is unclear.
But in some culture there is no writen tradition and writen agreement won't be powerful
This would normally be covered in a lease agreement if applicable.
It seems a bit illogical to include a requirement like this with no clear guidance as to how this should
be implemented. Simply stating that FSC will provide guidance is simply shifting responsibilities and
there is no guarantee that this will be resolved. Why would FSC have answers to something that the
working group appears to have none.
In the new 3.3. a ―written agreement‖ is prescribed. This is categorically wrong. Numerous First Nations and indigenous groups don‘t want to do such agreements for multiple reasons – their own pending negotiations on treaty rights with government or companies their own historical way of reaching
agreements (e.g. verbal or honor) etc. written agreement" needs to be removed from criterion language. "
The wording and meaning of this is not clear.
Written agreements are not always fully understood by Indigenous people because of illiteracy. The
notion of 'Consent' in Central-African context seems more related to a continuous process of good
relations exchange than to an agreement signed at one point in time. This criterion is more an indicator of 3.2 should be removed: if all traditional / indigenous people would confirm to an auditor that
control has been delegated for specific rights what would a written agreement contribute? Gives more
paperwork for nothing.
If it is voluntary.
This is incomplete - it does not say what the written agreement is for. It says A written agreement…
shall define clearly the conditions duration economic arrangements and provisions for termination."
Of what? Otherwise it could say "Written agreements… should contain…‖"
Written agreements have been very difficult to obtain. In some cases the Indigenous and/or Traditional Peoples have indicated no interest in written agreements. In some cases written agreements
can take years to negotiate. Recommend that FSC International review wording in the Canadian
Boreal Standard and Interpretation notes for potential wording. As written we believe that a signifi-
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does not represent the group of people they claim they represent and sometimes work against the
best interest of the group they ―represent‖ to promote their own agenda or economic interest. Thus
this must be dealt with in the guidance to the criteria.
Please keep the original criterion 3.2. and add Prior ( unless they delegate control with free prior and
informed consent ...)
¿podría redactarse para que quede mas claro?
sentense to long not easy to understand
idem comentario anteriro
I have a problem with the criterion refering to adjacent areas as the P&C should be implemented within the FMU.Free and informed consent should be clearly defined by FSC. Guidance 1: The sentence
does not make sense gramatically. Not a good idea to involve FSC. Guidance 3: not sure how it relates to the proposed criterion.
This proposed Criterion would benefit greatly from being editing for clarity. I suggest breaking the
Criterion up into separate sentences with different topics.I wonder about the wisdom of referring issues to FSC both in terms of human resources (will staff have the time to develop an adequate understanding of each situation well enough to give useful guidance) process (perhaps CABs should be
the first port of call) and wisdom (is it a good direction to go for FSC to involve itself in delegation
issues which may be very complex and long-running?).Guidance 3 suffers from the same problem
that giving a single example narrows the apparent options. I recommend giving multiple examples
and including such examples in a briefing note or additional guidance document not in the P&C.
C3.3

Forest Stewardship Council

cant number of Boreal Canadian certificates would not be able to achieve this criterion..
Only if it is voluntary.
Does monitoring by the ….of compliance" really work in practise? At least "shall make provision for
monitoring" should take place on voluntary basis. "
This reads like an indicator that should be addressed at the national level.
• We assume C3.3‘s intent is applicable only where rights have been delegated.
1. Add, ―Where rights are delegated‖ at the beginning of the Criteria.
Support in situation where rights are delegated by identifiable representatives of Indigenous peoples
etc. This is not a viable options for indigenous peoples from a variety of groups who share a degree
of common affiliation with the land but particularly are largely no longer directly associated with the
day to day use or management of the land

FPIC: This acronym is not defined.
I support the introduction of a 3.5. about Benefit Sharing (could be merged with my proposition of 5.8)
similar to what European IP propose.
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Suggestion
Add ―Where Indigenous or Traditional people have a legal interest in the land and have delegated
rights to the Organisation‖ at the beginning of the Criteria.
Written agreements have been very difficult to obtain. In some cases the Indigenous Peoples have
indicated no interest in written agreements. In some cases written agreements can take years to
negotiate. Recommend that FSC International review wording in the Canadian Boreal Standard and
Interpretation notes for potential wording. As written we believe that a significant number of Boreal
Canadian certificates would not be able to achieve this criterion..
Written agreement is not possible especialy in case if all people living within and around FMU are
traditional people. It is also not practical in case if they do not form any special groups and you have
to signe agreement with each individual separately. Proposed to change written agreement to consultation or keep old version.
See above
Limita la actividad al acuerdo por escrito… no queda claro frente a que proceso
This should only be where appropriate and we suggest that this is included in the criterion.
esta bien usada la palabre RESCISION
A written agreement of what?
It makes no sense the way it currently reads. A written agreement of what?
The Criterion should be re-written to clarify the responsibility of the Organisation. It is not clear why
there is a specific requirement for monitoring by IP/TP - surely the onus is on the Organisation to
monitor and the rationale is to allow IP/TP the ability to add or contribute to or to denounce this easily
i.e. be able to understand what has been completed what has not and be able to comment if things
are not going to plan.
Guidance that states that ―FSC will provide guidance …..‖ is not helpful at all and should not be found
in the standard.
Again guidance needed FPIC.
3.3 (new): It is unclear what the purpose of a ―written agreement‖ is. Is it to indicate free and informed consent, or an engagement agreement? Many indigenous peoples may refuse to enter into a
written form of such an agreement with a forestry company
conditions, duration, economic arrangements and provisions for termination': Of what? The Organization‘s forest management plan, employment contracts, what? The nature of such ―agreement‖ is
not clear at all.

Forest Stewardship Council

What if these rights or customs have a direct negative impact on the ecological funtioning of the forests. This could bring this aspect into conflict with requirements elsewhere in this standard. Should
this not be qualified to provide for such situations which often arise.
We suggest returning to the original 3.2 wording and reference conforming with the UN declaration in
the Guidance. Four nations vetoed the 2007 UN Declaration:Australia Canada New Zealand and the
United States. Eleven countries abstained including the Russian Federation Colombia Kenya Nigeria
and Bangladesh.
This proposed criterion is redundant with proposed criteria 3.1 and 3.2.
Use the original Criterion 3.2 wording.
The reference to the UN Declaration of Rights of Indigenous Peoples and ILO Convention 169 should
be deleted and replaced by FSC‘s own principles (which are well developed in other paragraphs).
This proposed criterion is redundant with proposed criteria 3.1 and 3.2.
Debe cambiarse la palabra VIOLARA por INFRINGIRA Seria oportuno mencionar en solucion de
conflictos un procedimiento especial para asuntos ancestrales y culturales pues es dinamico y los
miembros de una comunidad pueden (como asi sucede) no adherir o seguir el mismo concepto.
The inclusion of UN declarations and ILO conventions etc in the Criteria makes it difficult to under-
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The first sentence of the Criterion does not appear to be complete. The reader is left asking ‗of
what?‘;
idem comentario anterior
The last statement in this clause seems to be a possible funding mechanism for Indigenous and/or
Traditional Peoples. I think this statement could stop the agreement from being signed and that
would be unfortunate. Forest Industry in Canada does not have the money now. I suggest that the
last sentence be rephrased to mandate the Organization to perform monitoring functions through a
transparent bidding process in which the First Nation and/or Traditional Peoples will have an opportunity to submit a bid.
Proposed criterion is really not clear. It refers to termination but not clear about what is to be terminated. Indigenous and/or traditional people need to be cleasrly defined: On very large concessions
with many villages distant from one another do you require a written aggreement for each one? Often
some of these people cannot write and read.Written agreemnt is not in the African tradition as free
and informed consent is a flexible concept. People reserve the right to agree today but to disagree
tomorrow. it is a constant negotiation process.The proposed criterion reflects only the European/Western point of view but I am not sure it would fit with many situations with local communities.Indiogenous communities do not have the resources to monitor effectively the activities of large
timber companies.Guidance 2: FSC should develop the guidance now. free and Informed consent
needs to be defined before the new P&C can be implemented. This is essential to manage adequately expectation of FSC members NGOs and forestry companies.I doubt the FSC will be in a position to
develop the guidance proposed here.
This is unclear on its own - the Criterion does not specify what the proposed agreement is about although it gives several other specifications. The second sentence is very unclear: it seems to require
monitoring by the indigenous people (whether they want to or not) although it is not this group which
is being audited. This means that if the indigenous people do not agree to this provision in a specific
case the company would be not in compliance as they would not have an agreement which fulfills the
requirements right? Guidances 2 and 3 appear to be plans for a future additional guidance document.
As such presumably these will then be deleted. Statements of future intent do not belong in the P&C.
Guidance 3 could be referring to case-by-case guidance; if this is true my reservations as per the
guidance in 3.2 is relevant here (I would argue that it is not reasonable wise or proper process for
FSC to provide such case-by-case guidance.)
C3.4

Forest Stewardship Council

stand the content if you don't know the declarations/conventions by heart. Suggestion to summarize
the requirement in the criterion and refer to the conventions in guidance.
3.4 (new): How ―enforceable‖ is this criterion in countries like Canada, the U.S., New Zealand, and
Australia, who are not signatory to the UN Declaration on Rights of Indigenous Peoples?
Need to mention ILO 111.
Los cambios son importantes. Sin embargo se deberá tomar en consideración en la Orientación
procedimientos o salvaguardas en países que no han ratificado el Convenio 169 de la OIT.
How ―enforceable‖ is this criterion in countries like Canada, the U.S.,
New Zealand, and Australia, who are not signatory to the UN Declaration on Rights of
Indigenous Peoples?
The criterion should be clear and specific about the articles to be considered here.
This Criterion need rewriting as it is very unclear grammatically at the moment. I suggest breaking it
into two seperate sentences: acknowledge the rights etc. and not infrinage through forest management activities these rights etc. This raises an issue also about wooliness -- what is 'not infringing' in
an operational sense? How much of a inringement is acceptable as accidental (what is the concrete
threshold)? I suggest that this is specifically related to the management plan and its implementation
to help to provide a record and an indication of where to look for implementation.
C3.5

Suggestion
1. Either properly define ‗traditional‘ or remove the word.
Note refinement of definitions of traditional as listed under principle 3
use 'spirtual' not 'religious' - European term
Exclude it because the concept is already contained in item 9.1 – high conservation value area.
Same comment on traditional people - suggestion to delete it
Guidance note 3. FSC is not in a position to instruct the IP like this - if the IP's are not seeking the
certification but are just trying to protect what they see as their special sites. Its like FSC saying
NGO's shall not complain too much!
Reword to start with The Organisation shall…""
What about situations when the indigenous peoples or a group of an indigenous community manage
forest within their traditional territory? That question could in fact be asked for other criteria under P3.
What type of agreement should be in place and how should it be agreed between e.g. an indigenous
community and forest management group within the community? How should revenue be dealt with
within a community?
Change to: Sites of special cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance to indigenous and
traditional peoples in the forest management unit shall be clearly identified in cooperation with such
peoples, and recognized and protected by The Organization and all contractors working under a con-
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this is a HCVF concept and requirement (type 6)
What about such sites that are important but to other sections of the community and not necessarily
indigenous people? Is this provided for elsewhere in the standard?
In the new 3.5 there is a phrase ―working for the benefit of the forest management unit‖. This phase
does not appear to be defined anywhere and it should be. Strictly speaking it seems like very loose
terminology and not enforceable unless clarified.
We suggest the benefit of" is superfluous in the phrase "working for the benefit of the forest management unit‖"
• We are concerned that there is no definition of ―traditional‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

tract involving the forest management unit.
Guidance 2 - change to: 2. The Organization shall respect requests from the legitimately appointed
representatives of indigenous or traditional peoples that such sites not be included in The Organization‘s maps, nor the locations communicated to other entities without the written permission of such
representatives.
Guidance 3: The original language inappropriately (and offensively) implies that indigenous peoples‘
interests in such sites are less ―legitimate‖ than the Organization‘s management activities, and that
indigenous peoples are the ones impeding the other party. Finally, all of this should be covered by a
written agreement in which the indigenous peoples delegate some control to the Organization regarding such sites, and if they do not wish to so delegate, then they do not have to.
Change to: 3. A written agreement shall be executed between the parties delineating the boundaries
of such sites, and every effort should be made to limit the extent of such sites to their essential boundaries so as not to unnecessarily impede the management activities of The Organization and its contractors .
Need to mention that IP are participating in the identification and agree with the findings of The Organisation. Further compensation of these sites in case of damages shall be explicitely mentioned.
Guidance 2 makes the evaluation of compliance with the criterion very difficult.Guidance 3 establsih a
requirement for third parties. This is not appropriate and should be removed.
(Just not sure how religion got separated from culture as it is one component of culture.)
C3.6

Suggestion
Add to the end of the first sentence in the guidance note: ―where this information is sought or required
by the Organisation for the purposes of undertaking or enhancing its commercial gain‖.
Indigenous People should have control over their traditional knowledge, if and how it is used regardless of the provisions of the UN Convention terms.
Same comment on writen agreement as above 3.3 and traditional people definition
Surely this will only apply to signatories of the Convention?
La parte sobre Dibersidad Biologica (1992) es aceptable PERO LO QUE TIENE ENRELACIONCON
LA PROTECCION Y LA UTILIZACION DE LOS DERECHOS DE PROPIEDAD INTELECTUAL en el
contexto del Principio debe eliminarse por ambiguo conflictivo y variable entre interesados paises
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Comment
too conceptual and redundant with the criterion 3.2
The new 3.6 repeats the use of ―written agreement‖ which we categorically disagree with for the reasons outlined above for 3.3.
But not clear why intellectual property rights crop up here in relation to biodiversity.
Only applicable if traditionial knowledge is being used for commercial purposes. However the identification of well-known commercial tree species can hardly be considered as traditional knowledge" (as
many non-indigenous staff in forest companies also have an excellent knowledge of this and people
are trained to become better). The "old"Criterion 3.4. is more clear. "
We suggest the benefit of" is superfluous in the phrase "working for the benefit of the forest management unit."
Support with modification - The Guidance note has the potential to be misinterpreted as a requirement for companies to pay for information regardless of need or to use the information in order to
assist in the protection of the cultural assets

Forest Stewardship Council

regiones.
Suggestion to summarize the CBD requirement in the criterion and refer to the convention in guidance. .
3.6 (new): Guidance recommends a written agreement and that the details can be published subject
to a mutual agreement. Many indigenous peoples may refuse to enter into a written form of such an
agreement.
conform with': This is a very vague and undefined term and makes the criterion impossible to consistently audit. The CBD and its various documents regarding Article 8(j) are both extensive and generally non-binding, and thus are unlikely to be referenced by either the Organization or the CAB. Unless clear and auditable language is added to the criterion specifying the obligation of an Organization
(similar to that addressed in the proposed Guidance language), then the criterion is not auditable. It
is also important to re-emphasize that Guidance language is not Standard language.
'rights': Whose rights? Is this about indigenous peoples‘ rights, or anyone‘s rights? The criterion
does not yet specify.
Change to: The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract involving the forest
management unit shall conform with the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992)
with regard to the protection and utilization of intellectual property rights .
Guidance: It is important that, whenever compliance with a separate document is specified in a criterion, that some Guidance language be added that, at a minimum, briefly summarizes the obligations
contained in that document. This is especially important when the document is lengthy or contains
many other parts not pertinent to the criterion (as does the CBD).

too redundant with the 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3;
It seems incredible that this can apply to people that are even recent arrivals". This realy leaves this
wide open and can be seriously abused by groups of people that do not necessarily have any claim to
land or use rights to that land. Surely this should be restricted to people that have a long terms or
legal claim? Leaving this in will again be FSC trying to be everything for every one without taking
cognisance of the practical realities."
Guidance 1 & 6 inserts a huge grey area for interpretation as it appears to contradict the glossary
definition of customary rights. Under the guidance the right may have never been exercised and it
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Guidance - 'the details that can be published': What does this mean?
Se debe revisar la formulación. No es la más apropiada aunque la intencionalidad es positiva. No se
puede hacer referencia en el Criterio a la Convención de Diversidad Biológica en términos tan generales. Habría que conocer si existe un acuerdo por parte de los PI en todas las resoluciones en relación con el Art 8j y los artículos que hacen referencia a la propiedad intelectual. Los PI han luchado
por un sistema suigeneris y no han estado de acuerdo con el concepto detrás de propiedad intelectual". Se debe consultar con aquellas personas y delegados indígenas que han participado en las
negociaciones sobre estos temas a lo largo de las diferentes Reuniones de las Partes y demás instancias de negociación a fin de lograr una mejor formulación y lineamientos para la Orientación. "
Is there a reason that the 2009 UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity was not used – I
believe this criteria used the 2002 UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity?
I am not sure what the criterion is trying to address here in the framework of forestry operations?
This is the only place (so far) in which the guidance is useful in the P&C as it explains the Criterion for
those not familiar with the content of the Framework Convention on Biological Diversity.
3.7

Forest Stewardship Council

could even apply to an individual who just relocated to an area. These guidance points contradict
each other. Guidance 1. ― …They include those who have affirmed rights to lands forests and other
resources based on long established usage and also those who have not yet done so (from a lack of
awareness or empowerment). They may be recent arrivals or they may have lived there for generations.‖ Guidance 6. ―This criterion aims to protect peoples whose livelihoods depend wholly or partially on the forest based on long established usage‖
???See comment under the 3 above. Also as worded it seems unreasonable to insist that an organisation (woodland owner) has to reach agreements if the other party is not willing to negotiate / compromise.
There seems to be overlap with Criterion 3.1. These are very conceptual" explications and are more
indicators to comply with 3.1. Goes to much in detail without reason. "
This should be less open-ended or have qualifiers. Both the Guidance and the Rationale appear to
enable frivolous claims lawsuits and/or monkey wrenching. For example Guidance #2 states Organizations should take account of all ex-isting claims of rights. It is not necessary or possible to provide
international definitions for all the categories of peoples who may fairly affirm rights in the for-est nor
for all the kinds of rights that may fairly be affirmed." Sound forest man-agement may be held up due
to sorting through ill-defined or illegitimate assertions of rights in turn having substantial social and
economic impacts.A qualifier should be added to this criterion to limit negotiated agreement to only
such claims that have validity.
The FPIC acronym should be defined.."
The proposed criterion elevates traditional or customary rights over legal rights. Additionally the
proposed criterion attempts to download the responsibility from Governments to the Organization.
Identification negotiation and resolution of disputes is a responsibility of Government.
Seems to leave the door open to frivolous claims.
• C3.7 suggests that all claims of rights are valid and that agreements are to be negotiated.
• Not all claims are valid.
• A distinction should be made between claims that are the responsibility of The Organisation and
those that lie within a country‘s legal framework, e.g. Treaty of Waitangi claims in NZ.
• Legal precedence should be recognised.

Suggestion: C3.7 to read:
―The Organisation shall identify claims of traditional or customary rights of tenure or usage of the land
or resources under its responsibility, and identify the peoples affirming these rights, and where the
right is validated negotiate agreements. The Organisation shall be open to re-negotiating those
agreements under various circumstances, and be ready to seek solutions for any disagreements or
disputes, informally or by legal processes, all within the framework of free, prior and informed consent.‖
Support with modification – The guidance here could be better clarified that the focus parties with ―fair
and legitimate claims – where those claims relate to parties with long established usage upon which
their livelihoods wholly or partially depend
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Suggestion
1. Add, ―where the right is validated‖ before ―negotiate agreements‖.
2. Add ―under its responsibility‖ after ―land or resources‖ or words that recognise there may be a legal
precedence in some countries.
Not all claims of traditional or customary rights of tenure or usage of the land or resources are valid.
This should be reflected in C3.7. A distinction should also be made between claims that are the responsibility of the Organisation and those that lie within a country‘s legal framework, e.g. the Treaty of
Waitangi in NZ. Legal precedence should be recognised.

Forest Stewardship Council

4. Correct, but in Australia all protesters against logging are arrested!!
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Suggestion
Integrate the key points of notes 1 & 6 into point 1. Add to the first sentence of C3.7 ―where the right
is validated‖ before negotiate agreements and add ―under its responsibility‖ after ―land or resources‖
or words that recognise there may be a legal precedence in some countries or that in some cases the
FMU manager only has partial delegated authority.
Also add guidance: In countries where an official body has been appointed to investigate and resolve
claims of Indigenous or Traditional rights, the findings of this body shall be taken into account.
This paragraph opens for anyone to present claims to an organization and to expect some sort of
agreement. There must be an option to conclude that claims may be unjustified and should be left
without considerations.
Delete as this is already considered by 4.1 (see P3 comments on Traditional Peo-ples).
Replace with: ―The Organization shall analyze claims of traditional or customary rights of tenure or
usage of the land or resources and identify the peoples affirming these rights by seeking to identify
solutions for any disagreements or disputes in or out of court all with consensus between the parties.‖
Justification: Adjustment because the translation into Portuguese impaired understanding of the criterion.
It is not reasonable that the FMU should seek agreements with all people affirming áll claims of rights.
Maybe our comment is based on linguistical difficulties but in my dictionary to affirm" means "to claim"
without no requirement to have legal rights to support the claim. This would give dogmatic individuals
the right to have serious negative impact on the FMUs possibility to effective logging operations and
would also have a potential to do much harm to our contractors etc. The requirement must be reformulated to include only "entitled claims". Same comment on traditional people - suggestion at leat to
delete it."
In Cameroon agricultural activities are forbidden within a FMU however in most cases local peasant
plantations can be found within the FMU. The organisation has to obey the state as it is the one that
gives out the concessions. However local tenure and usage rights are often not taken into account by
the state that acts as an owner of the land. Again this would make forest management virtually impossible in Africa.
El criterio debiese indicar que la organización actuará a través de sus representantes validamente
reconocidos. La organización no podrá salirse del marco legal que le establece la autoridad del país.
An extremely dangerous precedent. Again the responsibility rests on the Organization and we feel
this is not reasonable. We are also opposed at this stage to encouraging the use of land to people
who have no legal rights to that land. In South Africa we are continously faced with crime in rural
areas and would not want to create unrealistic expectations that people who have no legal right to be
on land can have acces to that land because it is certified.
Criterio muy controversial. Icluye PRETENCIONES que es en extremo vago. De hecho NIEGA LA
VALIDEZ DE LOS CONTRATOS Y FOMENTA LA RENEGOCIACION QUE SE HARA ETERNA Y
MOTIVO DE CHANTAJE.ELIMINARLO.
Criterion: The term 'various circumstances' is not sufficiently specific for a standard. Guidance 5 - the
open-ended ability for consent to be withdrawn but without identifying the circumstances under which
this would be permissable leaves it a bit open for potential abuse.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Guidance: ―stakeholders‖: I believe that it is important to make it very clear who are considered to be
―stakeholders‖ and the benefit from the forests. In Australia, the forests have many functions: To local
people it means water supply, income from tourism, recreation etc. Therefore locals must get a special mention.

Forest Stewardship Council

Need transparency around what agreements have been signed, such as publishing them in public
summary of Management Plan and certification evaluation.
3.7 (new): The purpose of ―negotiating agreements‖ needs to be clarified, as does what would constitute such an agreement.
This entire criterion is plagued with problems and needs to be significantly revised or deleted. Although it appears that there is some intent to distinguish between indigenous peoples and other claimants, this is not at all clear, and thus this entire proposal for Criterion 3.7 generates significant confusion. Furthermore, if the same sort of obligations are being required of the Organization regardless
of the type of claimant, then there is no reason to have more than one criterion to define those obligations. It seems preferable that this proposed new criterion be DELETEd.
Most of the first sentence is redundant with proposed new Criterion 3.1. DELETE this language.
'under various circumstances': Far too vague and weak to be meaningful or auditable.
'within the framework of': This has no operative meaning.

In relation to social and economic well being of communities the wording should be manintaining or
enhancing" as in the origianal Principle: not maintaining AND enhancing as it is not reasonable to
require an organisation to effect an enhancement and this is going beyond the scope of forest certification."
Some of the criteria are also covered by criteria of Principle 3. Do we need a difference between P.3
Traditional and Indigenous people" and P.4 "local communities"? In practice all criteria from both P.3
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'free prior informed consent': What kind of agreements, with whom, for what purpose? Also, since
some sort of agreement is referenced in proposed new Criterion 3.3, this all sounds redundant. Thus
it is recommended that the reference here be DELETEd and that Criterion 3.3 be further clarified as
noted above.
Este nuevo criterio es de gran importancia porque permite la implementación del Convenio 169
a) El término pretensiones" usado en el documento en español no es el más adecuado para
"claims"; tal vez se deba usar "demandas" . b) Clarificar mejor que se entendería por "informally"
pues puede causar confusión o utilizar un término más adecuado. "
Please clarify whether a company that cannot fully comply with the requirements can be certified.
This needs to be very clear as full compliance is going to be very challenging in many situations.
The phrase ''under various circumstances'' introduces a vagueness which is probably not useful and
also not necessary as the circumstances will of course vary. I am not sure how an enterprise can
demonstrate in an objective manner to an auditor that it is open or that it is ready to do something.
Both of those are states of mind and very hard to substantiate. I suggest rewriting this to outline specific thresholds or concrete actions. In addition Guidance 1 implies that this applies to groups who are
not indigenous people or that all stakeholders can be considered under this Criterion (i.e. ''they may
be recent arrivals''. I suggest very strongly that this is less than desirable as first of all you are now
eliminating the possibility that in certain parts of the world (i.e. most of Europe) Principle 3 does not
apply as there are no indigenous people who are not participating in the power of the State (see my
comment in glossary or proposed new definiton.) This is likely to cause conflict (at least in Ireland!!) If
you wish to have this broader definiton of claims of access I suggest it should be moved from Principle 3 as it relates primarily to communities.) I further think that under Guidance 2 there should be
some kind of guidance of how an enterprise may assess and ignore spurious claims -- the way it is
now written it does not require that the claims be founded to be taken into account.
P4

Forest Stewardship Council

& P.4 are applicable to both groups. During an audit and implementation of good forest management
you can not make a difference and "categorize" people! This would be the same as non equal gender
threatment!
- 3.6 (intellectual property rights) is not present in P.4. Does it mean that local communities can not
claim "intellectual property rights"? Even western people can!
- 4.4 (contribute to local development) is not present in P.3: Does it mean that "Traditional & Indigenous people" have no right to local development?"
This is better with the separation of worker rights from community relations and dropping long term.‖"
Principle is excellent. In practise there is a very big variation on implementing this according to the
level of society development including responsibilities between state authorities and private organizations.
• We are concerned with the use of the term ―enhancing‖ in this Principle. Enhance is an imprecise
word and thus is not an appropriate term for a standard.
• This implies that all forest managers are in a position where improvements are required or necessary.
• The application of continuous improvement is preferable, as this requires improvement where required and/or new technologies or methods become available.
Suggestion
1. Delete the words enhance and from the Principle.
2. Consider the Continuous Improvement paradigm when improvements are sought beyond the standard.
Oppose in part – Enhancement is neither benchmarked (Enhanced in relation to what?‖ ) nor necessarily achievable or relevant in modern integrated economies where forestry is not a dominant economic activity.

Suggestion
Replace the term ―enhance‖ with ―protect‖ or ―maintain‖
Guidance also needs to note that the principle does not mean absolute protection of individual jobs or
positions in the event of changing economic or technological environments. Nor can communities be
―protected‖ if macro-economic or political conditions well outside the control of influence of the FMU
manager apply.
Principle 4 is a bit clearer and more streamlined and we appreciate the work done to make the associated criteria more understandable and useable.
You cannot expect a forest company to take on government roles even if the government is weak.
You cannot expect a forest enterprise to solve all the world's problems. In Cameroon the forest enterprise pays taxes of which 50% go directly to the region of the forest concession for regional development. However in reality this money is not used as such. What do you expect a forest enterprise to do
about this?
We suggest that requiring an organization to contribute to the maintainence and enhancement of the
socio-economic well-being of local communities is not reasonable. We feel that this would be impossible to measure while demonstrating any improvement would be even more difficult and would require
resources of significant proportion to monitor. We feel that an organization can be reasonably expected to contribute to the local economy by adopting a policy of preferential employment of people
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The application of continuous improvement is preferable as this requires improvement where required
and/or new technologies or methods become available.

Forest Stewardship Council

Concerned about the definition or intended interpretation of adjacent to"."
The Criterion could be written more clearly. Also the clause that communities maintain control over
management activities" for customary use rights suggests more authority is to be given to communities than what is necessary to ensure use rights are maintained. I suggest re-writing this with language requiring the Forest Manager to cooperate with communities to ensure use rights etc are protected."
As per the new 3.2 4.1 repeats the ―adjacent to the forest management unit‖ concept. We strongly
disagree with this (see comments for 3.2).
Seems more like a criterion for Principe 3. How to evaluate legitimately appointed representatives" =
indicator and should be removed. Difficult to know usually a whole village is concerned and not one
representative. "
―to the extent necessary to… - who decides this? This still may be difficult to define and audit
against."
As with proposed 3.7 this criterion elevates customary tenure or use rights over legal use rights. The
criterion needs to recognize the role of legal governments in the definition and resolution of disputes
concerning rights.
Delete or adjacent to"."
FMU owner do not have any legal rights /position to give rights /permission to anybody ADJACENT
(outside) his /hers own FMU.
• Customary rights must be valid and legal.
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from the local community where this is possible to do so.
Why change 'forest management operations' to 'The Organisation'? Although one can argue that the
Principle is still the same in that The Organisation shall contribute to the well-being of communities
indirectly by their forest management operations it seems odd and unhelpful to specifically mention
The Organisation.
Generally needs guidance for small scale - family and community forests
1. Please name it Community Relations and Rights".
2. Please make sure in writing that the expression local communities always include traditional and
indigenous peoples. "
Estoy plenamente de acuerdo que este Principio se dedique solamente a las comunidades
a) Tal vez sea necesario al menos en la versión en español de incluir el término locales" en el título
del P.
b) No se debe eliminar "long term". Es importante mantenerlo; primero porque no veo por qué se ha
considerado como "redundand"; segundo pues hay muchos casos en que los acuerdos se hacen
para proveer ciertos beneficios puntuales y temporales que no contribuyen a mejorar el bienestar de
las comunidades a más largo plazo es decir luego de que las operaciones forestales se terminan. En
ciertos casos incluso al finalizar las operaciones forestales las comunidades se dan cuenta que los
beneficios económicos recibidos no han compensado los efectos o impactos causados por la operación forestal en sus tierras o territorios. c) En este contexto no sé si el término "well-being" o "bienestar social y económico" sea el más adecuado; tal vez se debe pensar en "calidad de vida"."
Principle 4 is a bit clearer and more streamlined, and we appreciate the work done to make the associated criteria more understandable and useable.
This P&C also needs to include language that The Organization will work to maintain and enhance
the health of the people in community through all it‘s actions, so as to disallow certification of products
coming from a mill where there are known health issues related to the effluent, emissions or other
outputs from any of the operations of The Organization. ‗Health‘ could be included in a definition of
‗social well-being‘, which is currently not defined in Draft 2 of the P&C.
C4.1

Forest Stewardship Council

• Some benefits of the forest may be freely provided as a privilege (i.e. recreation, access over a private road), but over time this can often be may be construed (by other parties) as a right.
• Such circumstances of privilege should not be considered as a right and subject to C4.1.

Important to note that the guidance makes it clear that this must not infringe the EU competition directive
The Guidance note #1 and wording adopting shall give opportunities … to local communities" is much
better than wording elsewhere that refers to local "prefer-ences" or promoting."
It should be recognised that opportunities arise as a consequence of economic activity and that opportunities will not be available if they are of detriment to the Organisation economically. Opportunities cannot be ‗created‘ opportunities to meet the criterion.
Replace: ―shall provide opportunities‖ with ―shall give the opportunity to‖.Justification: Adjustment
because the translation into Portuguese impaired understanding of the criterion.
An organisation should not be held responsible for suppliers. Again training should only be given if it
concerns work within the FMU not transporters.
We think the word give" creates expectations which an organization may not be able to provide. We
support that local communites should be "offered" opportunites but not "given" them."
Guidance seems like one big let out clause - its ok to drive locals out of business as long as you give
them something. Then everyone has to use the company's services at a price set by the company.
The Tesco model of community. It might be legal but it can't be described as socially beneficial.
Clarify wording - '...local communities contractors and suppliers'. We suggest it is defined as local
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Suggestion
1. The Guidance makes a clear distinction between privileges and rights.
As with proposed 3.7 this criterion elevates customary tenure or use rights over legal use rights. The
criterion needs to recognize the role of legal governments in the definiation and resolution of disputes
concerning rights.
Although I agree with the criterion it seems to me that this aspect is not strictly covered by the wording of the principle which does not say anything about legal rights.
Ensuring ôprior consentö and not just ôfree and informed consentö is a positive change.
Formulation of criteria is too complicated
See comments 3.3
Provided that customary rights do not compromise the sustainablity of the forest
en texto en castellano cambiar la palabra CONSERVAR por MANTENER y eliminar EL"."
This seems repetetive and surely can be amalgamated within 3.4 and/or 3.7.
See 3.2 for similar wording issues.
A pesar que este criterio es similar al Criterio 3.2 es necesario que esté en este principio
Aclarar que el control es sobre las actividades de manejo y no sobre los territorios.
We can't help thinking that this is a criterion where the retention of the word 'should' would be more
appropriate given the caveats in the Guidance.
Proposed criterion does not appear to relate to P4.Guidance 3 will be very challenging for FSC. FSC
cannot resolve all disputes.
This Criterion is unclear and needs at least to be edited. I suggest breaking up into shorter sentences
to make it easier to read.The proposed wording is harder to audit in my opinion: 'not infringing' is
much less clear than whether the local communities maintained control. Guidance 2 is suggesting a
demonstration by communities of effective control over their land - how would this be audited by a
CAB auditor examining a forest mangement enterprise?
C4.2
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Does this mean that an organisation will be required to compensate redundant contractors/employees
from affected communities in the event that a significant change in management practices/regimes
leads to a reduction in employment opportunities. The question of compensation will be a minefield.
How does an auditor assess fair compensation?
The compensation factor may become very tricky indeed. There may be changes in land use that are
legally done and in terms of the rights of the land owner however such change in land use may have
secondary and/or off-site impacts. Would this also require compensation and how should this be
determined. Also such impacts may be ongoing will the organisation be required to provide ongoing
compensation for such. This could obviously make the process unworkable and prohibitively expensive.
―The organization shall take effective action…..‖ The adjective ―effective‖ is not auditable unless effective action is defined.
The wording here puts considerably more responsibility on the organisation than before particluarly
including the word compensation". It does not seem reasonable that an organisation that provides
business and prosperity for a period could be required to provide compensation when this provision is
terminated.Most countries have employment laws that provide for notice and compensation on the
loss of employment and going beyond this seems to be pushing the requirements onn the organisation and the boundaries of forest certification too far."
This is a bit confusing. How does it apply to a situation like our current recession where multiple businesses have had to reduce their workforce due to economic conditions? It's very unclear how this
type of situation would be addressed - and difficult to comment on this criterion without further guidance which you state will be forthcoming from the P and C Review Working Group.Guidance note #2
3rd sentence there is a missing word - should say This also does not require the Organization to pro-
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communities local contractors and local suppliers - please clarify in the text or in guidance. The principle should be minimize the importation" of foreign workers that are totally dependent on the organisation. This may easily lead to secondary negative effects - such as removal of capacity when the
"imported" workers leave cultural conflicts etc. However there is a question how the term 'local' apply
in remoter areas - there are often no contractors and suppliers adjacent to the FMU. "
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
―Other services‖ must be mentioned (see above). Correct. In Australia, logging activities do not benefit the local community, neither do the plantations. The employment in plantations is minimal. However, they still get certified.
Guidance 4: This differentiation is still not at all clear.
Please give priorisation to the local communities
No está demasiado claro por qué se incluye aquí a contratistas y proveedores; a quiénes nos estamos refiriendo?
Training and other services should be clarified: Does it include education etc? Guidance 2 appears to
say that it is not the case however it is not clear from the criterion. Following guidance 2 it could be
interpreted that the organization has to train and offer these services only to its workforce. The criterion should be clarified. Guidance 4 should not be needed as the 2 criteria should be explicuit enough
to make the distinction.
There was a fair bit of discussion in the 'new' Irish Standard Development Group about two issues:
what is 'local' in a small island country and perhaps more important what were the obligations on the
certificate holder if there were no quality suppliers locally (qua employment). This was okay in the
previous Criterion because it was a 'should'; however here I am not sure where making a requirement
of this might not cause problems where the local suppliers may not provide quite the standard desired
by the certificate holder.
C4.3
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vide compensation to other businesses when through fair competition it has put these OUT of business." "
As Rationale #2 explicitly states this is an issue of corporate social responsibility and the revised criterion is more explicit and direct about appropriate actions.
Support with the deletion of the word compensate". "
Negative impact could be a very subjective measure. Forestry and forests always imply some kind of
change; it is not static.
• Some benefits of the forest may be freely provided as a privilege (i.e. recreation, access over a private road), but may be construed by other parties as a right.
• Such circumstances of privilege should not be considered as a right and subject to C4.1.
• Mitigation should be appropriate to the actual negative impacts rather than to the ‗risks of negative
impacts‘. The current wording may require the Organisation to provide mitigation appropriate to the
perceived negative impact rather than the real negative impact.
Suggestion
1. The Guidance makes a clear distinction between privileges and rights.
2. Delete the words ―the risks of‖ from the criterion.
The distinction between rights and privileges is important and the guidance notes to this criterion
should include this distinction. Some benefits from forests are often freely
provided as a privilege, e.g. recreation, but can be considered a right by forest users.
These perceived rights should not be subject to C4.3 Mitigation should be appropriate to the actual
negative impact rather than to the ‗risks
of negative impacts‘ as stated in C4.3. The current wording may require organisations to provide mitigation appropriate to the perceived negative impact than the real negative impact.
Suggestion:
C4.3 to be rewritten ―The Organisation shall take effective action to identify, avoid, mitigate and compensate for the negative social and economic impacts of its management activities on affected communities, in accordance with the scale and intensity of those activities and negative impacts.‖
Support with modification. The text could imply that compensation was required for risks rather than
actual events. In reality an entity should plan including identification of risk, seek to avoid or mitigate
the eventuality of that risk and compensate if all else fails.

Guidance needs to recognise that some impacts (often temporary) occur upon social services from
the forest that are a privilege and provided freely within the FMU boundary. Notwithstanding cultural
indigenous peoples principles compensation should not be expected.
Since to some stakeholders a felling operation more or less by definition constitutes a negative impact, this demand becomes unreasonable.
Support with the deletion of the word "compensate".
We appreciate the clarifications to the currently problematic ôevaluations of social impactö and the
guidance that appears to give National Initiatives more latitude in developing locally pertinent requirements surrounding identification and avoidance of social and economic impacts of forest management. We believe this to be a positive revision.
Replace: ―...minimize and compensate social impacts‖ with ―...mitigate and when applicable compensate social impacts...‖ Justification: Adjustment because the translation into Portuguese impaired
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Suggestion
Change to –―the organisation shall take effective action to identify risks and avoid, mitigate OR compensate for the negative ….with the scale and intensity of those activities.

Forest Stewardship Council

understanding of the criterion.Exclude: ―according to the scale intensity of these activities and the risk
of negative impact‖ Justification: considering the need to strengthen the FSC the impact of the activity
shall be treated according to its impact and not according to the scale of the activity (small-scale activities may cause a big impact...)
Too much emphasis on the negative impacts - unless it be understood that some negative impacts
can be mitigated by the provision of job opportunities provision of roads water schools clinicsetc.In
South Africa our trees can have negative impacts on stream flow. However we are legislated to the
hilt and we would not necessarily support a criterion that over and above our existing legislation requires us to compensate etc.
Retain wording from current Criterion 4.4 in the existing Standard; or remove 'compensate' from the
proposed new Criterion 4.3.
Re: the negative social and economic impact". While negative impacts are likely it is not a given. Better to use "any negative.... impact" "
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. The phrase ―... take effective
action ...‖ is rather subjective for a criteria.
Change to: Prior to site disturbance activities, the Organization shall take effective action tofirstly and
by priority identify and prevent and avoid, and if necessary mitigate and compensate for the negative
social and economic impacts of its management activities on affected communities, in proportion to
the scale and intensity of those activities and the risks of negative impacts.
The Organization shall take effective action to identify, avoid, mitigate and compensate for the negative social and economic impacts of its management activities on affected communities, proportionate
to the scale and intensity of those activities and the risks of negative impacts.

Guidance: More clarity and emphasis should be given to ‗avoiding‘ these impacts. The criterion language is good, but guidance is needed to push Organizations to do prior impact-assessment in order
to avoid impacts – which was the intent of the original criterion‘s reference to ―the results of evaluations of social impact‖ (language which has now been dropped from the revised criterion).
Es importante incorporar referencia a la participación de las comunidades locales en la identificación
de los impactos y el acuerdo con ellas sobre las medidas tomadas y la compensación que recibirían.
No es suficiente que la consulta esté explicitada en el P7.
We generally agree with this criterion although we note that the guidance is incomplete (see last sentence of Guidance Note 2)
We appreciate the clarifications to the currently problematic (old Criterion 4.4) ―evaluations of social
impact‖ and the guidance that appears to give National Initiatives more latitude in developing locally
pertinent requirements surrounding identification and avoidance of social and economic impacts of
forest management. We believe this to be a positive revision.
If effective actions are taken to avoid an impact then there is no need to mitigate and compensate. If
there is a need to mitigate and compensate then it means that the company is not in compliance and
cannot be certified? Is this interpretation correct? Otherwise the criterion needs to be rewritten.Guidance 2 is mixing a number of different concepts that do not appear to relate to the criterion. I
am really unclear about Guidance 3: What is the company requested to do???? When??? During the
period of the certificate 5 years???
The directions of the action are different and an 'and' list requires all elements. So if a company which
abvoids negative impacts but therefore does not compensate for them is technically not fulfilling the
requirement as written. Guidance 2 and 3 belong in an accompanying guidance/background document.I prefer the original 4.4 which could be amended to cinldue a phrase on corporate social responsibility if desired. It includes the specific requirement for consultations which the proposed revi-
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'proportionate to' is the more appropriate term

Forest Stewardship Council

sions have eliminated. The proposed revisions now require more of a desk-study/non-grassroots
approach with the additional requirement already discussed of the multiple prongs (avoid mitigate and
compensate).
C4.4
Same comment as 4.1 above. Additionally how does a company contribute to social development?
How does the auditor audit contribution to social development? How is it determined that the contribution to ―social development‖ is appropriate. What is meant by ―social development‖?. For example is
paying people to behave compromise and not protest ―social development‖? Is introducing foreign
social or economic values appropriate ―social development‖? The concept of social development
needs to be clearly defined.
This requires the organisation to demonstrate that it is contributing to the social AND economic development of local communities. Some forest management does not generate economic benefits and
so this requirement is too onerous. The wording should be changed to - providing local benefits
whether economic social enviromental or a combination of these.""
Although this can be very difficult in Central-African context because financial contributions from the
company are being with-held by government structures on one hand. Too much implication of the
company in local development can cause disinvolvement of the state on the other hand transferring
more and more obligations to the company and disengagement of the state (subsitution aid!).
It would be helpful to be more explicit in terms of examples of how an organiza-tion demonstrates
contributions.
Referring to our answer on Principle 4. Judging this is surely onerous.
• We are concerned with the use of the term ―development‖ in this Principle.
• This implies that all forest managers are in a position where improvements are required or necessary.
• Development is not a precise term and hence is appropriate language for a standard.
• The application of continuous improvement is preferable, as this requires improvement where required and/or as new technologies or methods become available.
• More guidance on what this may mean is required – i.e. if the Organisation is paying local rates
(taxes) that are used for local development – is this acceptable?

Suggestion
This criterion needs to be amended to recognize different modes of operation between ―community
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Suggestion
1. Replace development with ―wellbeing‖.
2. Include in the Guidelines that local rates (taxes) collected and used for local development are acceptable evidence of compliance.
Oppose - This criterion is inappropriate as it stands as it is unscaled in terms of the boundaries of
―local‖ and ―communities adjacent‖ to an FMU.
Modern forestry normally involves complex processing technologies and distribued value chains that
involve dispersed and networked economic and social effects. It is quite normal in the NZ context
that the nearest neighbours and communities associated with an FMU neighborhood are small and
have little or nothing to do with the forests, instead being engaged (by choice) in intensive (and high
value) pastoral agriculture or horticulture. Conversely many forest workers will live in semi-urban in to
semi-rural situations in small towns & villages and contributing to those communities. This reflects the
landscape and the productive capacities of the land in it. The forest enterprises will normally be creating wealth and social well being within a wider district and regional context (including the payment of
rates)

Forest Stewardship Council

forests‖ and forestry organized to provide quantities of internationally traded wood products.
As it stands the citeria reflects an overlap with those associated with benefits from the forests and
should be rationalized within that area.
Any criteria within Principle 4 should instead relate to the wellbeing of local communities.
Replace development with ―wellbeing‖.
Include in the Guidelines that local rates (taxes) collected and used for local development are clearly
part of that contribution
Include guidance that recognizes different ―scales‖ of community and that at the immediate local
(adjacent ) communities the intent as a minima is wellbeing and economic impact neutrality. At larger
district and regional community scales contribution to economic diversity and resilience should be
indicated.
I think in the case of some SLIMFs it will be necessary to provide guidance on how to identify the
community. In many cases in developing countries it is the impoverished forest owners and their families who actually need the benefit. I think it important that FSC does not fall into the trap of only considering community benefits as contributing to development. A poor farmer using his forest income to
send his daughter to school is going to have a much higher long term positive impact than some alternative community uses of income.
See comments Principle 4. You cannot expect a forest enterprise to take over government roles. Forest enterprises cannot be held responsible for bad governance.
How does one measure contribution to the development"? While we accept that it focusses on the
positives as opposed to the negatives in 4.3 surely 4.4 is how one would address 4.3? Thus is 4.4
necessary?"
Cmbiar DEMOSTRARA por PODRA DEMOSTRAR y eliminar EN LAS AREAS ADYACENTES A
ESTA; las areas adyacentes por su misma definicion estan FUERA DE LA UMF y esto no es responsabilidad de la ORGANIZACION
Retain current Criterion 4.4 in existing Standard.
We believe this to be a significant departure from the previous 4.4 and could be unecessarily onerous
for SLIMF.
The guidance needs to refer to the socio-economic context or similar. We would hardly expect a
company in the North where much welfare, health care and mu-nicipality infrastructure is paid through
taxes to contribute to the same extent as companies in poor regions in the South. - As written the
performance requirement is to 'demonstrate' a secondary activity - the secondary activity is the important part for forest management. Better to directly identify the performance requirement. Suggestion
to change to: 'the Or-ganisation's management practices shall contribute...' rather than 'The organisation shall demonstrate that its management activities...',
Should ALL management activities contribute to development of communities?
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations in addition to the first of the
present guidance.
4.4 (new): Contributing to local economic development of one form may not mitigate impacts to affected persons and communities, but rather may benefit entirely different people.

Rationale: In some cases where land ownership, market share, processing and manufacturing infra-
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4.4 (old): Important requirements for identification and mitigation of social impacts appear to have
disappeared.
Suggest adding: The Organization shall demonstrate that its management activities are not diminishing opportunities for local social and economic development in the communities within and adjacent
to the forest management unit.

Forest Stewardship Council

structure, employment opportunity, etc have become concentrated and/or integrated in the hands of
large landowners and timber buyers, opportunities for local social and economic development can be
severely diminished. Organizations whose management decisions are diminishing opportunities for
local social and economic development can easily demonstrate some kind of ―contribution‖ to local
wellbeing, but we should expect a more honest accounting of social and economic impacts.
This new language is not related to the original Criterion 4.4 language.

It is always difficult for a Organisation to develop complaint resolution mechanisms by stakeholder
engagement in Japan, because there are few stakeholders that wish to do so. The words by stakeholder engagement should be replaced or removed.
The issue of compensation is again relevant. How can an organisation having established a plantation forest and provided employment opportunities for example then be penalised 10 years later when
economic circumstances forcing a reduction in employment opportunities change? How does an auditor assess fair compensation?
The new 4.5 repeats the use of the terminology ―by stakeholder engagement and shall implement
agreed mechanisms‖ as per the new 2.5. We disagree with this approach (see comments for 2.5).
After legal processes"extend the sentence to include established democratic procedures for the reso-
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Rationale 2 'as criterion 4.3': What does this reference mean?
Estoy de acuerdo con el Criterio propuesto con dos modificaciones: 1. eliminar las palabras sus actividades de manejo" diciendo: "La organización demostrará que contribuye al desarrollo local social y
económico de las comunidades al interior de la unidad de manejo y en las áreas adyacentes a esta"
No son las "actividades de manejo" las que deben contribuir al desarrollo social local sino la Organización como tal. Esto es importante porque muchos podrían interpretar las "actividades de manejo"
como algo mas restrictivo.2. La segunda propuesta es agregar la siguiente frase al final del criteriio:
"y participando junto a otros actores locales en actividades que promueven dicho desarrollo. Me parece muy bien que sea explícito el concepto de la contribución al desarrollo local que es importante
para el Sur donde las grandes y ricas empresas forestales conviven con la pobreza de sus vecinos y
trabajadores. Esas áreas en América Latina Asia y Africa son las que presentan los mayores indices
de pobreza y las empresas certificadas FSC no pueden ser indiferentes a esas situaciones porque
son problemas del territorio donde conviven. La acción de Responsabilidad Social Empresarial no
puede limitarse solamente a hacer una contribución para una escuela un club deportivo o un camino
u otras acciones de tipo paternalista sino que deben ser acciones a realizar en conjunto con los otros
actores locales (comunidades municipios organizaciones etc) para en conjunto definir lo que harán
para el "desarrollo local". Procesos de este tipo ya se han iniciado en Chile y son muy positivos en
especial cuando se explica que ello es consecuencia de una nueva forma de operar de la Organización a raíz de su Certificación FSC. Por este motivo la redacción que proponemos para el criterio es
la siguiente:" LA ORGANIZACIÓN DEMOSTRARA QUE CONTRIBUYE AL DESRROLLO LOCAL
SOCIAL Y ECONOMICO DE LAS COMUNIDADES AL INTERIOR DE LA UNIDAD DE MANEJO
FORESTAL Y EN LAS AREAS ADYACENTES A ESTA Y QUE PARTICIPA JUNTO A OTROS ACTORES LOCALES EN ACTIVIDADES QUE PROMUEVEN DICHO DESARROLLO. "
a)Tal vez sea necesario incorporar la noción de equidad en este Criterio. b) Clarificar por qué se
hace referencia a la situación económica de la Organización.
Although we agree with the wording we strongly feel that proportionality is sufficiently important in this
criterion for the first Guidance Note to be ‗elevated‘ to form the second sentence of the criterion itself
Criterion includes the term adjacent when the P&C apply only to the FMU. But then if limited to the
FMU I am not sure what the Organisation is requested to do if they already provide work opportunities.
C4.5
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lution of disagreements."
It is not clear if anything is required in nations with long-established legal procedures and welldeveloped political processes. This criterion states that mechanisms may include legal processes but
could they simply be legal processes and nothing else? Does the Organization need to engage with
stake-holders if legal mechanisms already exist for resolving grievances with communi-ties (as they
do between State governments and local townships).The original criterion should be retained.
The requirement for stakeholder engagement is an unnecessary burden particularly where there are
legally defined processes. Also both Organizations and communities have limited capacity to design
mechanisms in advance of grievances.
SLIMF are a part of the communities.
Mechanisms for resolving grievances should not be required to be agreed by stakeholder engagement in societies where there are stable procedures for that. In practise fair compensation for loss /
damage" can be difficult to determine. "
This should only apply in the absence of pre-existing legal procedures to resolve grievances. Reword
or add intent language to acknowledge the role of stable governance where it exists.
• C4.5 may require considerable additional work and requires all parties to negotiate in good faith.
This is better undertaken at the national initiative/national standard level.
• We agree that legal process, including common law and the law of nuisance where they exist,
should cover this Criterion.
Suggestion
1. Stakeholder engagement should be the role of a national initiative/national standard process where
this exists and if not then regional stakeholders.
2. Legal mechanisms such as common law and the law of nuisance should be included in the Guidance.
3. The Guidance needs to make a clear distinction between privileges and rights.
As written this is opposed – It seems to be a retrograde step from the previous words in the original
4.5. The current text implies that an agreed mechanism has to be developed and agreed with each
community. This is an enormous effort that adds no benefit to the current practice of a defined disputes resolution process with flexibility to be adapted to meet specific circumstances. This is particularly the case in a developed nation that has formally and widely recognised avenues for dispute
resolution ranging from informal good faith interactions to mediation, arbitration, the law and also
specialist Tribunals dealing with indigenous peoples rights and claims
Furthermore there again is no scaleable definition of community – where does it start or stop.
We agree that legal process, including common law and the law of nuisance where they exist should
cover this Criteria.
We support the guidance note to the Criteria, acknowledging that there will be situations where it will
not be possible that every party will be completely satisfied – this is important.
Suggestion
Redefine guidance notes to provide for generic dispute resolution process.

Add to the guidance note: ―Where this cannot be achieved the Organisation shall demonstrate that
appropriate mechanisms have been employed as far as practical to resolve the grievance‖.
With reference to 4.3 above. All stakeholders need to accept that forest management induces
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Use national initiative process to further refine generic or specific processes at national level and to
ensure clarity of significance between directly affected and interested parties and between privileges
& rights.
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changes in a forest landscape over time (which is also the case of an unmanaged forest landscape).
The process of forest certification is a matter of mitigating the effects of these changes in a balanced
way. If ―no change‖ is the reference, it is very difficult to strike a balance.
The requirement for stakeholder engagement in the development of mechanisms for dispute resolution is an unnecessary burden, particularly where there are legally defined processes. Consider revising The Additonally Organizations and communities have limited capacity to design mechanisms in
advance of grievances.
I believe that this criterion is partly a repetition of 4.3 where it deals with compensation for loss or
damage and also where it deals with prevetive measures to avoid loss or damage. Perhaps the criterion could address the stakeholder engagement aspect more strongly and to place the desired outcomes more strongly in 4.3
We are not comfortable with requiring stakeholder engagement for developing mechanisms for resolving grievances. Although the implications of this are not clear we do not believe that stakeholder
engagement in all cases is necessary. Engagement of stakeholders should be used for resolving
grievances scaled to the potential impacts of the issue and perhaps not used as extensively as proposed herein.
Replace: ―The Organization shall develop by stakeholder engagement and shall implement agreed
mechanisms for resolving grievances with the communities.‖ With: ―The Organization shall develop
and implement conflict resolution mechanisms with stakeholders through processes of dialog and
engagement. ― Justification: Adjustment because the translation into Portuguese impaired understanding of the criterion.Include: ―Mechanisms may include third party mediation or court actions.‖
Justification: seek intermediary instances to arrive at a settlement before taking the matter to court.
Agreed mechanisms - not clear with whome it should be agreed.
This is normally provided for in common law. The organization should not be required to compensate
beyond what is reasonable in law.
The current text adequately addresses negative aspects but this negative formulation misses the
potentially positive effects of initiating and maintaining dialogue with stakeholders in orde to capture
opportunities and address issues at an early stage before they escalates to complaints that can be
more difficult to solve.The sentence 'Mechanisms may include legal processes' looks like a late addin it does not fit easily in here. The legal process is acknowledged and may well be the 'ususal' route
in the north but it could be a license to stall the consultative process if companies just jump to this as
a norm. It should require all efforts to settle out of court before taking this step - it is well understood
how time consuming difficult and costly going through the legal processes can be for groups and
communities.The system bounderies for responsibilites needs to be clarified. Also secondary negative impacts should be covered by the organisation.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Comment: This sounds like the resolution to the dispute was to not take further action rather than
satisfaction on the issues concerned.

Proposed language requires extensive effort on the part of a forest owner. Many disputes can be
dealt with in obvious and simple means, such as a boundary survey or enforcing a local law. Should a
small forest owner really be required to engage stakeholders to determine how to proceed? The original criteria requires owners to respond appropriately- this is much more practical and better ad-
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Change to: Resolving grievances does not necessarily mean that every party involved is completely
satisfied but that they are sufficiently satisfied so as to not pursue further actions related to this specific grievance.
4.5 Proposed: ―The Organization shall develop by stakeholder engagement, and shall
implement, agreed mechanisms for resolving grievances with communities.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

dresses the principle.
It is also entirely unclear whether an owner is required to ―develop and implement‖ mechanisms even
in the absence of any disputes.
Guidance - change to: Resolving grievances does not mean that in every case every party involved
will be completely satisfied, but that they are sufficiently satisfied that they will not pursue further actions related to this specific grievance.
La traducción de engagement" como implicación no está correcto; se puede usar participación intervención (como ya se mencionó antes)."
• C4.5: We are not comfortable with requiring stakeholder engagement for developing mechanisms
for resolving grievances. Although the implications of this are not clear, we do not believe that stakeholder engagement in all cases is necessary. Engagement of stakeholders should be used for resolving grievances scaled to the potential impacts of the issue, and perhaps not required as extensively
as proposed in this draft.
Guidance is not appropriate.
This Criterion would benefit greatly from editing for clarity. This Criteria has multiple parts:
1.stakeholder engagement 2. develop mechanisms 3. agree mechanisms 4. implement mechanisms
5. description of mechanisms incl that may be legal (may belong in guidance) 6. prevention I suggest
this is broken down into separate Criteria or a list within a single Criteria.
C4.6
The phrase ―with such peoples‖ needs to be changed. Suggest changing to these groups". "
this criterion adresses the same points as Criterion 3.5.
The rationale should be explicitly reflected in a Guidance statement such as ―All workers need to be
informed enough to exercise due care to avoid damage to special sites.‖
• We are concerned ―protected‖ is too strong in this case.
• There are many situations where such sites or values can be modified with little effect and agreement from all parties.

Suggestion
Modify the Guidance to include concept that protection means protection from unauthorized modification or destruction unless formal agreed processes have been implemented to obtain official and or
directly affected party sanction to proposed management and its impacts upon such values.
Direction such as Guidance pt. 3 is irrelevant given certification accountability rest with "the Organization".
Hooray! At last we recognise that communities also have this type of heritage resource and not only
indigenous peoples. As an auditor I have spent my life persuading people that 3.3 shouild apply to
hem even if they are not indigenous.
Exclude it because the concept is already contained in item 9.1 – high conservation value area.
Not possible to implement as it might affects to much forest management operations. For example:
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Suggestion
1. The Guidance needs to include that modification is acceptable providing affected parties agree.
Support with additional guidance. The term ―protected‖ requires careful definition in Guidance notes.
For instance in NZ all such sites are ―protected‖ by law under the HPT act and cannot be destroyed or
modified in any way WITHOUT FIRST going through a special consultative and evaluation phase.
Special ―consents‖ may then be granted - subject to conditions – to allow for modification provided
affected parties agree, specialist archaeologists agree that all relevant material has been recorded or
that an operation can continue without risk of serious damage.

Forest Stewardship Council

local communities complain that in this particular site they pick berries or mushrooms (significant part
of income) and if you cut forest - no mushrooms available and communities do not agee to go other
forest. Does this mean that organization is not able to cary out forest management activities? At least
some organization rights also should be protected. Proposal: 1) some more clarification is required 2)
after protected add to the reasonable extent""
We feel that there should be the inclusion of applicable legislation in the guidance notes.
Guidance note 3 - again FSC can't tell communities what to do.
replicates much of 3.5. One or the other but why both?
This should have the same wording as other criteria dealing with contractors i.e 'The Organisation
and all contractors working for the benefit of the FMU shall...'. How does 'all organisations' reflect on
3rd parties e.g. mining prospectors over which the Organisation may have little or no control?
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change to: Sites of special cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance to communities
shall be clearly identified in cooperation with such peoples, and recognized and protected by all the
Organizations including contractors working in the management unit.
Change to: Sites of special cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance to communities
shall be clearly identified in cooperation with such peoples, and recognized and protected by the Organization and all contractors working in the forest management unit.
Guidance 3: The rationale for these edits is similar to that provided above in relation to Criterion 3.5.
The originally proposed language is inappropriately negative and offensive.

P 5 - Guidance 2. It says ―FSC does not expect all products always to be marketed but does require
the Organization to facilitate other entrepreneurs….‖. We strongly disagree with this requirement.
We should not require Organizations to do this.
There should be a wording about that the Organization shall facilitate other possible business in the
FMU as long as this other business are legally proven or as long as this other possible business NOT
significantly interfere with the forest operation business that the Organzation deals with.
There are parts of this principle and its guidance which need to be revised. Long term" was dropped
for Principle 4 with the assertion that it was difficult to audit; why not here too? While greater auditability and clarity and removal of ambiguity are said to be achieved by changing the wording from
"shall encourage the efficient use…" to "the Organization shall efficiently use…" the changed wording
may have the reverse impact for at least two reasons:
1) the orginal wording charged that forest management operations were to encourage efficient use whether they were the Organization's operations or not. In contrast the revised criterion narrows this
focus to the "Organization shall efficiently use" not other operations.
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Change to: 3. A written agreement shall be executed between the parties delineating the boundaries
of such sites, and every effort should be made to limit the extent of such sites to their essential boundaries so as not to unnecessarily impede the management activities of The Organization and its contractors.
almost similar to 3.5 4.6 and 3.5 can be combined
The guidance appears to contradict the requirement. Should be clarified.
needs editing for clarity; at least divided into two sentences. ''Such peoples'' also implies indigenous
at first read and so does not refer clearly to 'communities'.The guidance (2 & 3) has a 'shall'' and is
confusing as such. Guidance 3 is unclear and appears to place arequirement on communities separate from the certificate holder (the communities are not the subject of audits and so not subject ot
requirements from the standard so it is unclear how you can add a 'shall').
P5

Forest Stewardship Council

2) one may audit activities policies and documents or communications which ENCOURAGE efficiency. In contrast the actual measure of efficiency itself is compounded by a wide array of intervening
variables (e.g. externalities other values and time itself) that inhibit isolating efficiency as the change
variable. This is especially true for the public sector. How does one gauge the efficient use of the
forest by a public forest agency when that forest is mandated to provide habitat wood fiber biodiversity protection recreation values etc.? Ways in which efficient uses are encouraged can be pointed to
but the yardstick for efficient use in an increasingly complex managerial context (as exemplified by
certification standards) is ethereal at best.Recommend that the original criterion wording be retained.
Also guidance state-ment #2 is convoluted and needs modification by deletion of wording after ―FSC
does not expect all products always to be marketed‖. As written the wording would imply that the
Organization is required to facilitate ―entrepreneurs‖ to de-velop ANYTHING not in the Organization‘s
business plan. "
There should be a wording about that the Organization shall facilitate other possible business in the
FMU as long as this other business are legally proven or as long as this other possible business not
significantly interfere with the forest operation business that the Organzation deals with.
Use the original Principle 5 wording.
• There is no recognition that many benefits from forests are not sold for economic gain and in many
cases are available to the community free of charge, e.g. recreation, clean water, soil protection, etc.
• The community should also recognise that these free benefits may be altered as forest management
changes and that these (non-wood) services are privileges not rights.
Suggestion
1. The Guidance needs to recognises the community benefits from forests and value these as contributions to the community‘s social, and in cases, economic well being.
2. The Guidance needs to make a clear distinction between privileges and rights.
Support with additional guidance:- The general tenor of guidance associated with this principle
misses some important aspects;
Criteria 2-3 takes only one side of the equation in relation to economic viability, implying that by constantly reviewing market options, encouraging new secondary forest products users economic viability should be sustained.
There is no recognition that economic viability also relates to costs and that as an ―equal‖ mainstay of
the principles of FSC the costs /benefit of balancing FSC P & C is critically important part of the interpretations.
Guidance note 2 needs to qualify what facilitation actually means. FMU managers should not have to
spend their money to ―facilitate‖ other secondary markets if the development of those markets is not
going to yield a return of the facilitation invested or create difficulties with other P & C or tenures and
licence arrangements etc.

Suggestion
Amend guidance to specifically note that; economic viability is also a matter of costs that this factor
must be adequately addressed in terms of the cost benefit of applying systems to meet other equal
P&C. Without a viable economic return many ― benefits from the forest‖ will be totally lost including
benefits that accrue to often much wider segments of society.
The Guidance recognises the community benefits from forests and values these as contributions to
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The criteria 1 -4 need specific guidance in relation to smaller plantation situations where while stands
may be grown, harvested then replanted, the supply of benefits will be only intermittent.

Forest Stewardship Council

the community‘s social well-being and in cases economic well-being.

Add further guidance recognising that single or narrow age class plantations will not necessarily provide continuous benefits and that some will be supplied intermittently. The key indicator is that replanting has is taking place.
Guidance 3. The Guidance must clarify that measures to diversify production must be shown to enhance economic viability.
I am concerned by the use of the word 'efficiently'. It can be taken to have technical meaning and
therefore there would be value judgements attached as to how efficient must an FSC certified organisation be in tis management of resources. I do not believe the principle is weakened if we leave the
word efficiently out of it altogether
The intent of some criteria is still confusing (as with current P&C) and guidance in most places is not
as helpful as it could be (e.g. C5.1 C5.5 C5.6). The principle-level guidance appears to add a new
more stringent requirement: ôFSC does not expect all products always to be marketed but does require The Organization to facilitate other entrepreneurs who may be willing to develop process and
market products and services which do not figure in the business plan of The Organization.ö We
believe that this goes above and beyond what should be required from Organizations.
it has to be understood that harvesting in forestry plantations may be carried out by removing all the
trunks leaving just branches and leaves to protect the soil using a minimum tillage system. This
represents efficiency.
This is in conflict with the free choice of the forest owner: how he wants to use his property and which
products he wants to offer to the market and what are his priorities. Not always it will be related to
economical viability as it might not go together with environmental and social benefits that could be
owners forest management objective. Also not clear how this could be implemented in case of industrial plantations with only one objective: produce certain one kind of product.
It must be understood that certainly in the plantation forests the extent of this criterion is limited in
application. Plantations in SA have been established primarily to provide for the timber products in the
country and at the time of their establishment over 100 years ago biodiversity and other environmental services were not an issue. This is recognised in SA national legislation.
We agree with the aim to generate ' a wide range of environmental and scoial benefits' but would
disgree with the wording of 'long-term economic viability'. Not all phases of biodiversity management
will be focused solely on 'long-term economic viability'. Natural forests and plantations may require
processes to restore their biodiversity condition not all of which will be financially viable. It is desirable
that management of biodiversity in FSC FMUs is done in an economically efficient manner and where
possible has long-term economic viability. Note the proposed Definition of 'silviculture/silvicultural
systems' which relates to methods to 'best fulfil the objectives of the owner' which 'may or may not
include timber production'.A continual drive for increased 'diveristy' of products uses and services
could actually reduce biodiversity particularly if this encourages different forest management and
resultant changes in habitat condition and species loss.
Rewording needed. The current wording of the Principle seems to suggest the Organisation it self
MUST effectively use ALL the forest resources. Isn't the objective that the Organisation shall diversify
and enhance the potential range of multiple use by the organisation itself but also by other actors
such as recreation and eco tourism harvesting of non-timber forest products grazing food collection
fisheries etc. There is no link back to management objectives - what if the owner merely wishes to
allow natural processes to take place e.g. a philanthropic owner wishing to buy and use the area as a
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Amend note 2. to add to the end of the sentence ‗where appropriate and compatible with other Principles and Criteria, tenure arrangements and the Organisations stated Objectives‘ or words to like
effect.

Forest Stewardship Council

preserve? Also a few of the criteria could be housed elsewhere in the P&C e.g. 5.4 is very close to
4.2 5.1 & 5.2 are P7 issues 5.7 is a P6 issue?
Though we do not have the time to dig into this principle in detail, from a coarse scale it seems to be
moving from an approach the weighs the environment, economy and community concerns equally to
one the places by far the greatest emphasis on the economic chamber.
Wide range of environmental benefits includes climate regulation benefits (maintenance and enhancement of carbon reservoirs). This should be made explicit.
We recommend changing the word ―use to ―manage‖ and changing the word ―obtain‖ to ―enhance‖
word that encompasses a more flexible less absolute approach to recognize the measurement challenges in long term environmental, social and economic goals. Thus our proposed rewording is:
―The Organization shall efficiently manage the multiple products and services of the forest management unit in order to enhance long term economic viability and
maintain a wide range of environmental and social benefits.‖
In Principle 5 Guidance section point 2 third sentence, replace the word require with encourage. So
that the phrase would read …‖but does encourage the Organization to facilitate other entrepreneurs
who may be willing to develop, process and market products and services which do not figure in the
business plan of the Organization. It would be inappropriate to FSC principles to require production
of any product from a FMU.
Change to:
Benefits from the forest or plantation
Principle (revised): The Organization shall efficiently use the multiple products and services of the
management unit in order to achieve long term economic viability and obtain a wide range of environmental and social benefits.
Add to guidance:
3. The Organisation shall recognize climate regulation benefits (maintenance and restoration of carbon reservoirs).
New Criterion on benefit sharing [support proposal of (): 5.8: The Organisation shall negotiate a fair
benefit sharing agreement with all local communities who depend on the forest.
The principle should be further refined to read along the following lines. As currently written, the principle could be interpreted literally as requiring resource extraction and development even in cases
where they would not otherwise plan to do so. That would be economically unnecessary and environmentally deleterious.
―When managing for commercial good and services, tThe Organization shall efficiently use the multiple products and services of the forest management unit in order to obtain long term economic viability and maintain a wide range of environmental and social benefits.‖

The proposed language appears to require the commercial use of the FMU‘s ―products and services‖
as well as the actual attainment of long term economic viability. This perpetuates the problem posed
by the original language – ―to ensure‖. With a challenging and sometimes hard-to-measure goal like
―long-term economic viability‖, this criterion is one of the few cases where it is almost essential to use
a less absolute term like ―enhance‖ or ―promote‖.
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Generally: Overall, the revised language seems to suffer from a shift in emphasis, away from the
―triple bottom line‖ towards prioritizing profit and economics over social and environmental concerns.
The word ―use‖ can be misinterpreted to require the harvest and/or consumption of such products and
services. Since this may not be the goal of every Organization, a more neutral word is necessary.

Forest Stewardship Council

Change to: The Organization shall efficiently manage the multiple products and services of the forest
management unit in order to enhance long term economic viability and maintain a wide range of environmental and social benefits.
Guidance 2: This language implies that, even though the Organization may already be economically
viable, and even though it may prefer to harvest only a single forest product or service, it is required
to permit others to harvest and sell other products and services from the forest. Surely this could be
potentially risky to the forest and objectionable to the Organization. The word ―encourage‖ is recommended to replace ―require‖.
Change to: 2. Not all potential marketable products from a forest management unit are always saleable, nor do they always command a consistent price. Numbers of saleable products may be proportionately less in the more biologically diverse management units. FSC does not expect all products
always to be marketed, but does encourage the Organization to facilitate other entrepreneurs who
may be willing to develop, process and market products and services which do not figure in the business plan of the Organization.

In today‘s carbon sensitive world, we feel that carbon stores and sequestration need to be included
as one of the ‗benefits from the forest‘.
Guidance 1 is not clear and refers to management plan which should be under another Principle.I am
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Guidance 4 - Change to: 4. The Organization shall demonstrate explicit safeguards against reduction
in long term economic viability as a result of ―mining‖ the resources of the forest management unit.
I propose a new criterion since the benefit sharing issue is of crucial importance for the local development: 5.8. (new) The Organisation shall negotiate a fair benefit sharing agreement with all local
communities who depend on the forests. Rationale: The Organisation is taking away a part of the
value of the forests for its own profit. The local communities continue to live in the area of a lesser
value. It is clear that The Organization shall share a part of the value. It must be fairly negotiated and
be on a realistic level.
Es importante hacer una mención explicita a la regulacion del clima como uno de los servicios o beneficios ambientales del bosque en los criterios respectivos
The removal of redundancies in requirements around local and community benefit is positive (although it appears that some of these requirements, such as local processing and value-added manufacturing is still associated with C5.4)
The intent of some criteria is still confusing (as with the current P&C) and guidance in most places is
not as helpful as it could be (e.g., better guidance is needed in C5.1, C5.5, C5.6 to understand the
intent of the criteria). We would like to follow-up with you on specific language that might clarify the
intent of these criteria.
The principle-level guidance appears to add a new, more stringent requirement: ―FSC does not expect all products always to be marketed, but does require The Organization to facilitate other entrepreneurs who may be willing to develop, process and market products and services which do not
figure in the business plan of The Organization.‖ We believe that this goes above and beyond what
should be required from Organizations.
P5 (revised): The previous language in P5 had a triple bottom line focus and recognition of a region‘s
‗natural capital‘. The new P&C should maintain this spirit. (e.g. old 5.1). As currently written, the principle could be interpreted as prioritizing profit and economics over social and environmental concerns
and requiring resource extraction and development even in cases where they would not otherwise
plan to do so. This would be a significant liability for FSC‘s credibility in the marketplace.

Forest Stewardship Council

unclear about the definition of long term economic viability. Guidance 2: the term to facilitate" needs
to be clarified. Does the Organisation have to wait until a company contact them or do they have to
be proactive? What if the product is not in the management plan? Then it may not be adequately
managed? Who should take responsibility? Does guidance 3 allows Pine and eucalyptus plantations
to be certified? Not clear about Guidance 4: We have had a number of companies FSC certified going
bankrupt. Does thi means that if a company is financially in the Red it cannot be certified? Please
clarify.Plantations can be compared to a mining operation. Is this authorised? "
'obtain long-term ecomic viability' is not correct phrasing - it's hard to imagine opbtaining viability. One
achieves it or eaches it in some proactive way rather than the pruchase or consumption imlpied in
''obtaining'' viability. I mourn the loss of ''encourage'' as it was outward looking -- locals could be using
the services of the forest-- whereas now you are requiring that the organization USES the products
(themselves) I also disagree with the concept that economic viability was not inherently long-term.
The guidance is overly directive such as having a requirement in guidance (shall) of demonstrating
that one is not practising 'resource mining' in the forest. In some palces such as in plantation-rich
countries like Ireland this is not relevant. However now you have guidance with a requirement to
demonstrate that it is not happening. I think this is overly detailed: demonstration of long-term viability
(of the business) and demonstrating of protection of ecosystme processes and functions together
mean that 'forest mining' cannot be certified.
C5.1

Suggestion
1. Include in the Guidance that economic viability is critical i.e. absolutely underpins meeting the other
values and objectives of certification.
Support with additional guidance;
The guidance does not provide balance through stating that certified forests need to be economically
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The practice of valuing long term economic viability including environmental and social benefit is an
art not a science and is dependent on assumptions made at a point in time in a plantation forest
cycle. How will an auditor determine compliance with this criterion?
The new 5.1 Guidance 3. goes way too far in requiring ―the Organization shall provide sufficient data….in the short medium and long term‖. This is unnecessary unrealistic and too onerous. Need to
edit or remove this guidance.
I do not think it is reasonable to require an organisation (such as a land-owner) to show all the investments being made. I suggest that the forest plan itself gives sufficient indication of commitment
and proposals set out in the plan will address ecosystem productivity and the extent which the organisation has economic viability is an objective and how this can be met.
Previous criterion was more explicit and clear.
Guidance note #3 regarding organization providing sufficient data to show economic viability of the
enterprise in the short medium and long-term - how would a company show this? I'm unclear how this
could be demonstrated without providing specific financial information and assumptions.
Improved from should strive" to "shall show" but this is another example of an explicit increase in
documentation.Recommend that rewording be considered: ―The organization shall demonstrate
commitment to long-term economic viability and ecosystem productivity by in-vestments in management and business planning‖."
See 5.2 below.
Judging economic viability is a complex issue. Losses may be wholly acceptable to one owner but not
to another in other circumstances.
• The Guidance does not provide balance. Certified forests need to be economically viable to be able
to realise the value of certification.

Forest Stewardship Council

viable to be able to realise the value of certification.
Suggestion
Guidance note 1 relates investments to ecosystem productivity only and the ecologically related P &
C while ignoring that investments also be related to the provision of benefits. ECONOMIC VIABILITY
is and EQUAL component of the FSC philosophy. – amend as required.
Agreement if this criterion does not imply a requiriement for full cost accounting. Must ensure that
this criteriona does not require a detailed and complex full cost accounting exercise. Full cost accounting is an evolving field. Currently there is lack of conscensus on the potential environmental
and social costs, and tools for measurement. This criterion is potentially in conflict with 5.4 (local
processing, benefits, suppliers).

Too much emphasis placed on extra analysis when real results (i.e a company's track record of performance) can be reviewed. Consider replacing proposed 5.1 and 5.2 with those in current use (no
need to revise existing 5.1 and 5.2.).
I think we should perhaps reverse the criterion. Deal first of all with the issue of guidance note 3 and
then guidance note 2 and finally guidance note 1. Also the wording of 'investments beign made to
demonstrate commitment' is very vague. I think perhaps that the criterion should deal only with the
issues raised in guidance note 3 and 2 and that the ecological issue should be moved into 5.2
It is suitable for forestry companies.
Implementation of criteria by small forest owners might be to complicated as: 1) investments in ecosystem productivity might be not monetary (just in kind") 2) most of small forest owners management
plans do not include economical componet as in small scale forestry (like small areas and long forest
rotation periods) might be clearly unprofitable"
The guidance section is too vague. Certification needs to be a business critical issue and this is not
evident so far in the revision.
We agree with the wording for 'wide range of environmental and social benefits' but disgree with the
wording 'long-term economic viability'. Natural forests and plantations of high nature value may require processes to restore their biodiversity condition not all of which will always be economically
viable. It is desirable that management of biodiversity in FSC FMUs is done in an economically efficient manner and where possible has long-term economic viability.Not all phases of biodiversity management will be focused solely on 'long-term economic viability'.
Suggestion to change to more direct action oriented wording. Why is this criterion asking the Organisation to 'show' rather than directly asking for action? Is there an auditing or other reason for this
wording in a few criteria?
economic viability and ecosystem productivity are different things (though they are connected). May
be it's better to divide C 5.1 into two
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. In addition it seems like the
proposed criteria in effect forces ―the Organization‖ to actively manage the forest for production purposes? That would exclude conservation forest from certification unless it generates sufficient funds
to be economically viable. That would clearly be an unacceptable result.
The Organization shall, demonstrate an equal commitment to long-term economic viability and ecosystem productivity in its management or business planning and investments.
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Economic cost issues should be addressed in Guidance such as: the costs of implementing increased environmental regulations; avoiding operations in sensi-tive areas; modification of hauling
and operational schedules to minimize com-munity impacts etc.

Forest Stewardship Council

Comment: Only long-term??

Like 5.1 how does an auditor qualify the costs used?
Land use and specifically for plantations is invariably linked to legal possession which within the concept of legal compliance allows the land owner to conduct the forestry activities. These land use activities will by default have off-site and down stream impacts which may be ongoing for generations.
Would the organisation be expected to provide ongoing compensation even if his land use is fully
legal and proper. This is an almost impossible situation and will leave certifictaion of specifically plantations very difficult if not impossible. The general trend in the guidance provided under this criterion
is absoluately anti-plantation and is also based on assumptions that stand on very shaky ground. To
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Guidance 1: [add more guidance on how to balance the often competing goals of economic/financial
goals with ecological/environmental and social. Auditors have shown they cannot weigh these up.]
5.1 (new) and 5.2 (new): The proposed wording and separation of accounting for social/environmental costs and economic viability into two separate criterion, while supposedly to improve auditability, suggests that economic viability is separated from social and environmental costs
of management decisions. When these concepts were captured under one single criterion, the perception is that economic viability cannot be considered a greater priority than environmental and social costs of operating.
Change to: The Organization shall document, in its management or business plans, the investments
being made to demonstrate commitment to long-term economic viability and ecosystem productivity.
Tengo reservas en este criterio en la forma que está redactado porque la organización podría continuar con sus impactos negativos si paga los costos. La idea esencial es que pague los costos pero
que no continúe repitiendo los impactos negativos. En muchos casos el costo de paralizar una acción
que causa impactos negativos puede ser mayor que el pago de dichos impactos y la organización
puede continuar con sus impactos negativos pagando sus costos. Por ello la organización DEBERIA
PAGAR LOS COSTOS DE LOS IMPACTOS NEGATIVOS PERO NO REPETIRLOS..
a)Si bien la propuesta de dividir el criterio 5.1 original puede ser correcta la formulación y el enfoque
deben ser revisados. Se deben tomar en consideración todos los costos ambientales y sociales como reza el criterio 5.1 original. b) El cambio de productividad ecológica por productividad de los ecosistemas es positivo.
Guidance 1 makes this criterion redundent as it request the company to comply with other criterion
which is the objective of the P&C. 5.1 and related guidance needs to be reviewed as it is not auditable.
This criterion has lost the ecological angle by referring to ecosystem productivity. Productivity is generally an economic term (a term of concern for those wishing to harvest something on sustained yield
basis). Manager focussing on those tend to forget the social and envionrmental costs - especially the
intangbles (which will be extremely difficult to realisitically show in budgets -- people are only now
starting to try to estimate environmental costs on national and regional levels; FMU level would be a
demanding exercise for an academic economist never mind the average forest manager). Considering economic productivity and ecosystem productivity instructs the user to consider only sustained
yield; putting social and environmental costs into budgts is likely to reduce rather than increase their
importance due to the difficulty in creating a realistic estimate. The original is a far more robust Criterion which encourages consideration of both tangible and intangiible costs and benefits together -- an
extremely important angle to encourage. Also the guidance is overly prescriptive. A ceritifed operation
must be in compliance with all Criteria-- so no need to tell them that they need to be in compliance
with the ecologically relevant aspects of the standard. Keep it simple - it will be clearer (spare and
therefore easier to understand and to audit).
C5.2

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
1. Delete the misleading examples of Social Costs from the guidance.
2. If examples of Social Costs are needed they should be external to the Principles & Criteria and be
specific to the region or forest situation they refer to and should show both negative AND positive
benefits.
3. Costs should also be tempered with some of the social benefits of forests (and plantations).
() supports C5.2 as it is written, however we strongly oppose the examples of Social Costs used within the guidance notes. The examples are misleading and appear targeted at certain types of forest
management in particular regions and are not balanced across all FSC certified forests.
Social Costs are very specific to individual forest situations and regions, for example a number of the
examples of Social Costs outlined on Page 46 of the Draft Standard are controlled in NZ through
Regional and Territorial Authorities. To include specific examples of Social Costs within the guidance
notes of the Draft Standard is inappropriate and these should be removed from the Draft Standard.
If examples of Social Costs are needed they should be external to the FSC Principles and Criteria
and be specific to the region or forest situation they refer to.
The generalities of the criteria are supported. However the guidance notes include a rather emotional
list of supposed ―evils‖ of forestry – for which it should somehow be compensating third parties. In the
converse the guidance makes no mention of the list (that would in many cases fall under similar
headings – as it does in New Zealand) where the forest is providing specific environmental and social
benefits beyond timber but receiving no value from those third parties for that provision. Eg clean
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include all these potential costs in the management and business plan will leave most operations
economically unviable. This criterion is simply not workable.
The new 5.2 Guidance 1 is completely unrealistic Guidance 2.d makes definitive qualitative statements that may be quite untrue depending on the circumstance (see last sentence beginning with
―This is additionally…‖. This guidance goes well beyond what is feasible or practical for all but the
largest and most sophisticated operations. This needs to be revised to something that is measurable
auditable and feasible to implement for all scales of operation.
see criterion 5.1
Agree generally but of course there have to be a balance between what contribution the operation of
the Organization gives to the community and what costs it can afford.
Writing style for examples in guidance statement #2 is inconsistent with wording in the rest of the
document. They should be reduced re-done and a blend of different contexts used (developed undeveloped settings).
Agreement if this criterion does not imply a requirement for full cost accounting. Must ensure that this
criterion does not require a detailed and complex full cost accounting exercise. Full cost accounting
is an evolving field. Currently there is lack of consensus on the potential environmental and social
costs and tools for measurement. This criterion is potentially in conflict with 5.4 (local processing
benefits suppliers).Consider replacing proposed 5.1 and 5.2 with those in current use (no need to
revise existing 5.1 and 5.2.).
How to assess social and environmental costs? How are the results to be applied?
The examples of Social Costs provided in the Guidance are misleading and appear targeted at certain types of forest management in certain regions. Is this to appease some stakeholders?
For example the use of water by fast growing plantation is only an issue where the natural cover is
not forest, where water is short or over allocated to other uses, where plantations are new. Forests
are well known to improve water quality.
Plantations are not necessarily green deserts. NZ plantations are well known for the variety of services and biodiversity they provide, particularly when compared to other economic land uses.
In NZ, studies show that forests often employ more people than farms.

Forest Stewardship Council

water, nitrogen amelioration, carbon sequestration, recreation, erosion stabilisation, biodiversity refugia etc. etc
Suggestion
Rewrite guidance to reduce it to a simple list of potential effects that can be both negative and positive, and must be balanced in terms of the values of the services and disservices and the parties to
whom they accrue. It needs to be noted that it will rarely be possible to provide only positive services
to all potential benefactors.
Agreement if this criterion does not imply a requiriement for full cost accounting. Must ensure that
this criteriona does not require a detailed and complex full cost accounting exercise. Full cost accounting is an evolving field. Currently there is lack of conscensus on the potential environmental
and social costs, and tools for measurement. This criterion is potentially in conflict with 5.4 (local
processing, benefits, suppliers).

Too much emphasis placed on extra analysis when real results (i.e a company's track record of performance) can be reviewed. Consider replacing proposed 5.1 and 5.2 with those in current use (no
need to revise existing 5.1 and 5.2.).
see comments on 5.1
It appears that accounting for operational costs are no longer required account in management forecasts and budgets. Perhaps this requirement has been placed elsewhere but this is not clear. Operational costs should not be lost.
it is understood that forest plantations can comply with the criteria if they comply with the Forestry
Code maintain conservation areas (Permanent Preservation Areas (APP) and Legal Reserves); consult neighbors and the community; comply with labor legislation and union agreements.
Same comment as for criteria 5.1. 5.1 and 5.2 can be combined in one criteria.
How to deal with loss of species due to ecological succession?
The identification of the social costs appears to bias the review against plantations. As a plantation
based forestry country we object to the crude examples given. We understood the review would be
an objective and scientifically based process and are disappointed with the extreme bias shown in the
guidance
The criteria need to be strengthen. There needs to be a plan as indicated but this must also include
how to moniter the costs and what the organisation must do (potential compensation?) in case the
costs become higher than originally estimated. Same as 5.1 - why this wording? Why not The organisation shall take into account….""
to take into account" is not concrete. The compensation should be provided"
We do not support the revision particularly the deletion of the word ―full‖. We support the original
criteria language that includes ―taking into account the full environmental social and operational costs
of production…‖ In our view such full costs must include assessment of whether forest management
is leading to failure to maintain or enhance carbon stocks. This is not reflected in the guidance note
although it is conspicuously implicit in our view in any reasonable reading of this criteria which is intended to include consideration of externality costs.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
I am happy with this section on Social and Environmental costs. For this reason I would have preferred the old Principle 10. Some of these problems are specific to plantations.
a) In a dry country like Australia, water is critical. Climate change is serious and some areas have a
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Economic cost issues should be addressed in Guidance such as: the costs of implementing increased environmental regulations; avoiding operations in sensi-tive areas; modification of hauling
and operational schedules to minimize com-munity impacts etc.

Forest Stewardship Council

20% reduction in rainfall.
b) In Australia there is a lot of damage to other crops such as grapes, due to dust on roads caused by
logging trucks.
c) Plantations, particularly fir trees are a fire hazard and are producing wildlings.
d) (in (c) the word ―which‖ lacks the ―h‖
3. Many plantations are on steep hills. This causes enormous erosion. There should be a ruling about
slope minimum/maximum.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate that the environmental and social costs of operation
are taken into account in its management forecasts, plans and budgets.
Change 'taken into account' - vague term
The Organization shall demonstrate that the costs of prevention, mitigation, restoration and compensation related to any environmental and social impacts of operation are taken into account in its
management forecasts, plans and budgets.
'costs of prevention, mitigation, restoration and compensation': These should be brought out of Guidance language into the Criterion in order to more clearly and explicitly define the intent.

Many organizations would not be able to meet this criterion especially the small ones. Sometimes
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Guidance 3 - change to: 3. Some examples of environmental costs (expressed as cost of cleaning up
or restoration or in terms of the value of lost opportunities) are:
a. contamination, for example contamination of water courses resulting in reduced fishing opportunities, loss in diversity of aquatic fauna and flora.
b. degradation of land areas; for example through erosion, extraction of road building materials, which
may result in decreased opportunities for the use of those lands for forestry or other land uses
c. loss of species.
d. release of stored carbon.
Mejorar formulación para realmente dar cuenta de lo que se dice en la Orientación. Además lo fundamental es que esos costos" o impactos no se vuelvan a producir; se debe evitar que puedan ser
"aceptados" mientras la Organización paque por ellos. Algunos "costos" sociales no pueden ser
compensados o reparados pues el daño puede ser irreversible; así también para algunos daños ambientales. "
C5.2: It appears that accounting for operational costs are no longer required in management forecasts and budgets. Perhaps this requirement has been placed elsewhere, but this is not clear. Operational costs should not be lost and should be re-inserted in an effort to recognize the economic parts
of the equations.
We do not support the revision, particularly the deletion of the word ―full‖. We support the original
criteria language that includes, ―taking into account the full environmental, social and operational
costs of production…‖ Full costs must include assessment of whether forest management is leading
to failure to maintain or enhance carbon stocks and biodiversity values.
Guidance 2 give example of potential problems most of them outside the FMU but does not indicate
how these problems have to be resolved. Do e s it means that all these practices should be prohibited
and that companies with these practices cannot be certified? Guidance 3 not sure how some of these
environmental impacts can be forecasted and budgeted such as loss of species?
See above - I much prefer the original 5.1. Again the guidance belongs elsewhere. To have ''some
examples of social costs'' in the someitmes-normative guidance is confusing and may imply to some
that they don't need to consider additional social costs.
C5.3

Forest Stewardship Council

markets just do not exist to allow the organization to ―diversify‖ products.If this goal is to avoid
highgrading or overuse of one product then let the highgrading and environmental impact issue be
addressed in P6. It is not beneficial to encourage FME to harvest secondary products that are only
marginally economically viable. It can be argued that this would only create additional social and environmental impacts with limited economic benefit.
But the wording needs to be refined so that an organisation is not required to diversify ad infinitum
While it is good to drop the former criterion 5.2 language of optimal use and lo-cal processing" this
criterion wording needs editing as well. What is this criterion attempting to get at? That resources
and environmental services should be used to expand market opportunities and benefits from the
forest? As written the cri-teria is too narrow and simplistic because it leaves out markets; no organization should (or "shall") diversify its benefits and products based on just the range of resources and
environmental services existing in the forest. Social values should be taken into account too. The
criteria can be salvaged by saying that the Organization shall take into account the range of resources and environmental services existing in the forest management unit as it considers diversifying. OR "Opportunities for diversifying shall take into account the range of resources and environmental services.""
The Organization should not be required to diversify its operations. Rather the organization should
cooperate to the extent that it does not jeapordize its own operation with others wanting to diversify.
Diversification must only be requried where there is a sound business case and demand.
• We are concerned with the use of the term ―diversify‖ in this Criterion.
• This implies that all forest managers are in a position where further (and continuous) diversification
is required (i.e. has not already achieved).
• Diversify is an imprecise term and thus is not appropriate for a standard.
• The application of continuous improvement is preferable, as this requires improvement where required and/or as new technologies or methods become available.
Suggestion
1. Replace diversify its with ―produce diversified‖.
3. Consider the Continuous Improvement paradigm when improvements are sought beyond the standard.
The words ―shall diversify‖ are not appropriate for a standard. An alternative would be to apply the
concept of continuous improvement, which requires improvement where required and/or new technologies or methods become avoidable. This method is
preferable to the proposed amendment. The use of the words ‗shall diversify‘ implies
that forest managers are in a position where diversification is always an option and
ongoing diversification will be required.

Also note that a properly regulated yield in an indigenous all aged forest will include all ―wastage‖
within the permissible yield and that in some cases higher levels of ―commercial‖ waste may be desirable to maintain CWD and elevated regeneration sites within the forest floor.
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Suggestion:
Rewrite to read: ―The Organisation shall produce diversified benefits and products, based on the
range of resources and environmental services existing in the forest management unit.‖
Opposed - This criterion seems to have arisen from a specific target involving natural forest management issues. However issues of high grading and/or excessive selective harvesting should be
combated by properly defined yield regulation requirements elsewhere not some added criterion that
seeks enforce diversification without recognition that there may be distinct limits to the levels of diversification attainable.

Suggestion
Remove the criterion or re-scope its purpose as an encouragement to increase economic resilience
by working on a continuous improvement paradigm to find and develop a diversified forest benefits
base.
This demand is unreasonable. Does this mean that a forest owner needs to build pulp mills? Or to
start fishing camps? This is without doubt outside the scope of forest certification.
The Organization should not be required to diversify its operations. Rather the organization should
cooperate, to the extent that it does not jeopardize its own operation, with others wanting to diversify.
Diversification only makes sense where there is a sound business case and demand for the product.
We believe that diversification should be explored and even encouraged where it makes sense but
not required. This could have negative environmental social and economic repercussions.
please note observation made at the beginning in Principle 5 products obtained from forestry plantations are limited in their product diversity wood from trunks may be the only product obtained directly
from the forestry management. Other benefits arise from the maintenance of the conservation areas
(Permanent Preservation Areas (APP) and Legal Reserves); preservation of the tilled soil; protection
of natural water sources.
Do not agree based on same motivation as mentioned under whole principle 5
In monospecies plantations this criterion would be difficult if not impossible to implement. We understand its application in multispecies forests. However if it is understood that it is based on the range of
resources" and that in SA this range of resources is limited then we could support the criterion. Our
profitability is based on the use of single species for our products "
En castellano cambiar DIVERSIFICARA por PODRA DIVERSIFICAR.
unclear - is 2 products enough and if they already have 2 must they increase to 3?
This Criteria suggests that every FMU will have to be continually seeking more diversification rather
than appropriate diversification. How many uses products or services will required before a FMU will
be judged as 'diversified'? A continual drive for increased 'diversity' of products uses and services
could actually reduce biodiversity ('biological diversity values') particularly if this encourages different
forest management and resultant changes in habitat condition and loss of priority wildlife species.
This wording is too glib and open-ended. It could mean all manner of things the way it reads.
Rewording needed. !! The current wording of the Principle doesn't take in consideration that the operations of some Organisations are already highly diversified (e.g. community forests). Suggest to reword along the line of maintain and/or enhance" as is often used elsewhere in the document. Also as
mentioned above the C seems to suggest the Organisation it self MUST effectively use ALL the forest
resources. Isn't the objective that the Organisation shall diversify and enhance the potential range of
multiple use by the organisation itself but also by other actors such as recreation and eco tourism
harvesting of non-timber forest products grazing food collection fisheries etc. Also there is no link
back to management objectives"
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Se está perdiendo el elemento de diversificación de la economía local del criterio 5.4 original y que
no está contemplado tampoco en el criterio 4.4 pues no es necesariamente lo mismo basar la economía en el uso de un solo producto o servicio que en varios productos y servicios. Esto debe incluirse.
The guidance is really not adequate here
C5.3: We believe that diversification should be explored, and even encouraged where it makes
sense, but not required. This could have negative environmental, social and economic repercussions.
We favor rewording of the Criterion to not required diversification in all cases, i.e., even in cases
where it is not warranted.
Does this guidance means that plantations cannot be certified. Please clarify.
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Forest Stewardship Council

Forest Stewardship Council

The benefits and products which the organisation might be using harvesting or marketing are not 'its' - they are from the forest. In particular I can imagine a problem here applying this to a land-lease
sitation: do all forest products belong to the organisation or do they belong to the forest owners? In
addition this is a view of natural resources to which many do not subscribe. Finally to audit whether
an organisation has diversified its benefits (i.e. sick leave for employees) is completely different from
auditing if it has diversified the benenfits which it harvests or manages for in a forest. In addition the
guidance regarding this criterion is not at all related to the text. Diversifying products does not necessarily related to high grading (in temperate zones). This would create some problems for uaditors and
for national standard development groups as it is an explanation not guidance and not normative but
on a different topic from the Criterion. The existing 5.4 is a good example of a Criterion which does
not appear to be broken. Avoiding dependence on a single product in no ways excludes considering
the forest's provision of services. Calling them benefits belonging to the Organization is narrower not
broader.
C5.4

Suggestion
1. Under Guidance note 1 and 3 replace economically viable with ―competitive‖.
2. Under Guidance note 3 add commentary on market saturation and product type.
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Many organizations would not be able to meet this criterion especially the small ones. Sometimes
markets just do not exist to allow the organization to ―diversify‖ products. Diversify" needs to be defined. How many products must be sold for an Organization to be considered in conformance with
this criterion? Economic viability is ambiguously defined. Most companies make decisions regarding
processing based on maximizing revenue which many companies argue is necessary in order to increase long-term viability. "
The term economically viable" is not defined clearly in the guidance. Where would an organisation
stand if it chose to use non-local processing because it was more profitable although local processing
would still return a profit ? There are also EU competion rules to bear in mind here. The essence of
this criterion is that local businesses should be provided with an opportunity to tender for services."
―Economically viable is not any more objective operational or easily auditable than "should encourage
the optimal use and local processing" as the definition offered for this phrase refers to "costs … may
be too high" Well then what is "too high?" It would be simpler to say (and audit) that the Organization
"shall document that it provided opportunities to local processing services and value added and in
cases where it is not using these it can document why it is not using them."
Requirements for local processing services and value added should be subject to reasonable or
comparable cost quality and service criteria.
Could be difficult due to legislation regarding competition.
Basically preferring local economy sounds good But criteria is totally breaking the EU lagislation on
public procurement and also competition laws in many countries.
Use original criterion.
• There may be many reasons why a forest manager does not use local processing, such as market
saturation or producing different products.
• We are also concerned that there may be an expectation of supply from FSC certified forests leading to the forest manager having to make concessions for new enterprises wanting to purchase FSC
certified wood.
• Also, whilst it may be economically viable to supply local processing, this may not promote (healthy)
competition between wood processing companies.
• Supply for local processing operations is also complex in a situation where there are many certified
forest managers and many local processors in one locality.

Forest Stewardship Council

Support with amendments;
As noted before modern forest processing and marketing often involves diversified networked value
chains that are dispersed through local sub regional and larger scales. Viability to supply thus depend
on more than economic viability – it includes, infrastructure capacity, transport efficiency (including C
footprint), competitiveness, quality & market support all factors in aggregate that go to make up the
―economy‖ of a decision on supply.
Suggestion
Under Guidance note 1 and 3 replace economically viable with ―competitive‖ and incorporate the term
―optimal‖ as used in the original C5.2
Amend guidance to include understanding that economic viability is not to be interpreted as a requirement to cross –subsidize inefficient, uncompetitive and poor quality processing that may in the
long-run undermine the overall economic viability of forest growing to the detriment of the supply of all
benefits and services.
Reference to 5.3 above. It must be extremely difficult for an auditor to check whether this criterion is
fulfilled.
Requirements for local processing, services and value added should be subject to reasonable, or
comparable cost, quality and service criteria. Evaluate if this indicator is better suited for P4.
This is much stronger than the previous version which allowed an easy get out for managers/
the term economically feasible is adequate. Please note that some management units may not rely
on local services because these services are not carried out with the desired standard of quality.
What is economically viable? It may be economically viable to supply the local market but it may be
even more economically viable to supply an export market. Thus greater profits could be ploughed
into the local economy. The word competitive should be included here as well. Economically viable
also includes being competitive in the market place.
Debe incluir la palabra ECONOMICAMENTE antes de VIABLE. Asi es equivalente al ingles.
But economic viability is not the main stumbling block always - e.g. with the () the reason given for not
using local contractors is organisational efficiency favours less contractors and central purchasing. I
would support more emphasis being given to using local contractors.
Shouldn't this Criterion and guidance be incorporated into 4.2 as the focus is using the services of
other local processing organisations?Guidance 3 - consistent wording - use Organisation instead of
enterprise assuming that the focus of attention be on the Organisation with long-term management
control of the FMU rather than any larger company or enterprise?
Comment 'economically viable': Is it clear what this is? Most organisations do financial viability but
not full economic viability assessments.
5.4 (new): This appears to be an ―easy out‖ for companies who do not wish to utilize local processing
if it costs more than sending products elsewhere (e.g. China) for processing. We are also concerned
that ―economically viable‖ will be interpreted as ―products or services offered may be too high‖ per
Guidance note 3.
Guidance 3: delete 1st sentence. Verbatim repetition of note 1.

Rationale 2: To which criterion does this refer?
a) Se debe tomar en cuenta que este criterio no se contradiga con los criterios 4.2 y 4.4. Por lo tanto en la Orientación se debería hablar de promover el fortalecimiento y la viabilidad económica del
procesamiento local los servicios locales y el agregado de valor local; si esto no se hace ¿cómo se
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This is not a This is NOT a definition of ―economically viable‖. It is a definition of the opposite. So
this needs to be re-written.

Forest Stewardship Council

piensa apoyar a la economía local? solo vía empleo a la gente local o venta de madera rolliza? b) Es
curioso como en la Orientación se refieren a The Organization como he" (¿?) "
The guidance wanders about too much here
5.4 (new): This may allow an ―easy out‖ for companies who do not wish to utilize local processing if it
costs more than sending products elsewhere (e.g. China) for processing.
Guidance 1 should use it" instead of "he".How is the company expected to demonstrate that it is not
financially viable? Guidance 3; not clear whtehr the company has to make such financial analysis or
just come up with broad statements. Any forestry company will make similar statements but how are
they supposed to demonstrate this? Guidance 4 is in contradiction with the requirement or the requireenmt should be changed."
Small nit-picky note re: guidance 1: the Organization is neuter (it) in English! (and it is repeated in
Guidance 3). However 3 and 4 are again a bit didactic -- the auditors and standard development
groups and such will be able to understand what is 'economically viable' if you provide a clear concise
definition in the glossary. (How it will be operationlised into an objective Indicator for audit is not
clear.) If this level of instruction is to be published it should go in a separate guidance document.
However keep in mind that the more instructive you are the less responsbility you are permitting others such as the certificate holder to take on themselves.
C5.5
Revise criterion to exclude activities outside the Management Unit.
Support with minor amendment to guidance

This Criterion amounts to little more than a summary of issues in P.6. Suggest it be struck.
It seems like a very general requirement that is redundant with the other more specific criterion in the
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Suggestion
Guidance with respect to waste – as for C5.3 –
Also note that a properly regulated yield in an indigenous all aged forest will include all ―wastage‖
within the permissible yield and that in some cases higher levels of ―commercial‖ waste may be desirable to maintain CWD and elevated regeneration sites within the forest floor.
Revise criterion to exclude activities outside the Management Unit.
There are situations where what may be deemed waste are in fact essential for ecosystem function. I
would not like to see this criterion used as an excuse for activities like stump removal or collection of
all biomass for energy generation. These activities have high potential impacts which since they are
recent developments have not been quantified.
Not sure why the inclusion of waste here
5.5 (new): The revisions are good and resolve serious problems and confusion with 5.3 (old).
Si este criterio solo se enfoca en los daños ecolológicos está correcto; pero habría que verificar si los
daños en la salud humana están contemplados en algun otro criterio. En todo caso en la formulación
no solo se debería hablar de recursos naturales sino también de ecosistemas; y asegurarse que
cuando se habla de recursos naturales también se incluyan por supuesto las fuentes de agua. No se
por qué no se usan conceptos como biodiversidad en los criterios pertinentes.
I am afraid the guidance is too week here compared with elsewhere
Please clarify whether waste and damage is authorised and to what extent.
How in practical terms will an auditor check waste and damage to natural resources outside the
FMU? How far outside the FMU? 'Minimize' is also a term which is very fuzzy and permits too much
leeway. Also the term ''service-generation'' is a bit awkward and I think a shorter/clearer term should
be chosen especially since you have a definition in the guidance.
C5.6

Forest Stewardship Council

standard. The general ambiguous nature of the criterion makes it difficult to audit. Aren‘t the environmental services and resources maintained or enhanced via conformance to the other principles and
criteria (i.e. P6). 5.6 does not add additional value to the standard beyond what is already provided
elsewhere (e.g. in P6). Principle 5 was meant originally to ensure the economic viability. Principle 6
is to ensure environmental viability. Suggest that this criterion be deleted.
The rationale for use of the the word or" is sound. This rationale is equally applicable to Principle 4
which currently requires maintenance and enhancement. Agreed that it is not always possible to
enhance."
• The use of and/or enhance is acceptable as is the rationale for its inclusion which recognises that
the status of the ecosystem may not be suitable or practical for enhancement.
Support with amendment
The use of and/or enhance is acceptable as is the rational for including or that recognises the status
of the ecosystem which may not be suitable or practical for enhancement .e.g the capability to enhance is overwhelmingly influenced by what does or does not occur on lands not associated or controlled by the manager such as predator pests.
Suggestion
Add to criterion to read ―……and minimise losses where such effects are influenced by factors outside the control of the FMU manager‖.

Add additional examples as provided to widen scope of understanding as to what situations cannot
be enhanced or even maintained.
The rationale for use of the the word "or" is sound. This rationale is equally applicable to Principle 4,
which currently requires maintenance and enhancement. Agreed that it is not always possible to
enhance.
As it currently reads this criterion allows for management to maintain ôand/orö enhance the value of
environmental services and resources. We believe this should be changed to read ômaintain or
where appropriate enhance.ö
adequate but it is important to note that there will always be a limit to the desired improvements and
that as from a certain moment a management standard will have to be maintained.
There will be difficulty in measuring what is meant by enhance. The use of this word is in our view too
much of a value judgement but it is really only when the indicators and standards are developed at
the regional level that this will become evident.
there is one too many and"s in the wording"
The criterion as written does not make sense '...shall maintain and/or enhance the value of...'. Possibly needs the addition of a verb (such as derive or source or originate) between 'resources' and 'the
FMU' to make sense. Reword to start with : The Organisation shall….""
It is ideal but in many cases not realistic at least in such words… It is impossible to avoid any damage
just to minimise it
This criteria should rightfully include explicit mention of ―climate regulation‖ as an environmental service. We would support the original criteria wording with the addition ―…such as climate regulation
watersheds and fisheries.‖
5.6 (new): The new language is good as far as it goes, but fails to include crucial components from
5.5 (old), including specific applicability to watershed values and fisheries, and also fails to include
recently recognized ecosystem services that should be addressed here, i.e., maintenance of the for-
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This recognises that some ecosystem services eg biodiversity may be depreciated because of landscape fragmentation(eg agricultural development) or predator pests abundant and uncontrolled in
neighbouring lands.

Forest Stewardship Council

est site‘s carbon stores. In my experience, failure to include such specificity will lead to national and
regional standards that are meaningless and ineffective. It should also be noted that normally ―environmental services‖ are referred to as ―ecosystem services.‖
Restoration is an important component of this continuum. Change to: Management activities shall
maintain, enhance and/or restore the value of environmental services and resources from the forest
management unit.
Guidance - change to: This includes, inter alia, watersheds and water supply, fisheries, and carbon
storage and sequestration .

The wording is very difficult to understand. The currrent (original) Criterion 5.6 is simple and easy to
understand. The wording should be changed.
This Criterion amounts to little more than a summary of issues in P.6. Ecological integrity is better
addressed in P.6 and P.10
How would this criterion relate to a situation where non-forest natural ecosystems are converted to
plantations something which is by default necessary if the concept of plantations per se is accepted
as is the case in FSC?
The revision of 5.6 to refocus the criterion on ensuring that product extraction does not impair ecological integrity is a departure form the original 5.6 which dealt with sustainable timber harvest.The elements of new 5.7 are completely covered in P6 therefore this criterion creates redundancy and should
be deleted.To measure or audit this indicator will be difficult. The new intent to focus on species aside
from timber is understandable but these concerns are better addressed in P6. This indicator as written is going to have the opposite impact than what is intended. It is going to give FME an out clause
to ―over harvest‖ since the ―survival‖ of component species may not be able to be predicted and thus
is often not known until the damage is done.
Is better than the previous criterion.
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carbon storage and sequestration: This should not be omitted from the list.
Explicitar con claridad en la Orientación al servicio de regulación del clima.
Ditto above but more so as this criterion is very open to misinterpretation
• C5.6: As it currently reads, this criterion allows for management to maintain ―and/or‖ enhance the
value of environmental services and resources. We believe this should be changed to read, ―maintain
or where appropriate enhance.‖
This needs to include crucial components from 5.5 (old), including
specific applicability to watershed values and fisheries. Other ecosystem services
should be included here, such as maintenance of the forest site‘s carbon stores and
specific mention of ―climate regulation‖ as an environmental service. We would
support the original criteria wording with the addition, ―…such as climate regulation,
watersheds and fisheries.‖
This is another Criterion which is not 'broken' and doesn't need 'fixing'. To recognize the value of forest services is really important in many places and this recognition if documented can be audited. To
'maintain and/or enhance' is not better than 'enhance where appropriate' (it is the same except that a
manager could have to go through a decision process to justify where enhancing is appropriate and
where not - so the old version is more detailed.) The 'and/or' leaves too much leeway without indicating that enhancing should be the result of a decision-making process. Since your guidance may or
may not be normative it is not clear what moving the examples to guidance does. The examples highlight specific services which are extremely important in today's world so leaving them in the Criterion
is fine. It is then clearer that they are part of a requirement.
C5.7

Forest Stewardship Council

This is better and the Guidance and Rationale are good; even though the criterion is more complex
and ambiguous now.Consider starting guidance 2 with ―Where harvest cycles for timber are legally
required....‖
The proposed guidance accurately describes fluctuations in outputs including timber cycles.
What is meant by ecological integrity"? Todays criterion is better."
Noted in guidance note 1 it states that FSC acknowledges that forests and woodlands offer a mixture
of tangible products and environmental services which vary over time. The same can equally said for
plantations, as has been repeatedly confirmed by studies in NZ and in other countries.
The concept of ecosystem dynamics is also very important and welcome. IE all products and services
will not be evenly produced but that the key to ―sustainability is that the capacity of the system to
―regenerate its full potential …
Also supportive of guidance note 3 clarifying that sustainable forestry does not necessarily require a
fixed annual yield.

In the Guidance for Criterion 5.7 we recommend the following changes in text. The concept of sustained yield within the context of maintaining a healthy ecosystem is an important and complex one
that deserves ample explanation. The term ―biological survival‖ is key to this Criterion and requires
further description less it be interpreted in too narrow a context. Therefore we suggest placing the
explanation of biological survival from Criterion 8.1 and placing it as the first item in Guidance as well
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Suggestion
Expand ‗forests and woodlands‘ in guidance note 1 to ‗forests, woodlands and plantations‘
The proposed guidance accurately describes fluctuations in outputs, including timber cycles. Reference in the Rationale to "first harvest of 'Nature's Bounty,' is intriguing.
This criterion is overly confusing to be able to adequately provide comments on. It appears that the
current C5.6 focus on non-depletionary harvest levels has been lost in this proposed language. This
change is a serious concern.
adequate. Note that the correct assessment during audits should be carried out to distinguish management impact and the regional conditions where the facility is located.
In criteria it could be more clear specified what is meant by biological survival and component species: it might be understood us no changes in the species allowed.
We must recognize that this will apply to plantations but perhaps with a more limited range than in for
example tropical forests.
En castellano debe cambiarse la palabra DETERIORARA por EMPEORARA queda semejante al
ingles.
Rationale - object to describing old growth as excess of product" - implies it needs to be removed."
The criterion is somewhat comlicated and difficult to understand. It is unclear what is meant by ecological integrity of the unit" (not in glossary!) And what are component species?Another good reason
to move away from the "permanently sustained yield" is that it is difficult to apply to many smallholders where a substantial part of the FMU is logged at the same time with long intervals.Reword to start
the C with "The Organisation shall..."Ecological integrity needs defintion in glossary "
We strongly strongly oppose the proposed change to this criteria. This original 5.6 more than any
other criteria is extremely relevant for addressing the climate benefits of forests because it is directly
related to maintaining or enhancing above ground carbon stocks. We find it one of the most important safeguards in the existing FSC P&C. We support the original criteria with guidance added to
make clear that it includes consideration of carbon stock changes.
We recommend rewording to: The harvesting rates and yields of products and other services from
the forest management unit shall not impair the ecological integrity of the unit, including the biological
survival of the component species.

Forest Stewardship Council

as in the glossary to P&C.
So that item one in Guidance would read: 1. Biological survival means the ability of all forest species
to maintain long-term viable populations, successful reproduction and development to maturity.
Also in the Guidance section item 2 (which would become 3) there are several references to ―timber‖
and ―logging‖ and other timber related terms. This item should be written so references are to forest
products in general and harvesting instead of logging and other timber only dependent phrases. In
the last Guidance item of this section we recommend adding ―or impair species survival‖ at the end of
the second sentence. That addition helps reinforce the broader and long term perspective of this
Criterion.
We agree with the rationale note and general thrust of this Criterion to adjust the concept of sustained
yield away from a narrow product and timber dependent perspective. At the same time it is helpful to
the forest manager to apply the best of that the sustained yield concept to the broader ecosystem and
to a variety of products, some of which may have a widely varying cycle of productivity. The best of
the sustained yield concept includes assessing and adjusting the level of harvest of any forest product so as to ensure its long term availability while ensuring that the harvest level does not adversely
impact any other part of the forest community.
Criteria is vague and the phrase ―... the ecological integrity of the unit ...‖ needs to be clearly defined
or replaced by a more objective formulation that can be audited. It is important that the criteria ensures that harvest does not exceed the mean annual increment in the forest to avoid uncontrolled
timber mining.
Original Criterion 5.6 was clear. For Australia it means that you cannot log a 500 year tree. Once
logged it will never come back. Logging is not sustainable.
Guidance: What is meant by ―human harvest‖
2. I do not understand: ―be associated with felling diameter‖ and incautious ―re-entry into already –
logged forest??
Support the use of ecological integrity but probably needs a definition.
Guidance 3: It is of extreme concern that the old ‗sustained yield‘ requirement is being dropped. What
is the FSC aiming to achieve then? How will FSC be able to communicate that it is sustaining the
products and services of the forest?
5.7 (new): The new language is no substitute for 5.6 (old). The wording of this criterion is also awkward.
The absolutely crucial requirement of 5.6 (old) that harvest rates do not exceed regeneration rates
and do not lead to gradual depletion of resource inventories, e.g., timber volumes per acre, has been
lost in the proposed revised P&C. This would fundamentally undermine the credibility and effectiveness of the P&C and the FSC, and is completely unacceptable. Sustainable harvest rates are one of
the most crucial and basic elements of sustainable resource management.
output: This term is too broad and vague, since the forest already produces such things naturally.

Change to: The harvesting rates and yields of products and other services from the forest manage-
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'exceed regeneration rates': This concept was the heart of the original criterion language and should
be retained here. It also embodies a key principle from the UN World Charter for Nature: ―Living
resources shall not be utilized in excess of their natural capacity for regeneration.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

ment unit shall not exceed regeneration rates , and shall not impair the ecological integrity of the unit,
including the biological survival of the component species.
Guidance - add: 1. ―Biological survival‖ means the ability of all forest species to maintain long-term
viable populations, successful reproduction, and development to maturity.
This language is taken directly from the Guidance under Criterion 8.1. It is significant language that is
essential to provide both here and in the Glossary.
Guidance 1 - change to: 1.2. FSC acknowledges that forests and woodlands offer a mixture of tangible products and environmental services which vary over time. FSC also acknowledges that human
harvests change over time in response to changing local and domestic needs and markets. While
outputs may vary in species composition, dimensions, quantities and qualities, the capacity of the
forest management unit to regenerate its full potential range of species , products and services (the
ecosystem functions of the forest management unit) shall be maintained and/or enhanced.
'species': his addresses the criterion‘s ―biological survival of the component species‖, which has been
given insufficient reference in this Guidance.
Guidance 2: This Guidance note is too narrowly written with a timber-only focus. It needs to be broadened so that it covers all possible forest products.
'associated': This term is too vague. Does it mean ―in accordance with‖? If so, it would be best to
replace it with that phrase instead.
Change to: Harvest cycles for specific forest products , which may be legally required to be shorter
than biological or maximum-volume-increment rotations, shall be carried out in accordance with size
or volume limitations (e.g., felling diameter limits in the case of timber) which sustain the flows specified in the forest management plan (proposed Criterion 7.2 guidance note 2 (d)) and with the consistent application of reduced impact harvesting techniques ; this is a defence against incautious ―reentry‖ into already-harvested forest in search of newly-profitable species or products during the regeneration period after first harvest entry (noting that the danger of ―re-entry‖ is that it causes such
heavy and frequent damage that many species are prevented from developing to maturity).
Guidance 3: 3.4. This criterion does not require Sustained Yields in the sense of fixed annual or periodic yields of the same quantities, qualities, sizes or species. It does require that the production systems and harvesting practices are compatible with the stated long-term objectives of management,
and do not prejudice the productive capacity of the site or impair species survival . Management and
silvicultural practices should not prejudice the ability of the FMU to maintain a continuity of production
of the same forest products in quantities that match the management objectives, and that allow for
changes in objectives over time.

Rationale - change 'excess' to 'volume': The term ―excess‖ is inappropriate to apply to a natural, pristine forest. Nature does not normally accumulate ―excess‖, which is an artificial, human term.
Aqui se confunden tres conceptos. Por un lado se habla del objetivo (o principio) que se refiere al 1MANTENIMIENTO DE LA CAPACIDAD PRODUCTIVA del sistema. Que no es lo mismo que 2-
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'or impair species survival': Again, this language is needed to sufficiently address this component of
the criterion.

Forest Stewardship Council

5.7 (revised 5.6): We strongly, strongly oppose the proposed change to this criteria. This original
5.6, was extremely relevant for addressing the climate benefits of forests, because it is directly related to maintaining or enhancing above ground carbon stocks.
Add 4th guidance note:
4. In small and low-intensity managed forests (SLIMFs) and community forests, preference shall be
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mantenimiento de la producción producción sostenida sino la capacidad de producir. La capacidad
productiva está asociada a la calidad del suelo en algunos casos a la regeneracion del bosque nativo
en otros). Los indicadores variables y niveles de aceptación que se emplean para evaluar y asegurar
estos son diferentes entre sí. Pero por otro lado acá se confunden estos dos conceptos con un tercero: 3- el mantenimiento de la INTEGRIDAD ECOLOGICA DEL ECOSISTEMA .
Esto es mantener su funcionalidad ecologica los procesos ecológicos la diversidad de especies las
especies claves la resiliencia etc etc. y además correspondería al principio sobre ambiente. Son dos
cosas complemente distintas que el redactor de este criterio confundio. Es común que se confundan
los dos primeros pero este tercero es bastante diferente. O sea que para empezar la formulación es
incorrecta. Osea para empezar hay que sacar lo de mantenimiento de la integridad ecologica y parecería que el mantenimiento de la capaciadad productiva es lo que se busca.Por otro lado es dudosa
la postura de que sea válido pensar en que cosechar lo acumulado por la generosidad de la naturaleza" sea coincidente con el concepto de sustentabilidad. Esta expresión es muy poco feliz en especial muy poco técnica. SI lo que se esta manejando son plantaciones sería criterioso decidir por
ejemplo cosechar volumenes diferentes en distintos años y hasta cosechar todo en un año. La plantacion es un cultivo creado por el hombre y por ende puede cosechar mas o menos volver a plantar o
no según la estrategia de la empresa. Totalmente distinto es el manejo de un bosque nativo. En él
no existe la mencionado "generosidad de la naturaleza". En el bosque nativo se deberán planificar
para que las cortas permitan mantener a una escala espacial definida stands (rodales o parches o
áreas de corta o una cuenca) con diferentes edades de corta permitiendo la permanencia de todas
las estructuras naturales y en especial vosechando SOLO el equivalente a la productividad del sitio.Es la base de la sustentabilidad. Es inaceptable no contemplar el ordenamiento forestal de toda el
área y la cosechasólo de la productividad.
De otro modo no se podría hablar de sustentabilidad. De otra manera ¿Las generaciones futuras
tendrán las mismas oportunidades que las actuales? Definitivamente no. Tal vez haya que cambiar la
escala de planificación y evaluación pero no sólo la tasa de cosecha debe ser equivalente a la productividad sino que además deberá resguardar el mantenimiento de las estructuras mas añosas
tambien si se quiere que el principio relacionado a la biodiversidad se cumnpla."
La formulación no es la más apropiada; se debe mantener el criterio 5.6 original para asegurar el
mantenimiento de servicios como la regulación del clima y los stocks de carbono. Se entiende la
intencionalidad explicada en la Orientación de allí que se podría incluir otro criterio o en su defecto
mejorar la formulación del criterio propuesto.
• C5.7: This criterion is overly confusing to be able to adequately provide comments on. It appears
that the current C5.6 focus on non-depletionary harvest levels has been lost in this proposed language. We welcome the opportunity to work with FSC on crafting more appropriate and understandable language that meets the important intent of the current C5.6.
There are not any concrete expressions, especially in 5.7, 6.1,7.3, and 8.2.
It'll be so difficult to mark with these criteria.
The crucial requirement of 5.6 (old) that harvest rates do not exceed regeneration rates and do not
lead to gradual depletion of resource inventories, e.g., timber volumes per acre, has been lost in the
proposed revised P&C. This would fundamentally undermine the credibility and effectiveness of the
P&C and the FSC. Sustainable harvest rates are one of the most crucial and basic elements of
sustainable resource management.

Forest Stewardship Council

given to low intensity harvest methods, and the total area harvested by clear-cutting within one FMU
shall not exceed 10 hectares or any lower maximum area defined in the national FSC Standards or
nationally-adapted generic Standards of an accredited CAB.
Add at the end of rationale: To maintain ecosystem functions in small and low-intensity managed
forests or community forests, guidance is needed if the NI and CAB provide no maximum area that
may be harvested by clear-cutting. A maximum area for clear-cut harvesting may also be included in
proposed Principle 6.6.
Does this criterion applies over the 5 years of the certificate? How do yuou measure changes in the
ecological integrity of the unit including the biological survival of the component species. Guidance 1
is a nice statement but is not realistic for most tropical forests. Guidance 2 does not relate to the text
of the criiterion. Guidance 3 refers to the long term while the criterion relates to current outputs and
other services. No clear relation between the criterion and guidance.
This Criterion (original 5.6) was not 'broken' and does not need fixing. P5 is about harvest and economic viability; the Criteria do not all need to be written for environmental issues -- if P6 and P8 are
robust they will cover these issues. In addition the issue is harvest not output.Tthe suggestion revision has no responsbility in it: output is a function of the system not of the management so the manager cannot affect it whereas s/he can affect the harvest. This Criterion leaves room for the possibility
that for example too much water from the forest river system - even due to natural causes such as
heavy rainfall- which may damage some populations of species during flooding would be a NC. I
don't think that is reasonable. I don't agree with the concept that sustained yield necessarily means
fixed periodic yields; it is an approach ensuring future yields. Great that you have taken comments
into account about the difficulty of operationalizing/auditing some Criteria but the current proposed 5.7
is much fuzzier than the preivous 5.6
P6
Where plantation production forest is converted to agriculture or horticulture use for economic and
possibly even social purposes through normal land use change the ecosystem functions will most
likely be compromised. Does this mean that plantation forest conversion can never occur?
How would this relate to the plantation environment where conversion of non-forest ecosystems is the
reality? Will this still allow the certification of plantations?
It is good that principle 6 has been broken up and simplified. Recommend that ―Resource impact
assessments‖ be used in place of ―Environmental impact as-sessment‖ at the beginning of guidance
statement 3. Perhaps original criterion 6.10 and 10.9 should be retained (as new 6.8 and new 6.9)
until such time as proposed revisions are available for review.
• The use of and/or enhance is acceptable as is the rationale for its inclusion which recognises that
the status of the ecosystem may not be suitable or practical for enhancement.
• Guidance note 2 – talks of inventories of biomass. Some clarification on this is required in respect
of scope.

Suggestion
Slightly modify guidance in notes 1 & 2 to reflect requirements.
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Suggestion
1. Provide guidance on the scope of biomass inventories is required (Guidance 2c).
Supported with amendments - provided same concepts as noted in C5.6 & 7 are incorporated in the
guidance here as well i.e Ecosystem dynamics , capacity to regenerate to full potential, caveat on
influences of a scale beyond control of FMU manager.

Forest Stewardship Council

The wording of the principle concerns me for a number of reasons firstly it assumes that 'functions'
are in themselves a good thing and that the more such 'functions' we have the better. If this is indeed
the case then large areas of pristine oceanic habitat clearly have no value since they also have very
few such 'functions' going on. The best way to increase the 'functions' of many habitats is to add fertilisers which is clearly not the desire of many FSC stakeholders. What is required here is that there is
a system of setting land management objectives for biodiversity and ecosystem services. These objectives should be set in FPIC with relevant stakeholders. Too often I see biodiversity set aside areas
which are simply abandoned. There are no management objectives for them so no appropriate monitoring can be done. I assume there will be an opportunity to deal with the conversion issue before a
new criterion 6.7 is finalised and that the criterion proposed will also be the subject of review.
We are highly concerned with the principle-level change to ecosystem function. Species diversity
might not have an understood ôfunctionö but it does have a value. It is also next to impossible to understand the ôecosystem functionsö of a forest and how to enhance them. It is critical that we do not
limit the intent of this principle to ecosystem functions.
Replace ―ecosystem functions‖ with ―ecological functions‖. (suggestion applicable to all criteria of this
principle)Justification: the term ―ecosystem functions‖ is confusing because it can be understood both
as ―ecological functions of the management unit‖ (pursuant to the FSC draft guide) as well as ―the
functions of the remains of natural ecosystems‖. The term ―ecosystem‖ also makes it difficult to determine the scope since it can be understood both on a local scale as well as on the biome scale.
Again while we recognize the usefulness of the word 'enhance' in the text the deveoplment of indicators and standards to verify enhancement may be problematic
? Principle 6 – what happened to the requirement that biological diversity shall be conserved?
!!! The Principle text must include a reference to biodiversity" as an intrinsic value in itself and not only
as a potential consequence of ecosystem functions as ecosystem functions may be upheld in poor
ecosystem.The Principle could include reference to nutrients water biomass and biological cycles.
Guidance must include reference to "biodiversity". Guidance 3 - try to avoid use the term environmental impact assessment (use something like assessment of environmental impacts instead) - as the
term is always going to be linked with the formalised EIA process. If you use the term environmental
impact assessment companies you run the risk that the authority-sanctioned EIA will be shown as
evidence (we all know how poor these can be) however it is difficult to ask for anything additional if
the authorities have already approved an EIA - regardless of how weak that assessment was."
This has been weakened too much as vital requirements and protections for biological diversity, water
quality, soils, unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes have been removed. It is incredibly
important that this not be revised in such a manner.
Ecosystem functions include carbon storage and sequestration and this must be made explicit in here
and under the criteria and guidance below.

We recommend the retention of most of the language of the original Principle 6 so that it would read:
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We do not support the deletion of original criterion 6.6.
The proposed rewording of this principle removes the key phrase requiring the conservation of biological diversity. This requirement is one that has always placed FSC‘s environmental commitment well
above that of its competitors. Without restoring it, FSC will lose one of its signature commitments.
There is no explanation for the removal of ―conservation of biological diversity‖.
Biological diversity is a widely used and well defined concept. In the rationale section explanation is
presented for some of the changes in Principle 6. One is the removal of what is cited as the undefined terms ―ecological functions and integrity of the forest‖ which the rationale claims are not well
defined and not widely used. The Guidance section does include some effort to break this down
through the description of ecosystem functions.

Forest Stewardship Council

The Organization shall conserve biological diversity and its associated values, water resources, soils,
and unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes, and, by so doing, maintain ecosystem functions
of the management unit.
In the Guidance section item 2 c. the ecosystem function related to vegetation cycles is described as
―biomass – as determined by inventories of vegetation‖. Biomass is not a term limited to vegetation.
This could be better summarized as: vegetation – as determined by assessment of the diversity and
health of plant biomass
We are very concerned about the lack of a specific reference to the conservation of biodiversity in the
proposed P. 6. Biodiversity is a very important component of a forest and NOT an ecosystem function. Conservation of biodiversity is the primary reason why () is engaged with the FSC, not to enhance ecosystem functions. The term ―ecosystem functions‖ is very broad and will be difficult to audit.
Comment: Revert to framework proposed by the Plantations WG.
Change to: Ecosystem Integrity
Principle (revised) The Organization shall maintain and/or restore the ecosystem integrity of the management unit including conservation of biological diversity, water resources, soils, and unique and
fragile ecosystems and landscapes.
Add to guidance:
1. Ecosystem Integrity: definition as per that from the Plantation WG
2. Ecosystem function means ―an intrinsic ecosystem characteristic related to the set of conditions
and processes whereby an ecosystem maintains its integrity (such as primary productivity, food
chain, biogeochemical cycles). Ecosystem functions include such processes as decomposition, production, nutrient cycling, and fluxes of nutrients and energy‖ (definition of the Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment (2005)).
Guidance 2c - change to: Biomass – as determined from inventories of vegetation, coarse woody
debris, standing deadwood and relict trees;
Guidance 2d: If a species inventory is suppose to also be an indicator for ecosystem regeneration
and succession then the assessment should also include measuring the tree species age and if possible indicate seral stage
Guidance 4 change to: 3.5. Conservation measures for species, habitats, and landscapes shall be
developed and implemented before management activities for harvest of products and services.
Rationale 1: Why is ‗Ecosystem Function‘ used?? Ecosystem integrity is used and was proposed by
the Plantation WG. No explanation as to why this was dropped.
Rationale 2: Comment: and more if you consider HCV

6.5 (old): The explicit protections for water quality and water resources in 6.5 (old) are not adequately
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Rationale 3: Comment: But needs to consider and retain a landscape level focus as well as time temporal issues such as seral stage.
P6 (revised): Absolutely crucial requirements have been dropped from the Principle. Protections for
the following elements must be explicitly retained for the P&C to remain credible and effective: biological diversity, water resources, soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes.

Forest Stewardship Council

retained in the new language at 10.3 (new). This is unacceptable. Absent explicit requirements in
the P&C, there is no assurance that national and regional indicators, much less certified forests, will
protect and, where necessary, restore water quality, water resources, and aquatic habitats and species. 10.3 (new) only applies to ―soil conservation measures‖ and does not explicitly require that all
forestry practices and operations (including the selection and harvest of trees, the layout and construction of roads, etc.) protect and restore water quality and water resources. 10.3 (new) also fails
to explicitly require that guidelines be established and implemented to control erosion, including during harvest, road construction, and all other mechanical disturbances. Equally important, by shifting
these provisions to P10, the serious possibility is raised that the impact assessment and avoidance
measures required at 6.1 (new), 6.2 (new), and 6.5 (new) will be interpreted as not covering water
quality, aquatic species, and other associated resources. That too would be an unacceptable outcome. 6.5 (old). The proposed revised P&C also appear to completely fail to maintain the requirement that ―written guidelines shall be prepared and implemented to: minimize forest damage during
harvesting, road construction, and all other mechanical disturbances….‖ This would represent a serious erosion in the credibility and effectiveness of the FSC‘s standards.
6.6 (old). The P&C‘s existing requirements for chemical applications are not adequately reflected in
10.6 (new). The new language is also far too vague to have much meaningful benefit, and can be
interpreted far too broadly. This is unacceptable. It is crucial to the FSC‘s credibility and effectiveness that the P&C require the use of silvicultural practices that minimize the need for routine chemical
applications to the extent practicable. At the very least, the P&C need to retain the existing requirement for use of ―management systems [that] promote the development and adoption of environmentally friendly non-chemical methods of pest management and strive to avoid the use of chemical pesticides.‖ Under the existing P&C, even the management of existing plantations is expected to avoid
chemical use where viable options exist. It would be inappropriate and unacceptable for this level of
performance not to be maintained in the P&C both for natural forests and for areas that have been
managed as plantations. See 10.7 (old), which states that: ―….Integrated pest management shall
form an essential part of the management plan, with primary reliance on prevention and biological
control methods rather than chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Plantation management should make
every effort to move away from chemical pesticides and fertilizers….‖ The proposed revised P&C also
fail to maintain the important requirements of 6.6 (old) that ―World Health Organization Type 1A and
1B and chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides; pesticides that are persistent, toxic or whose derivatives
remain biologically active and accumulate in the food chain beyond their intended use; as well as any
pesticides banned by international agreement, shall be prohibited.‖ These requirements need to be
returned. It also makes no sense to eliminate the requirement 6.6 (old) that ―if chemicals are used,
proper equipment and training shall be provided to minimize health and environmental risks.‖ That is
a basic requirement.

6.9 (old). The proposed revised P&C does not appear to fully maintain the requirement that ―the use
of exotic species shall be carefully controlled and actively monitored to avoid adverse ecological impacts.‖ The language at 10.2 (new) appears to be written not with the presumption that use of ―alien‖
species will always be limited in scope, but rather, is written as though they may be widely used.
Indeed, 10.2 (new) suggests that native species are only required under a very narrowly described
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6.7 (old). The new 10.7 language also fails to clearly require maintain existing requirements that
―chemicals, containers, liquid and solid non-organic wastes including fuel and oil shall be disposed of
in an environmentally appropriate manner at off-site locations.‖ Here too it makes no sense to remove these valuable specific requirements, and to simply hope that the extremely vague language of
10.7 (new) might be interpreted by various readers as implying these requirements.

Forest Stewardship Council

set of circumstances, i.e., when landowners already happen to have management objectives that
correspond to use of native species, or when climate change adaptation is needed. This approach
would allow substantial amounts of conversion of natural forest to non-native species, would not sufficiently require restoration of existing degraded forest sites, and would not promote the type of natural
forest management that the FSC‘s identity and credibility hinges upon. As noted below, even plantations were expected to give priority to native species under the existing 10.4 (old), which states that
―In order to enhance the conservation of biological diversity, native species are preferred over exotic
species….‖ Comparable language must be retained for all FSC certified forest management.
Expectations of managing for the maintenance and restoration of NATIVE forest types and species
seems to have been removed. Why? This is a huge change and will dramatically erode the impact
and credibility of FSC. There seems to be a clear shift within FSC and FSC-US standards away from
natural forest management in favor of plantation and intensive forestry. If these changes continue,
FSC will not be distinguishable from competing certification schemes and could be widely applied to
―business as usual‖ practices in the Southeast U.S.
Change to 'Ecosystem Integrity' - This term embraces the entirety of the goals of this principle. It will
also require a Glossary definition. The word ―Functions‖ is extremely narrow and fails to include
components.
** THIS PROPOSED PRINCIPLE AND ITS CRITERIA HAVE LOST ONE OF THE MOST FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF THE ORIGINAL VERSION: THE EXPLICITLY REQUIRED MAINTENANCE
OF THE FMU‘s EXISTING BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY (GENETIC, SPECIES AND ECOSYSTEM).
Biological diversity is not a ―function‖, a ―condition‖, or a ―process‖, but a set of fundamental components. A function is a simple term dealing with a purpose or activity. As long as the purpose is fulfilled or the activity takes place, then the function has been maintained, regardless of what performs
that function. An analogy would be transportation as a function: as long as I get from point A to point
B, it doesn‘t matter whether I use a bicycle or take the bus, or walk. Substitution is acceptable. However, a biological species is completely different. One species cannot ―function‖ as, or replace,
another. To reduce the FSC to only conserving ‗threatened‘ or ‗endangered‘ species (as in Criterion
6.3) would be to condone the local loss or extirpation of other species from each certified FMU, and to
permit the progressive biological and ecological simplification of each FMU – something completely
antithetical to the concept of sustainability. This proposed change is fundamental, has sweeping
implications, and would remove one of the essential differences between FSC and its competitors. It
is essential that the language of Principle 6 and its criteria make it clear that the existing biological
diversity of each FMU must be maintained

Guidance 2: Vegetation should not be relegated exclusively to a category defined only by volume or
weight. See revision to d. Change to: 2. In practical terms for The Organization, the ecosystem functions can be summarised as five inter-related cycles:
a. Nutrients – as determined by underlying geology and soil properties;
b. Water – as determined by quantities and qualities of water resources;
c. Biomass and carbon – as determined from inventories of vegetation and soils;
d. Biological – as determined from assessments of habitats and animal and plant species.
Se hace demasiado difusa la obligación de mantener la calidad del suelo de los recursos hídricos y
de la biodiversidad. Es positivo en cambio haber incluido otros ecosisteas no boscosos.
Se debe mejorar la formulación. a)Es importante que se mantenga en la formulación del P el nivel de
paisaje. b) También debería mantenerse diversidad biológica de la declaración original. c) Entre las
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Change to: The Organization shall maintain and/or restore the ecological integrity, composition,
processes and functions of the forest management unit.

Forest Stewardship Council

funciones del ecosistema se debe incluir la regulación del clima el secuestro y almacenamiento de
carbono (Orientación 2) y se deberá explicitar en los criterios o en las Orientaciones de acuerdo a la
pertinencia.
We are highly concerned with the principle-level change to ecosystem function. Species diversity
might not have an understood ―function‖ but it does have a value. It is also next to impossible to understand the ―ecosystem functions‖ of a forest and how to enhance them. It is critical that we do not
limit the intent of this principle to such a complex and confusing concept as ecosystem functions.
P6 (revised): Crucial requirements from old P6 need to be maintained in this principle. Protections
for biological diversity, water resources, soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes
and carbon sequestration must retained/added for the P&C to remain credible and effective. This is
essential in new 6.1 and 6.2.
Ecosystem functions include carbon storage and sequestration.
()does not support the deletion of old criteria 6.6 and urges the committee to
re-introduce it to the revised version.
For the P&C to retain their effectiveness, the P&C must retain the substantive requirements of 6.10
(old), i.e., the requirement that ―forest conversion to plantations or non-forest land uses shall not occur, except in circumstances where conversion: a) entails a very limited portion of the forest management unit; and b) does not occur on high conservation value forest areas; and c) will enable clear,
substantial, additional, secure, long term conservation benefits across the forest management unit.‖
These provisions are critical to ensuring the maintenance of productive forest resources—and the
FSC‘s legitimacy. And these criteria need to apply to regional standards including the Boreal Standard in order for FSC to stand above it‘s competitors.

For clarity purposes write as two sentences.
As with ―environmental obligations‖ ecological properties" is ambiguous and not defined consider
revising. The terms ―ecological attributes‖ or ―ecological characteristics‖ seem more widely used and
universal. Additionally ―frequency of resurvey as required by scale intensity and risk‖; what does that
mean? This need to be clearly defined. And is ―resurvey‖ given the context being confused with monitoring? If so this should be addressed in P8."
This is only affordable for The Organisation if it can be made on a national level. Otherwise the criterion has to be canceld.
Another Guidance statement should be added to make it clear that the organization need not carry
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It is reductive to confine the assessment of impacts only to the FMU. The scale of the impacts often
goes beyond the FMU. This P&C draft misses the landscape scale.Guidance 1and 2 seem guidance
while guidance 3 4 and 5 seem requirement. Not appropriate for a standard.
Ecosystem functions is different from ecosystem functioning. [I couldn't find this reference in the MEA
summary report so perhaps am talking off the point but I think this is about ecosystem functioning.
(Functions are used as an old synonym for services.) Alternatively the MEA summary refers to ecosystem processes drivers ecosystem condition and other terms that are clearer and could be used
here.] Biological diversity has become such a common term among natural resource managers that it
could be useful to include this in the Principle.I suggest dropping the term 'environmental impact assessment' as this is a specific technique or legal term in many countries and therefore can be extremely confusing when what meant or is required under FSC is different from what is some places is
the very basic assessment required under law.
C6.1

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
Clarify that prioritization and representative sampling are appropriate methods to achieve guidance 4
It will be important for national and regional standards to provide guidance on what is a reasonable
level of information to be provided.
this appears to be a fine revision but scaling of the requirement is central to its acceptance.
Replace: ―The Organization shall classify and assess the topography soil water resources types of
vegetation biomass and biodiversity within the forestry management unit. The level of detail geographic scale and reassessment frequency shall be defined as necessary according to the scale intensity and risk of the management activities.‖ Justification: detail in the criteria the ecological properties that shall be considered (pursuant to the FSC draft guide) to avoid subjectivity in assessing the
criterion.
En general los criterios parecen pensados para los bosques nativos y no son fácilmente trasladables
a las plantaciones.Por ejemplo no queda claro para el caso de plantaciones el concepto de mantener
y/o mejorar las funciones del ecosistema. La forestación – como toda actividad productiva- produce
impactos negativos que se pueden mitigar pero no necesariamente eliminar. Comentario: acotar
estos requerimientos a las áreas de conservación y exigir buenas prácticas en el caso de las plantaciones.El criterio debería plantear un proceso gradual necesario para levantar las propiedad ecológicas dado la alta inversión asociada a estos estudios.
Me pregunto si esto excluye la posivilidad real de hacerlo en predios pequeños y en comunidades
aborigenes; si es asi debe reformulare considerando lo expuesto.
Entendemos que deben quedar más claros los niveles de detalle y escala geográficas…"En la actual
redacción son susceptibles de diversas interpretaciones."
Why no baseline ecological surveys and environmental impact assessments prior to commencement
of site-disturbing activities‘?
Within EIA practice impact assessment needs to be carried out to an appropriate level which is usually indicated by the sensitivity and 'value' of the recieving environment and the scale and intensity of
the planned operations. This criterion appears to focus only on elements of the environment which
are potentially significantly impacted - the criterion doesn't mention forest operations only '...as required by scale intensity and risk.' This potentially requires the Organisation to carry out assessment
where there is limited or no potential impact as operations are non-existent or benign.
The decision for the depth of assessment required must take into account the type size intensity etc.
of the operations planned.The guidance must include that the assessment should be done ―prior to
commencing site-disturbing activities (or does this come into No 10??)!!! If scale" is interpreted as
referring to the organisation and its activities a reference to the ecological character and the physical
environment as well (e.g. heterogenity ??) !!!The rationale behind the recommendadtion from the
Plantation Review Group to delete P 10 was the concept that " a higher level of impact shall correspond with higher conservation efforts to maintain ecosystem integrity". This crucial aspect seems not
to be fully addressed in the new P&C. Please clarify what is the risk. Suggestion .. risk of negative
impact such as in 6.2 . "
6.1 (new) and 6.2 (new) contain unacceptable changes that are at the heart of the watering down of
the FSC we speak about in our general comments. FSC must continue to require assessment of
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out the assessments if adequate assessments are already developed. Also under Guidance #1d it
should read ―Biodiversity – special habitats and rare threatened and endangered species or species
of concern.‖
Supported with minor amendment;
Guidance 4 should provide further guidance in respect of use of structured prioritisation and representative sampling systems as valid methods to avoid surveys of every patch irrespective of ecological significance or extent.

Forest Stewardship Council

landscape-level considerations and the requirement to conduct impact evaluations prior to commencement of site disturbing operations. Further guidance should also be included for ecological
properties, otherwise it is left too wide open to interpretation.
Ecological properties should be defined to include the present and potential carbon stocks.
Criterion 6.1 This criterion requires an assessment of the ecological properties present in the FMU
with the detail of that assessment being determined by the size, scale and risk of management activities. However, there is no requirement that this assessment be completed prior to site disturbing
activities. Without this requirement the assessment loses it value and FSC would lose one of the key
components of a precautionary approach that sets it apart from its competitors.
Thus we recommend that this criterion read: Prior to commencement of site-disturbing activities the
Organization shall assess the ecological properties….
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Ecological propoerties: What are these? Suggest not introducing yet another term.
Prior to the commencement of site disturbing activities, the Organization shall assess the ecosystems
present in the management unit to a level of detail and geographic scales and with a frequency of resurvey as required by scale, intensity and risk.
Guidance 5: We don‘t think soils should be the only indicator for when re-surveys should be done.
Factors such as frequency of natural disturbance regimes, length of seral stage should also be considered. Also it is questionable that the ‗slow changing soils‘ assumption is in fact the case for tropical
soils.
6.1 (new): Neither 6.1 (new) nor 6.2 (new) retain crucial requirements and specificity found in 6.1
(old). This would be unacceptable and would jeopardize the FSC‘s credibility and effectiveness. The
missing elements that need to be retained include express requirements to assess landscape-level
considerations and the requirement to conduct impact evaluations prior to commencement of site
disturbing operations. The term ―ecological properties‖ is also not specific, and wording from the
guidance should be incorporated.
It is important to ensure that this assessment take place in a sequence that will enable essential protections and precautions to be implemented before negative impacts occur. The precautionary principle requires that this assessment cannot take place at some time in the future. This principle is one
of the fundamental differences between the FSC and its competitors. The word ―assess‖ is too vague
and may imply other activities that are not suited to this criterion.
'ecological properties': Since this term is not found in the Glossary, it is preferable to replace it with a
term that is already defined.
Change to: Prior to commencement of site-disturbing activities, the Organization shall identify and
document the environmental values present in the forest management unit to a level of detail and
geographic scales as required by the scale, intensity and risk associated with such activities. The
Organization shall re-survey such properties with a frequency appropriate to the same scale, intensity
and risk.

'last sentence': This language seems more appropriate to the assessment of impacts rather than to
initial resource surveys, and thus might be more appropriate under Criterion 6.2.
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'and document': This is a critical omission that needs to be corrected.
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Guidance 1: This is the primary ecological inventory of the FMU, and as such it needs to be as comprehensive as possible.
Change to: 1. Assessments shall take stock of and map the location and spatial distribution in the
forest management unit of :
a. Topography and soils;
b. Water resources;
c. Ecosystems and plant communities
d. Biomass and carbon– at least vegetation cover types and standing stocks;
e. Biodiversity – habitats and animal and plant species present, including especially rare, threatened
and endangered species.
f. Environmental services
Rationale: The proposed language does NOT currently require any specific time-sequence, i.e., that
assessment take place prior to any management decision, or that the results of assessment be used
to develop precautions. However, the language should do so.
Formulación ni orientación dan cuenta de que se requerirá la evalución previo al inicio de las actividades como se menciona muy bien en Rationale. Por otro lado es positivo el planteamiento sobre la
frecuencia de la evaluación.
Guidance is fine but the wording of Note 4 needs tightening up
• C6.1: this appears to be a fine revision, and scaling of the requirement is central to its acceptance.
There are not any concrete expressions, especially in 5.7, 6.1,7.3, and 8.2.
It'll be so difficult to mark with these criteria.
Dificultad en obtener información cierta sobre algunas especies resentes en la UGF
6.1: Ecological properties should be defined to include the present and potential carbon stocks.
This time Guidance 1and 2 seem requirement while guidance 3 4 and 5 seem guidance. Not appropriate for a standard.I am not sure that the wording of this proposed 6.1 actually requires assessment
before deciding on…""
However your proposed Criterion does not do what you claim in the rationale which is to take precautions against negative environmental impacts. That is a separate step to assessing ecological properties.
C6.2

Suggestion
1. Delete the words ―the risks of‖ from the criterion.
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This is confusing. How can you prevent and mitigate negative impacts and if negative impacts are
prevented then why is there a need to remedy. Can remedy" include replacement of converted plantation with added plantation on another part of the FMU? "
It is not possible to prevent mitigate and remedy impacts to ecosystem functions. If impacts are prevented then mitigation is not necessary.
Prevention" is diagonally opposed to "mitigate" i.e. it is not always possible to prevent and mitigation
is the only option left. The text of this criterion does however not leave this clear."
This explicitly adds mitigation and remediation to the already existing assessments. Presumably that
is appropriate and completes the process given negative impacts are assessed.
Considerate" instead of "protect"."
Mitigation should be appropriate to the actual negative impacts rather than to the ‗risks of negative
impacts‘. The current wording may require an Organisation to provide mitigation appropriate to the
perceived negative impact rather than the real negative impact.

Forest Stewardship Council

6.2 (new): This criteria needs to include considerations on potential impacts of management and
highlight prevention over mitigation. On the landscape level, it is simply not appropriate to say that
the FMU does not impact the environment outside of the specific unit. We respect our forests not for
individual species but for the entire system and all of its benefits. It must be clear that the whole landscape not just the FMU should be considered in the certification process.
negative impacts should include changes in carbon stocks which are inconsistent with their maintenance or enhancement within and across the forest management unit.
Criterion 6.2 As with in 6.1, this criterion needs to also require that the assessment of negative impacts be completed prior to site disturbing activities. Also there should be a clear directive to take
appropriate measures to avoid those impacts within the Criterion itself, not just in Guidance. So that
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Interestingly here we use the term environmental value as well as ecosystem function. Environmental
value is something we can assess ecosystem function is much more difficult.
The criterion is confusing and we believe off-target. It gives a tremendously negative outlook on forest
management effects on ecosystems and environmental values. Additionally this criterion is not well
defined and appears to be a ôcatch-allö for forest management.ö It should be about the assessment
process while the prevent/mitigate/remedy components should be (and are) included in Criteria 6.3
and 6.5. (and the new P10).
Additionally we believe assessments should look at all effects (positive and negative). The criterion
language eliminates the requirement to identify/assess etc. prior to the commencement of site disturbing activities although this is in the guidance (#3). We agree with this revision as long as this
guidance language is accepted as an alternative to the ôrequirementö. Otherwise stated in areas
where there is no active management the Organization should not be required to produce an assessment.
Exclude the term: ―remedy‖ (―sanar‖ in translated version). Justification: The term ―sanar‖ (―remedy‖ in
the original version) is not applicable in this case since it can be interpreted as a return to an original
condition which is impossible in some cases. Replace ―ecosystem functions‖ with ―ecological functions‖ (see principle 6 suggestion)
The use of the words 'prevent' and 'mitigate' in the same sentence appears to us to be contradictory.
Suggest that there be an insertion such as …..prevent or where they cannot be prevented mitigated…." This would clarify that in cases where prevention is not possible that there needs to be mitigation measures put in place."
There is little value of splitting the environmental assessment (6.1) from the impact assessment
(6.2) part. Unless one understands for what one is assessing one runs the risk of calling for an assessment in all cases through 6.1 regardless of whether or not there is any potential significant impact. Should consider combining 6.1 and 6. The criterion text is very condensed and might win on
elaborating. !!The assessment needs to look at POTENTIAL negative impacts while occured impacts
must be remedied. !Some reference to landscape scale should be retained; one possibility the scale
intensity and area of influence of the management activities and the risk of negative impacts" There is
no guidance as to the magnitude of restoration that is required for fastwood plantations to be considered ―good‖ enough. There are positive cases where fastwood plantations companies have restoration plans for 50% of the area thus highly contributing to afforestation and rehabilitation on natural
forest values. The guidance also needs to reflect that the assessment can be done in a number of
ways - need not be a formal 'EIA' need not be one document etc."
6.1 (new) and 6.2 (new) contain unacceptable changes that are at the heart of the watering down of
the FSC we speak about in our general comments. FSC must continue to require assessment of
landscape-level considerations and the requirement to conduct impact evaluations prior to commencement of site disturbing operations. Further guidance should also be included for ecological
properties, otherwise it is left too wide open to interpretation.

Forest Stewardship Council

Criterion 6.2 would read: Prior to commencement of site-disturbing activities the Organization shall
identify and assess the potential negative impacts of management activities on ecosystem functions
and environmental values, and shall implement preventative measures to avoid such impacts in a
manner appropriate to the scale and intensity of such activities and the risk of negative impacts.
Requiring this assessment prior to taking action is in accordance with the precautionary approach,
and requiring action in response to those findings is again a fundamental commitment to quality in
plan and action that distinguishes FSC from its competitors.
The rationale states that removing the sentence from the original 6.2 regarding its applicability to
landscape level impacts does not mean that landscape level considerations do not apply. While this
may be assumed, it is not clear and was appropriately included in the original language for this criterion.
We recommend at least including it as a 4th item in guidance such as: 4. Negative impacts of management activities include impacts that occur at a landscape level.
Change to: Prior to the commencement of site-disturbing activities the Organization shall identify and
assess the potential and actual negative impacts of management activities on ecosystem integrity
and environmental values, and shall implement preventative measures to avoid such impacts in a
manner appropriate to the scale and intensity of the activities and the risk of negative impacts. The
Organisation shall mitigate and remedy such impacts if they occur.
Add to guidance: 2. Assessments shall include landscape level considerations as well as the impacts
of on-site processing facilities and nurseries.
6.2 (new): It would help immensely to clarify what negative impacts are being considered, i.e., the
potential individual and cumulative impacts of any forest management activities.
Equally important, the criterion allows for mitigation and remedy, but the emphasis really should be on
assessing impacts and preventing negative impacts. Wording from guidance should be incorporated
(e.g. ―Assessments shall be completed and plans for preventative measures against negative impacts
shall be prepared in advance of management activities which might cause such impacts‖).
We disagree with Rationale 2 that removing landscape level consideration does not mean that the
Organization is not responsible for environmental impacts outside the forest management unit. Activities within the FMU can certainly have impacts outside, and removing reference to landscape level
impacts could be interpreted to mean that the Organization isn‘t responsible for impacts beyond the
FMU. Therefore, this should be highlighted at least in the guidance, if not in the criterion.
The proposed edits to this criterion are designed to create the appropriate time-sequence for preventative actions, and thus to incorporate the precautionary principle in criterion language. This is one of
the fundamental differences between the FSC and its competitors.
Change to: Prior to the commencement of site-disturbing activities, the Organization shall identify and
assess the potential negative impacts of management activities on ecosystem integrity and environmental values, and shall implement preventative measures to avoid such impacts in a manner appropriate to the scale and intensity of such activities and the risk of negative impacts. The Organization
shall mitigate and remedy such impacts if they occur.

It is important to be explicit to ensure that key components are not ignored. Add to guidance: 4. Environmental values include biological diversity, soils, water resources, and stored carbon.
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Guidance 3: This Guidance language has little if any operative significance unless it is incorporated
into the criterion itself.

Forest Stewardship Council

Not only the Organisation is to be adressed to protect. In many countries other institutions esp. the
authorities have to do and organize protection and the forest management unit only" has to realize
and to obey the single protection measures.Proposal (faithful): "… shall protect rsp. contribute to the
protection of rate …""
The protection of rare threatened and endangered species is a responsibility of Government. The
Organization must comply with laws for the protection and maintain identified habitats but responsibility for protection" is outside the scope of the Organization. Proposed criterion 6.4 supports this
position by indicating that there may be national or local authorites with this mandate. Alternatively
consider wording to require the Organization to take this role ONLY in the absence of legally mandated authorities."
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Add to guidance: 5. Impacts to be assessed include short-term, long-term, and cumulative.
Se debería especificar que no es deseable tener que llegar a la recuperación. Se debería ver con
malos ojos el deterioro y la menor validez del daño-restauración frente al cuidado planificación para
evitar el deterioro ambiental.Deberia mantenerse la evaluación a escala de paisaje este análisis es
fundamental para entender cual es el rol de la Unidad de Manejo en la ecología del paisaje. No se
refiere a el hecho de que la actividad de manejo impacte o no fuera del Area de Manejo. Se refiere a
la necesidad de una visión global del significado del área en el contexto de la ecología de paisaje.
No se debe eliminar el nivel de paisaje. La formulación no da cuenta de lo que se plantea en Rationale 2
• C6.2: The criterion is confusing and, we believe, off-target. It gives a tremendously negative outlook
on forest management effects on ecosystems and environmental values. Additionally, this criterion is
not well defined and appears to be a ―catch-all‖ for forest management. This criterion should be about
the assessment and the ―prevent, mitigate, and remedy‖ components should be (and are) included in
Criteria 6.3 and 6.5. (and the new P10). Additionally, we believe assessments should look at all effects (positive and negative). The criterion language eliminates the requirement to identify/assess,
etc. prior to the commencement of site disturbing activities, although this is in the guidance (#3). We
agree with this revision as long as this guidance language is accepted as an alternative to the ―requirement‖. Otherwise stated, in areas where there is no active management, the Organization
should not be required to produce an assessment.
This statement is acceptable as written. There should be a statement included in the guidance pertaining to ―attributed to the organization.‖ There may be ecosystem function problems and pollution
caused by others (ie communities within the forest for example) that the organization has no control
over.
Negative impacts should include changes in carbon stocks and release of
greenhouse gas emissions through the burning of biomass or soil respiration due to
soil disturbance.
Guidance 1and 3 seem requirement while guidance 2 not clear if guidance or requirement. Not appropriate for a standard.Anyway wording of guidance 2 suggests that impact assessment is not necessary outside the FMU.Deletion of landscape level considerations introduces confusion and is a
step-back. (Rationale 2 is no requirement and not even guidance)
Rationale 2: One could argue that all managment acitvities have impact outside the FMU (e.g.
change in forest canopy will change precipitation patterns locally and nesting patterns of canopy birds
etc). Of course not all change is deleterious or long-term/permanent. This blanket statement is too
broad for either the manager or an auditor to be able to clearly know the limits of the consideration of
environmental impacts. And also it is in Guidance- is it normative even though it is not included in the
Criterion?
C6.3
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Suggestion
Add ―……..unless direct intervention is required to sustain a specie(s) in the face of decline and or
extinction.
The protection of rare, threatened and endangered species is a responsibility of Government; habitat
protection can be undertaken by the Organization. The Organization must comply with laws for the
protection and maintain identified habitats, but responsibility for "protection" is outside the scope of
the Organization. Proposed criterion 6.4 supports this position by indicating that there may be national or local authorites with this mandate. Alternatively, consider wording to require the Organization to take this role ONLY in the absence of legally mandated authorities.
We would like to see additional language that makes it clear that protected areas and conservation
zones do not need to be formed in cases where management does not require its formation (e.g.
winter logging for some plant species).
adequate but will require further development of regional standards.
La conservación de hábitats dentro de la UMF puede ser un problema difícil de resolver cuando se
establecen plantaciones en áreas de pastizales. Algunas especies en peligro (especialmente mamíferos y aves) requieren de grandes extensiones que difícilmente se puedan representar con todos
sus atributos en un predio forestal.
We are concerned at the inclusion of the word trapping. What exactly is meant by this? Does it permit
the inhumane use of gin traps (spring-loaded traps that snap onto predators legs)?
Needs to also to separately include important wildlife habitats as well as 'rare threatened and endangered spcies and their habitats'. For example the UK has priority wildlife habitats such as raised and
blanket bogs and lowland heathland as well as native woodland (semi-natural forest). UK EU and
International nature conservation agreements recognise and identify priority habitats for conservation
as well as priority species.Needs also to mention Internationally nationally and regionally recognised
protected areas.
The criterion should include that the operation shall ensure that its operation does not negatively effects habitats of RTE species in areas adjacent to the FMU boundries. Guidance 3 - needs rewording.
Does it mean that any management regime would be acceptable if those conservation benefits
sought from the CZ and PA were still achieved? Guidance 3: The non-interference concept may be
problematic. It applies in areas of e.g. the Canadian boreal forest but it is totally inappropriate in most
of Europe and many areas in Africa where biodiversity is conditioned by human activites such as
regular burning grazing pollarding and moving of meadows. The concept is also difficult in regions
dominated by private small forest holdings based on multi-activites such as in many places in Europe.
Management of hunting etc. is not always possible for the Organization (e. g. another organization is
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This may be OK as written; however it gives a distinct impression that the protection measure is
probably to keep hands off"--or do nothing. We have an example of a species called Goblin Fern
which is rare and has yet been found in our hardwood forests which have been actively managed by
selective thinning. Who knows maybe the thinning (harvesting) operations actually helped establish or
preserve the ideal habitat for this rare species. It might be a mistake to simply label a conservation
zone and leave it alone forever! "
• Note that some interference may be beneficial for rare species.
• For example the rare NZ falcon benefits from large plantation clearcutting and the habitat created by
this activity.
• We support the focus on existing ecosystems.
Support with amendment;
Guidance 3 need modification to clarification reflect other situations such as threatened extinction due
to introduced predation. IN these cases DIRECT human intervention into natural processes is required to provide protection
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responcible for the management of hunting). Control on inappropriate hunting etc. is more adequate
6.3 (revised): There need to be stricter requirements for the identification and protection of rare,
threatened and endangered species. And once again, this assessment needs to look at the surrounding landscape, not just the FMU as only a limited number of species are focused in microhabitat, most clearly would range outside of the FMU and that would be impacted with sole emphasis on
the FMU.
Change to: The Organization shall identify and protect rare, threatened and endangered species and
their habitats in the management unit. This protection shall include conservation zones and protection
areas, appropriate to the scale and intensity of forest management and the uniqueness of the affected resources, and shall include the management of hunting, fishing, trapping and collecting, and
shall respect the customary rights of the affected communities.
Guidance 2 - Change to: 2. Habitat identification for RTE species shall include areas for feeding and
procreation
Add to guidance: 5. Management of hunting, fishing, trapping and collecting does not mean that this
is necessarily a permitted activity.
6.3 (revised): The Organization also needs to be explicitly required to identify rare, threatened, and
endangered species and their habitats in the forest management area, including through surveys and
database consultations.
Equally important, while protecting habitats within the FMU is essential, the P&C also need to include
measures to ensure that operations within the FMU are not harming habitats and populations beyond
the FMU boundaries.
By definition, RTE species are already diminished and at risk, and therefore this qualifier is not only
inappropriate but redundant.
It is highly questionable whether RTE species should be hunted, trapped or collected at all. The word
―management‖ is too vague to ensure proper protection. If an Organization is capable of ―protecting‖
RTE species, or ―managing‖, then it ought to be capable of restricting these activities whenever necessary.
Change to: The Organization shall document and protect rare, threatened and endangered species
and their habitats, as well as special ecological features and sites , in the forest management unit.
This protection shall include conservation zones and protection areas, appropriate to the scale and
intensity of forest management operations , and shall include restriction of hunting, fishing, trapping
and collecting
'sepcial ecological features and sites': Such features currently have no explicit protection in this draft.
Some of the FSC‘s competitors include such protection in their standards. This language also embodies a key principle from the UN World Charter for Nature: ―Special protection shall be given to
unique areas.‖ This language seems to fit best in this criterion (although it could be added to Criterion 6.2 or 6.5 if necessary).

Guidance - add: 5. Special ecological features and sites are those that are unique, uncommon, particularly vulnerable to disturbance, or of exceptional ecological value, and may include wetlands, riparian zones, caves, rock outcroppings, wildlife migration corridors, and areas used for nesting, feeding,
mating or roosting. They may be small features or substantial areas. Protection methods may in-
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Guidance 1: True, but it only deals with a very small number of species – RTE.
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clude the establishment of delineated protected areas and buffer zones, clear management proscriptions, and the timing of management activities to avoid disturbance.
6. Documentation includes mapping of sites and areas of occurrence.
Rationale 4: This is a debatable issue. If an Organization is capable of ―protecting‖ RTE species, or
―managing‖, it ought to be capable of restricting these activities whenever necessary.
El manejo de la caza …. etc. tienen un significado completamente diferente al control. Tal vez se
podría sacar la palabra estrictamente" en la frase "Deberán controlarse estrictamente las actividades
inadecuadas" porque es muy exigente pero de ahí a expresar que debe "manejar" la caza y otras
actividades no compatibles con la sustentabilidad del sistema es demasiada flexibilidad."
add at the very end: 6.3 (revised 6.2) The Organization shall protect rare threatened and endangered
species and their habitats in the forest management unit. This protection shall include conservation
zones and protection areas appropriate to the scale and intensity of forest management and the uniqueness of the affected resources and shall include the management of hunting fishing trapping and
collecting and shall respect the customary rights of the affected communities.
Rationale: It shall be avoided that sites are totally protected against the will and needs of the local
communities especially indigenous peoples. When conflicts of interests appear between the need for
protection and the need for use The Organization is obliged to negotiate a compromise.
requirement on how to identify threatened and endangered species and their habitats in the forest
management unit (as mentioned in 6.4) is missing.
• C6.3: This criterion currently states that ―protection shall include conservation zones and protected
areas.‖ We would like to see additional language that makes it clear that protected areas and conservation zones do not need to be formed in cases where protection does not require its formation (e.g.,
if logging takes place in the winter on frozen ground, some plant species that senesce might not need
additional protection).
Currently, the provincial governments in Canada have responsibilities for the management of hunting,
fishing and trapping. I suggest that ‗ and shall include the management of hunting, fishing, trapping
and collecting‘ be removed from this statement.
The Organization also needs to be explicitly required to identify rare (and make public), threatened,
and endangered species and their habitats in the forest management area, including through surveys and database consultations, and external studies/mapping that are available in many areas.

There is little possibility in Japan that samples of ecosystems are integrated into national or regional
habitat protection plans because there is no such plan. Integration into national or regional plans
should not be mandated.
The rationale states that CABs have issued many Corrective Action Requests because organizations
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This P&C also needs to include measures to ensure that operations within the FMU are not harming
habitats and populations beyond the FMU boundaries.
Here all the Guidance are guidance.Rationale 4 ‗management‘ replaces ‗controlled'. Not sure how
you can manage if you do not control firstly
The original use of the word 'safeguards' is eaiser to audit: as they are either present or not present. I
strongly disagree with using 'resources' to refer to RTE species -- the word resources means something which is used by people so it is not appropriate in this context. This wording implies that RTE
species which are not used by people (are therefore not rateable on the scale of the uniqueness of
the resources are not covered by this requirement for protection. Many threatened species in Europe
are aquatic and therefore limiting the protection to species in the FMU (which to me implies terrestrial)
is narrowing the defintion too much.
C6.4

were reluctant to set aside areas within forest management units if they perceived that there were
adequate conservation areas within the landscape but outside the forest management unit boundary.
() has not issued such CARs because we have always interpreted representative samples to be covered at a landscape level (which is consistent with how the FSC US standards address this).I'm not
aware of other CB's issuing this CAR either. If there is adequate protection outside the FMU- then no
further action is necssary.To add the cost of establishing representative areas if they are already sufficient outside of the FMU seems unecessary.
As written this criterion will be difficult to audit and we suggest it be deleted i.e. removed. Given all
the caveats in the guidance which seem groping to explain the criterion will be no better followed than
the current 6.4 and we believe it would be better to improve/clarify language in other criteria rather
than to add this criterion. It is also poorly written e.g. trying to say too much and cover multiple
bases. Examples of areas that need to be clarified/defined include; what are the criteria used to determine if samples are required after reading the Guidance is seems like it may only be relevant to
old-growth? When are connectivity corridors required? Overall this is not a useful or practical addition
to the P&C.
We aggree with this criterion. We support especially the differnce between a Totalreservat" and a
"Sonderwaldstandort" where certin interventions are allowed to keep the "natural state"."
Organisation should not be forced to offer the samples for integration
In Sweden this is already done but one important notice about it is that it shall be required that the
Organization should be compensated.
Suggest removing the second sentence from the criterion related to offering sample areas for inclusion in national or regional habitat protection plans. Why would this be needed if the Organization is
already agreeing to protecting and/or maintaining these areas?
National and local authorities are only referenced in this criterion for conserving habitats. It is inappropriate to single out such authorities for just this one value; what about working with such authorities for benefits from the forest social im-pacts or all the other values? Either drop the first phrase
referring to engage-ment with national and/or local authorities or insert similar references in other
criterion under other principles.
As presently worded the intent of this criterion is unclear and potentially unnecessary. There is no
assessment of need" prior to the identification of representation. There is no need to offer samples
when there is no need (where the current levels of connectivity and ecosystems included in the national or regional habitat protection plans are considered adequate). "
Does this place any extra onus on a certificate holder to enter actually enter into formal agreements
with e.g. neighbouring landowners local authorities etc. than previously? e.g. using the UK context
would the certificate holder have to demonstrate to a CAB auditor that where a red squirrel capercailzie or some other regional or national initiative was considered relevant because they happen to be
inside a line drawn on a map or because their neighbour is doing it etc. that they also are taking similar actions / measures as the neighbouring land users?
In Sweden this is already done. One important notice is that it shall be required that the Organization
should be compensated.
Majority of countries do have their own national procedures for forest protection. Forest certification is
a VOLUNTARY tool for sustainable forestry. What is the status of these officially protected areas if
ASI or CB takes the certificate away or the certified forest owner decides to skip certification ? Probably official protection on those areas holds on. This procedure may decrease the interest of forest
owners to commit to VOLUNTARY FSC FM certification.
• We support the focus on existing ecosystems.
This demand is unreasonable unless some sort of reference to compensation is included. As it is
written, a forest owner is obliged to give forest land away for free. The principles and criteria may well
(and do) demand that a forest owner should refrain from managing forest areas with high conserva-
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tion values. He may then decide to leave the certificate and to manage the area according to legal
requirements, but to give up ownership permanently is nothing that should be demanded in a standard.
As presently worded the intent of this criterion is unclear, and potentially unnecessary. There is no
"assessment of need" prior to the identification of representation or connectivity and this is an oversight. Connectivity may be inherent in a landscape which is relatively undisturbed. The previous 6.4
is more clear in its requirement.
I am somewhat concerned by the use of the term 'natural state' in the criterion. This assumes that
man is not part of nature. The criterion itself follows the desired path of engagement with key biodiversity stakeholders. It should go further in agreeing management objectives for biodiversity conservation as set out in guidance 4. As is the case for the whole principle this criterion should deal with
biodiversity objectives rather than use the term natural state which in any case can never be known
since we have no definition of when humans ceased to be natural. We simply do not have the historical record to determine what is natural.
This criterion is very confusing and poorly worded. It is difficult to comment on it because the requirements are not clear. That notwithstanding the requirement to offer some RSA lands into national/regional habitat protection plans is of concern. Forest managers should be required to manage in a
manner consistent with the objective of the RSA and the objective will be in part determined by regional habitat protection plans. Offering for integration implies that management is handed over to
another party. Additionally requirement to locate samples should only be necessary under conditions
that the regional plans have gaps. The criterion logically offers no options for assessing the situation
and finding rationale to not have samples established û even in cases where they provide no added
value.
Replace: ―The Organization shall identify fragments of natural habitat within the forest management
unit that are relevant to the conservation strategies defined by the national and/or local authorities
that are responsible for the conservation of natural habitats seeking their integration with regional or
national conservation plans. These fragments shall be protected maintained and/or improved to return to their natural or semi-natural state and mapped out.‖Justification: Improvement of the text to
facilitate understanding and wider applicability. Consideration covering scale and intensity was excluded given that since the relevant areas are identified the commitment to protect and maintain the
area does not depend on the scale of the activity.
1) Criteria it self is not implementable due to totally different approach in defining of potential habitats
for protection 2) Scale of FMU has to be considered - form small forest owners should be not applicable and also not relevant (gov is not ready and able to administrate large quantities of small owners
willing to identify conservation values. Proposal: use old criteria 6.4
We question why the protected areas should be offered to conservation organizations. While we accept that the idea is good in theory our experience is that a private land owner is sometimes unwilling
to offer" land to state agencies and thus reduce his/her options of using that land for legitimate farming activities. We believe that since certification is in itself a voluntary process that offering land for
conservation should also be voluntary. We suggest that this be deleted from the principle and moved
to a criterion level where the voluntary option could be included."
Reconociendo la importancia de tener muestras de ecosistemas en su estado mejor posible en la
UMF enparticular sitios de conservacion la conectividad de ellos a nivel de paisaje sera muy dificil de
mantener o mejorar pues lo aledaño no es UMF ni Certificado FSC asi como la inclusion de la UMF
en los programas nacionales de Conservacion dada la escala -generalmente siempre modesta- de la
UMD a nivel de paisaje PARA EFECTOS DE CONECTIVIDAD. La redaccion del criterio olvida por
completo QUE EL HECHO DE LA CERTIFICACION Y EL MANEJO EN SI MISMO MEJORA LA
CONDICION DE PROTECCION y por lo tanto contribuye proactivamente a la conservacion. Por otro
lado en los casos en que la UMF este/an en un/as area/s de fuerte presencia humana y actividades
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lo que pide la redaccion del criterio se vuelve compromiso imposible.Finalmente el MF afectara la
estructura del bosque natural y con ello la concepcion de estado natural" y la condicion de llegar a
"pristino" detrás de las palabras esto inmoviliza el MF y desconoce que el MF es herramienta de
produccion y de conservacion de bosques. Denen resolverse las contradicciones entre conservacion
a nivel local y de paisaje con producción sostenible. Aquí aparece dureza y falta de realidad en personas es un voluntarismo pernicioso.EL PROPOSITO DE ESTE CRITERIO ESTA INCLUIDO EN
LOS CRITERIOS 6.5 Y 6.6 CON ELLO EL 6.4 POR CONTROVERSIAL Y QUE ESTA REPRESENTADO de mejor modo ELIMINESE."
El objetivo del criterio es loable la conservación de habitats naturales pero entendemos que su redacción es confusa y debería aclararse la responsabilidad de las organizaciones ya que en muchos
países lan la legislación local prevé restricciones al dominio en las áreas declaradas de conservación
e incluso su traspaso al dominio público (reservas y/o parques nacionales)
Although the Rationale states that the aim of this revised criterion is to accommodate the opposing
views" regarding allocation of conservation areas I don't see how it accommodates the view that in
some situations protection zones have been allocated at a regional level outside the FMU under
evaluation - as it stands now it is still asking (as before) that protection zones be found *within* the
FMU (albeit taking into consideration landscape issues - but still -within the FMU- which is the gripe of
those stakeholders in countries where there are regional or national zoning processes). Having said
that I don't actually disagree with the criterion as it stands but think that the Rationale could be more
clear over the fact that it's not really changing the requirement for protection zones within an FMU
even where wider zoning processes exist "
The criterion is very complex and difficult to understand - consider re-wording. What is the primary
requirement - the engagement or the identification/protection of areas? Thee aim must be to identify
AND protect the identified areas. For large scale operation it should be a requirement to develop voluntary habitat protection plans over a wider region if such are not developed by authorities.While
connectivity is probalby of utmost significance in some situations the formulation should be modified
to accommodate that the functions of corridors etc is very species and context dependent and often
rest on weak scientific ground. There may be a risk that the current criterion leads to the creation of
often not very optimal corridors regardless of the ecological need or situation.
There is a need to better address the concept recommended from the Plantation Review Group - that
a higher level of impact shall correspond with higher conservation efforts to maintain ecosystem integrity". Other areas that need to be taken into account:
- provision of environmental benefits in production stands and set aside areas
- local commnity needs in terms of natural resources- practical sphere of influence of the manager
over the landscape
- potential off-site measures- time frame of restoration and/or compliance Could some of the process
in the criterion be removed to the guidance?
Need a bit more guidance on what should happen if the offer for integration is ignored or even worse
rejected by the authorities.Also reword to bring requirement on the Organisation to the forefront for
consistency."
The sampling approach is a good adjustment, but should emphasize independent and third party
research as in our region of the United States, it is hit or miss with state and local agencies as to
whether or not they put sufficient resources into scientific study and therefore in many cases it lacks
integrity as it is heavily resource extraction versus resource conservation weighted
Criterion 6.4. The revised language adds some additional points which would be
helpful to the land manager, but mostly it adds confusion. Most importantly it
permits off site representative samples of natural habitats to fulfill compliance with this criterion, thereby seriously weakening the effectiveness of FSC as a leader in good forestry. Encouraging the
Organization to work with local authorities and resources is proper, but given the variance in the
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availability and strength of those local contacts it is important that the responsibility for complying with
this Criterion and establishing RSAs still rest squarely with the Organization. Also the proposed
revised language includes several confusing and undefined terms.
We recommend the following rewrite: ―Through engagement with national and/or local authorities
mandated to conserve natural habitats, independent scientific experts and other nowledgeable stakeholders, the Organization shall locate representative samples of existing ecosystems within the forest
management unit. These samples and their connectivity with other ecosystems within the landscape
shall be protected, maintained in or enhanced towards their natural state within the FMU and recorded on maps, appropriate to the scale and intensity of the operations and the uniqueness of the affected resources. ―
We recommend adding to the Guidance section the following item: ―Offering these samples for integration into national or regional protection programs in situations where such inclusion would enhance their protection, or provide any other benefit that does not interfere with the Organization‘s
ability to follow through with its management responsibility toward those samples, is appropriate.

Change guidance to: 1. Criterion 6.4 deals with protection of habitats not especially linked to RTE
species while Criterion 6.3 deals with RTE species protection.
2. Criterion 6.4 is about maintaining or restoring the ‗natural state‘ which suggests that the sample is
currently in or has elements of its ‗natural state‘ or moving towards the natural state of the ecosystem. The ‗natural state‘ could include areas having little disturbance or intervention by management,
but may sometimes involve the continuation of traditional interventions according to indicators developed within national/regional forest stewardship standards.
3. Where the ‗natural state‘ was disturbed so long ago that much of thebiological components of the
ecosystem can only be ‗reconstructed from ‗underlying elements‘ (such as soils, topography, aspect,
slope etc), the current semi-natural state may itself have significant ecological value and functions
where the current semi-natural state does not threaten the ecological integrity and function at a landscape level.
4. Identification and protection of representative samples of ecosystems shall be carried out in collaboration with national and or local authorities mandated to conserve natural habitats, independent
scientific experts, and other knowledgeable stakeholders.
5. [remove – as most in the sth are either ineffective, under resourced or subservient to other plans.]
6. Where there are no, or only weak, national or local authorities mandated to conserve natural habitat, The Organization has a greater implicit responsibility to conserve habitats within the forest management unit.
7. Using the assessment information in 6.1 representative samples are selected using the selection
criteria of scale of the landscape, degree of homogeneity, degree of existing indigenous ecosystems
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() is very concerned about this change as it implies that forest managers do not need to identify set
aside forest within the FMU for conservation purposes. That would be impossible for us to approve. In
addition the text is confusing and unclear and does quite frankly not belong in the P&C.
I would like to see more use made of aerial photos and satellite images etc.
Change to: The Organization shall identify representative samples of existing ecosystems found in
the management unit within the landscape. These samples and connectivity areas shall be protected, or restored towards their natural state and recorded on maps, appropriate to the scale and
intensity of operations and the uniqueness of the affected resources, as well as offered for integration
into national or regional habitat protection plans to contribute to landscape level conservation.
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in the landscape, connectivity, natural disturbances, distribution of species and ecosystem, replication, habitat quality, population viability, adjacent land use, cultural values and public support, and
threats (refs, e.g. see Noss and Cooperrider 1994 for more details). A ‗gap‘ analysis is carried out in
the landscape to determine any ecosystems that have poor representation in that landscape – then a
greater emphasis/weighting is placed on these for protection and restoration. Landscape level considerations that allow for coherence in the landscape and where there is already a representative
/sufficient network of protected ecosystems the sample size within the management unit may be less
that where samples of existing ecosystems have poor representation in the landscape.
8. Offsite ecosystem protection may be considered for depleted or heavily modified landscapes such
as with plantations in agriculture dominated landscapes, or groups of very small forest or plantation
managers under the following conditions: the protected ecosystems have secure long-term protection
(permanence), there is a formal agreement with the land owner, the protection contribution is proportional to size of and proportion of the management unit in the landscape, the Organisation provides
protection that is additional to that that already exists (additionality), and that it is within the same
landscape as the management unit.
6.4 (new): The new approach to representative samples is an improvement in some ways. However,
the draft language has some serious technical problems and must be further revised.
―Authorities mandated to conserve natural habitats‖ may not always be the best source of information;
some government ―conservation‖ agencies, for example, tend to do the least possible to identify and
protect imperiled resources, while independent scientific bodies and other persons may have compiled substantially better information on such resources. Thus we strongly recommend the first sentence be edited to read: ―Through engagement with national and/or local authorities mandated to
conserve natural habitats, independent scientific experts, and other knowledgeable stakeholders, The
Organization shall locate samples of, and connectivity between, existing ecosystems within the landscape as they are represented exist in the forest management unit.‖
The last sentence could also be mis-interpreted as allowing samples that are in a ―natural‖ state to
be reduced to a ―semi-natural‖ state. This is a fundamental flaw. We strongly recommend deleting
the words ―or semi-natural.‖
The language stipulating ―offered for integration into national or regional habitat protection plans‖ is
also potentially very flawed, in that it could imply that the Organization has no role or responsibility in
managing and protecting these representative samples of ecosystem types.

Secondly, the we believe that the two main reasons 6.4 is poorly interpreted and implemented is that
foresters (especially in CBs or companies) don't know or respect conservation science and thus don't
understand the rationale or need for representative areas. And secondly, setting aside representative
areas often means taking areas out of production so carries a cost - and thus companies find ways to
avoid complying with 6.4. We contend that much of the lack of performance and so called 'not understanding' the criterion is a smoke screen for not wanting to set areas aside from production.]
There are numerous problems with the wording of this criterion which make it extremely hard to clear-
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Comment: the new version of this criterion makes a complete muddle of the intent of the original and
makes the only compliance requirement being to locate and then ‗offer‘ samples for integration into
national or regional plans. While we support consideration of offsite conservation of areas within the
same landscape (esp. plantations), this seems to make this option and responsibilities very unclear.
In particular the removal of the conservation science term ‗representative‘ is a major omission.
‗Represented‘ does not mean the same thing. Representativeness is the cornerstone of most protected natural areas networks and programmes including with IUCN, World Heritage Programme,
UNESCO Biosphere Reserves, and many national frameworks. If representativeness is not achieved
with FSC certification then FSC will have no conservation science credibility.
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ly interpret, and which therefore make it highly likely that the criterion will either be ignored or misinterpreted by both forest managers and CABs. It is just as impractical and unworkable as the existing
criterion. Neither most forest Organizations, the CABs, nor FSC have any ability to effectively implement or audit it. If this criterion is to remain part of the P&C, significant revision is necessary.
'authorities': Does this mean government? There are also other sources of information of equal or
greater credibility.
'mandated': By what or whom?
'samples': The concept of ‗representativeness‘, from the original criterion, has been lost.
'connectivity': This is a critical word, but its intent is not at all clear and it can be widely misinterpreted.
It needs both Guidance language here and a Glossary definition to clarify its operative meaning and
how it can be effectively audited.
'existing ecosystems in the landscape as they are represented in the FMU': The meaning of this language is extremely confusing and is not explained in the Guidance. The Glossary definition of ―landscape‖ does not enable a distinction between ‗landscape‘ and the FMU. Also, does this language
require the location of samples of ALL ecosystems found in the FMU or only some?
'offered for integration into national or regional habitat protection plans': This is extremely vague and
weak language and is not explained in the Guidance. What does ―offered for integration‖ mean, especially in the case of non-FMU land areas that may not be owned by the Organization? And what if
the ‗offer‘ is rejected? Furthermore, many governments may be prohibited from or incapable of exerting any management authority over privately-owned lands, so such ‗offers‘ may be meaningless.
'shall be protected, maintained or enhanced': By whom? How does the Organization accomplish this
if the sample is located outside the FMU and is under someone else‘s ownership?
'or semi natural': This phrase implies that samples in their natural state could be modified to become
semi-natural, which would be unacceptable.
'recorded on maps': By whom, the Organization or the ―authorities‖? And how will the CAB audit
compliance if these areas are on lands far from the FMU?

Guidance: This language is seriously deficient and fails to define and explain several vague and confusing concepts contained in the criterion language. Consequently, this criterion will almost certainly
be routinely misinterpreted and/or ignored, just like the original version.
No queda claramente expresado en el criterio aunque se aclare en los comentarios que en los casos
en que no existan planificaciones de la escala adecuada sobre el logro de la conectividad la Organi-
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Change to: Through engagement with national and/or local authorities mandated to conserve natural
habitats, The Organization shall locate samples of, and connectivity between, existing ecosystems
within the landscape as they exist in the forest management unit . These samples shall be offered for
integration into national or regional habitat protection plans to contribute to landscape level conservation. These samples and their connectivity shall be protected, maintained in or enhanced towards
their natural state and recorded on maps , appropriate to the scale and intensity of operations and
the uniqueness of the affected resources.

Forest Stewardship Council

This criterion needs to be revised. ‖the best available information‖ does not ―protect the healthy working of functioning ecosystems‖. The implementation of forest management activities or ecosystem
protection activities based on the best available information can protect healthy ecosystem functions.
Use of ambiguous language - How does the auditor assess ―weak or doubtfully valid information‖?
This needs to be revised.
The original criterion is preferred as it is clear concise and more understand-able. Like the use of
―national and/or local authorities in 6.4 but nowhere else in the standards the phrase best available
information" (BAI) is used with respect to protecting healthy working of ecosystem functions and nowhere else. This is unequal treatment of forest sustainability values. In this case ―BAI‖ is somewhat
arbitrary and would NOT improve clarity so we recommend dropping the term."
We find the wording of the proposed criterion to be overly complex. The original criterion (old 6.3)
was worded much clearer and we would suggest that it be used.
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zación debe hacer mayores esfuerzos y logrrla por iniciativa propia. Casi en ningun lugar existen
planes adecuados a la escla que es necesario que hayan diselado esta conectividad. Inclusive las
Estrategias Nacionales promovidas por UICN no logran un alcance del detalle que se necesita
(además en muchos la implementación de este es deficiente). Torna ineficiente e inutil al criterio
original.
FMU should not be forced to integrate corresponding areas into national habitate protection plans.
The FMU shall be responsible to protect these areas according to his judgement. This will often be
through integration in national habitate programms but not obligatory.
• C6.4: This criterion is very confusing and poorly worded. That notwithstanding, the requirement to
―offer‖ some RSA lands into national/regional habitat protection plans is of concern. Forest managers
should be required to manage in a manner consistent with the objective of the RSA and the objective
will be in part determined by regional habitat protection plans. ―Offering for integration‖ implies that
management is handed over to another party. Additionally, requirement to locate samples should only
be necessary under conditions that the regional plans have gaps. The criterion logically offers no
options for assessing the situation and finding rationale to not have samples established – even in
cases where they provide no added value. As for the wording, ―The Organization shall locate samples
of, and connectivity between‖ implies that the org shall locate samples of connectivity. We understand
the concept but find the language exceptionally confusing. We think the concept of ecological corridors and habitat connectivity is important, but should be addressed in the Guidance as part of the
regional conservation plans.
6.4 (new): ―Authorities mandated to conserve natural habitats‖ may not always be the best source of
information; some government ―conservation‖ agencies, for example, tend to do the least possible to
identify and protect imperiled resources, while independent scientific bodies and other persons may
have compiled substantially better information on such resources. Therefore, ‗independent scientific
experts, and other knowledgeable stakeholders‘ need to be consulted as well.
Here all the Guidance are guidance.Not sure that we have more clarity with this rewording of 6.4. The
broader notion of existing ecosystem might be now interpreted restrictively as 'habitat' only.
I find it hard to imagine how this will be audited. First of all you have 11 elements in this one Criterion
where elsewhere (P5) you broke 2 elements of an existing Criterion into separate Criteria. Secondly
the first requirement is that the enterprise's identification of samples of existing ecosystems (poor
terminology- ALL ecosystems present today are existing!! Ecologically speaking ecosystems include
the moss on roofs roads plantations etc.) is through engagement with external parties (national and/or
local authories). However the company is not responsible for the reactions of external parties. Does
this mean that if the national authorities do not engage that a NC should be raised against the enterprise?
C6.5

Forest Stewardship Council

Retain the original criterion which is clearer.
• The guidance appears to be focussed on natural forests rather than all types for forests (i.e. needs
to include plantations).
• It is unclear how plantations could comply with C6.5.
• Maintenance or enhancement depends on the existing state.
• We assume this means that existing plantations are the existing state?
• Also there is a lack of clarity on where new plantations (i.e. established on ex-pasture sites) fit?
Suggestion
1. Provide guidance on what ecosystem functions may be in a plantation system.
() is unclear how plantation forests could comply with C6.5 and C6.6. The guidance notes appear to
be focused on natural forests rather than balanced across all types of forests, including plantation
forests.

Suggestion
Add a further guidance note that provides interpretation for plantation managers under the criterion.
We find the wording of the proposed criterion to be overly complex. The originial criterion (old 6.3)
was worded much clearer, and we would suggest that it be used.
Once again this has to be contextualised into what is the desired level of biodiversity and ecosystem
function for the system. I rather liked the use of the word values in the original criterion since it recognises that these are value judgements by 'people'; conservationists and others.
This criterion is more confusing than the current C6.3 (from which this is revised) and difficult to understand. We hold all judgment of this criterion until the requirements are clarified
Replace ―The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance the ecosystem functions which underpin
the regeneration of living organisms and genetic processes in the forest management unit through
management activities which facilitate natural processes and fluxes.‖ ―With ―The Organization shall
carry out management activities which facilitate the natural processes and fluxes of the forestry management unit.‖ Justification: improve the objectivity of the text without losing content.Replace ―healthy
working of ecosystem functions‖ with ―good functioning of ecosystems‖. Justification: better translation.Replace: ―Where information is weak or doubtful‖ with ―When there is insufficient information‖.
Justification: avoid any value judgment of the information.
Criteria has become more unclear as it was before.
Much greater clarity is required in the guidelines as to how this would be applicable in a plantation
situation particularly if the plantation trees are introduced species. We are happy that we can interpret
this criterion in relation to our SA situation since we still have functioning ecosystems within the FMU
but the functioning of certain ecosystems within the plantation itself is somewhat altered. We are not
supportive of this unless our understanding and the FSC understanding is aligned.
FSC en particular o desconoce o no toma en cuenta apropiadamente el hecho biologico natural de
formaciones arboreas monoespecificas (por evolucion y por adaptacion al sitio) siempre habla de
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Suggestion
() submits that the Draft Standard includes within the guidance notes for C6.5 and C6.6 how these
criteria relate to plantation forests.
Oppose - requires modification to guidance;
The actual criterion is OK but the guidance is predicated on natural forest rather than plantation forest
management. In particular guidance notes 2 & 3 are of limited value in clarifying requirements for
plantations. In many cases the very existence of plantations into past agricultural or depleted environments will have boosted, diversity, gene pools, soil carbon etc. However those ecological fundamentals will operate at different levels to those of a natural forest.
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bosques diversos y ello marca su rumbo; debe mencionar los monoespecificos o con pocas especies
para ILUSTRAR a los usuarios de Certificacion tanto en MF como por el lado de uso de productos
certificados. El no trasparentar esto ha provocado y provocara distorciones innecesarias en dialogos
y discuciones sobre formaciones vegetales y su manejo.Incluior la singularidad importante.
Language is unclear in criterion - not plain English
See comments in Definitions section.
Consider re-wording - too long. Too many separate requirements in this - there are 3 '...the Organisation shall...' in one criterion. It is not clear whether or not the new formulation will improve auditability. Suggestion to move the part about best available information to normative guidance.!!! The original
6.3. includes restore" which is stronger than "enhance" and appropriate it this context and should thus
be retained in the criterion wording. !!! Guidance 3 - the reference to "natural processes and fluxes" is
not adequate as to address the necessary generation of deed woody debris large cavity trees etc.
The proposed text doesn't cover the often very useful mimicking of such natural processes in seminatural forests or plantations. !!! the criterion must refer to "biodiversity" or some of the main structures of importance for biodiversity rather than just "ecosystem functions". "
6.5 (new): Forest regeneration and succession; genetic, species, and ecosystem diversity; and natural cycles that affect ecosystem productivity should not be omitted in the new language. It is also vital
that the language explicitly requires restoration, a core reason for our support of the FSC over other
certification systems.
6.5 (old): There is no longer adequate protection included for the restoration of water quality, water
resources, and aquatic habitats and species with the move from here to 10.3. And by shifting these
provisions to P10, the serious possibility is raised that the impact assessment and avoidance measures required at 6.1 (new), 6.2 (new), and 6.5 (new) will be interpreted as not covering water quality,
aquatic species, and other associated resources. That too would be an unac-ceptable outcome. It is
also critical that written requirements remain.
Criterion 6.5 While we appreciate efforts to make 6.5 clearer and more auditable as compared to its
original 6.3 language, the proposed revision seriously weakens this criterion. It removes a clear
commitment to biodiversity and as such removes one
component of the P&C that had set it apart from many other certification schemes. The proposed
language would weaken FSC credibility. Biodiversity needs to be recognized as the vital component
that it is. It is not a function or process.

Then we recommend that the Guidance include a statement regarding restoration being a component
of enhancement. Also in the Guidance add remarks about using
the best available information and the precautionary principle. These concepts were in the draft Criterion but fit better in guidance. So that the Guidance would also include the following 3 items numbering 4 -6.
4. Enhancing ecosystem components and functions include efforts to restore lands impaired by past
practices.
5. The Organization shall use best available information to protect the healthy working of ecosystem
functions.
6. Where information is weak or doubtfully valid for the forest management unit, the Organization
shall follow the precautionary principle.
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We recommend the following for 6.5:
The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance the ecosystem components,
processes and functions of the forest management unit, including biodiversity, vegetative regeneration and succession, and soil and water systems.

Forest Stewardship Council

() is equally concerned about the changed C. 6.3 as we see it as one of the cornerstones of the current P&C. We much prefer the current version and urge the FSC and the P&C-WG to keep the reference to the three key elements of a healthy ecosystem including the biodiversity.
Change to: The Organization shall maintain and/or restore the ecosystem composition and functions
which underpin the regeneration of living organisms and genetic processes in the forest or plantation
management unit.
Guidance 1: Again need to restructure the point such that it is guidance and not just a explanation of
what 6.5 for example:
Maintain or enhance ecophysiological cycles, including water and plant nutrients to ensure successful
ecosystem regeneration and seral ecological succession.
This comment also applies to point 2.
Add to guidance:
4. The Organization shall use best available information to protect the healthy working of ecosystem
functions and processes.
5. Where information is weak or doubtfully valid for the forest management unit, The Organization
shall follow the precautionary principle.
Comment: the revised version would be difficult to adapt and make indicators for plantations compliance. If the intention was to include plantations here then additional guidance would be necessary.]
6.5 (new): While there are some good aspects to the new language, it is no substitute for the more
specific requirements of 6.3 (old). Those specific requirements must be retained for the P&C to remain effective and credible. They include: forest regeneration and succession; genetic, species, and
ecosystem diversity; and natural cycles that affect ecosystem productivity.
Equally important, the new language fails to explicitly require restoration of these ecosystem
attributes where they have already been compromised by past management, as required by 6.3 (old).
This requirement must be returned to the P&C.
The original 6.3 was the heart of FSC‘s protection of biological diversity, particularly sub-paragraph
(b) of the original. By replacing biodiversity maintenance with the maintenance of ―functions‖,
―processes‖, and ―fluxes‖, this new language seriously undermines the criterion‘s ability to protect the
existing biodiversity of each FMU. Biological diversity is NOT a ‗function‘ or ‗process‘, it is a tangible
and essential component. [See comments above.] Undermining this criterion‘s protection of biodiversity would eliminate one of the key components of the P&C that has differentiated it from the standards of FSC‘s competitors.
'which underpin the regeneration of living organisms and genetic processes' : This is a ‗why‘ statement that is unnecessary in criterion language.
'last 2 sentences: These two sentences belong more appropriately in Guidance language.

'maintain or restore': It is essential to retain the intent of the original criterion.
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Change to: The Organization shall maintain intact or restore the ecosystem composition, processes
and functions of the forest management unit, including biological diversity, vegetative regeneration
and succession, and soil and water systems.

Forest Stewardship Council

Guidance: Items 1-3 need to be re-written to more effectively match the intent of the edits proposed
above to the criterion. For example, each should probably begin with ―Maintenance and enhancement of requires…‖ They should also be augmented to add references to unique ecosystems like
wetlands, caves, rock outcrops, water bodies and riparian zones, migration corridors, etc. (Such
areas are included in the standards of some of FSC‘s competitors, but are absent from this document.) Finally, they should explain what the CAB would consider to be auditable evidence of compliance.
Guidance 1 ' Successful forest regeneration and seral ecological succession implies ': Since this language is currently missing from the criterion, it cannot be referenced here as though it ‗implies‘ something specific in relation to the criterion. However, adding the appropriate language to the criterion as
suggested above would help correct this omission.
Add 'flows at the end'
Guidance 2 - Change to: 2. Biological diversity implies the maintenance and/or enhancement of an
environment which is conducive to natural gene flows and processes of speciation. Such an environment requires healthy populations of pollinators of flowers and dispersers of seeds, and may require special controls on traditional or sport hunting to avoid defaunation.

Not sure how this is assessed for plantation silviculture.
Guidance #3. seems to provide the FME free reign for not sustaining the natural mosaic of size spe-
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Add to guidance:
4. The Organization shall use best available information to protect the healthy working of ecosystem
functions.
5. Where information is weak or doubtfully valid for the forest management unit, The Organization
shall follow the precautionary principle. The precautionary principle also implies that it is preferable
to maintain existing ecological components and values intact, rather than to attempt to restore them
after they have been degraded or lost – which is often more costly and more challenging, and may be
impossible.
El mantenimiento de funciones que sostienen la regeneración es condición necesaria pero en absoluto suficiente para mantener la totalidad de los ciclos. ¿Y las otras etapas de la sucesión?
• C6.5: This criterion is more confusing than the current C6.3 (from which this is revised) and difficult
to understand. We are unable to judge how the new criterion compares to the former because we
cannot understand its implications; we welcome the opportunity to work with FSC on language that
better captures the intent of the current C6.3. For example, ―underpin the regeneration of… genetic
processes?‖, and, ―facilitate natural…fluxes?‖ We‘ve studied it and still do not understand it. Please
consider changing the text in order to simplify. For example, change ―ecosystem functions‖ to ―ecosystem processes or qualities‖, ―underpin‖ to ―support‖; remove ―fluxes‖ as part of ―processes‖
6.5 (new): Specific requirements from the old 6.3 must be retained for the P&C to remain effective
and credible. They include: forest regeneration and succession; genetic, species, and ecosystem
diversity; and natural cycles that affect ecosystem productivity.
The new language must also require restoration of these ecosystem attributes where they have already been compromised by past management, as required by 6.3 (old).
Here all the Guidance are guidance.Rationale: not sure that we have improved clarity and auditability.
At least the original criterion was concise and provided a good suggestion for at least 3 indicators. It
could have been just slightly reworded for improvement.
C6.6

Forest Stewardship Council

cies and structures. The term ―other arguments‖ could mean just about anything. This wording is very
open and does not provide useful tools for the auditor. Additionally using the word ―should‖ is not
useful to an auditor. This is interpreted as a ―nice to do‖ but not required by the standard. FSC standards should focus on the ―requirements‖ to meet certification.Severe overlap with 6.5. Consider
revsing 6.5 to fully incorporate proposed 6.6. and delet this criterion.
In Switzerland this is part of the management plan.
In guidance note #1 what does the term ecologically possible" mean? "
Guidance statement #1 should be edited. There are assertions under #1 which are not explained:
What are the implications that silvicultural systems … should be determined in part by what is ecologically possible?" (What does "ecologically possible" mean?) So what if "A greater variety of options is
likely when the forest management unit has not been degraded by human activities or natural disasters." What are the silvicultural implcations?"
CRITERION 6.7 (revised 6.10 and 10.9) on forest conversion. This is obviously a contentious issue
and has too much confusing story line. FSC needs to decide what to do and rewrite this to a simple
paragraph!
• The guidance appears to be focussed on natural forests rather than all types (i.e. plantations) and
have gone well beyond our interpretation of the intent of the criteria with respect to plantation forests.
• It is unclear how plantations could comply with C6.6.
• Maintenance or enhancement depends on the existing state.
• We assume this means that existing plantations are the existing state?
• Also there is a lack of clarity on where new plantations (i.e. established on ex-pasture sites) fit. In
plantations established on ex pasture sites (degraded by past human activities) the enhancement of
these features within a rotation is limited. It will take several rotations to occur. Previously we have
interpreted maintenance of ecosystem functions as protection of soil, water, riparian zones, site productivity and development of understory.
Suggestion
1. Provide guidance on what ecosystem functions may be in a plantation system.
() is unclear how plantation forests could comply with C6.5 and C6.6. The guidance notes appear to
be focused on natural forests rather than balanced across all types of
forests, including plantation forests.

Suggestion
Further guidance should be added noting that in plantations the range of variation and mosaics will be
more limited and less randomized as consequently will be the range of management and silvicultural
options ecologically available. Part of the mosaic will derive from the presence of protected natural
ecosystem enclaves within the FMU.
Under a plantation regime the underlying land and environment may well have been degraded and
may well have ecological values enhanced by the provision of a plantation forest environment – however it will be different from a fully restored natural forest environment and cannot achieve the same
objectives
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Suggestion
() submits that the Draft Standard includes within the guidance notes for C6.5 and C6.6 how these
criteria relate to plantation forests.
Oppose - requires modification to guidance;
The actual criterion is OK but the guidance is predicated on natural forest rather than plantation forest
management. In particular guidance notes 3 & 4 are of limited value in clarifying requirements for
plantations.

Forest Stewardship Council

Conceptually we feel this criterion is a positive addition. However the wording makes it difficult to
understand what is being required. Further we believe that the P&C is over-using and over-relying on
the term 'ecosystem function' at the expense of ecosystem values qualities and processes.
We have some difficulty in assessing how the silvicultural practices as practiced in SA (clear-felling of
compartments of single species) would be accommodated within this criterion. We need to see more
guidance in the next revision before we can commit ourselves further.
Este es un comentario sobre 6.7 (6.10 y 10.9 revisados). En las versiones completas en Castellano y
en Ingles aparece el 6.7 pero al leerlo se supone que es como algo en discusión y en el futuro para
ser discutivo. Asi debia recomendarse o hacerse una nota pues en el formulario para dar los criterios
NO APARECE el 6.7 confirmaria que esta en desarrollo. Los temas de ecologia de sucesion manejo
silvicola del estado del vegetacion al inicio y de la conversión son temas muy importantes.
The criterion must refer to biodiversity" in addition to ecosystem functions.The criterion wording must
also include reference to "maintain enhance and/or restore" as enhancement can be to weak in some
contexts. Why is the term silvicultural system used? Why not just management - it should cover everything not just silviculture. Also why the secondary nature of the requirement '...shall demonstrate...'
rather than just specify the primary requirement? !!! Guidance #2 says that silviculture "should" conserve or enhance natural water courses etc – should must be replaced by shall. !!! Guidance #3 - as
for #2 …shall sustain that variety… !!! Guidance #4 is crucial – but it needs reference to the magnitude of restoration. There is a risk that ―maintain and/or enhance‖ can be interpreted as maintain only
for even large scale plantations which would not fulfil the intension of the Plantation Review. "
6.6 (old): The shift in requirements for chemical applications are not adequately reflected in 10.6
(new). The new language is also far too vague to have much meaningful benefit, and can be interpreted far too broadly. This is unacceptable.
One of the main reasons our organization publicly supports the FSC is the limits on use of toxic
chemicals in forest management. This not only applies to natural forests but also existing plantations.
The rigor formerly required must be retained. See 10.7 (old), which states that: ―….Integrated pest
management shall form an essential part of the management plan, with primary reliance on prevention and biological control methods rather than chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Plantation management should make every effort to move away from chemical pesticides and fertilizers….‖

6.9 (old). The proposed revised P&C does not appear to fully maintain the requirement that ―the use
of exotic species shall be carefully controlled and actively monitored to avoid adverse ecological impacts.‖ The language at 10.2 (new) appears to be written not with the presumption that use of ―alien‖
species will always be limited in scope, but rather, is written as though they may be widely used.
Indeed, 10.2 (new) suggests that native species are only required under a very narrowly described
set of circumstances, i.e., when landowners already happen to have management objectives that
correspond to use of native species, or when climate change adaptation is needed. This approach
would allow substantial amounts of conversion of natural forest to non-native species, would not sufficiently require restoration of existing degraded forest sites, and would not promote the type of natural
forest management that the FSC‘s identity and credibility hinges upon. As noted below, even plantations were expected to give priority to native species under the existing 10.4 (old), which states that
―In order to enhance the conservation of biological diversity, native species are preferred over exotic
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The proposed revisions also fail to maintain the important requirements of 6.6 (old) that ―World Health
Organization Type 1A and 1B and chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides; pesticides that are persistent,
toxic or whose derivatives remain biologically active and accumulate in the food chain beyond their
intended use; as well as any pesticides banned by international agreement, shall be prohibited.‖
These requirements need to be returned to the P&C.

Forest Stewardship Council

species….‖ Comparable language must be retained for all FSC certified forest management.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate that its selection of silvicultural systems is compatible
with the maintenance and/or restoration of ecosystem composition and functions in the management
unit.
Change guidance to:
1. Silvicultural systems (uniform or polycyclic, group or single-tree selections, clear-cutting or stripcutting or shade trees, with or without intermediate thinning (re-spacings), with or without fire to promote seed fall, etc.) should be determined in part by what is ecologically possible in the management
unit. Silvicultural systems may be employed for harvest and non-harvest areas. A greater variety of
options is likely when the management unit has not been degraded by human activities . The Organization should use the surveys carried out to satisfy proposed Criteria 6.1 and 6.2 as bases for selection of silvicultural systems.
Comment guidance 1: Natural disasters otherwise known as natural disturbance regimes are often
key factors shaping the diversity, function and integrity of ecosystems.
2. Design and layout of management sub-units (such as blocks or compartments or stands) for silviculture should conserve or enhance natural water courses and impoundments (ponds or lakes), riparian zones, wildlife corridors, key ecosystem structures (standing dead wood, relict trees and coarse
woody debris).
3. Where natural vegetation forms a mosaic of stands of different sizes, species and structures and
regeneration cycles, The Organization should sustain that variety and scales through its management
activities. The Organization must present in its management planning (proposed Criterion 7.2) the
scientific, economic or other arguments if it opts not to follow this variety and scales.
4. Where the management unit has been degraded by past human activities , The Organization shall
plan and work to restore species and habitat diversity, structural complexity of the vegetation, ecosystem functions, economic productivity and social significance.
Comment guidance 4: Natural disasters again are not a source of degradation in terms of conservation, they often are the source of new diversity at the stand (create new patches of early seral species
which increase the biodiversity of an ecosystem) and landscape level

Change to: The Organization shall demonstrate that its selection of management systems is compat-
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5. [Need additional guidance on how this relates to plantations.]
6.6 (new): This is a necessary and potentially excellent addition and improvement to the P&C. It
would be made more meaningful if edited as follows. The current language is quite vague and might
be interpreted as to not lead to any concrete outcomes.
―The Organization shall demonstrate that its selection of silvicultural systems is compatible with maintenance and/or restoration enhancement of ecosystem functions and native plant and animal diversity
in the forest management unit.‖
The criterion should also be rewritten to include ―compatible with natural disturbance regimes‖ in
addition to compatible with ecosystem functions. It should also include info in guidance notes (particularly 2 and 3 regarding conserving natural water courses, riparian zones, wildlife corridors, and mosaic of vegetation types, structure, ages).
silvicultural': This term is sometimes narrowly defined as a timber or wood product related concept.
Timber-specific terminology should be avoided in criterion language wherever possible.

Forest Stewardship Council

ible with maintenance and/or restoration of ecosystem composition, processes and functions in the
forest management unit.
Guidance - add: 1. Management systems will vary according to the plant or animal species being
managed and/or harvested.
This is added to ensure that the Guidance is not narrowly focused on timber or plants.
Guidance 1 - add 'for timber' after systems.
Because this note is clearly narrowly focused on timber, it should say so in order to avoid having it
apply to all management systems.

New P7 the language ―consistent with its policies and objectives‖ is redundant and we object to the
proposal that all management planning and procedural documentation ―shall be sufficient to inform
staff and stakeholders and to justify management decisions‖. This may be required in some public
tenures but should not be required of private tenures. Suggest removing this language.
The social plan ist only affordable if it can be made on a national level. Otherwise it is to expensive to
make a management plan on the level of The Organisation.
Becomes too complicated. Previous criterion should be used or new criterion should be reformulated.
A principle gives the general objective to attain the criteria specific objectives & targets.
Here it have to be some guidance of how compiled that plan have to be and what is required regarding communication of the plan.
It has to be some guidance of how compiled that plan needs to be and what is required regarding
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Guidance 2 - natural water courses (...): It should be noted that this is not contained in criterion language, whereas some of FSC‘s competitors include such language in the requirements of the standard itself.
• C6.6: Conceptually, we feel this criterion is a positive addition. However, we feel that the term ―ecosystem functions‖ is entirely overused in this draft P&C. The issue we have with functions is that they
imply some sort of output (which makes sense if we are talking about carbon storage or clean water
production). We believe that FSC management is about ecosystem values, qualities and processes
as well – not just about functions.
6.6 (new): Though this is an improvement, the criterion should also be rewritten to
include ―compatible with natural disturbance regimes― in addition to compatible with
ecosystem functions. This should also include information in guidance notes
(particularly 2 and 3 regarding conserving natural water courses, riparian zones,
wildlife corridors, and mosaic of vegetation types, structure, ages).
This time Guidance 1and 2 seem guidance Guidance 3 seems partially guidance and partially requirement guidance 4 seems requirement. Totally confusing for whoever is going to develop indicators and make this Criterion auditable. Not appropriate for a standard.(This comment format does not
allow to comment on Proposed Criterion 6.7 which is included in the draft 2.0 so:) Proposed Criterion
6.7Comment/proposal: The proposal for a revision of the 6.7 is not ready yet at this stage (proposed
criterion guidance rationale).Not possible to provide comment at this stage.
However the guidance is very didactic . It should be excluded from this document. Parts may be useful in a briefing note or guidance document. (Another nit-picky note: guidance 3 ''natural vegetation''
should be ''natural vegetation communities'' or similar term. All vegetation can be said to natural in
some manner (except plastic trees!)).
P7

Forest Stewardship Council

communication of the plan. The criterion has to be more general and revised so that it also suits
SLIMF.
Support the principle & rational
The demand on details in a management plan is definitely beyond what should be included in worldwide principles and criteria. Some of them may well be included in a national standard after a stakeholder process adapted to conditions and practices in the region or country in question.
We appreciate the streamlining of requirements in this principle and the focus on management planning (and not management activities).
Replace: ―The management plan shall be implemented and kept up to date with feedback from monitoring for adaptive management. ―With: ―The management plan shall be implemented and kept up to
date based on monitoring information in order to promote adaptive management. ―
Natural forests and plantations of high nature value may require processes to restore their biodiversity condition not all of which will always be economically viable. It is desirable that management of
biodiversity in FSC FMUs is done in an economically efficient manner and where possible has longterm economic viability.Not all phases of biodiversity management will be focused solely on 'long-term
economic viability'.
Good to require introducing objectives. It is important that the objectives fulfil the intension of the recommendations of the plantation review that the conservation/restoration requirements are related to
the ―naturalness‖ of the FMU – the more restoration/conservation activities undertaken the more unnatural the forest will be. There seems to be a clear risk that there could be an opportunity to ―downgrade‖ the forest e.g. a currently semi-natural forest can turn into a plantation. This is reinforced by
the current wording of 10.1 and 10.2. Generally some overlap with P5
impacts on carbon stocks should be included in management planning.
shall develop': This language, which is future tense, implies that the Organization might be able to get
certified while its plan is still being developed and is incomplete. The next sentence also does not
clarify whether implementation is to take place prior to certification or at some point in the future. It is
important to require the existence of an operational management plan at least prior to certification, if
not prior to all site-disturbing activities on the FMU.
'risks': It is not clear what kind of risks this refers to. Is it financial risks to the Organization or environmental risks? Without additional clarifying words, this word is too vague.

I suggest that the wording be left as is but coach your auditors to ask a Professional Forester working
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Guidance 4: This does not make any sense.
Se espera la versión definitiva
Nos parece que el cambio propuesto de introducir un Plan de Manejo Social en conjunto con el Plan
de Manejo Forestal es muy importante ya el componente social es fundamental para el éxito del manejo responsable o sustentable. El Criterio 7.2 le da el marco de acción a los Principios 2 3 y 4. Esta
propuesta ha sido el resultado concreto del proceso de revisión de la Política de Plantaciones y de
mociones de la AG 2005.
Establecer con claridad los procesos de consulta con los actores involucrados.
• We appreciate the streamlining of requirements in this principle and the focus on management
planning (and not management activities).
In Manitoba the process of changing an approved FMP has two processes. The revision will take
some time these days – some times up to a year and other times the organization will request a revision but will not receive approval for a revision for a variety of reasons.
To realize that a target has not been attained and will not improve over time will take at least five
years.

Forest Stewardship Council

for the jurisdiction (provincial or federal) for advice concerning the revision (sometimes called an
amendment) protocol.
C7.1
We strongly object to the requirement of ―social management planning‖. Where are there actual examples in place? What does this mean? We suggest this is inappropriate. This has been pushed
before by FSC proposed motions and we have strongly opposed. It is a weak concept and we are
not aware of successful practical examples. Incorporating social concerns into planning is critical but
to require a separate ―social management planning‖ process is inappropriate and onerous.
Guidance point 4 has to be canceld.
Logic: Policy Objectives Targets (cf. ISO 14001) and Implementation.
What is the meaning with publicized ? Is it enough if it will be available on the INTERNET ? In such
case may be OK otherwise not OK.
Guidance notes #2 and 3 why are they separated into environmental and social? If those 2 are to be
included then there should also be a requirement for an Economic Policy.
Guidance statement 4 should be revised keeping the first sentence and deleting the second and third
sentences. Summaries of the policies do not need to be posted in prominent locations throughout the
work place as long as other means are used to widely communicate them. Limiting to one page is
too prescriptive.
Does the above make it a requirement for certificate holders to publicize summaries of all management plans for all certified management units or is it sufficient for generic company policies to be referred to in management planning documentation for each certified management unit and for these
policies to be made public (e.g. via the organisation‘s website etc.)? Existing UKWAS guidance
(2.1.2) only requires certificate holders to make management planning documentation ―publicly available …….on request‖.
Our owners (SLIMF) would not accept this.
policies and objectives can be valid without necessarily being environmentally sound socially beneficial and economically viable. who does the final conclusion?
Vision and values" is a nice clarification."
• We are unsure on the intent to post summaries of policies in the workplace.
• The forest workplace is the forest!
• The onus is to ensure the policies are known and there are other effective means to publicise.

Suggestion
Amend guidance 4 to ―Summaries of policies should be made available in the workplace‖.
Guidance #4 is excessively prescriptive.
The criterion should to foresee that small entities maybe have not formalized vision and values or
structure to define them.
Need greater clarity on the use of the word publicise". The workplace can be a big place!!!"
We disgree with the wording for management plan policies and objectives to always be 'economically
viable'. Natural forests and plantations of high nature value may require processes to restore their
biodiversity condition not all of which will always be economically viable. It is desirable that management of biodiversity in FSC FMUs is done in an economically efficient manner and where possible
has long-term economic viability.Not all phases of biodiversity management will be focused solely on
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Suggestion
1. Remove the Guidance on placing summaries in the workplace (Guidance note 4).
Support in general – some logistical problems in posting summaries of policies in the work place
when work place is actually the forest

Forest Stewardship Council

'long-term economic viability'.
Vision and values within brackets in the criterion text seems odd. Suggestion to delete. Does the requirement to publicize the summary rather than making it available on request potentially add a lot of
work for many particularly smaller operators without adding much value? Suggest to change publicized" to "made available on request".Scale - should be similar to 7.2 Specific guidance needed related to traditional and family forestry. What about situations where non-written management planning
is the norm as in some traditional situations? "
Principle 7, Criterion 7.1 We recommend the following rewording of this Criterion in order to establish
the obvious need for a management plan prior to site disturbing activities and to provide more specificity to provide for better audits.
We recommend the following language: The Organization shall prepare, document and mplement a
plan for the operation of its forest management unit prior to the initiation of site-disturbing activities on
the FMU. This management plan shall describe the natural resources, environmental conditions and
social context of the forest management unit and explain how the plan will meet all FSC requirements. The management plan shall include forest management planning and social management
planning, as well as safeguards to prevent and minimize impacts appropriate to the scale, intensity
and risk of the management activities proposed in the plan.
The elements of the management plan are a critical requirement. Placing them only in the Guidance
section will result in many plans lacking these elements. Although
the list is long, we recommend making it part of the Criterion itself as it was originally. Within that list
we recommend making the following additions and
changes.
Add an additional element to read: A description of the land ownership and management status of
adjacent lands.
Amend the third item to read: The rationale and justification for any planned harvesting of natural
resources, including volumes/rates.
Amend the seventh item to read: Specifications for environmental safeguards in the management
system that identify and assess potential and actual negative
impacts, and the measures to be implemented in order to order to prevent, avoid, mitigate and remediate such impacts. Environmental safeguards shall address environmental protection, biodiversity
conservation, ecological function, ecological unique areas, buffer zones, set-asides , and protected
areas.
This criteria does not give much sense and seems to be only relevant for big operations? Is it not an
integrated part of the formulation of a management plan? In addition the proposed wording is unclear
and confusing. Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change: The Organization shall set as the framework for the management plan policies and objectives which are environmentally sound, socially beneficial and economically viable. Summaries ofthe
policies shall be annexed to or inserted into the management plan, and publicized.
The order of Criteria 7.1 and 7.2 should be reversed. Criterion 7.2 (below) establishes the basic requirement for the plan, which should come first, while 7.1 specifies only some of the structure and
content.

'annexed to or inserted': This language inappropriately implies that the policies and objectives are of
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This is confusing language. Do ―vision and values‖ constitute the entirety of a ―summary‖? And what
about the objectives; are they required to also be part of the summary?

Forest Stewardship Council

only limited value and can be buried in an annex. On the contrary, these should be featured prominently in the plan.
'publicized' : Guidance is necessary to explain what this means, because it will differ around the
world. The word should also be added to the Glossary.
Change to: The Organization shall create a framework for the management plan which includes policies and objectives that are environmentally sound, socially beneficial and economically viable. The
policies (vision and values) and objectives shall be incorporated prominently into the management
plan, and a summary of them publicized .

Great example of improved clarity through revision.
I think the social planning requirements in the guidance go too far and are too explicit in the areas of
gender equality local economic development and social monitoring systems
The part of social management planning has to be canceld because it is allready coverd by principle
2 Workers rights and employment conditions.
social management planning Instruments are not available. Social aspects shall be part of the policy
but must not be part of a forest management plan.
1) A criterion should clearly mentionned what should be attained: just saying that objectives should be
included makes it too open and everything will than have to be decided in the Indicators. Seems better to go in part back to the old crit. 7.1.2) Impossible to include all FSC requirements" in the Management plan: too much work without benefit. A management plan gives the general long term outline
of management redundant to include all FSC requirements as many are not management related.What is the use to include in the management plan that workers have to be paid according to
minimum legal salary?"
Se comments above and regarding Social Management Planning our interpretation of the criteria is
that it substantially increases the burdon on the Organization.
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Guidance 5: This Guidance statement is inaccurate and adds nothing to the understanding of this
criterion. Criterion 5.1 requires that the Organization‘s management planning documents show its
investments. So this Guidance statement should either explain what this criterion (7.1) requires, or
be deleted.
The text 'Summaries of the policies (vision and values) shall be annexed to or inserted into the management plan and publicized.' could be reduced to:'Summaries of the policies shall be publicized.'The
deleted text could be covered in guidance.The summaries could be extended to include objectives'Summaries of the policies and objectives shall be publicized.'
I think this needs some editing for readability and clarity. At least there should be a comma after
'managemetn plan' to make it easier to work out what the sentence is. However there is once again
an issue with what guidance is. For example Guidance 2 suddenly referes to ''The Environmental
Policy'' which is not required in the Criterion. It is quite possible that an enterprise can express policies and objectives which are environmentally sound without having a specific Environmental Policy.
This raises the same question - if na Enterprise does not have an Environmental Policy nor a Social
Policy as described in the guidance does the auditor raise an NC? With regard to Guidance 4:
'adequately communicating' the policies: is this a requirement and what is 'adequate'? Guidance 5:
this is not accruate. a Criterion is a requirement; the economic viability of the enterprise cannot be
stated in a Criterion which is written by FSC. It can be stated under it but then why have you referenced this here and not the environmental and social principles for those aspects of the company
policy?
C7.2

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
Guidance notes for social management plan need to incorporate caveats already noted, especially in
relation to the social / economic issues that can or and cannot be influenced significantly or directly
by the FMU manager.
It is very important that the extensive guidance on "Social Management Planning" is retained as this
is a new concept as named here and could be subject to multiple national interpretations.
I am not sure that I like the structure of guidance 2 which separates social planning from forest management planning as if they are two different things. They should be a fully integrated part of the
overal forest management planwhich also includes environmental planning for non-forest habitats. I
fear that the lists of guidance 2 will be used by audtiors in the form of a checklist and that as a result
lip service will be paid ot the social aspect since it is considered as something extrinsic to forest management planning.
We find it very concerning that the list of components that the Management Plan must include have
been moved to guidance which further states that the plan ôshall include some or all of the followingàö This is a significant lowering of the FSC P&C.
Replace: ―...and shall take account of the stock of natural resources in the forest management unit‖
with ―... and shall consider the natural resources of the forestry management unit...‖ Justification: Adjustment because the translation into Portuguese impaired understanding of the criterion.
If guidance is normative then it has to be shorten and directly included in criteria to minimise additional documents needed to be aware.
Again a forest enterprise cannot take over government roles regarding social development.
We are happy that the plan can consist of a variety of documents
La Orientacion el Fundamento lógico los elementos de planificación forestal y social deben ser parte
de lo P+C o dben ser referidos en los mismos de modo que puedan ser una suerte de guia para el
PM.
Management planning must include biodiversity protection and enhancement not just 'forest management planning and social management planning'. We disgree with the wording for management
plan policies and objectives to always be 'economically viable'. Natural forests and plantations of high
nature value may require processes to restore their biodiversity condition not all of which will always
be economically viable. It is desirable that management of biodiversity in FSC FMUs is done in an
economically efficient manner and where possible has long-term economic viability Not all phases of
biodiversity management will be focused solely on 'long-term economic viability'.
The insistence on social management planning is still perplexing to us. Surely it can be re-worded to
ensure that good forest management planning intrinsically includes an element of social factors especially a forest management plan which is in line with FSC principles and criteria. Why spell out the
separate requirement of social at the expense of economic or environmental? Management plans
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The emphasis on social management planning rather than a social management plan is an improvement.
Se comments above and regarding Social Management Planning our interpretation of the criterion is
that it substantially increases the burdon on the Organization.
Some potential participants will be turned away by the term social management planning". Wording to
"incorporate social assessments" word be more neutral from a political perspective."
• We totally support that the management plan may include a selection of documents (as opposed to
a single document).
Support the general intent and flexibility in documentation forms and detail relevant to nature and
scale/intensity, especially for Forest Management Planning. The guidance associated with the ―Social Management Plan‖ can also be acceptable providing the caveats already noted in relation to
Principles 2,3 & 4 are incorporated

Forest Stewardship Council

should be rounded and inclusive documents relevant to the FMU and the factors affecting its management. Social management plans may genuinley not always be appropriate and at other times
highly appropriate. Including this requirement for social management planning regardless of the national or local circumstances is likley to be overly burdensome on many Organisations for questionable benefit particularly those managing SLIMFs.
It is really not clear what is being requested - what has happened to the management plan contents?
The guidance must include minimum requirements related to scale and intensity. Ensure not to overburden smallholders/family forests.
Stock of natural resources should include consideration of carbon stocks and how they will be maintained or enhanced.
Change to: Prior to site disturbance activities the Organization shall prepare and implement a plan for
the operation of its management unit. This management plan shall be fully consistent with the policies and objectives as established according to Criterion 7.1, and shall take account of assessments
of natural resources in the management unit and all FSC requirements. The management plan shall
cover forest management planning and social management planning appropriate to scale, intensity
and risk of the forestmanagement unit.
Guidance: care will need to be taken to identify which components of the plan are mandatory, especially in relation to scale and intensity.]
Guidance:
Add to a of Elements of FM Planning: including carbon stocks
Change f: Plans for the identification and protection of rare, threatened and endangered species and
habitats, representative samples of ecosystems, and areas with HCVs.
Change h to: h. Maps and land-use plans resulting from participatory land-use planning with indigenous and local communities that include for land-use zoning, conservation, harvesting, planting, infrastructure and other elements of planning; [must be mandatory]
By moving a list of required plan components (from the original Criterion 7.1) out of criterion language
into Guidance language, none of these components would be required in a management plan, meaning that many forest managers will simply ignore them and CABs will have little to audit in the plan.
This would also remove one of the distinctions between the FSC and some of its competitors. As
long as the qualifiers for scale, intensity and risk are included here, there is no need to remove this
list of plan components. Guidance language could then provide some explanation of how differences
in scale and intensity might result in different levels of detail in a management plan.
'document': The plan must consist of tangible documentation in order to be auditable. Guidance
language can explain that "document" means that the components of the plan must be in written,
printed, photographic or electronic format. A definition of the word "document" should also be added
to the Glossary.
'be fully consistent with the policies and objectives as established according to C7.1': As long as the
other criterion exists, this language is completely unnecessary and should be deleted.

'safeguards to prevent and minimize impacts': The most effective way to prevent and minimize impacts is to have a specific plan for doing so. It is thus essential to incorporate this kind of language
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'take account of the stock': This language is vague ("take account" is not clear in its meaning or auditability), inappropriately limits all ecological components to commercial "stock", and could be misinterpreted

Forest Stewardship Council

into one of the criteria under Principle 7.
'risk': This word is extremely vague without further explanation or modification to the sentence.
'of the forest management unit': It is not the unit that has scale, intensity or risk, but the management
activities.
Change to: The Organization shall prepare, document and implement a plan for the operation of its
forest management unit prior to the initiation of site-disturbing activities on the FMU . This management plan shall describe the natural resources, environmental conditions and social context of the
forest management unit, and explain how the plan will meet all FSC requirements. The management
plan shall include forest management planning and social management planning, as well as safeguards to prevent and minimize impacts , proportional to the scale, intensity and risk of the management activities proposed in the plan .
Guidance 1 - Change to: 1. The management planning will include a collection of written, printed,
photographic and/or electronic documents, plans, maps, records, reports and/or field guides, which
may be collectively called the Management Plan. Some management plans may be extremely short
simple documents, perhaps only two pages, for very small, simple, minimum-impact, uncontroversial
situations. Other plans will need to be much longer, more detailed and complex. The Organization
shall provide information appropriate to the size, intensity, risks and controversies associated with
the actual and proposed activities, ensuring that it is at least enough to: (...)
'risk': This might be a place to more fully explain what this term means.
Elements of FM Planning:
'some or': This language constitutes an ‗escape-clause‘ enabling forest managers to leave critical
elements out of their management plans, and thus is a loss compared to the original wording of Criterion 7.1. As long as the qualifiers for scale, intensity and risk are included here, there is no need for
this weakening - especially in Guidance language.

The Forest Management Plan documentation shall include the following elements, in a level of detail
appropriate to the scale, intensity and risk of the management activities:
a. A description of the natural resources, environmental and ecological elements;
b. A description of the land ownership and management status of adjacent lands;
c. A description of the existing and planned management practices and systems;
d. The rationale and justification for any planned harvesting of natural resources, including volumes/rates;
e. Plans for monitoring growth and estimating and allocating yields of harvested natural resources;
f. Environmental and biological monitoring systems planned or in place;
g. Plans for the identification and protection of rare, threatened and endangered species and habitats
and High Conservation Value areas;
h. Specifications for environmental safeguards in the management system that indentify and assess
potential and actual negative impacts, and the measures to be implemented in order to prevent,
avoid, mitigate and remediate such impacts. Environmental safeguards shall address environmental
protection, biodiversity conservation, ecological function, ecologically unique areas, buffer zones, set-
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Change this section to:

Forest Stewardship Council

asides, and protected areas.. (...)
Elements of Social Management Planning
Change this section to:
The Social Management Plan documentation shall incorporate the following elements in a level of
detail appropriate to the scale, intensity and risk of the management activities:
a. An overview of the local socio economic situation.
b. An overview and brief description of major stakeholder groups (both local and other).
c. An overview of local government and development institutions and programs
d. An analysis of the major social and environmental issues and conflicts in the area
e. An analysis of the positive and negative social impacts of the management activities.
f. Specifications for social safeguards in the management system that indentify and assess potential
and actual negative impacts, and the measures to be implemented in order to prevent, avoid, mitigate
and remediate such impacts that could occur as a consequence of any management activity (including planting, growth, harvesting, processing and transportation).
g. Short and long term social policies, objectives, programs and activities of The Organization regarding labor, health, safety and gender equality
h. Short and long term social policies, objectives, programs and activities of The Organization regarding indigenous peoples.
i. Short and long term social policies, objectives, programs and activities of The Organization,regarding community relations, local economic development, land acquisition, stakeholder consultation and conflict resolution.
j. Social monitoring systems planned or in place.

'The Social Mangement Plan documentation (...)': The proposed language should be improved, and it
should not only apply to social issues. Furthermore, use of the phrase ―to comply with" could inappropriately imply that a CAB can determine compliance by simply looking at an Organization's management documents rather than by obtaining and verifying evidence in the field. It would be a mistake to suggest this.
Replace with: 3. The forest and social management plan documentation should enable CABs to easily determine whether the Organization is comprehensively addressing the Principles and Criteria; how
effectively the Organization has assessed the unique environmental, social and economic aspects of
the forest management unit and the context in which it is situated; and whether the Organization‘s
monitoring programs and environmental and social safeguards are sufficient to prevent and avoid any
negative impacts that may result from its management activities.
Guidance 3: It is not clear what this means, since the first sentence already covers the point. Furthermore, Guidance language is not considered normative.

Rationale 4: There is nothing in the criterion or Guidance language that explains or clarifies how such
adjustments can be made.
Fuerte apoyo
a) Considerar también los stocks de carbono; b) En Plan de Manejo Social considerar respeto a cul-
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Rationale 3: As long as the qualifying language about scale, intensity and risk is included, then there
is nothing ―fixed‖ or prescriptive about the list of management plan components.

Forest Stewardship Council

I understand the poltics behind the social issues from the plantations review but in the P&C this
needs to be distilled from the politics into something more simple and workable as suggested in the
preamble 1.37.This guidance is important as it appears to be normative however much of the text
does not follow 1.37 as it includes ambiguous and unclear wording. (eg appropriate sufficient may
often be at least enough controversies).
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tura conocimiento tradicional sitios sagrados derechos de uso y tenencia; c) en Orientación de Plan
de Manejo Social: Indigenous Peoples no people; equidad de género (gender equity) no igualdad
(iguality).
appropriate to scale intensity and risk of the forest management unit" - important aspect!"
• C7.2: We find it very concerning that the list of components that the Management Plan must include
have been moved to guidance, which further states that the plan, ―shall include some or all of the
following…‖ This is a significant lowering of the FSC P&C.
• On the flipside, the ―elements of social management planning‖, if fully required in management
planning, would cause serious concern for many Organizations in terms of significantly adding to the
burden of managing for social impacts and opportunities.
La gestión social no es competencia de la organización en la mayoría de los casos
Management plans also need to consider carbon stores and how they will be
maintained or enhanced.
There is a big change in this criterion by the change from the old 7.1 of having a number of mandatory elements for forest management plans. The new version makes all the elements suggested in the
guidance 'appropriate to the scale intensity and risk of the management activities' which means they
are all subjective which and will make it more difficult for the CB to evaltate clearly. I would recommend clear requirements as to which to element should be mandatory and which can be based on
the scale intensity and risk of the management activities. Without this the CB will have no tools to
require any sort of management plan and it could result in FSC certificates with no real plans or
maps.I would suggest at minimum the following be mandatory requirements: b. A description of the
existing and planned management practices and systems; d. Plans for monitoring growth and estimating and allocating yields of natural resources; e. Environmental and biological monitoring systems planned or in place; f. Plans for the identification and protection of rare threatened and endangered species and habitats and HCV . h. Maps and plans for land-use zoning conservation harvesting planting infrastructure and other elements of planning The guidance -'The Organization shall have
environmental safeguards in the management system' does not work as a 'shall' as it has the
'appropriate' qualifier above it.On the social management planning the 'appropriate to the scale intensity and risk of the management activities' basis makes more sense. Again for the CB more clarity on
what is mandatory for what scale will be needed. Some classification criteria from FSC for scale intensity and risk will be needed to make all this work or the CB generic standard or NI standard must
be required to have this classification.Similar to the above -'The Organization shall have social safeguards in the management system' does not work as a 'shall' requirement with the guidance qualifier
of appropriateness.In 'd. An analysis of the major social and environmental issues and conflicts in the
area 'why does this include environmental issues in a social management plan? in 'i. Short and long
term social policies and objectives of The Organization programs and activities regarding community
relations local economic development lad acquisition stakeholder consultation and conflict resolution)
'this should be 'land' not lad and should not include the final bracket.for g-j there needs to be more
clarity and less wording i think. j. Social monitoring systems planned or in place. This is a separate
requirement for action and is not something that should be specified as being guidance on what is in
the management plan. If needed it should be a separate criterion.In general the separation of forest
and social management plans I don‘t feel works. It would be better to have one set of requirements
for forest management plans that include Social and ENVIRONMENTAL plans.

Forest Stewardship Council

I think the new criterion is more of a policy statement. It is much easier to develop indicators for and
to audit the list as currently in 7.1 Guidance 1: is unnecessary in the P&C. It gives permission (this is
paternalistic I'm afraid!) for different types of management plans and for the plans to be various documents. Much better to not give such guidance -- what does it serve? Why tell the company they
must comply with FSC guidance - surely that is clear? I also don't believe that 'social management
planning' has quite the tone you are seeking... ! I think social context and social impact assessment
are more appropriate. It is unclear to me again about the guidance pertaining to the list ''some or all''
of which should be included. I think the list is overly detailed and demanding and a shorter list of topics which are recommended for all FMUs (small as well as large) as (non-normative) guidance would
be better. I am afriad it may be my lack of experience but I don't see clarification on adjustments to
scale. I see reference to the need for adjustments to scale but this is something different.
C7.3
What is success of forest management? The word success should be replaced by another word such
as progress.
The new 7.3 imbeds a costly new addition to management planning. Note that the word ―shall‖ is
being used. We disagree with this costly requirement – it is onerous. Certified operations are not
development projects with unlimited funding. As written this criterion seems better suited in P8.
However a degree of proportionality is required here so that this criterion does not become too onerous for small FMUs
objectively verifiable measures of success" replace by "TARGETS". Targets are normally included in
operational planning not in management (more long term) planning. Don't know where it should
come."
See 7.2
The Guidance is good.
It substantially increases the burdon on the Organization. There are no objectively verifiable measures of success". Furthermore this criterion is not adapted for SLIMF."
The guidance notes go beyond the criteria stated. Guidance note 2 states there is an expectation of
an annual stakeholder input into the (verifiable) performance measures within the management plan.
This (extra and new) level of engagement is considered overly onerous and costly for forest managers and owners.
1. Revise Guidance note 2 to exclude the need to review and revise collectively with stakeholder representatives.
Generally supported – not quite clear on the differentiation being interpreted under guidance 3
In large but highly fragmented estates – eg Group Scheme – direct review with all stakeholders is not
a practical requirement. Such information can however be made available and that availability notified
to stakeholders.

Clarify by example expectations from Guidance note 3
Good to force the managers to have verifiable objectives
the difficulty in establishing indicators for representative social goals shall be taken into account.
No compartimos la denominación de médidas de éxito". Quizás se refieran a metas (goal en inglés)
mensurables o indicadores de avances objetivos."
????? Unclear:What is the relation between the goals" and the "policies and objectives" in 7.1? What
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Suggestion
Amend requirement to review indicators with stakeholders to provide for large but geographically
fragmented estates.

Forest Stewardship Council

are these goals in relation to fulfilling the standards without any CARs? "
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. Seems to be mainly (only?)
relevant for large operations.
Comment: We have serious concerns here that this is establishing a system of continuous improvement rather than verifiable performance beyond a certain minimum standard.
Change to: The Organization shall insert objectively verifiable measures of success into the management plan, by which progress towards each of the prescribed objectives can be assessed towards
achieving FSC P&C and all applicable FSC standards.
Rationale: [Comment: more like consistency with the ISO approach of continuous improvement rather
than performance. While I can see the benefit for the organization, I can‘t the the benefit for demonstrating compliance with FSC P&C.]
Change to: The Organization shall incorporate objectively verifiable measures of success into the
forest management plan, by which progress towards each of the prescribed objectives can be assessed.
Guidance 1+2 - Change to: 1. Indicators of progress should be expressed quantitatively if possible, to
facilitate graphic representation of rates of progress.
2. It is normal to review these indicators of progress collectively with representatives of stakeholders,
perhaps annually, as stakeholders evolve their understanding of the character of The Organization,
the impacts of the management activities and the effects of changing circumstances. If the indicators
of progress are amended by the Organization, the reasoning should be carefully recorded in the
amended forest management plan.
There are not any concrete expressions, especially in 5.7, 6.1,7.3, and 8.2.
It'll be so difficult to mark with these criteria.
While indicators are important it will be important to clarify them in the context of c7.2 and the appropriateness to scale. With 7.2 as it now is there can potentially be a 2 line management plan hence no
space for indicators if this is appropriate no scale.I would prefer a clear list of what HAS to be in the
management plan in c7.2 and this should include indicators getting rid of the need for a c7.3.on the
guidance 33. These indicators of progress are differentiated from the more standardised measures
prescribed for monitoring of the forest management unit under Principle 8.This could be confusing I
think it important to not have duplication in the final version and while indicators are important it will
be important to distill down to the clearest criteria possible.
C7.4
Better.
Supported in principle and detail
la palabra IMPLICACION es muy rara pero no encuentro otra ahora para el contexto.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Guidance 2 'feedback': From what source, stakeholders, scientists, monitoring?

Change to: 3. Where unforeseen events lead the Organization to pursue short-term increases in the
harvest of a given forest product, and where such increases significantly exceed the levels of harvest
and responsible forest stewardship described in the management plan (see proposed Criterion 7.2),
the Organization shall demonstrate how harvesting will be adjusted to return to its previous levels.
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Guidance 3: The events don‘t cause such increases; the Organization does.

Forest Stewardship Council

Examples of unforeseen events include windblow, fire damage and trees killed by epidemic insect
pests.
Guidance 4: This should not be narrowly timber-specific.

A summary is all that is required. The complexity and technical content as well as the confidentiality
of assumptions behind investment decisions contained within the plans will be a huge imposition on
organisations and they will simply levy a high cost or selectively release information. I would also
seriously question the technical expertise of recipients to analyse plans in their entirety so what is the
point of this?
Criterion reads The entire management planning shall be made available on request and at cost of
reproduction and handling." I suggest keeping to the original requirement of making a public summary available. If FSC wants more details included then the additional elements that are to be included should be specified. Don't require full management plans to be made available. "
To require the entire management plan" to be made available on request is totally impractical for
many organisations. These plans are often a compilation of many documents and supporting information and it is simply impractical to expect an organisation to make this available. I would think that
organisations will levy a suitably high cost to this to discourage any such requests."
We completely disagree with the new 7.5. It not acceptable to require private organizations to make
their complete FMPs publicly available upon request. Frankly the original 7.4 wording is better and
should be retained. We disagree with the proposed change. FMEs which are not public agencies are
by nature competitive businesses that rely on proprietary information to remain in business. It is completely impractical to expect the entire management plan to be made public. Doing so will likely result
in FSC certification being only realistic on public lands.
The summary needs to be proportionate to the plan and for most FMUs this should not be interpreted
as a simple statement.
Has to be canceld. This is not practicable an affordable for small forest owners.
free of charge" is for public Organisations not permissable by law. Making available the entire plan
must not be demanded from a forest enterprise by law it HAS the right to retain confidential contens;
see german laws on environmental informations. "
Original criterion to be maintained or two last phrases should be deleted:
1) A management plan in general contains confidential information that is why a public summary is
requested.
2) Why to make a public summary if the whole management plan has to be made publically available?
3) If a stakeholder wants to have access and read the management plan he should visit the FMU in
order to discuss directly issues with all stakeholders on-site. In the same way as an auditor a stakeholder that receives a copy of the management plan can not interpret without understanding the
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Change to: 4. Surges in production or shifts in preferences for harvested products as a result of
changing market opportunities shall be similarly monitored to avoid impairing ecosystem components
and functions.
a) Observación referida a la taducción de engagemente" al español. b) Explicitar con claridad los
procesos de consulta"
This is the first time I have seen the term 'procedural documentation' in p7. This could well be different from management plan. If it is part of the management plan then there should be a requirement in
7.2 to have 'procedural documentation'.
'periodically' is quite a vague term if you do not specifiy the period.
C7.5

Forest Stewardship Council

background seeing the situation and talking to concerned stakeholders. Being obliged to transfer the
management plan to any interested stakeholder can create misuse of information.
As per comments on 7.1 the wording ―shall make publicly available‖ implies that there should be a
means for this regardless of whether it has been requested? Contrary to UKWAS 2.1.2 – which uses
the wording ―upon request‖.
This is too far reaching. Our members (SLIMF) will not accept this; only some information is possible
to make publicly available.
• The requirement to make the entire suite of management planning documentation available is a
huge impost.
• There is also the important issue around supplying information that includes IP (intellectual property)
that could be used by competitors to become certified, or to gain competitive advantage.
• Most non-summary management planning documents are confidential due to their detail.
• We do not see – because we have never been asked - a need for more than a summary to be made
publicly available.
• If greater detail is required by a stakeholder over a certain matter, only information pertaining to this
matter should be available, but again with the confidentiality restrictions.
Suggestion
1. Delete ―The entire management planning shall be made available on request and at a cost of reproduction and handling‖.
() is opposed to a requirement to make entire management planning available.
There are a number of issues with this including intellectual property rights,confidentiality, and the
required need for more than a summary to made available. If further detail is required by a stakeholder the information relation to this issue should be made available on a case by case basis. It is important that confidentiality restrictions remain.
Suggestion
Rewrite to read: ―The Organisation shall make publicly available a summary of the management plan
free of charge. The Organisation may retain the right to exclude confidential information.‖
Support but with amendments – While the intent is fine there are significant logistical and commercial
barriers to full disclosure, especially given large complex organisations will not have all information in
one document and in many cases significant parts of the planning processes will be supported by IT
systems that are both proprietary and valuable while information contained will be client confidential
(including sometimes by law).
If greater detail is required by a stakeholder over a certain matter, only information pertaining to this
matter should be available, but again with the confidentiality restrictions.

Suggestion
Rephrase – and strengthen obligations
Delete ―The entire management planning shall be made available on request and at a cost of reproduction and handling‖.
Replace with: More detailed information regarding particular aspects of the management plan can be
made available on request and at the cost of reproduction and handling and shall not be with held
unreasonably. The FMU manager will have the right to withhold information where it may breach
client or legal confidentiality requirements or alternatively to place caveats on the use or distribution of
the information provided.
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It is noted that to date it would be unusual for a full management plan to be required.

Add further guidance that ― Information released to stakeholders is done so on the basis of ―good faith
engagement‖ and that where an FMU manager has reason to believe information is or will not be
used for purposes related directly to the consultative engagement between the Manager and stakeholder, release (other than summaries) may be declined.
Beware of making a handling charge a possibility. It may rule out poor people from getting access to
the plan. I believe a free copy of the complete plan should be available for inspection at the office of
the company in the FMU this can be made available electronically.
Replace: ―...request and at the cost of reproduction and handling.‖ With ―request and the Organization
may charge the cost of reproduction and handling.‖ Justification: Change text so that charging for the
shipment is optional and not mandatory.
It is too cumbersome and too much work having to copy all the management planning documents.
We would need to hire an extra person for that and what purpose does it serve? The cb is already
assessing it. It basically means you don't trust the cb
Tener disponible toda la planificación de manejo puede ser impracticable además de sumamente
costoso en cuanto al tiempo invertido especialmente si se considera el alcance que se le da en el
estándar a la documentación de manejo.El criterio hace foco en el costo de reproducción y tramitación pero esto es insignificante respecto de la cantidad de trabajo que significaría realizar una versión pública (sin datos confidenciales) de cada elemento del plan de manejo.Propuesta:Poner el foco
en exigir la respuesta de la organización a las consultas y/o requerimientos específicos de partes
interesadas.
This is an imposition on the certificate holder. Certification is an expensive programme and the FSC
should be encouraging forest owners to volunteer for certification. But then to impose this sort of requirement is not reasonable. We do not believe that the requirement that plans be made available at
cost to the certificate holder will lead to better forest management.
This needs rewording - 'The entire management planning shall be made available' - to 'the management plan and summary of performance against indicators'. We support the concept of confidential
aspects of management planning and associated data to protect sensitive wildlife species and habitats from disturbance damage or persecution.
Does this really require the entire management planning to be made available on request? This
could be huge and probably unnecessary. Suggestion: A summary is a necessary requirement and
an openness to discuss and share additional information but the whole management planning apararus seems excessive in particular when 7.6 spells out the need for a proactive approach to stakeholder engagement.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations. Clearly a summary should
only be elaborated if the full forest management plan is not available? That would be an entirely unnecessary additional cost to many SLIMF operations that would have to hire a consultant to elaborate
a summary.
Change to: The Organization shall make publicly available a summary of the management plan free
of charge. The entire management plan shall be made available on request and at cost of reproduction and handling. The Organization may retain the right to exclude confidential information.
Change to: The Organization shall make publicly available a summary of the management plan free
of charge. The entire set of management planning documents shall be made available on request and
at cost of reproduction and handling. The Organization may retain the right to exclude confidential
information.
Debe definirse expresamente cuales son los contenidos y datos que deben de aparecer en el docuemnto público
As there is no longer a requirement of what specifically needs to be in the summary it will be difficult
to audit.I would suggest that some parts of 7.2 are made mandatory (see comments on 7.2) and
these are required to be covered in the summary .
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Forest Stewardship Council
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I prefer the original which is not 'broken' in my opinion and doesn't need fixing. I further see this dissemination of information to the public/casually interested people as different from the information
provided to directly affected stakeholders with whom effective consultation would have to included
providing information. ''Management planning'' means the process which it probably not what you
mean as it cannot be reproduced. There was a lot of discussion in Ireland about whether internetbased publication in Europe would be suffiicient -- guidance on this (separately) may be useful.
C7.6
There are few such stakeholders in Japan. In this case, how will this Criterion be judged?
What is the meaning of interested" does this open up the process to anyone?"
Effectvie monitoring is perhaps the biggest challenge for an FM certificate holder. For example the
cost to monitor changes in flora and fauna is in many cases already far too high for forest managers
to conduct in an effective and meaningful manner. The added costs and time of requiring stakeholder
involvement in the monitoring process is likely to make monitoring less effective.
The wording of the guidance should be changed to refer only to interested stakeholders. A stakeholder may be affected but if they are not interested then they may not want to be engaged.
#3 Requiring stakeholder consent is unrealistic considering that various stakeholders may have contradicting ideas/requirements as well as requirements that are not scientifically valid.
#4 is onerous. FME should not be strapped with the documentation needed to explain every stakeholder comment regardless of merit.

#7: The intent of transparency has merit. Additional consideration should be give to how transparency
can be obtained without making the documentation too onerous.
On the face of it this appears to be quite an potential impositon and more guidance is needed as to
what is envisaged: for example where proposals are likely to have a significant effect and EIA is required in the EU and this already requires proactive engagement. For less significant proposals
proactive engagement is likely to be a disproportionate imposition especailly in countries such as the
UK where formal consulatation proposals already exist.
Has to be canceld. This has to be made on a national or at least regional (in Switzerland: Canton)
level. Otherwise the costs increase to much for The Organisation.
Never! The function of stakeholders is to be heared and their interests and suggestions being considerd and implemented in the organisations decisions. Never is their function to be involved in operational processes in the organisation. Your proposal will discourage most of the FSC-certified enterprises I'm sure for that.
OK but how to interpret?
In general I agree with this criterion - but it could become onerous to document all stakeholder engagement. Suggest returning to the outcome based approach and have the certifying bodies judge
whether the criterion was met based on contact with stakeholders - do they feel they were heard? are
companies taking into account their concerns? I agree though that companies should track input given to the management plan and how it was addressed. Suggest documentation requirement only
occur during management plan development and revision.
Stakeholder engagement with monitoring is too onerous. And only limeted number of stakeholders
are interested in it.
• The very relevant distinction between affected and interested stakeholders has been made.
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#5: Requiring ―all‖ input to be documented is too onerous. A summary would be sufficient and has
merit.

Forest Stewardship Council

• We cannot see a good reason why interested stakeholders would require engagement in management planning.
• Interested stakeholders are more generally interested at a national level and hence are more appropriately consulted as part of a national initiative/national standards process.
• Affected stakeholders should be restricted in involvement in planning of activities that affect them.
• For example neighbours would only need to be ‗engaged‘ for activities adjacent to their land.
Suggestion
1. Delete ―and interested‖ from C7.6.
2. Add to the guidance that engagement of affected stakeholders should be restricted to planning of
activities that affect the stakeholders.
Interested stakeholders and affected stakeholders are quite different and we support C7.6 making a
distinction between the two. Requiring interested stakeholders to be engaged in management planning is unnecessary and unjustified. Interested stakeholders are generally interested at a national
level and hence are more appropriately consulted with at this level, as opposed to the management
planning level of an individual forest management unit.
Affected stakeholders should be restricted to involvement in planning of activities that affect then,
e.g., forest neighbours are consulted with on activities that occur adjacent to their land.
Suggestion
―The Organisation shall proactively engage affected stakeholders in the planning and monitoring
processes and document the engagement.‖
Opposed as written; The implied expectation to proactively engage with all stakeholders all the time is
simply not feasible for large and highly fragmented estates – nor should it be required at the level of
planning and monitoring processes.
The very relevant distinction between affected and interested stakeholders has been made but then
annulled in this criterion. There is no good reason why interested stakeholders would require engagement in management planning.
Affected stakeholders should be restricted in involvement in planning of activities that affect them. For
example neighbours would only need engagement for activities adjacent to their land.
It would clearly be impossible to meet the desires, expectations and needs of all stakeholders – in
many cases the desires of different stakeholder groups conflict with each other (eg hunters and environmental groups). Elsewhere guidance acknowledges that agreement between all parties is not
necessarily attainable but this process seeks to draw all parties no matter what their interest into a
process that creates expectations of resolution Guidance note 5 is unrealistic for a large plantation.
Correspondence is documented but to include it all in one schedule for literally thousands of stakeholder interactions every year is unrealistic.

For ongoing stakeholder engagement, day-to-day engagement should be confined to parties as the
are ―affected‖ by proposed operations - delete ―and interested‖
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Suggestion
Clarify that engagement with the wider ( but relevant) stakeholder community is only required at the
first time that a new FMU is brought into the certification system. Engagement should include provision for use of modern electronic media with invited rights communicate.

Forest Stewardship Council

Wider interested and affected party engagement on a continual basis should be effected by management of complaints, incident and other registers with evidence of responses or actions undertaken.
Replace: The Organization shall proactively engage stakeholders in forestry management planning
and monitoring processes and document such engagement.Justification: improve understanding.
The cost of management planning becomes too high and will affect the rentability of the organisation
in a negative way especially at times of an economic crisis (like now). It is acceptable and logical to
involve local stakeholders in impact monitoring but not in planning. All the studies required to prove
ecological and social responsibility are already an economic burden for the organisation. And you
keep adding and adding without asking how the organisation is supposed to pay for this. The organisation is basically risking not to comply with principle 5 (economic viability). This criterion should be
moved to principle 8.
Impractical and unrealistic. Should any affected party require mangement plan information they can
approach the forest owner and provide input if necessary. We do not see any reason for interested
stakeholders to be involved other than to prolong the process
don‘t undertand the EnglishI
If the phrase 'shall pro-actively engage' is kept it must be qualified for SLIMFs or the Guidance expanded to cover SLIMFs. The wording is inconsistent with 1.9 and 8.4 which mention 'engage' and
'make publicly available' without the word 'pro-actively'. An acceptable alternative could perhaps be
'pro-actively where requested.' This would be much more practical especially for SLIMF and/or group
managers. Even better would be to do away with it completely. Pro-actively featured extensively in
version 4.0 and has been removed except here which seems inconsistent.
There needs to be specific guidance related to SLIMS in order not to unnecessary increase costs for
these actors. - in general the guidance must include minimum requirements related to scale and intensity.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
See earlier remarks: ―stakeholders‖ need a good definition. It should always include local communities, but also ENGOs.
In Australia, but also in other countries, ENGOs such as (), Friends of the Earth, have specialists who
make an attempt to understand the extremely complex Policies of FSC. Particularly in Australia, most
people do not have the resources, time to study the work of FSC.
They need to understand their rights under the FSC Policies. It has become a real problem.
Guidance: I do not agree with this statement. Major conflicts between FSC certified plantations, local
people and ENGOs are caused by plantation managers totally ignoring the wishes of the local stakeholders.
Why is this not consultation? I don‘t know what proactively engage means? Presumably it is different
from consultation – broader? Prefer that consultation was more precisely and broadly defined and
that only one term is used consistently throughout the doc.
Change to: The Organization shall proactively engage affected and interested stakeholders in the
management planning and monitoring processes, and document the engagement.

Guidance item #2 addresses ―affected‖ stakeholders, so there is a need to address ―interested‖
stakeholders, who clearly can include different parties.
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Guidance 1 - change to: 1. Engaging or engagement is the process by which The Organization communicates, consults and or ensures the participation of interested and/or affected stakeholders ensuring that the concerns, desires, expectations, needs, rights and opportunities of the affected parties
are considered in the development, implementation and updating of the management plan.

Forest Stewardship Council

Add: 3. Interested stakeholders may include organizations with broader constituencies that may be
based in other locations but which include the FMU and its geographic vicinity within their area of
interest, activity or concern, such as conservation, labor and human rights organizations. They may
also include downstream landowners who may be affected by upstream impacts in the larger watershed.
Guidance Note 4: The proposed language in this note is negative, is prejudicial against stakeholders,
and diminishes the importance of this type of consultation. It should be revised.
Change to: Considered‖ means that The Organization will actively review stakeholder views and
rights during the management planning process. It is important that the Organization document such
views and rights and weigh their merits and reasonableness. On this basis the Organization will determine the degree to which stakeholder concerns must be addressed. However, the Organization is
not necessarily required to respond positively to all concerns, desires, expectations and needs expressed by all stakeholders.

Guidance 6: Similarly, this proposed language is also negative and prejudicial against stakeholder
input, and should be revised.

Change guidace 7 to: 7.8. It is important to note that thorough documentation of the input will effectively demonstrate transparency.
a) Se deberá incuir en la Orientación una clara referencia a todos los elementos que suponen los
procesos de consulta con los actores. Propuesta: (tomada de proceso de revisión anterior del Grupo
de Políticas):. The organization shall proactively implement and document appropriate public consultation and communication processes with affected and interested parties. b) La traducción del criterrio
al español es incorrecta (shall proactively engage" se ha traducido como "buscará proactivamente
implicar"que no es mandatorio. "
to much stakeholder engagement not proactively"; participation in planning and monitoring shall be
"offered"."
We argued last summer for the removal of the words ‗proactive/proactively‘ from all criteria connected
with stakeholder engagement unless this term was very precisely defined. This is because the concept of proactivity has limitations when applied to the style of consultation used in the UK and elsewhere. We are very pleased to see that in this draft it has been removed from all criteria except for
some reason this one. There is no special case for it to appear in this context and we recommend its
removal. On all other counts we are content with the wording.
There is no rationale included for this criteria I suppose that it was probably previously more covered
in P4 7.6 includes the term 'monitoring processes' which are not covered under p7. If there needs to
be stakeholder engagement on the monitoring it should be under p8 or there could be an expansion
of c4.5 to include stakeholder engagement on planning and monitoring.Some of the guidance on 7.6
is far more like 'guidance' than the guidance to the other criteria under p7. There needs to be consistancy but as it is seemingly normative guidance elements such as guidance 4 under 7.5 or the guidance to 7.2 contrast to a definition type guidance such as 1 and 4 under 7.6 and seemingly semi-
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Change to: 6.7. There will likely be three separate management decisions regarding stakeholder input: (1) modification of the management plan based on full incorporation of specific input; (2) some
modification of the plan based on partial incorporation of the input; or rejection of the input with no
modification of the management plan.

Forest Stewardship Council

normative guidance 3 4 and 5 under 7.6 (which includes a 'will' and an 'it is important' as opposed to
a 'shall') and the less easy to categorise 6 and 7.
A comma is needed before ''and document…''. Although I agree with the Criterion the guidance gives
an overly limited list of interested stakeholders (what about academics and researchers recreational
users local clubs schools etc.) The rest of the guidance would be very useful for a briefing note or
such but does not belong in the P&C. In addition Guidance 6 may not be useful -but in any case the
text certainly needs some revision (if not included in the managment plan the input was by definition
unreasonable?? What about ideas which were of a different time frame didn't belong in the management plan but were taken on board or were good ideas that simply didn't fit with the current objectives etc.?
P8

Change to: The Organization shall ensure monitoring is conducted appropriate to the scale, intensity
and risk of the management activities in order to evaluate it‘s performance in relation to P&C and
implement adaptive management.
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The wording of this Principle is cumbersome. Here is an alternative‖ ―The organization shall conduct
monitoring according to the scale intensity and risk of the management activities in order to evaluate
the results of management activities and guide the implementation of adaptive management‖.
We support guidance pt. 5
Previous principle seems more explicit and clear.
Include a definition of 'risk' in the Glossary.
General comment regarding principle 8 and criteria 8.1 and 8.2.: the objective of these items is to
implement management by indicators. From the way it is written it is not very clear that different indicators on different scales need to be maintained: strategic (related to the management objectives)
and operational (related to the impact of the activities). These items should be re-worded seeking to
focus on the management process to achieve the management plan goals without focusing so heavily
on the result (indicators).
The guidance notes are particularly helpful particularly where the results of monitoring undertaken
elsewhere can be transferred.
La relacion costo beneficio hay que hacerla de manera sabia para no sobrecargar se estudios o evaluaciones sobre aspectos biologicos y climaticos. El MFS es para operaciones comerciales no son
estudios cientificos que persiguen delinear los cambios en flora fauna suelos y clima Guidance 2a y
2b.
We would not welcome the proposal in Criterion 8.3 to effectively bring a new form of mandatory
Chain of Custody onto Forest Management Units in addition to the existing FSC Chain of Custody
requirements for products grown on the FMU. This confuses the FSC's advocay role in encouraging
sustainable behaviour by consumers and specifies with the certification of forest management. It also
could be a barrier to the certifcation of Small and or Low Intensity Managed Forests.The () supports
the use of timber and forest products from sustainable sources.
The term risk is used in a number of places weak without qualifying exactly what risk is being considered - it should always be qualified with a term such as 'risk of... damage/degrade/unacceptable
impact...' etc.Why not the direct language The Organisation shall monitor….?"
Original P8 including language related to assessing the ―condition of the forest‖ which in our view
should include consideration of the carbon stocks and whether they are being maintained or enhanced.
Should be monitoring in relation to compliance with the P&C rather than enterprise objectives. This
fails to capture the old P8.

Forest Stewardship Council

Guidance 1: Not comprehensively – it only addresses environmental and social monitoring in management unit being managed for harvesting where is the monitoring guidance for the protected and
HCV areas?
It is unclear why the Organization shall ―arrange for monitoring‖ rather than the ―Organization shall
monitor.‖
It would be preferable to state this obligation more directly by saying ―shall conduct…‖. This would
also make it clear that the Organization has the direct responsibility for compliance, even though, as
with all management responsibilities, the Organization may execute contracts to carry out these activities.
Change to: The Organization shall conduct monitoring, appropriate to the scale, intensity and risk of
the management activities, in order to evaluate the condition of the forest and the results of management activities, and to implement adaptive management.
'the condition of the forest': This is an essential goal of monitoring, was in the original principle, and
should be retained here.
Guidance 1 - Change to: Proposed Criterion 8.1 deals with monitoring enterprise progress towards
enterprise objectives while proposed Criterion 8.2 deals with monitoring environmental, social and
economic changes in the forest management unit.
Guidance 2 'proportion of observable data values': Very confusing and hard to decipher meaning.
'directional natural processes': An odd term that needs definition.
'residual and perhaps random events': What does this mean?

Guidance 4: Risk of what, from what
Es importante que se especifique todos los aspectos a ser monitoreados dentro del enunciado del
ppio. Sino pueden obviarse los aspectoso más críticos. Posiblemente se refieren a manejo adaptativo no adaptable. El mismo tiene un significado técnico especifico
Habría que analizar mejor si el enfoque en los cambios propuestos cumple con la intensionalidad del
P 8 y sus criterios originales. De mantenerse los cambios se propone: a) Usar el término impacto" de
actividades de manejo y no "resultados" para que quede más claro que se trata de evaluar las condiciones del bosque funciones de ecosistemas etc. y no el plan en sí mismo; además debería decir en
la formulación: impactos ambientales y sociales de actividades de manejo: ésto solo se contempla en
la Orientación. b) Es positiva la inclusión de riesgo "
Needs to incorporate original P8 language related to assessing the ―condition of
the forest‖, which should also now include consideration of the carbon stocks and
whether they are being maintained or enhanced.
What you are calling guidance here is background information or details suitable for a separate guidance document (except 3). However the same questions are raised: Is guidance normative? If not
fulfilled is a NC issued (against the Principle?)? If normative why is it not a Criterion to be interpreted
into Indicators by NIs and audited against? Further inclusion of risk assessment is a good idea but if it
is now included is should be as a Criterion requiring a risk assessment. It is crucial that this Criterion
specifies what type of risk assessment should be carried out as there are different types of risks and it
is not so common to assess the risk for other species which is what should be a main part of any risk
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Guidance 3 'plans': This word does not appear in the principle. What plans?

Forest Stewardship Council

assessment for P8.
C8.1
The wording of this criterion is cumbersome. Also see comments for 7.3. We object to the requirement of development of formal objectively verifiable measures. Possible revision The Organization
shall track advances towards the management objectives which are documented in 7.2 through implementation of defined monitoring procedures….""
Very important that this is proportionate to the plan in question.
Does guidance note #3 imply that an applicant could not manage while collecting baseline information
if they were applying for FSC-certification?
Todays criterion is better than the suggested.
Support - with caveats. Guidance note 3 notes ―baseline data should be collected before management activities‖ However also needs to recognise new certifications will often apply to existing operating entities such that pre-operational baselines may not be applicable
Suggestion
Further clarify guidance note to recognise exiting operations starting down the certification path.
Some explanation of how risk level is to be assessed is required.
Replace: ―The Organization shall track advances towards the management objectives which are documented in Criterion 7.2 through progress indicators‖ with ―The Organization shall monitor advances
towards management objectives which are documented in Criterion 7.3 through progress indicators‖
En la orientación de este criterio se menciona que ―deberán reunirse datos iniciales antes de que las
actividades de manejo puedan afectar las variables monitoreadas‖. Se debe tener en cuenta que
monitorear ambientalmente un sitio antes de establecer la plantación de manera tal que se puedan
generar indicadores comparables a futuro puede llevar mucho tiempo y un costo económico alto.
The inclusion of the word risk" is valuable in determining the need for monitoring by the organization."
Cambiar la palabra ADAPTADA por AJUSTADA es mejor castellano y + semejante a ingles. Podria
ser adecuado incluir la proporcionalidad de la intensidad y la escala de la operación.
Management planning must include biodiversity protection and enhancement not just 'forest management planning and social management planning'.
We agree but subject to the qualifications of our comments in relation to 7.2
Guidance 1 - monitoring based on a risk assessment of what?Guidance 4: While very good intension
it will be difficult it is nearly impossible to montor ALL living forest species => thus impossible to audit.
It might also be questioned from a social point of view. In addition the reason for population changes
may be unclear - can either depend on circumsances outside the FMU (often the case for migratory
species) or on inter-species related processes.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
[Comment: again I don‘t see the point or benefit of these to achieve FSC compliance when they
progress indicators to management objectives. These are ISO type requirements, and move FSC
away from performance.]
Criterion 7.1 (not 7.2) addresses objectives. HOWEVER, IF THE SEQUENCE OF THE FIRST TWO
CRITERIA UNDER PRINCIPLE 7 IS REVERSED AS SUGGESTED ABOVE, THEN 7.2 WILL BE AN
ACCURATE REFERENCE.

Guidance 1 ' risk assessment': Needs definition. What risks?
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Change to: The Organization shall track and document progress towards the management objectives
defined by Criterion 7.2 . The intensity and frequency of monitoring shall match the scale, intensity
and risk of the management activities.

Forest Stewardship Council

Guidance 4 - change to: 4. The Organization shall develop specialized progress indicators and use
them to check that harvests or sales of outputs from the forest management unit are not impairing the
ecosystem functions of the unit, including the biological survival of the component species and the
ability of all forest species to maintain long-term viable populations, successful reproduction, and
development to maturity; see proposed Criterion 5.7.
Incluir en Orientación 4 los stock de carbono
The sentences need to be re-written for clarity. In particualr one does not ''monitor through
indicators''; one uses indicators to monitor. See above with regards to requiring risk assessment of a
particular kind. What time scale is required? Guidance again if normative should be one or more Criteria.I further think a fuller guidance document giving help to enterprises unfamiliar with monitoring
will be needed.
C8.2

Suggestion
Amend guidance to provide for collectively developed and implemented monitoring strategies.
Generally, direct measures (indicators) of progress towards objectives, or devia-tions from the predictions in the management plan are preferred. However there are instances where the direct measure
is prohibitively expensive, in this case indirect measures should be permitted.
The data proposed will only become available after a long time (e.g. growth changes in flora composition etc. For regions where such data do not exist (e.g congo basin) it should be added that a regional
or national standard defines appropriate and uniform systems so these data become available over
time.
There is clear emphasis that monitoring must be relevant and that the results can be applied to improve forest management.
Es importante remarcar explicitamente lo de la escala e intensidad …." pues los temas son dificiles
por lo economico y lo tecnico. Fundamento Logico 2 NO ES LO MISMO que Rationale 2."
Rewording needed! Contrary to the criterion a monitoring scheme is not supposed to reduce the risk
of negative impacts. The monitoring scheme is to track a number of key indicators. It is the management review and the correct implementation of an impact assessment process that will identify and
mitigate potentially adverse changes - these elements should be dealt with in P6 and P7.Again - suggest to start Criterion with The Organisatíon shall…" "
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The second sentence is very difficult to understand. It should be changed.
How does a monitoring schem reduce the negative impacts? A monitoring scheme simply monitors it is the subsequent management decisions that may reduce the negative impacts.
It is good that the guidance specifically identifies the limited monitoring need for small and low risk
operations.
We support guidance pt. 2
But add more clear what should be monitored as in old criterion 8.2?
Generally direct measures (indicators) of progress towards objectives or deviations from the predictions in the management plan are preferred. However there are instances where the direct measure
is prohibitively expensive in this case indirect measures should be permitted.
• We strongly support the use of relevant 3rd party monitoring.
• This may even be offsite (i.e. not on the FMU).
Support – with added guidance. As well as acknowledging the use of third party monitoring (where
relevant) the guidance should allude to the capacity of independent parties to organise to collectively
develop and then implement standardised systems of monitoring especially where results in aggregate may further indicate trends in outcomes

Forest Stewardship Council

We are not sure how the monitoring scheme per se reduces the risk of negative impacts. It should be
designed to inform management decisions in a timely way that reduces the risks of negative impacts
and allows for effective adaptive management.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Guidance 1b change to: b. Growth rates, regeneration and condition of the vegetation, including biomass/carbon;
Add: 5. Missing monitoring guidance for protected and HCV areas – to ensure they are indeed being
maintained
Variables of what, for what purpose? Selected from what source? This language is too vague.
What predictions? No criterion requires the inclusion of predictions in the management plan.
Change to: The monitoring scheme and schedule of The Organization shall identify, evaluate, and
help to reduce the risk of negative economic, environmental and social impacts resulting from management activities. Variables to be monitored shall provide an effective indication of such impacts as
well as of deviations from the objectives defined in the management plan .
'identify, evaluate and help to': This sequence must be included. Otherwise, this criterion does not
require monitoring but risk-reduction only.
Guidance: The Guidance needs to explain more clearly what the CAB would look for in order to determine whether the Organization has complied with the first sentence of the criterion.
Guidance 3: This seems to be an inaccurate reference.

This criterion has lost its CoC aspect which is quite important in this certification scheme. It needs to
include specific reference to CoC.
Criterion should be more developed to specify any handling tracking and reporting requirements
(CoC) with regard to FSC volume harvested and sold as well as trademark requirements.
This extends the scope of forest certification too far it will be difficult to implement and will act as a
dis-incentive to certification.
The proposed criterion is much clearer and removes the burden of chain-of-custody (where that is not
an objective of the organization) from the current requirements.
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Rationale 1: The original Criterion 8.2 had no such timber focus.
a)Incluir al final de la formulación: y posibilitar la implementación oportuna de cambios y correctivos
necesarios" b) Cambiar en Orientación 1 los indicadores incluyendo los del C2 original "
There are not any concrete expressions, especially in 5.7, 6.1,7.3, and 8.2.
It'll be so difficult to mark with these criteria.
This is completely misunderstanding monitoring. Monitoring cannot reduce risk. It seems you are
syaing '' the monitoring shall take place at intervals deisgned to reduce risk…'' Again the list of variables to be monitored (in guidance) if normative should be part of the Criterion. There is precdence
for this is the currrent 7.1 and it makes indicator development much easier. (If not normative why are
they listed?) I think also you have left out a main issue which is recovery of populations/species/growth rates after harvest of trees fungi mammals and birds and other non-vegetative
elements of the forest. Guidance 2 is actual guidance/help and belongs in a separate guidance document.Guidance 4 reads as normative and should be a Criterion.
C8.3

Forest Stewardship Council

• This is fundamental
While the proposed criterion is much clearer and removes the burdeon of chain-of-custody (where
that is not an obejective of the organization) from the current requirements, it should be permissable
for an Organization to direct a CAB to obtain tracking information from a state agency for forest products that are outside the accountability of the Organization.
Replace ―within and from‖ with ―found in and arising from‖
The means of demonstration of the source of the timber and other products is accepted as reasonable.
This goes beyond the scope of the management of the certified Forest Management Unit. The FSC
should not be stipulating this aspect of an organisation's wider environmental policies linked to the
certification of the organisation's FMUs. Instead the FSC should continue its advocacy to consumers
and policy makers on procurement about specifying and purchasing sustainable forest products.We
would not welcome this proposal to effectively bring a new form of mandatory Chain of Custody for
forest products going onto Forest Management Units in addition to the existing FSC Chain of Custody
requirements for products grown on the FMU. This proposal would be unhelpful to managers of Small
and Low Intensity Managed Forests.The () supports the use of timber and forest products from sustainable sources.
Guidance 1 - would suggest consideration of point of transfer of legal ownership rather than a physical location (forest gate). see 1.8
Change to: The Organization shall provide the necessary information to demonstrate the origin of all
forest products harvested within and removed from the forest management unit.
Guidance 1: Since this is the first substantive reference to Chain of Custody, this needs explanation.
Guidance 2 'timber': This should be deleted to avoid a timber focus.
Rationale 1: How does the criterion do this? There is no explanation of chain of custody, nor any
reference to it being voluntary in the criterion.
Rationale 2: Without further explanation of chain of custody, this rationale makes little sense.
This is another Criterion which is not 'broken'' and does not need to be revised. Your guidance 2
seems to imply that legality is not covered in P1 where it belongs but needs to be repeated here. Legality is not part of monitoring. This should be covered under P1.I think the essential element of documentation has been dropped where it is necessary. ''the necessary information'' is quite vague. In
addition ''all products'' is not the same as ''each product'' -- all is much vaguer. It would be possible
from the current text for this to be fulfilled by someone verbally stating that all products come from
their FMU - without documentation and without paying attention to different products.
C8.4

Suggestion
1. Revert back to the original Criteria.
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Has to be canceld. We can only agree with this criterion if the public survey report made by the CAB
is enough to fulfil this criterion.
• C8.4 goes beyond the previous requirement for a summary.
• Much of the monitored information for management planning is, due to its nature and detail, confidential.
• If greater detail is required by a stakeholder over a certain matter, only information pertaining to this
matter should be available, but again with the confidentiality restrictions.

Forest Stewardship Council

A lot of the information regarding monitoring activities is confidential due to its nature and detail. C8.4
requires more than the previous criteria (C8.5), however much of this information will not be available
due to confidentiality and there is no real need for more information than a summary to be available to
the public.
If greater detail is required by a stakeholder over a certain matter, only information pertaining to that
matter should be available and confidentiality requirements should remain.
Suggestion
C8.4 should be deleted from the Draft Standard and the previous criteria – C8.5 – retained.
Oppose – Level of monitoring, and number of sites etc makes this criterion logistically unworkable in
large fragmented estates.
The same rules as applied and submitted upon in respect of management planning summary information releases should apply here

With the exception of 9.4 we are not convinced by the improvements to the criteria. We also make 1
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Suggestion
Amend to require summary releases of monitoring only – with capability to request more.
guidance 2 'will be provided'.
Replace: ―make publicly available‖ with ―maintain organized and available‖.
There is a need to understand why the results of monitoring need to be made publically available?
How will this result in better forest management? Surely the CBs will be in a position to issue CARS if
they believe that the results of monitoring are applicable but are not being implemented? Why does
the public have to have access to every bit of information that a forest manager collects? We understand the need for transparency but there is a limit. Again we believe there are too many requirements that a forest manager must jump through which in combination wiil detract from the voluntary
submission to forest certification. FSC certification should be the system of choice but there is a
sense that there is too much pandering to outside interests which do not necessarily result in better
forest management.
La necesidad de dar informacion publica es cierta pero puede ser en un resumen y si interesados
desean informacion adicional no-cnofidencial la pueden solicitar de modo semejante como esta en
7.5
Avilable on request or pro-actively - suggest the former
Should be re-worded to require a summary of monitoring results - as it is written this is asking for the
results of monitoring activities. For example if an FMU has 20 water sampling points that record every
6 hours this criterion appears to be asking for the results of monitoring activities i.e. ~29000 data
points rather than a summary analysis of the data. As it stands this criterion is asking for a lot of paperwork to be released but little of it which is useful to interested stakeholders.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Guidance 1 - delete 'copyrights': Copyrights are not confidential information. Anything that is copyrighted must feature a visible copyright symbol or notice.
Puede haber diferentes interpretaciones de lo que puede constituir información confidencial" lo que
puede conducir al ocultamiento de información importante que demuestre precisamente malas
prácticas. Por tanto se debe explicitar claramente lo que realmente sería "información confidencial""
The original text is states more clearly that forest managers may monitor variables beyond those
listed. I think that the original C8.2 is ifne and then also the original 8.5 You have added a P7 requirement (''Somehwere in the managemnet plan…'') here which should probably go back to P7.
P9

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
Include guidance that while the goal is to maintain or enhance, there can be specific situations, due
largely to the relationship of an FMU to its wider ecological landscape where even maintenance is
beyond the control and resources of the FMU manager with or without additional assistance or even
Government species conservations schemes In such cases the best the manager can hope is
through the provision of forest habitats and relatively low or nil disturbance to provide partial refugia.
This fact of life needs to be recognised.
Strongly agree with the change to include non forest areas. Principle 10.9 and Principle 9 acting in
concert have allowed for the loss of significant areas of high value afromontane grasslands to plantations in Tanzania while ostensibly protecting low value miombo woodlands. Auditors had no tools to
prevent this bahaviour in FSC certified areas.
It is critical that FSC not lose the current concept of HCVFs in the P&C.
Replace Title: ―forests‖ with ―attributes‖. Justification: a better translation for the term in English since
it is not restricted to forests Replace: ―high conservation values‖ with ―high conservation value
attributes‖. (suggestion applicable to all criteria of this principle)Justification: better alignment with
concept of development carried out by the HCV Network (http://www.hcvnetwork.org/)
Ayudara a aclarar las diferencias que exigen P1 y P6 y C8.4 de los HCVs INCLUYENDO en el texto
del Pricipio 9 y/o de Criterios 9.1- 9.2 9.3 -9.4 LA CONDICION QUE LOS HCVs tienen: ….So these
values must be protected in all certified forests. Principle 9 is reserved for exceptional cases as the
(12) NB of Annex 1 declare in How to determine the presence of HCVs
The revisions delete requirements to adhere to the precautionary principle and precautionary approach and don't explain why. Its now just part of guidance for 9.3 This is critical.
I don't however agree with Guidance point 3 - in some cases no management intervention will be
required in order to maintain the High Conservation Value of an area
We have a concern about the impacts monitoring proposals in Criterion 9.4. As drafted Criterion 9.4
doesn't properly explain the need for appropriate baseline biological monitoring as well as monitoring
of impacts.
Although the Precautionary approach/principle is alluded to here would it strengthen and clarify what
is meant if the wording if indeed any active management intervention is appropriate". is added to this
Principle? This would merely stress the precautionary principle."
!!! The Precautionary Principle is absolutely crucial in this Principle. Suggest to include text related to
the precautionary principle in the criteria text to emphasize this.!Management" of HCVs is unfortunate. Suggested wording "Maintenance of High Conservation values" and ―The Organisation shall
maintain and/or enhance high conservation values and ensure that its activies follow the precautionary principle". "
In such a wording it is not clear that Organization shall maintain HCVs and avoid its damaging. And
not clear that HCVs on the area of influence of operations
The precautionary principle and approach is no longer emphasized in the Principle or relevant Criteria.
We prefer the original language. We are opposed to the new language.
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suggestion for improvement - a concern we have is that different FSC certification bodies currently
may interpret the different criteria particularly Criterion 9.3 inconsistently and thus we propose a
change which might give more consistency in application. For more detail see below.
do we really need P9 considering P 6?
Support with minor change;
The objective to maintain or enhance is a significant improvement and reality. However as already
noted there can be specific situations, eg predation by introduced species makes even the goal of
maintenance infeasible though one may strive to achieve that.

Forest Stewardship Council

1. The Principle must clear up a major issue in identifying and protecting High Conservation Value
Forests by stating that ―all High Conservation Values must be maintained or enhanced in all places
where they are found.‖
Many HCVF controversies have resulted from the manipulation of interpretations of how to protect
HCVFs. Some analyses have gone as far as 'stacking' values so as to protect the value on the least
area of land possible. For example, some companies and analyses have said that caribou and landscape-level intact forests need not be protected in southern Ontario, since they still exist in northern
Ontario. This or that assemblage of species is not necessary to protect in forests I control, since
they are protected in a National Park nearby. Or, if we protect habitats in this part of our forest, we
need not protect them in others, the Value has been protected, they argue and thus it is not necessary to protect that value here or there. This is an abuse of interpretation and results directly from the
ambiguous wording in the Principle. This must be clarified.
2. I fully agree with () comment as follows: 'It is crucial that P9 also continue to require Organizations
to avoid active management in high conservation value forests where that is the most effective means
of protecting the high conservation values. Thus we strongly recommend that the proposed revised
language be rewritten to simply state that ―The Organization shall carry out management activities
which maintain and/or enhance high conservation values.‖ ' In addition, the wording could be extended to add the idea in the point bullet as well: ―The Organization shall carry out management activities which maintain and/or enhance high conservation values in all ecosystem types and wherever
they are identified.‖
3. Maintaining and strengthening the Precautionary Principle is a key element of HCVF. Please see
() strong comments on this issue, with which I fully concur.
5. I fully support the expansion of the notion of High Conservation Values to all ecosystem types,
e.g., grasslands and wetlands. Thus, these become High Conservation Value Ecosystems.
Principle 9 and Criterion 9.3 We strongly recommend restoring the application of the precautionary
principle in each of these sections. The effective use of the precautionary principle is one of the characteristics that separates the FSC from lesser certification systems.
Proposed wording without reference to the precautionary principle would be a serious step backwards
for the FSC and thus unacceptable for ().
Change to:
Principle #9 Maintenance of high conservation values
The Organization shall ensure management activities maintain and/or enhance high conservation
values and follow the precautionary principle.

No explanation on why to use the term ‗management‘ instead of ‗maintenance‘.
The proposed rewording of P9 could be misconstrued as only providing protection for high conservation values when active management is the appropriate means of providing such protection. It is
crucial that P9 also continue to require Organizations to avoid active management in high conservation value forests where that is the most effective means of protecting the high conservation values.
Equally important, the emphasis must continue to lie on the desired outcome, which is the condition
of the HCV attributes, rather than being narrowed down to the question of whether management ac-
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[Comment: reject strongly the notion that HCV must be managed which is generally interpreted to
mean interventions in the forest. Thus proposed language above. Also the precautionary principle is a
critical component of the principle and must reinstated.

Forest Stewardship Council

tivities (which may or may not actually be effective in maintaining and restoring those attributes) are
being implemented. Thus we strongly recommend that the proposed revised language be rewritten to
simply state that: ―The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance high conservation values.‖
Generally: The precautionary principle and approach is no longer emphasized in the Principle or
relevant Criteria. It is very important that these requirements be retained, as stated in Guidance note
2. The precautionary principle must be a normative and explicit part of the P&C themselves, and not
relegated to optional guidance.
Title: The word ―Management‖ is inappropriate, since it not only fails to focus on the goal, but it implies that some sort of active intervention is universally required – which is not the case.
Change to: Maintenance of high conservation values
'carry out mangement activities which': This implies that the only way to maintain HCV is to engage in
active management interventions, whereas passive management and the simple avoidance of certain
activities can be even more effective in many cases.
As stated earlier, the term ―enhance‖ is not a good match for natural systems, and thus may not be
appropriate here. On the other hand, it may be applicable to cultural resources in some cases, provided that a clear definition of what it means in each context is provided in Guidance language. In
almost all cases, however, maintenance of the existing value is the only appropriate action.
By removing all mention of this from both principle and criterion language, the FSC will lose one of its
key points of differentiation from some of its rivals.
Change to: The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance high conservation values on the forest
management unit, based on the precautionary principle .
Guidance: Guidance needs to be added regarding the precautionary principle.
There must be a brief explanation here of what Annex 1 is and where it is.

Guidance 6: Inaccurate reference. Criterion 8.2 does not mention HCVs. Criterion 8.2 does not mention stakeholder engagement.
a) Examinar mejor la conveniencia del cambio de Mantenimiento" por "Manejo" en el título. b) Explicitar la necesidad de adoptar el Principio Precautorio. "
content is often very similar to aspects from P6 (but also 78 and 10). Is it necessary to have the P9?
There are regions where the P9 how it is in present is redundant. If a NI could document that HCV´s
are identified mapped preserved … P9 shall be not applicable
It is critical that FSC not lose the current concept of HCVFs in the P&C. We support the recognition
that not all HCVs are forest-based, but FSC has gotten a lot of mileage and international recognition
for the HCVF concept. HCVF implies a delineated spatial area that is managed for the maintenance
of important values. If we restrict the P&C to high conservation values, we lose that delineated area
capacity. We are no longer ensuring protection of HCVF, we are protecting larger values in somewhat
of a nebulous manner. We support maintenance of the HCVF at the Principle and Criterion level with
the recognition that HCVs may occur on an FMU that are not forest-based and that equally merit protection. We support the concept of HCVF and other HCV areas, and let‘s not abandon one of the few
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Guidance 5: Inaccurate reference. Criterion 7.2 does not mention HCVs.
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globally recognized contributions of the FSC!
We prefer the original language and strongly recommend adding it back in. If however, HCVF definitions are going to be modified, we propose the addition of ―carbon storage‖ under ―Basic environmental services in critical conditions‖, in recognition of the critical condition that the climate crisis imposes
for the planet and the importance of mitigation of carbon emissions from forests, particularly carbon
dense forests.
It is essential that P9 also continue to require Organizations to avoid active management in high conservation value forests where that is the most effective means of protecting the high conservation
values. Therefore we recommend that P9 be rewritten as ―The Organization shall maintain and/or
enhance high conservation values.‖

The language of HCVF 2 should be changed. It currently reads Large landscape-level ecosystems
that are significant at global regional or national level containing viable populations of the majority or
all the naturally occurring species in natural patterns of distribution and abundance". The information
required for these analyses far exceeds the current scientific understanding. For the majority of species in the world we have no idea what are viable population numbers nor do we know what are/were
the "natural patterns of distribution and abundance". We don't even know the home ranges and dispersal rates for most species. I'm aware of no forest manager in the world that is undertaking this
research/analysis.One alternative is that the FSC just name which large landscape-level ecosystems
in the world qualify for HCVF2 e.g. Amazon areas of the boreal etc. "
Confusing language in this criterion. What does ―matching the likelihood of their occurrence and scale
intensity and risk of impacts…‖ mean? If the organization has done an assessment and stakeholder
―engagement‖ and HCVs are identified why use the phase ―likelihood of their occurrence‖ if they exist
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It is essential that the requirement for use of the precautionary principle be maintained in P9.
More clarity on the definition of precautionary principle is needed. Guidance: points 5 and 6 are not
clear. How the HCVA concepts are considered/mentioned in this new set of requirements in P9?
The guidance 1 and 2 are normative and should be part of the principle. Keep in mind some people
won't read the guidance at first; the current inclusion of the precautionary principle in Principle 9 does
not need to be dropped. Re: Annex 1: I think that the focus on the most esrteme classifications and
the dropping of rare-but-not-endangered (I have to say from a botanic point of view a plant species of
limited distribution is easily threatened by the fact that they can't get up and find a better home if
theirs is disrupted and so to remove rare from HCVF is a narrowing which is not a positive devleopment) together are reducing the impact of HCVF. For example in the UK and Ireland and much of
Europe areas under long-time forst cover are botanically (and with regard to fungi and invertebrates)
different from forests which have been forested for only a couple of hundred years. However many of
these have not been surveyed for rare fungi (for example) and so the vlaues could be lost just because the likelihood that these are HCVF is now excluded (and so the precautionary principle is not
applied). Even in North America research has shown different plant communities in areas which were
use for agriculture and then allowed to develop into forest 200 years ago (New York State) than areas
never cleared of forest. In my experience use of the ProForest toolkit with their staff resulte din excluding these ecosystems because they are not all internationally recognised (EU) as rare and designated as Natura 2000 sites. I think narrowing of the HCVF concept threatens to weaken the important
role of HCVFs at least in fragmented ''Old World'' landscapes too much. The main requirement is that
HCVF sites are identified and managed according to the precautionary principle; they don't need to
only be the very rarest and most endagered sites internationally for this to be a good thing.The precautionary principle does not mean non-intervention - this depends on the values to be protected!
C9.1

then there is no ―likelihood‖ if they don‘t exist then they don‘t exist. Recommend editing this criterion
to improve clarity.
I am not clear how this will work in practice and whether to meet this criterion all 6 areas of interest in
a forest will have to be zoned into these defined areas. If so I think it would be too cumbersome and
too inconsistent an approach to apply. It would be more straightforward to have one HCVF category
and then a description of the particuar interest associated with it described in the forest plan.
We would suggest deleting the specific requirement for by field evaluations and stakeholder engagement". Field evaluations and stakeholder evaluation are two methods by which the presence and
status of HCV's could be measured. Additional measures could include records review existing inventories range maps literature and possible many others. Suggest that the criterion be simplified to
require the assessment and provide a description of potential methodologies in the guidance."
HCV2 definition: …viable populations of the majority or all the naturally occuring species in natural
patterns of distribution and abundance" - Depending on understanding "significant" as an example
these may occur in a large scale in boreal forests in Canada Nordic countries and Russia. "
Support the removal of the word Forest from the definition as this has long been a source of confusion. Likewise the separation of HCV1 & 2 is helpful and clearer than the original version.
Interpretation of the HCVF criteria has been problematic and in particular HCV 6 as to differing opinions as to what constitutes ‗critical‘. Potentially some examples could assist interpretation.
We would suggest deleting the specific requirement for "by field evaluations and stakeholder engagement". Field evaluations and stakeholder evaluation are two methods by which the presence
and status of HCV's could be measured. Additional measures could include records review (inventories), range maps, literature and possible many others. Suggest that the criterion be simplified to
require the assessment, and provide a description of potential methodologies in the guidance.
Please align definitions with the High Conservation Resources Network..
I would like to see geological rarities included specifically in 9.1 HCV3. This would include soils with
stonelines or hardpan which may be very important at a local scale for ensuring the survival of certain
species and which may be affected by deep ripping for planting trees. It may also include the very
rare glacial erratic boulders in countries like latvia.
Replace: ―Large landscape ecosystems‖ by ―large areas of natural ecosystems at the landscapelevel‖. Justification: better translation.Comment: expand definition of stakeholders in the glossary to
include entities interested in the preservation of biodiversity and different high value conservation
attributes for example: government environmental bodies and social entities educational and research
institutes specialized foundations.
En los países donde no existe un ordenamiento territorial con base legal es posible que cualquier
sitio a ser ocupado por plantaciones forestales sea objetado por el sector ambiental. Esto puede
generar una gran incertidumbre para las empresas forestales que se encuentran en proceso de crecimiento.Para estos casos debería quedar establecida la prevalencia de las normas legales existentes y el dictamen de la autoridad de aplicación de las mismas.
The criterion should not include the necessity for field investigation and stakeholder engagement. In
our view criteria should not statehow" something should be done only that it should be done. The
method of achieving the end must be left up to the forest manager. If anFMU exists in an essentially
transformed landscape what is the point of a field inspection with stakeholders when the end result is
evident at the start!!"
Debe incluir aclaracion de …Principle 9 is reserved for exceptional cases as the (12) NB of Annex 1
declare…..Debe cambiarse en texto en castellano HACIENDO COINCIDIR por CONSIDERANDO.
!!! Does it matter that the definitions are not exactly the same wording as in the HCV toolkits? The
benefits of having the HCV1-6 as part of the P&C are not clearly founded. The world of HCV is
spreading much wider than FSC. This should be applauded - the wider the concept is used the
stronger it will become. With more players using HCV it does bring with it potential difficulties a key
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one is the development of the concept - in particular moving the 'HCV world' on together. To allow
this it may be more useful for all of the interested parties to refer to a common source (which has
been collectively developed).
In this way there is one HCV source rather than a number of different interpretations - it would be
untennable for the HCV concept to have more than one definition e.g a FSC-HCV RSPO-HCV RTSSHCV. As HCV practice is evolving quite rapidly locking the HCV1-6 into the relatively immovable P&C
(or similar documents of the other HCV users) might not be prudent in terms of allowing the HCV
concept to keep moving with the growing experience. Suggest to include a summary of the HCVs in
the Criterion text (but not the actual HCV 1-6) and remove the defintion of HCV 1-6 to a separate std
or guidance note to which a reference link is made clear; such as is already done with pesticides.!!!
HCV 2 - a majority of species" sets the bar far too low in terms of intactness / naturalness. Suggest to
retain "most or all" from old defintion. "
HCV 3 - Rare threatened or endangered ecosystems - can be significant at global regional or national
levels as well as HCVs 1 & 2
If HCV definitions are going to be modified we want to see the addition of ―carbon storage‖ under
―Basic environmental services in critical conditions‖ in recognition of the critical condition that the climate crisis imposes for the planet and the importance of mitigation of carbon emissions from forests
through the maintenance and enhancement of present carbon stocks.
4. The wording of P9.1 should be changed as follows:
HCV1 - 'Biodiversity values that are significant at global, national or regional or subnational levels.'
The rationale for two changes is thus:
a. High Conservation Values should exclude only local values, not subnational levels of analysis
since in some countries subnational levels of consideration are larger than international regions
(compare, for example, subnational values in Mexico versus national values in Guatemala).

Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
This is the main topic/issue in Australia. 9.1: The ‗Organisation‘ shall assess.
This is a controversial issue. In Victoria, the ―Organisation‖ refused to recognise HCV areas, no local
expertise or other scientific experts were consulted.
This issue is still not resolved.
HCV 5: I would like to include again: ―recreation‖ needs.
Guidance 4. I would like to include ENGOs (see previous remarks)
Change to:
The Organization shall assess the presence and status of the following high conservation values in
the management unit through field evaluations and stakeholder engagement, appropriate to the
scale, intensity and risk of impacts from management activities:
HCV 1 - Concentrations of biodiversity values that are significant at global, regional or national levels
(e.g., endemism, endangered species, refugia).
HCV 2 - Large landscape-level ecosystems, that are significant at global, regional or national level,
containing viable populations of the majority or all the naturally occurring species in natural patterns
of distribution and abundance.
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b. 'Concentrations' is subjective and ambiguous and exclude potentially extremely important single
values such as the protection of certain species that are highly endangered. The habitat of any endangered species, for example, ought to be considered an HCVF and that habitat protected to the
extent required for the species to persist and flourish. A globally or nationally endangered species is
clearly a High Conservation Value even if only one endangered species occurs in that ecosystem.

Forest Stewardship Council

HCV 3 - Rare, threatened, or endangered ecosystems.
HCV 4 - Basic environmental services in critical situations (e.g. protection of critical water catchments, control of erosion).
HCV 5 - Areas fundamental for satisfying basic necessities of local communities (e.g. for subsistence,
health).
HCV 6 - Areas critical for the traditional cultural identity of local communities (areas of cultural, ecological, economic, recreational or religious importance identified in cooperation with these local communities).
Guidance 1: This is very confusing. Here it is stated that the HCV values are not consistent with the
Controlled Wood ones in definition and in application yet the guidance heavily relies on guidance from
the Controlled wood standard. () thinks these should be the same and applied in the same way.
A detailed explanation of what is meant by ‗does not agree exactly‘ and why this is the case – we
would like to understand the rationale for this.
Add to guidance: i. Conservation organisations
Rationale 1: HCV could include rare desert ecosystems (ecotones) adjacent to forests, cave structures, marshes etc. that may not just be defined by vegetation.
9.1 (revised): The new language is good and represent important clarifications and improvements.
However, the definition of high conservation values needs further improvements (see comments on
the definitions below).
It is unclear what ―matching‖ means in this context, and what is to be matched with what.
Since the first clause of this sentence already requires the Organization to assess ―presence and
status‖, it seems very odd to shift to a focus on ―likelihood‖ of occurrence.
Change to: The Organization shall assess and document the presence and status of the following
high conservation values in the forest management unit through field evaluations and stakeholder
engagement, based on their potential vulnerability to the scale, intensity and risk of impacts of management activities: (...)
HCV 1: replace 'refuges' with 'refugia'
HCV 6: 'identified in cooperation with these local communities)': This should be moved into Guidance
language, and linked as well to HCV 5.

Guidance 4: delete.
It is not clear why this list should appear here. Stakeholders should mean the same thing throughout
the P&C. Furthermore, it would be a significant omission here to fail to list conservation organizations. An alternative would be to repeat here the statement in Guidance item #1 under Criterion 9.2.
but again make sure that local communities" include traditional and indigenous peoples."
a) Incluir en la definción o descripción de los Altos Valores en AVC4. almacenamiento de carbono b)
Debe quedar claro que en la definición de los AVC5 y AVC6 los grupos de interesados son los Pueblos iIdígneas y tradicionales
presence and status of HCV´s shall be assest in order ot develop management acitivities to prevent
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Guidance 1: Contrary to being helpful, this Guidance statement actually raises serious questions and
potential confusion. If this is the case, then what? Significant explanation is required.
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This could be problematical. what happens if agreement cannot be reached with single issue stakeholders?
What happens if agreement with stakeholders cannot be reached. There are many instances where
small groups of stakeholders have specific issues that they focus on and their idea of the appropriate
management of a particular HCV may not necesseraly coincide with that of the organisation or for
that matter other experts. If in such a case agreement cannot be reached does this mean that there
is non-compliance with this criterion. I would propose that there should be consultation with stakeholders but not necessarily base the final decision on a formal agreement.
The new 9.2 requires that stakeholders ―agree‖ with the HCV management strategies. This may be
impossible as there can be diverse stakeholders with many different perspectives and frankly such
agreement may result in management strategies that are politically acceptable but technically unsound. We strongly disagree with the approach. We propose removal of and agree" from criterion
language. "
This would be part of the forest planning process
Has to be canceld. To expensive for small forest management units. It only makes sens on a national
level.
agree through .. stakeholder" is not acceptable.Proposal: "… develops considering the stakeholder
engagement …" "
It is essential that the certified Organization does the planning which is audited by CAB and not by
stakeholders. All stakeholder interaction has to be proportional vs todays situation - Organizations
cannot match increased burdons.
This revised criterion is confusing and should be reworded as: ―The Organization in consultation with
stakeholders shall develop strategies for the maintenance and/or enhancement of identified high con-
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values. But it needn´t be the Organisation doing that if it can be demonstrated that national administration is working. In Germany it is for sure that all HCV´s are identified mapped ….
The definition of high conservation values needs further improvements (see comments on the definitions below).
Why are the HCVs numbered and listed? they shouldn‘t be presented as a guide but as requirements. Some examples are missing and therefore may lead to confusion. It is also not clear if the
assessment is restricted to the area considered within the forest management unit (this may lead to
missunderstandings as the FMU is not clearly define in the document). The assessment and the implementation of strategies might have different geographical scopes. I‘d propose to use the following
wording The Organization shall assess the presence and status of high conservation values by field
evaluations and stakeholder engagement at least every tree years matching the likelihood of their
occurrence and the scale intensity and risk of impacts from management activities"
The current Cirtion is not 'broken' and does not need to be fixed. The original focus on the ''attributes
consistent with the HCVF'' encourages a systems approach which is essential to any protection/conservation. Otherwise one opens the door to the concept of a zoo of endangered species is
maintaining them. This is not so except genetically (and even the natual evolutionary processes are
being altered as the environment is different.) The inclusion of a definition in the P&C is essential but
FSC should use only a single definition. I am unclear what the objective of the statement in Guidance
1 is. Having two different defintions is confusing and this is the opportunity to have a singe accepted
defintion for everyone to work with.A requirement should be inserted for a regional or national or enterprise-specific defintion prior to requiring assessment against that definition. Guidance 2 is unclear
as to whether it is a suggestion or a requirement. It also seems that this is in reverse to what is probably most informative: the people on the ground likely have a better idea of potential HCVFs regionally than a global database. Guidance 3: reads as normative so should be a Criterion.
C9.2

Forest Stewardship Council

servation values‖.
We would suggest additional guidance indicating that where there is a national or local agency with
the legal mandate for the maintenance and / or enhancement of the HCV's the responsibility of the
Organization should be to conform to the regulatory strategies. There should be no obligation on the
Organization to duplicate or to challenge the authority of the legally mandated agency.
It is essential that the certified Organization does the planning which is audited by CAB and not by
stakeholders.
Revise to say The Organization in consultation with stakeholders shall develop strategies for the
maintenance and/or enhancement of identified high conservation values.""
We would suggest additional guidance indicating that where there is a national or local agency with
the legal mandate for the maintenance and / or enhancement of the HCV's, the responsibility of the
Organization should be to conform to with the regulatory strategies. There should be no obligation on
the Organization to duplicate, or to challenge, the authority of the legally mandated agency.
Guidance needed on how to achieve agreement with stakeholders for HCVF maintenance
Consider item 9.1 comment regarding stakeholder definition
Same comment for 9.1 re stakeholder engagement. The criterion should simply state what must be
done not how. The how must be left to the forest manager. If he wished to engage with stakeholders
that is his prerogative.
Debe incluir aclaracion de …Principle 9 is reserved for exceptional cases as the (12) NB of Annex 1
declare….
makes no sense for small isolated woodlands
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Why is this not consultation, with a very clear definition. The definition of engagement in the glossary
essentially just says this is a process but doesn‘t define what it entails. Clarifying consultation requirements has always been a key weakness of FSC and this may only serve to confuse the situation
further.
Guidance: Add: 4. In the development of the strategies there is no presumption that management
interventions or measures are necessary to maintain or enhance identified HCV.
9.2 (new): Identified HCV should be made public (unless culturally/traditionally important not to have
them identified).
and or enhancement': As stated above, this word may or may not be appropriate, depending on how
it is defined in Guidance.

'shall incorporate them into the management plan, and shall make them publicly available': These
requirements were contained in the original Criterion 9.3, and should be included here.
El criterio tiene una base técnico-científica compleja. Podría llegar a ser que alguna comunidad local
pudiera ayudar a identificar sitios de valor de conservación cultural pero es inadecuado pensar que
las comunidades vecinos empresarios etc. son los indicados para planificar los métodos y mecanismos para lograr este objetivo para conservar los ambientes de alto valor en lo que se refiere a los
valores naturales. Se requiere conocimiento para saber como hacerlo. Se requiere tener formación
biológica específica
the fact that stakeholders are not only engaged in the development of the strategie but have to agree
to the strategy is large-scaled. The regulation should be softer like in 7.6. The organisation shall be
responsible to develop corresponding mechanism which make sure that HCVF´s are maintained.
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Change to: The Organization shall develop and agree through stakeholder engagement the strategies
for the maintenance and/or enhancement of identified high conservation values, shall incorporate
them into the management plan, and shall make them publicly available.

Forest Stewardship Council

Identified HCV should be made public (unless culturally/traditionally important not to have them identified).
How will an organization demonstrate aggrement with such a long lists and wide variety of stackeholder? This may be very difficult to achive and demonstrate and may create perversive insentives to
make the consultation process extensive to a varitety of stackeholders. I would propose communicate" instead of "agree""
If FSC is going to recommend lists of stakeholders the l;ists needs to be greatly expanded as per my
earlier comment (e.g include academics researchers govenrment experts/bodies local clubs etc etc).
In developing strategies for managemnet of HCVFs one needs not only input from locals but also
experts on those particualr values. Otherwise what I have seen is managment by general principles
which is not always best for that particular species or habitat or site.
C9.3
For the new 9.3 we suggest adding the following clarifying language at the beginning of the criterion
something like the following – ―Prior to implementing practical management activities...‖ This makes
consistency in enforcement by all CABs more likely. The word ―strong‖ is not auditable.

9.3 (old): Neither the proposed revised P&C language nor the proposed revised P&C 7 language
expressly require the management plan to identify the high conservation value areas and delineate
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Regarding #2 some FME are protective of disclosing the protection measures publicly due to concern
that small stakeholder populations may undermine the protection or enhancement of the HCV. An
exception should be made if FME can demonstrate that public disclosure of protection measures puts
the HCV at risk.
Better as sometimes a HCVF has not been included in an approved management plan. Better to focus on management activities and not on the management plan.
The words ―‖strong‖ version of‖ can be deleted or alternately the term should be better defined.
See comment C9.2. Where there is a national or local agency with the legal mandate for implementation of the strategy the obligations of the Organization should be to conform to aspects of the strategy within its scope of operations.
See comment C9.2. Where there is a national or local agency with the legal mandate for implementation of the strategy, the obligations of the Organization should be to conform to with aspects of the
strategy within its scope of operations.
Debe incluir aclaracion de …Principle 9 is reserved for exceptional cases as the (12) NB of Annex 1
declare…..Debe cambiarse en texto en castellano COINCIDIRAN por CONTEMPLARAN.
!!! The precautionary principle is crucial for this criterion. Consider including it in the Criterion to emphasize this.
Reference to the precautionary principle must be included.
Principle 9 and Criterion 9.3 We strongly recommend restoring the application of the precautionary
principle in each of these sections. The effective use of the precautionary principle is one of the characteristics that separates the FSC from lesser certification systems.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change: The Organization shall implement the strategies for the maintenance and/or enhancement of
the high conservation values identified. These strategies shall match both the nature and significance
of the HCV values as well as the risk of impacts from management activities in accordance with the
precautionary principle.
9.3 (new): The P&C must retain language regarding the precautionary approach to management.
Management strategies must also be made public. These are both in the guidance note, but must be
stated in the Criterion.

Forest Stewardship Council

the measures that will be implemented to protect and restore those values. That would be a serious
and inappropriate weakening of the P&C and their effectiveness.
and or enhancement': See comments above regarding whether or not this term is appropriate.
'match': This word is extremely vague in its intent.
Change to: The Organization shall implement the strategies for the maintenance and/or enhancement
of the high conservation values identified. These strategies shall take a precautionary approach and
shall be proportionate to the nature and significance of the HCVs and to the risk of impacts from
management activities.
This form of words is a much clearer way of describing what the word ―match‖ is intended to mean.
Guidance: Guidance needs to be added regarding the precautionary approach, and to explain how
the strategies are to be proportionate.
There is no definition of this anywhere in the draft. More importantly, ―precautionary approach‖ has
been removed from the original criterion‘s language. [See previous comment.]

9.3 should be combined with 9.2. as follow The Organization shall develop implement and communicate through stakeholder engagement the strategies for the maintenance and/or enhancement of
identified high conservation values. These strategies shall match the risk of impacts from management activities.""
Again the guidance reads as normative and raises a major issue as to whether a NC is to be raised
against not fulfilling the guidance with a 'shall'. The precautionary approach is an important element of
P9 at the moment and it should not be delegated to guidance. It should be required (and therefore in
the Criterion). The current link of the management of HCVFs with the management plan has been
delegated to guidance when it is more suitable to have it in the Criterion (as part of a requirement.) I
am not sure whether the ''strong version of the precautionary principle'' is generally understood; I
myself don't know what it means (and I would expect to if it were commonly know).
C9.4
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Guidance 2: None of the criteria under proposed Principle 7, including Criterion 7.5, make any reference to HCVs. Also, this Guidance note is misplaced, since this criterion is about implementation, not
about planning.
La versión original era superadora porque no debe solo evaluarse el estado de los valores de conservación sino que en forma anticipada temprana conocer la eficiencia de las medidas empleadas
para mantener esos valores es mejor ya que se anticipa a posibles cambios irreversibles en un aspecto tan valorado como el que resguarda en este principio.
For HCVF 4 and 5 the strategy identified shall be developped with free prior and informed consent.
a)Tal vez sea adecuado incorporar referencia a Principio Precautorio en la formulación y no solo en
la Orientación. b) ¿Es la palabra match" usada en varias partes en la versión en Inglés la más apropiada? "
could be integrated in 9.2.
The P&C must retain language regarding the precautionary approach to
management. Management strategies must also be made public. These are both in
the guidance note, but must be stated in the Criterion.
The management plan needs to identify HCVFs and define the measures that will be implemented to
protect, maintain and restore these values.

Forest Stewardship Council

Has to be canceld. To expensive for small forest management units. It only makes sens on a national
level.
See comments C9.2 and C9.3. Where there is a national or local agency with the legal mandate for
monitoring there should be no obligation on the Organization to duplicate the activity. The proposed
change from annual" to "periodic" monitoring is positive."
Replacing annual" in the earlier text by " periodic" now is a good betterment. "
See comments C9.2 and C9.3. Where there is a national or local agency with the legal mandate for
monitoring, there should be no obligation on the Organization to duplicate the activity. The proposed
change from "annual" to "periodic" monitoring is positive.
Debe incluir aclaracion de …Principle 9 is reserved for exceptional cases as the (12) NB of Annex 1
declare…..
We support this Criterion but it should also include the appropriate scale and intensity of biological
status both baseline and condition assessment (better linkage with Criterion 9.1). Without knowing
what biodiveristy is on the FMU it is not possible to gauge impacts on it no matter well matched the
impacts monitoring is to 'scale intensity and risk of impacts from management actvities'. This Criterion
as currently written could encourage meaningless monitoring that suggests there are no impacts
when there could be.
It's very helpful to see the removal of the word 'annual'. This recognises that the monitoring regime
should be proportional to the HCV attribute being monitored.
Additional guidance on frequency related to scale and intensity must be included.
Change to: The Organization shall conduct periodic monitoring to assess any changes in the status of
high conservation values. The monitoring shall match the nature of the HCVs and the scale, intensity
and risk of impacts from management activities.
Comment: Otherwise assumes that there is change and therefore HCVs are mostly likely not being
maintained.
Change guidance: The frequency of periodic monitoring could range from daily during management
activities to monthly, annually or longer.
9.4 (new): ―Periodic‖ monitoring could be interpreted to mean sporadic, and does not emphasize that
a formalized, regular monitoring program is required. If annual monitoring is not acceptable, then
should be stated ―regular‖ monitoring.
periodic': Variable interpretations of this word could imply that monitoring might be only sporadic. It is
important to make it clear that regular monitoring is required.
'match': See previous comments about the vagueness of this word.

Guidance: Further guidance is required to more clearly explain how the monitoring is to be proportionate.
if not national authorities are doing that
I propose the following: The Organization shall conduct periodic monitoring assessments of high conservation values. The monitoring shall match the scale intensity and risk of impacts from management activities." in this way it is clear that the assessment also includes identification of new HCV."
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Change to: The Organization shall conduct regular monitoring to assess any changes in the status
of high conservation values. The monitoring shall take a precautionary approach and shall be proportionate to the nature and significance of the HCVs and to the scale, intensity and risk of impacts from
management activities

Forest Stewardship Council

'Periodic' is vague and actually implies a requirement for regular monitoring when it may not be
needed (i.e. irregular monitring but more frequent may be the most suitable but this requires regular
(but potentially infrequent) monitoring) A link should be made explicitely with the period of the monitring being determined by the ecology or particular attributes of the particular HCV and the management. Then I think the guidance is not necessary - it doesn't actually give useful additional information
However the connection of the monitoring to the measures for the protection of HCVFs - which is
what the original Criterion says - is better especially as protection is what is required of the enterprise
in this Principle. And then the second part of effective monitoring -- incorporation of the results into
adpated managment - should also be required and this link is missing here.
P10
Principle 10 is quite wordy and should be revised so that intent is more clearly described and discernable.
Delete the words for the benefit of" since they could extend the standard to upstream products or
services that are beyond the scope or control of the FMU."
• Some activities carried out for the benefit of the forest have no relevance to forest management
standards.
• For example nurseries require a very different type of management and should not be subject to
forest management standards.
Suggestion
1. Principle 10 (and all other Principles) apply only to activities within the FMU.
2. Activities outside the FMU are dealt with by the FSC Policy of Association.
3. Nurseries are considered as per the recommendation under our Comments on General Matters
Support with amendments ;
Some activities for the benefit of the forest have no relevance to forest management standards.
For example nurseries require a very different type of management and should not be subject to forest management standards.
Rationale 6 suggests there is little evidence that plantations reduce pressures on natural forests. We
contest this and give New Zealand as an example: In the early 1900‘s NZ recognised that natural
forests were being rapidly diminished and the Government(s) then began establishing plantations.

Suggestion
Amend to include the example – NZ is in fact one of the most ―real‖ examples where a whole nation
has gravitated to a plantation base following early recognition of inevitable shortfalls and where destructive clearance of commodity marketed native timbers has elevated to new high value markets at
very small scales and very expensive and low impact silvicultural based extraction.
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Today less than 1% of NZ‘s wood is produced from natural forest, the remainder (99%) is from plantations.
This is now the expected norm in NZ where harvesting other than by single tree aerial extraction from
natural forests is considered poorly by the public, but plantations are generally accepted.
Until the 1970‘s (when natural forest harvesting was outlawed in public forests) most NZ housing was
constructed from natural forest wood (i.e. rimu and kauri). Today housing construction is 100% from
plantation grown softwoods.
The availability of plantation wood has enabled the New Zealand Government to cease harvesting in
State owned natural forests which are now managed for pure conservation purposes. This has contributed to over 30% of New Zealand‘s land area (including alpine areas) under management by the
Government for conservation purposes.

Forest Stewardship Council

We think the wording of the policy is clumsy and difficult to understand although the guidelines presented do offer some clarity on what the principle is trying to portray. We offer the following as this is
what we think is the intention of the Principle: Management activities in the FMU appropriate to meet
the Organizations economic environmental and social objectives are implemented""
Cambiar la redaccion en castellano: TODAS LAS ACTIVIDADES DENTRO Y PARA BENEFICIO DE
LA UNIDAD DE MANEJO FORESTAL SON SELECCIONADAS E IMPLEMENTADAS PARA QUE
CUMPLAN LOS OBJETIVOS ECONOMICOS AMBIENTALES Y SOCIALES DE LA ORGANIZACION
What about where the species are already planted long ago and already have negative impacts? Do
they have to remove them.
I disagree with the Rationale for point 6 that plantations do not alleviate pressure on natural forests
(when you think in the long-term) but equally I don't think that certification of plantations needs to be
justified (if this was originally intended as a justification).
See comments on Criteria 10.1 10.4 10.7 & 10.8.
We disagree with the Rationale for point 6 that plantations do not alleviate pressure on natural forests. If taken to an extreme and there were no plantations would the pressure on natural forests not
increase considerably?
There is something out of context with P10 criteria. They are obviously written for plantation forestry
but have a general language as all the criteria shall be valid for all sorts of forestry type and scale.
Guidance might need to be related also to type of forest/plantation and intensity and not only to
scale.Re wording: in compliance with" is OK in relation to policies but seems a bit strange in relation
to objectives.There is some overlap with other principles - 4 6 7 "
Principle 10 is far and away the most important principle for (). We are an active member of the P-10
committee with the FSC US and represent the region of the world that has the largest amount (over
42M acres) of tree plantations than anywhere on the planet. Changes to this principle must not weaken the cut-off date for certifiable plantations, crucial restoration requirements, or in anyway rubber
stamp the further conversion of natural forests or wetlands to new plantations. That alone would
make it very difficult for () to continue to support FSC.

Guidance 6: [This is a very poor and in fact false example. These plantations in Riau are in fact
putting more pressure on natural forest through conversion. One example is in NZ where a plantation
estate was deliberately established to move away from relying on native forests for wood supply.]
P10 (new). The new principle language is important as far as it goes, but hardly merits Principle level
status, and does not add much value. It would make far more sense for P10 to clearly require that
forest management must maintain and restore full natural forest ecological diversity, composition,
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As written, this does not preclude plantation management in FSC certified forests. This again could
lead to a serious watering down of the FSC putting it on par with much less worthy systems like
PEFC and SFI. FSC should be focused on restoration and ecological values in light of the millions of
acres of plantations already in existence around the world and the severe degradation of natural forests that have occurred in regions like ours in the Southern US.
We attach particular importance to ensuring that the FSC does not endorse or support conversion of
natural or semi-natural forests to plantations. As criteria 6.7 has not yet been drafted we are unable
to comment. We find the proposed revisions to P&C 10 to be largely negative and to be overly deferential to business-as-usual intensive industrial forestry management. The new criteria as proposed
are increasingly reliant on procedural approaches rather than performance benchmarks making compliance relatively easier but environmental outcomes less certain.
Change to: All activities and operations involving the management unit are designed and implemented for compliance with The Organization‘s economic, environmental and social policies and objectives that meet the FSC Principles and Criteria, and with all other applicable FSC standards.

Forest Stewardship Council

structure, and function. The FSC can not credibly claim to represent responsible forestry if it fails to
require and identify such management, and with the proposed revised restructuring of P&C 10, this is
precisely the type of vision and requirement that should introduce the rest of P&C 10.
Indeed, as written, the proposed revised P&C would not preclude plantation style management in
FSC certified forests. As a result, the FSC would potentially begin rubber-stamping business-asusual industrial forestry in countries like the U.S. This would fail to meet crucial ecological objectives,
including restoration of the economic and ecological productivity of vast amounts of commercial forests degraded by past overly intensive industrial logging. It would also fundamentally compromise
the FSC‘s credibility, both because consumers expect the FSC to translate to natural forest management, and because it would reduce the FSC down to the level of other certification systems that are
essentially just green-washing business as usual logging.
As discussed below, the proposed revised P&C fail to even maintain important forest management
requirements from the old P10. Given that those requirements were reasonable to expect in the context of plantations where natural forest management expectations were by definition limited, one
would certainly expect they would also be met in ―natural‖ forest management scenarios. However,
those requirements have disappeared. This too is unacceptable.
Change to: All activities and operations involving the forest management unit are designed and implemented to comply with The Organization‘s economic, environmental and social policies and objectives, with the FSC Principles and Criteria, and with all other applicable FSC standards.
Reflects language in Principle 1.
Guidance 2: These are timber-specific terms. They are also unnecessary. This language should be
applicable to management of all natural resources.
Change to: 2. Proposed Principle 10 deals mainly with the management activities and prescriptions
with in the forest management unit, and the field procedures being derived in part from the ecological
studies and conservation activities covered by Principle 6.

Add after 10.5: The Organization shall apply the precautionary principle to pest control by using preventative measures, integrated pest management, and biological and non-chemical control methods
wherever possible.
a) Se debe reformular; no queda nada claro por qué las actividades de manejo se definen en función
de los objetivos de la Organización??; demasiado by pass" hacia lo que contiene el P7. Lo que se
trata no es de cumplir con los objetivos de la Organización sino los planes de manejo que posibilitan
cumplir con los PyC del FSC y por tanto el manejo de los bosques como está explicitado en su Mision y bueno si La Organización ha "adherido" a los PyC realmente también cumplir con sus objetivos. Habría que revisar esto también en el P7. b) Rationale 6: Que bueno que se haya reconocido
que las plantaciones no están reduciendo la presión sobre los bosques nativos aunque deberían
hacerlo no?; pero para evitar largas discusiones a este respecto y por el enfoque con el que se esta
refiriendo propongo eliminiar este punto; además el ejemplo no es apropiado."
The addition of a principle that focuses on management activities (the operational aspects of P7) is a
positive revision, although the criterion-level language is difficult to understand.
We want to ensure that the FSC does not endorse or support conversion of natural or semi-natural
forests to plantations. Unfortunately, we find the proposed revisions to P&C 10 to support largely
business as usual intensive industrial forestry management.
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Significant portions of original Criteria 6.6 and 10.7 have been lost in this draft and should be reinstated.

Forest Stewardship Council

P10 (new). P10 should clearly require forest management to maintain and restore full natural forest
ecological diversity, composition, structure, and function. The proposed revised P&C would not preclude plantation style management in FSC certified forests. As a result, the FSC would potentially
begin rubber-stamping business-as-usual industrial forestry in countries like the U.S or open the Canadian Boreal to conversion. This would fail to meet crucial ecological objectives, including restoration of the economic and ecological productivity of vast amounts of commercial forests degraded by
past overly intensive industrial logging. It would also compromise the FSC‘s credibility, both because
consumers expect the FSC to
translate to natural forest management, and because it would reduce the FSC down to the level of
other certification systems that are greenwashing business as usual logging. The proposed revised
P&C fail to maintain important forest management requirements from the old P10. Given that those
requirements were reasonable to expect in the context of plantations, one would certainly expect they
will also be met in ―natural‖ forest management scenarios.
Wording of the principle does not explain what is covered as the text refers to another principle without clearly referencing the related principle. As this principle covers the implementation through management and is thus a key part of the FSC P&C wording should clearly describe the scope of this
principle. I recommend to revise the wording in a way which clearly describes the content of this
principle. The text should be self understanding i.e. without reference to other principles.
C10.1
This will exclude all plantations from certification.
This criterion will effectively leave the certification of plantations impossible. Plantations species invariably cannot be considered ecologically suitable". Most plantation species are invasive and often
have by the nature of the land use change significant impacts on ecosystems."
Generally this is OK but there are situations where planted species and species naturally regenerating can be both invasive and can have negative ecological impacts on other ecosystems. This criterion should be re-worded to emphaise the importance of site selection and avoiding significant negative ecological consequences; as in the previous version 4 wording
Has to be canceld. This is part of the managementplan.
Recommend that the adjective ―ecologically‖ be dropped from the term ―ecologi-cally suitable‖ in the
first sentence or alternately include ―ecologically economi-cally and socially‖.
Ambiguous open to varied interpretation.
A species that is not invasive could also be a species that has the potential to be invasive but the risk
of invasion is controlled.
Guidance note 5 is confusing as it covers both planted and natural regeneration – this does not seem
practical for either category of forest.

Guidance note 5 could be read to require both planted and natural regeneration – this does not seem
practical for either natural or planted forests.
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Suggestion
1. Clarify how and potentially invasive tree could be accepted as controlled.
2. Clarify Guidance note 5.
Support with clarification;
A species that is not invasive should also be a species that could be invasive but this risk is controlled.

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
Clarify how and potentially invasive tree could be accepted as controlled – refer last sentence 10.2.
Clarify Guidance note 5 – natural indigenous tree and shrub understorey species do grow under regenerating plantations in most parts of NZ but to plant would be self defeating.
This criterion covers many items and should be sub-divided. Ecologically appropriate species is already covered in 10.4. The sentence structure makes comprehension difficult in english and for
those attempting to translate the meaning.
Definition needed for "significant negative ecological impacts on other ecosystems"
Natural generation might be a preferred option in many cases and indeed an additional measure.
Some clarification needed.
As things stand at the moment this would exclude any company that had an affiliate that had any
post 1994 conversion from being certified. This is a much stronger requirement than the proposed
policy of association.

Orientation: 4. The replacement plantings after harvest through natural regeneration (driving) and
artificial regeneration (reform) should be scheduled within an appropriate period to achieve the management objectives and final product quality. 5. Item difficult to understand very confusing therefore
needs redrafting. 6. The regeneration phase should result in ecological conditions as good as or better than the stage of afforestation (the ecological condition can be monitored by physical and biological soil quality and quantity of water resources biodiversity and socioeconomic factors). Basement:
This criterion aims to clarify that the forestation and reforestation with appropriate tree species in disturbed areas are positive when there is an improvement of ecological condition in the FMU and / or
region in the long run.
Complicated language and not easy to understand needs to be simplified
The last sentence would make it very difficult if not impossible for timber plantations in SA to be certified to the FSC. The trees we use are recognised in two pieces of SA law as being invasive and require management action to control them. If we intepret the criterion 10.1 strictly does this mean that
alien invasive species would fail this criterion? If we look at criterion 10.2 then it appears that alien
species (but not invasive?) can be used as long as they are carefully controlled to avoid adverse ecological and social impacts. Why is it not possible to include the requirement that invasive species also
be controlled as in the case of alien species? And who decides whether an species is invasive - it is
not defined in the glossary. We request that the last sentence of the 10.1 be removed or amended to
reflect the same requirement of carefully controlled" as contained in 10.2. If the FSC has a different
interpretation of 10.1 please advise us. We would not want to continue with our regional FSC standard setting process if there is an intention to exclude our plantations from seeking certification in the
future.We also note in the guidelines that there is nothing that expands on the last sentence to assist
us in our interpretation."
Corregir el Rationale 1 pues la regeneracion natural NO SE PLANTA SALVO QUE SE USE PLAN-
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In addition in 10.1 it is not entirely clear that the discussion is only dealing with forest management
companies.
We agree with the concept but the criterion is very poorly worded.
The Organization should manage species ecologically suited to achieve the management objectives
for the regeneration and forestation. The species chosen should consider the quality of the final product diversity of species and genotypes density of stands growth habits and growth rate. No species
should be planted or farmed on a large scale until testing and / or local experience shows that there is
no significant negative ecological impacts.

TULAS DE REGENERACION NATURAL EN ESE CASO USAR WILDLINGS". En version en castellano ESTA INCOMPLETO EL FUNDAMENTO LOGICO (completarlo). Ni en ingles ni en castellano
aparecen los criterios 6.8 y siguientes!!Los Criterios 6.7- 6.8 -6.9 NO EXISTEN EN ESTE FORMULARIO PARA HACER OBSERVACIONES o COMENTARIOS CASO DE CONVERSION; PARECE
ESTA EN DISCUSIÓN Y ES TEMA RELEVANTE."
La redacción del último párrafo es sumamente restrictiva y limita severamente la posibilidad de certificación de plantaciones que en gran porcentaje se realizan con especies exóticas que han demostrado significativa adaptación al ecosistema o bioma donde se desarrollan. Para evitar la invasión a
AVC u otros habitats naturales existen y se aplican medidas de mtigación y control aceptadas hoy
por FSC y las EEC.
Although this is no longer supposed to be the Plantations Principle the underlying assumption of this
criterion is that we are talking about a production plantation (ref in particular The species shall be
selected for final-product quality a diversity of species and genotypes stand density growth habit and
growth rate.") What about the context of natural regeneration of an area not intended for production
or planting say for amenity or conservation purposes ? "
We agree with this Criterion except the stipulation of 'final product quality'. Not all forest management
for biodiversity will always be best met by tree selection for final product quality. The choice of forest
product quality should relate to the overall forest management objectives.Note the proposed Definition of 'silviculture/silvicultural systems' which relates to methods to 'best fulfil the objectives of the
owner' which 'may or may not include timber production'.
Criterion : !!!! The formulation is very problematic. It can be interpreted in two ways: i) related to natural/semi natural forest the wording may appear to allow for the gradual conversion of natural forest
through the use of exotics at restock. There seems to be a risk for indirect and continuous ―denaturalisation‖ and degradation of natural and semi-natural forests.
ii) related to plantations the word appears to re-open the concept of structural and biological diversity
at STAND level (vs FMU level) which the Plantation Review decided to move away from. The second
sentence is unclear. What is meant by selecting species based on e.g. stand density? 'Ecologically
suitable' is too open a term for a criterion. It is clear that this criterion is related to plantations or semi
natural species so guidance must be differentiated for type and intensity e.g. for species diversity
maximum share of exotic species and how these areas are located in the landscape.
The term 'large scale' is similarly too open to interpretation. Significant negative impact" needs to be
defined. Should there be a prohibition of GMOs for tree species in this criterion? Gudance 2 is very
important and it resonates well with the concept of "ends rather than means" concept. Guidance 4 should not counter the fact that restocking period may need to be lengthened in approaches to dealing with pests and minimising pesticide use. Guidance 5 - It must be better clarified that the requirement relates to FMU level and not stand level. Therefore "may" might be better than "shall". Suggestion to combine 10.1 with 10.2 - there seems to be no reason for having to criterions. The criterion
should include reference to: - site adapted species- species selected for the compatability of the
management objectives growth rate and for resilience to clalamities pests diseases and predicted
changes of climate"- the last sentence; "No species should be planted…"And: strengthen 6.6 to mitigate the risk for degradation or move content from 6.6. into new 10.1/10.2 "
The new language does not require natural diversity of tree and vegetation species in a way that is
clear, opening the door to further forest conversion to none-native species and therefore is unacceptable.
Change to: The Organization shall provide for the establishment of ecologically suitable species to
achieve the management objectives with respect to regeneration and afforestation where natural
regeneration is not the optimal choice (based on economic, social and ecological reasons). The species shall be selected for final-product quality, a diversity of species and genotypes, stand density,
growth habit and growth rate. No species should be planted on a large scale until local trials and/or
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experience have shown that it is ecologically well adapted to the site, is not invasive, and does not
have significant negative ecological impacts on other ecosystems. [social impacts?]
'ecologically suitable' : Not sure if this is the right term. Guidance would need to make it very clear
what the criteria and thresholds are for assessing this.
Social Impacts?
Guidance:
The guidance that is needed is on the decision making process on how to weigh up economic with
social and ecological in the selection of species. The experience so far is that economic or in fact
financial over-rides everything else. Can‘t see how this criterion or the guidance deals with this.]
10.1 (new). The language is good as far as it goes, but is highly inadequate in that it does not clearly
require that management, whether by natural regeneration or planting, shall lead to a natural diversity
of native tree and other vegetation species, and limit the use of non-native species to sites that would
not naturally be forested. ―Ecologically suitable‖ is far too broad a requirement; almost any species
could be deemed ―ecologically suitable‖ in someone‘s opinion. Indeed, as written, 10.1 (new) could
allow substantial amounts of conversion of natural forest to non-native species. Such outcomes
would be completely unacceptable.
This criterion clearly seems to be focused on the ecological suitability of species selection, but it contains too much extraneous language and should be simplified and revised for clarity. Management
objectives are obviously related, but are much more appropriately addressed under Principle 7. Also,
the finer details of selection should be addressed in the Guidance notes.
'provide for': This term is too vague and invites misinterpretation.
Target species may already exist and do not need to be established.
'afforestation': This term applies too narrowly to trees only.
sentence 2: This sentence is vague in its intent, is inappropriate in criterion language, and should be
moved into Guidance language. See below.
'on a large scale': It is questionable whether potentially invasive species should be planted even on a
moderate or small scale. The Working Group should revisit this language to determine whether it is
appropriate, whether it would be better addressed in other criteria, and whether additional Guidance
language should be added to make it clear that even smaller-scale plantings could create ecological
risk.
'invasive': Needs a Glossary definition.

Guidance: Because this criterion deals mainly with selection and establishment, the last three Guidance notes should be shifted under Criterion 10.2, which deals more directly with regeneration.
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Change to: With respect to harvesting, establishment, and natural or artificial regeneration, the Organization shall demonstrate that its selection of species is ecologically suitable to the forest management unit . No species should be planted or introduced on a large scale until local trials and/or
experience have shown that it is ecologically well adapted to the site, is not invasive , and does not
have significant negative ecological impacts on other ecosystems.

Forest Stewardship Council

Guidance 1 - change to: 1. For optimum species-site matching, selection of species / genotypes shall
take into account the baseline ecological data assembled for the forest management unit in accordance with the criteria under Principle 6.
This is confusing. Data is not assembled by management activities.
Add to guidance: 2. The species shall be selected to ensure a diversity of species and genotypes,
stand densities, growth habits and growth rates.
Moved from criterion language to Guidance. This sentence is not at all clear in its intent. Also, many
of these terms are conventional timber terms that may have certain meaning in certain contexts, but
in plain English, this sentence is very vague. It is much more suitable for Guidance language, where
it can be fully defined and clarified, rather than criterion language.
Guidance 2 'expected': Not sure this is the appropriate term.
Guidance 3: The proposed wording of the criterion does not clearly establish such a requirement.
Guidance 4 'restoration': Applies too narrowly to trees only.
Guidance 4 'years': This inappropriately implies that it is appropriate to wait years before re-planting.
This should not be condoned by FSC. Furthermore, the general weakness of this language, as well
as the fact that it does not appear in criterion language, ensures that some of FSC‘s competitors will
have much stronger standards for reforestation and replanting.
Change to: 4.5. Replacement of crops after harvest, by natural or artificial regeneration , shall be
scheduled within a limited period of time so that new crops are growing in a timely fashion, and in
order to restore biodiversity and ecological integrity. The number of years is typically shorter for
areas that are planted (artificial regeneration) than areas left for natural regeneration.
Guidance 5: This language raises confusion. First, this would not appear to be applicable to any animals, and ―services‖ are not vegetation that can be planted. Also, it is not clear why the Organization
must ensure that all harvested species must be regenerated by both planting and natural regrowth.
Clearly there are animal, plant or fungi species that do not need replanting, or cannot be easily replanted.
Guidance 6: add 'at a minimum' after usually.

Rationale 2: This proposed Criterion 10.1 does not really do this. Proposed Criterion 10.2, however,
does because it basically includes the complete text of the original Criterion 6.9.
a) Eliminar signficativos"; qué se considerará como impactos negativos signficativos?; que niveles de
impacto se van a aceptar???; b) En relación a la conversión aludida en Rationale 3 dado que no he
revisado la nueva propuesta no puedo comentar sobre ella; sin embargo dejo constancia de mi oposición hacia la conversión y a cualquier cambio de fecha. "
We agree with the concept, but the criterion is very poorly worded.
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Rationale 1: The criterion is completely silent on timeliness and does not do this.
'trees': It is not desirable to maintain a narrow, tree-specific focus.

Forest Stewardship Council

This is very difficult to achive in a plantation and will most likely exclude many if not all plantations
from certification. What is an alien species and how is it's natural habitat defined in an era of climate
change and changes in natural species distribution.
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10.1 (new). The language needs to clearly require that forest management plans, whether by natural
regeneration or planting, shall lead to a natural diversity of native tree and other vegetation species,
and limit the use of non-native species to sites that would not naturally be forested. As written, 10.1
(new) could allow substantial amounts of conversion of natural forest to non-native species.
The first sentence is unclear. 'to achieve the management objectives' refers to other principles or
criteria but it remains unclear to which. 'to achieve the management oblectives with respect to regeneration and afforestation' would mean that only the objectives in the first phase of the cycle are to be
considered in the species selection. The whole sentence should be reviewed or even better shortened. It is sufficient to say 'The Organization shall provide for the establishment of ecologically suitable species'.
Having said this new P10 is not about plantations you move directly into ''establishment'' and discuss
only timber-production reasons for species selection and selection of non-invasive species (which
indicated exotics which again implies plantations). This is confusing and implies it is in fact about
plantations. If it is about silviculture I would encourage first having Criteria about silvicultural systems.
The first and the last sentences are different angles on the same issue so it is confusing to have them
as separate subsections of a single Criterion. What I mean is: if a species has not shown to not be
invasive how can it possibly be known that it is ecologically suitable? I am not arguing that invasivenes is not extremely important but that this criterion needs some revision into conceptual blocks.
In addition a definition of ''ecologically suitable'' may be very useful. Large-scale is a vague term
which could cause problems for auditors. And why is it all right to plant small-scale patches of invasive species ? The really invasive ones don't need to be large-scale to cause enormous irreversible
problems. In fact you only need one or two in local gardens in some cases! In addition this Criterion
has three different sections which should be separated into separate Criteria for greater clarity in both
standard development and also auditing.Guidance 3: this is unclear how it adds to the requirement
above -- if one is required to have different genotypes by defintion this extends to clones and subspecies.Guidance 4: this is also unclear if it is a requirement or true guidance. The objective is also unclear as 'limited period' and 'timely fashion' are both unclear. If it is to address lack of conversion that
should be clearer. If it is to encourage sustained yield (next rotation) that should be addressed under
P5. POutitng a itme limit on is liekly to encourgae planting which will then be most likely to planting
stock available which will then most likely be from relatively few mother trees and often not local to
the site. Therefore this requirement or guidance whichever it is meant to be may have an unintended
effect of reducing natural gneetic diversity among trees in the forest site. Use of the term 'crop' also
implies trees and is in contradiction with the multi-benefit thrust of nthe changes to P5.Guidance 5:
again not clear if this is a requirement. Who is reponsible for ensuring the forest site has natural regrowth for regneration within a certain time frame? (I think that may not be entirely up to humans!).Guidance 6: I think restoraiton of soil horizons is a very slow process and very unlikely to be
noticeable in the short or medium term. Planting trees is not the main factor; the visible soil horizons
will depend on the site prepration (i.e. prevention under P6 is more important than this perhaps unrealistic expectation). With regard to water quality the idea of streams runninng clear 1) may not be
always appropriate (some waterways are naturally sediment-laden!) and 2) does not address the
problem. Often forest streams will not have siltation once there is any kind of vegetation whether
trees or not but the pulse of P and other nutrients at harvesting can change the entire ecosystem.
Whether or not it runs clear later may be visually easy to see but of much less importance to instream communities than the early clear pulse of nutrients.
C10.2

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion
Would like to see greater recognition of the important role alien species can play in well managed
plantation forests. The P&C appears very much focused on indigenous forests.
Recommend that 10.1, 10.2 and 10. 4 be reviewed together to find a more efficient manner to address the concepts.
The Organization should use native species and genotypes for regeneration programs when and
where they are appropriate to achieve the management objectives to improve biodiversity and how to
adapt to environmental changes for example climate change. Alien species used in forest management unit should be carefully controlled and actively monitored to avoid adverse environmental and
social effects. The preference for native species extends to all plant species in the forest management unit not just for planting trees for example planting cover crops underbrush for feeding wild animals and domestic enrichment planting in recovery degraded areas.
The emphasis on preferentially using native species for regeneration while alien/invasive species
have all sorts of conditions attached to their use suggests that the drafters have not taken the step
that the FSC Plantation Policy Working Group tried to achieve viz to accept that forestry is a continuum from alien/invasive species in monocultures to naturally occuring multi-species forests - which
is a pity. Much greater attention needs to be given to recognising the legitimate role that
alien/invasive species play in the production of timber products around the world and to stop reluctantly including them in the P&C as some sort of second-class citizen.We suggest that the Principle
could be redrafted along the following lines: The Organization may use native species and genotypes
for regeneration programmes or alien/invasive species when and where these are suitable for achieving management objectives." There is no need to further restrict the use of alien species since this
has been addressed elsewhere. We are also not sure why natural species are selected to meet climate change challenges whereas alien species appear not to have to meet this requirement. We
suggest that climate change challenges be a requirement for both."
Las especies extranjeras que fueron introducidas largo tiempo atras y han demostrado que no cau-
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It is not physically possible to carefully controll and monitor" alien species to "avoid …impacts". By
the nature of the land use these impacts will take place and it is a matter of mitigating these and not
avoiding same. Again this criterion will leave the certifcation of plantations impossible."
The situations in which it is acceptable to use alien species is not clear. The language is very open to
interpretation on the part of the FME with regard to ―management objectives‖. If an FME did not think
that their objectives were better met by alien species then they likely would not be using alien species. The language requiring native species needs to be more clear or perhaps the exceptions allowing alien species needs to be more explicit.
This is a very good solution which opens up for the use of alien species in a controlled way!
Good issue to have climate change being built in. Active monitoring of alien plantation species could
be onerous and of little value where species well proven.
Note that ―alien‖ species have been used for decades (over 100 years in NZ) and are now well developed to suit forestry goals and well understood in terms of risks and control measures. This is another example of bias towards natural forests that fails to recognise the importance, on very many levels,
of plantations.
Support with explanation;
Note that alien species have been used for decades (over 100 years in NZ) and been well developed
to suit forestry goals.
Note that in NZ the use of our natives to meet timber requirements is very difficult due to growth
cycles of 250 to 500years. As a result alien species have been the only options the country has had
to develop an alternative plantation forest based resource that can meet ―management objectives‖
including many environmental services.

Forest Stewardship Council

san efectos negativos se denominas ADAPTADAS; seria deseable DIFERENCIAR esta situacion de
las propiamente extranjeras; puede ser una NOTA en la Orientacion/Guidande y Fundamento logico/Rationale.
El texto de este criterio que consideramos adecuado en su último párrafo Si se utilizan especies extranjeras en la unidad de manejo forestal éstas serán cuidadosamente controladas y activamente
monitoreadas para evitar impactos ecológicos y sociales adversos" entra en colisión con el criterio
anterior demostrando la inaplicabilidad del mismo."
!!! The current formulation opens the risk to indirect and continuous ―denaturalisation‖ and degradation of natural and semi-natural forests. This is unacceptable.The first sentence contains little auditable language. !!! The focus here should be to avoid and mitigate! any negative impacts of species
selection (not whether they are native or alien - of course the risk is higher with alien species.)
Guidance 2 - should there be further guidance on what the Organisation should do when there is a
conflict? Guidance 3 – while positive it must be ensured that this does not have negative effects on
agroforestry in developing countries where exotic plants (and sometimes even genetically modified
plants) are used in order to diversify sources of income and therefore reduce economic risks e.g.
cotton and agriculture products. Suggestion: Combine 10.1. and 10.2. see comments under 10.1
Native species should not be the exception they should be the rule. By making them the exception,
here once again you are opening the door to further conversion, moving away from restoration and
simply put supporting business as usual forestry.
Criterion 10.2 We recommend that this criterion be reworded to start with the assumption that native
species will be used to meet management objects but only in instances where that is not possible
may non native species be considered. While this may seem cosmetic it should be a starting assumption. Native species provide inherent advantages to the forest unit. They are well suited for their
individual survival and have evolved to play a role in the forest ecosystem. Deviation from native species should require justification.
Thus we recommend: Native species and genotypes provide inherent advantages to the forest community. Only when those species are not suitable for achieving management objectives should non
native species be considered. If alien species are used in the management unit, they shall be carefully controlled and actively monitored to avoid adverse ecological and social impacts.
10.2 (new). This language is also fundamentally flawed in that it presumes that use of native species
is the exception, rather than the rule, and would allow any pre-established ―management objectives‖
of the Organization to trump the presumption that management shall generally be for native species.
As written, the criterion would allow substantial amounts of conversion of native forest to non-native
forest. The FSC can not credibly claim to be a certification system for responsible forestry if it is not
specifically requiring the management for, and restoration of, natural forest characteristics. See also
the comments at 6.9 (old).
when and where these are suitable for achieving the management objectives': This wording reverses
the intent of the original P&C (e.g., Criterion 10.4) by enabling forest managers to use non-native
species any time they are ―suitable for achieving the management objectives‖. This would permit the
progressive conversion of a native forest into a completely different forest type - which would be unacceptable for the FSC to explicitly endorse. The wording should decisively promote the maintenance of native ecosystems, and should make it clear that deviation from this goal is the exception
rather than the presumed rule.

'whereever possible': Explain this term in Guidance language.
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'for enhancement (...)': This language simply explains why this should be done, and thus is not appropriate criterion language. Move into Guidance language.

Forest Stewardship Council

Change to: The Organization shall use native species and genotypes for regeneration programmes
wherever possible . If alien species are used in the forest management unit, they shall be noninvasive , carefully controlled and actively monitored to avoid adverse ecological and social impacts.
A description of their invasive potential and the justification for their use shall be documented prior to
introduction of any alien species .
'non-invasive': This seems like an essential missing requirement.
Last sentence: This expands the precautions for alien species.
Guidance: Add the three, regeneration-related Guidance notes from the previous criterion.
Guidance 2: This is not clear and needs a more detailed explanation, including how these two criteria
may conflict and what should be done if they do.
Guidance 3 'plants': It is not desirable to maintain a narrow, plant-only focus.

As noted below, even plantations were expected to give priority to native species under the existing
10.4 (old), which states that ―In order to enhance the conservation of biological diversity, native species are preferred over exotic species….‖ Comparable language must be retained for all FSC certified forest management.
Although it is said in the preamble that the criteria are performance based this criterion again (like
10.1) is clearly based on the system of the organisation as the requirements are derived from the
'management objectives'. If the management objective is a certain rate of production which can only
be achieved with 'alien species' does this mean that these sepcies have to be tolerated in these cases? Should be more clearly defined. I would propose to give at least examples in the guidance when
and where alien species can be tolerated.It should be clarified through appropriate wording or guidance if the organisation has to use native species for all its regenration programs and for the whole
area to be regenerated or if it is sufficient if native species are used on parts of the managed area.
Wording is not clear and the guidance does not cover this problem.Point 1 of the guidance is a point
for the rationale it does not explain the criterion.Point 2 of the guidance is redundant as the legal requirements have to be complied with anyway.Point 3 ok Point 4 of the guidance does not explain the
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Add: 4. Native species are desirable for maintenance and enhancement of biodiversity, and as adaptation to environmental variation such as climate change
5. Descriptions of invasive potential shall incorporate information obtained from credible scientific or
other expert sources.
6. [A Guidance note should be added to explain what the term ―wherever possible‖ means, and what
sort of exceptions would be permissible in order to achieve management objectives.]
7. [A Guidance note should be added to explain what the phrase ―justification for their use‖ means.]
Parecería importante incluir al menos en la Orientación elementos que contenía el 10.2 Original
Wildlife corridors streamside zones and a mosaic of stands of different ages and rotation periods shall
be used in the layout of the plantation consistent with the scale of the operation. The scale and
layout of plantation blocks shall be consistent with the patterns of forest stands found within the natural landscape"."
10.2 (new). This language needs to state that forest management shall generally be for native species. As written, the criterion would allow substantial amounts of conversion of native forest to nonnative forest.

Forest Stewardship Council

Soil conservation issues and water conservation issues should be separated as independent Criterion
to be made clear.
Soil conservation measures in forest plantations that enhance water quality and quantity for all aquatic life agriculture and human use might be impossible to achieve. I suspect the challenge here is to
describe and aim for an acceptable balance.
It is not clear how soil conservation measures would avoid impacts on water quantity? Again in the
plantation context achieving this criterion is almost impossible.
In guidance point 2 trails and rails outside the forest management unit but under the managerial control of The Organization" should be further defined. Is this meant to only pertain to trails and rails used
to transport product from the certified FMU? Anything else would be impossible to audit and onerous."
Recommend that the phrase inside and outside the forest management unit" be deleted."
• A suitable new Criterion.
Recommend that the phrase, "outside the forest management unit", be deleted.
Ecological productivity seems to be only focused on growing more trees. Is that the intention?
water protection should be included beyond those affected by soil conservation measures.
While we agree with the general thrust of the criterion there seems to be a focus on avoiding" negative impacts. We suugest that this is impractical if not impossible. Avoid would be everyones first
choice but there must be some recognition that felling trees has some negative impacts which can be
mitigated.Suggest thst we include as follows "…..to avoid negative impacts or where these cannot be
avoided to control or mitigate any negative impacts on the quality…." This thought is in fact captured
in the guidelines where it is accepted that soil disturbance does occur. Except strangely enough for
the construction of roads (guidance note 3.) where disturbance of soli shall not occur!! Suggest that
this be clarified as it can be read two ways."
Agregar que las medidas que se implementaran son DENTRO DE LA UNIDAD DE MANEJO FORESTAL; se puede entender responsabilidades aguas abajo y aguas arriba asi es confuso.
!!! The criterion should include reference to water conservation to strengthen these measures.Guidance 6 should mention that these are also often detailed in CoP/BMP linked to national
legislation or concession/license conditions. Why using the word silviculture in Guidance 9 - why not
just say management?
The revision provides extremely weak water protection language, and makes water protection subservient to soil protection.
Criterion 10.3 This Criterion is weak on water protection language. Additional
requirements are needed to require that all water bodies are protected from logging impacts, road
construction and other disruptive activities so that water quality, in stream flows, and hydrological
cycles all provide sufficient support to ensure healthy native aquatic and riparian habitats and species.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Change to: The Organization shall implement soil conservation measures to maintain long-term ecological productivity and biodiversity , prevent erosion, and to avoid negative impacts on the quality
and quantity of water resources for aquatic life, agriculture and human use inside and outside the
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criterion. The reference to legal requirements is not necessary.This is an extremely critical and contested issue which led to many stakeholder concerns and much uncertainity in the past. It should be
followed by more comprehensive and clearer guidance.
This is where the issue about invasiveness belongs. Gduiance 4 is unclear; it reads as if using local
genotypes is thought to help accommodate problems from climatre change but I suspect this is not
what is meant. I suggest editing for clarity. However further this is an explanation which probably belongs in a separate guidance document.
C10.3

Forest Stewardship Council

management unit.
'long term': What about short and medium term?
'biodiversity': e.g. fungi
Guidance:
Add: 1. Soil and water protection measures shall prevent the movement of soil off-site
Guidance 2: What is excessive?
Guidance 6: Change to: Measures include protection of wildlife corridors, riparian strips and catchment headwaters, steep slopes against logging and clearing. The dimensions and care of such areas
shall be specified in Indicators in regional/national Standards and in nationally-adapted generic Standards of CABs.
Would be good if the guidance could identify an international accepted maximum slope level deemed
by hydrologists
10.3 (new). The language is good as far as it goes, but fails to incorporate crucial requirements of 6.5
(old) (see comments above at 6.5). Furthermore, the language fails to address the shortcomings of
6.5 (old), e.g., it fails to more explicitly require that all water bodies and stream segments be protected from logging, road construction, and other activities at levels sufficient to maintain and restore
water quality, in-stream flows, and hydrological cycles to natural levels, including levels sufficient to
support all native aquatic and riparian species, to allow for human consumption, and to support
downstream ecosystems.
This proposed language narrows the criterion‘s focus primarily to soils, and thus inappropriately
makes the protection of water resources subsidiary to that goal. Water should be given equal weight
with soils. Also, water resources can be negatively impacted by many management activities other
than soil disturbance, such as leaving woody debris in water courses, clearing shade trees adjacent
to water bodies, blocking water courses by improperly locating culverts and crossings, contamination
with toxics, etc. Therefore, since this seems to be the only proposed criterion that explicitly mentions
water quality, it is important to elevate its protection by creating a ―shall‖ obligation.
'for aquatic life (...)': What it is for is non-essential criterion language and should be deleted.
Change to: The Organization shall implement soil conservation measures to maintain soil structure,
nutrients and long-term ecological productivity , and to prevent erosion, and shall maintain the quality, quantity and natural flow patterns of water resources. Reduced-impact harvesting methods shall
be used, and negative impacts shall be remedied as soon as possible.
'soil structure, nutrients': It is desirable to more effectively incorporate the intent of the original Criterion 10.6.
This makes water comparable to soil.

Reduced-impact harvesting is noted several times in Guidance language in this draft, but is not elevated into criterion language as a requirement. This criterion seems like the appropriate place to do
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The original Criterion 10.6 included this requirement, and it should be included here.

Forest Stewardship Council

so. Also, it is important to require remediation whenever impacts occur.
Guidance 1 'reduced impact logging/harvesting': Needs definition in the Glossary.
Change to: 1. Soil conservation measures shall be included in reduced impact harvesting strategies
especially for steep slopes or soils which are liable to erosion or compaction.
Guidance 2 - change to: 2. Soil conservation measures include precautions against excessive soil
disturbance during construction of roads, railways, and trails for skidding and forwarding; during
maintenance of access routes inside the forest management unit; and for long-haul access roads,
trails and rails outside the forest management unit but under the managerial control of The Organization.
Guidance 6: It should be noted that such measures are included in the standards language of some
of FSC‘s rivals, but that this draft does not include them in criterion language. These measures are
also significant biodiversity protection measures (particularly wildlife corridors), and should be included in criterion language under Principle 6.
Guidance 8 -change to: 8. The criterion also requires measures to determine the proper location of
field camps and accommodation blocks, and their associated provisions for drinking and washing
water and for sewage disposal, and similarly any installations and facilities for processing of products
within the boundary of the forest management unit.

Rationale 2 - change to: 2. This criterion aims to ensure positive measures to conserve soils and water, in order to (..)
No estoy segura si la formulación es la más apropiada para abarcar todo cuanto se expresa en la
Orientación ( que está muy bien) y la intencionalidad de criterios 6.5 y 10.6 originales. Conservación
del suelo" parece muy específico o restringido no? "
• C10.3: water protection should be included, beyond those affected by soil conservation measures.
10.3. (6.5 old): The protections for water quality and water resources in (6.5 old)
need to be retained in the new language at 10.3. 10.3 (new) Currently only applies to ―soil conservation measures‖ but needs to require all forestry practices and operations (including the selection and
harvest of trees, the layout and construction of roads, etc.) to protect and restore water qualityand
water resources.
10.3 (new) must also require that guidelines be established and implemented to control erosion, including during harvest, road construction, and all other mechanica disturbances.
10.3 also needs to protect carbon values in the soil and woody biomass.
I think this Criterion should refer to soil protection measures. For example the Criterion as written
leaves out compaction (soil conservation generally refers only to preventing erosion whereas compaction is a big problem in many forest sites).It is possible here for someone to fulfill this Criterion by
having conservaiton for erosion despite driving all over the site (Guidance 1 is a list which is not definitive). The guidance again is sometimes written as a requirement which is confusing; most of the explanation (1 & 2) should be guidance. Guidance 3 is uncleaar: what is 'excessive' clearance (how
much is not excessive?). Guidance 4 and 5 are explanations and best left in a separate briefing note.
Guidance 6 does not belong in soil conservation; this is protection of water quality (the soil can be lost
form the site but it is prevented from entering the waterway.) It belongs in 5.6 Guidance 9 is monitoring and belongs in P8. If it is a requirement it needs to be a Criterion.Weeds is a perjorative term
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Guidance 9 change to: Management of (...)

Forest Stewardship Council

meaning a plant in a place where humans don't want it; 'invasive plants' is a far better term as it focusses on the issue: invasiveness. I notice in comparison with the original 6.5 that the documentation
of the guidelines has been lost -- you are looking only for implementation here. I rather like the twostep process of the current 6.5 : the manager must document and also implement these procedures.
It is clear. You have also lost the concept of preventing residual damage (to trees) from the current
6.5 (belongs under P5 anyway).
10.4
How does this apply for plantations?
Requiring ―optimum growth of crop trees does not make sense with the criterion of matching the natural ecology since the natural ecology rarely maximizes growth for only a few species. Optimum depends on the overall management objectives however this language will likely be interpreted as optimum for fiber or log production. This may compromise other values included in the management.
Managing the risk of pests and pathogens is already covered in 10.5. This reference should be removed from 10.4.To eliminate redundancy guidance item #5 should be removed from here and simply incorporated into P8. "
Recommend a slight change to guidance statement 3: In second sentence include ―maintain‖ - ―The
Organization shall use measures to maintain or increase species and habitat diversity.....‖
Good: Guidance point: Requirement for silviculture to maintain optimum growth in plantation.
• This criterion again seems focused on indigenous forests. We are unclear as to how C10.4 relates
to plantation forests
• Guidance 3 assumes that an increase in the number of species, etc is both achievable and desired.
• Increase is an inappropriate term for a standard in that it suggests that ‗more is better‘.
• Under Guidance 6 it should also be noted that there are many good reasons for various larger management/clearfell unit areas.
• Large clearfell sizes can have lower impact than small or coupe harvesting (i.e. less roading intensity, higher mechanisation).

Suggestion
Modify guidance to incorporate the concepts explained – In particular the modifications should refer
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Suggestion
1. Add ―maintain and/or‖ before increase in Guidance 3.
2. Remove the final sentence of Guidance 6, and add after vegetation ―appropriate to the forest regime practised‖.
Oppose without modification;
The principle criterion is fine but the guidance is too specific to natural or semi natural forest management situations.
Guidance 3 implies that in a plantation, species and habitat diversity would have to be increased
(beyond that occurring naturally as understorey or as a function of reserved areas), but this would
unlikely be achieved without detriment to other management objectives.
Conversely Guidance 4 – is potentially in contradiction of conservative management for the retention
of full ecological function in all-aged indigenous forest systems, may conflict with 10.5 c ( related also
to previous submission in respect of minimising ―commercial‖ waste where that may not in fact be
desirable in some situations in order to provide CWD and regeneration sites.
Guidance 6 needs to be modified to accommodate clearfell situations in plantations recognising that
the most appropriate techniques must still be employed to reduce adverse soil, hydrological and other
impacts – noting that in NZ one threatened species is being recovered due to the habitat provision
arising from plantation clearfells.

Forest Stewardship Council

We note that harvesting practices appear not to be included under 10 but only silviculture.Is this deliberate - or have we missed something? Suggest a revision as follows: "The Organization shall implement silvicultural harvesting and extraction methods that reflect the terrain soil type season of the
year available equipment and human resources" We are not sure that this is what is intended by criterion 10.4 as it seems very focussed on natural forests with little if any consideration of plantation forests. What we have proposed makes no distinction since it is the management activity that needs to
be addressed not the type of forest."
Otros sinonimos de EQUIVALGAN son EMPATE ASEMEJE. En castellano se usa RODAL no se
usa MAZISO. Es mejor palabra DESMALEZAR que DESHIERBE (solo hierbas suculentas).
no comprendemos ni su texto ni objetivo. Para el caso de las plantaciones habitualemente es imposible aplicar prácticas silvicolas que equivalgan a la vegetación natural o de las especies regeneradas""
guidance point 6 - what about large clearfells for landscape reasons- a common reason given
We agree with this Criterion except it needs rewording to ensure that regenerated alien species on
important forest and non-forest wildlife habitats are not favoured.
!!! It should be included in this or another more suitable criterion that ―New silvicultural/management
practices shall be introduced without having been tested at small scale and proven not to have negative effect. (example the stump removal scarification methods etc.).!!! The language is written so that
it seems that the management practices can be chosen only related to the generation of the species.
This is a serious flaw.It is suggested to include language related to minimising negative impact on
water sources and control of erosion.
The term match the ecology" is unclear. It is not really clear what the criterion or the guidance is asking for - some distance between the two. Does this need to be qualified by adding something linking
practices to management objectives - or is this covered in all criteria by the principle? If management
has to match ecology of the regenerated species would this result in rotation lengths for oak being
stretched to match oak's lifecycle (300+ years); would Scots pine plantations have to include fire at
some stage in their cycle for example? Therefore 'match' might not be the correct word. Maybe practises 'compatible with' the ecology of the natural vegetation…. Why using the word silviculture and not
just management?"
The language fails to clearly require that silvicultural systems be chosen to maintain and restore natural forest characteristics, diversity, composition, structure, and ecological function, and to minimize, to
the extent practicable, negative environmental impacts.
Guidance 6. This sentence is not clear. I notice the confusion about the term ―logging‖ and ―harvesting‖.
―Logging‖ occurs in native forests. ―harvesting‖ in plantations. You can only ―harvest‖ what you have
planted. In Australia the native trees have been growing for hundreds of years. Logging in native forest opens the canopy, the soil gets hot and becomes a fire hazard.
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back to the objectives of management to justify the choices made.
This may be ok for forests but what about plantations established in grasslands or shrublands. Or as
will be increasingly the case in the EU and the US of forests established on farmlands. What are we
trying to achieve here? This requires a much more integrated view of landscape level effects.
What is meant by matching the ecology"? Ecology is defined as "the branch of biology concerned
with the relations of organisms to one another and to their physical surroundings" (Concise Oxford
English Dictionary 2006). This criterion appears to give scant regard to the silvicultural requirements
for monospecific timber plantations e.g. why would a forest manager want to increase species and
habitat diversity in a monoculture which is contrary to the management objectives. The guidance
notes offered are far too prescriptive.We suggest that the criterion be revised to positively reflect the
realities of both natural forests and plantation forests - and everthing in between.

Forest Stewardship Council

Rationale 3: The use of heavy machinery causes the greatest damage to soils during logging operations.
[Comment: suggest that for simplicity this would be better incorporated in the proposed new 6.6. ]
Guidance 6: So in essence what this is implying is that in some ecosystems it is clearly o.k. employ
large scale clear-cuts? Even in ecosystems that are naturally subjected to large fire disturbances do
not end up resulting in what resembles a massive clear-cut. Reduced impact logging techniques can
also be used in such ecosytems as snags, tree patches etc are often features of an ecosystem that
has been subjected to fire.
Change to: The Organization shall use reduced impact logging techniques, to conserve both soils and
vegetation.
10.4 (new). This language is also fundamentally flawed in some ways. The language is structured
such that choice of silvicultural systems can be driven by species regeneration choices—which could
be predominately non-native species and/or a very limited portion of the species that would naturally
be found on the site, given the other proposed revised P&C language. The language fails to clearly
require that silvicultural systems be chosen to maintain and restore natural forest characteristics,
diversity, composition, structure, and ecological function, and to minimize, to the extent practicable,
negative environmental impacts. The language also fails to reference natural disturbance regimes
per the existing P&C.
(1) The word ‗silvicultural‘ is a term that is often defined only in narrow timber or tree terms, and thus
is inappropriate to other animal and plant species. All management practices should meet the requirements of this criterion. (2) The word ‗match‘ is vague in its intent and should be replaced. (3)
The similarity between this criterion and Criterion 6.6 is such that they should probably be combined.
If so, it is important to ensure that the second sentence proposed here is retained somewhere under
Principle 10.
A narrow focus only on the species being harvested (which may be a non-native species) can harm
the surrounding ecosystem. The addition of this language will help minimize such mistakes.
Some of FSC‘s competitors specify rapid regeneration, so the P&C needs to require this. This criterion seems like an appropriate place to do this.
Change to: The Organization shall implement management practices that are ecologically suitable to
the species being harvested and regenerated, and to the surrounding ecosystem , Regeneration procedures shall be implemented as early as possible following harvest .
Guidance 2 to 6: This is highly technical language that is also very timber/tree-specific. This makes it
inapplicable to the harvest of all other plant and animal species, and it thus potentially inappropriate if
no comparable language is included for other species. It would thus be preferable to revise this language to make it more broadly applicable to all potentially harvested species. Another alternative is
to create sub-headings, one that applies to timber management, and the other that applies to all other
species.

Rationale 3: Nothing in this proposed criterion addresses soil or water.
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Rationale 1 +2: It is not clear why this language is included under Rationale instead of under Guidance. Also, item #1 is, at present, too timber-specific.
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• C10.4: the guidance (points 1 and 2) cloud the separation between C10.4 and C6.6.
10.4 (new). The language needs to clearly require that silviculture systems be
chosen to maintain and restore natural forest characteristics, diversity, composition,
structure, and ecological function, and to minimize, to the extent practicable,
negative environmental impacts. It also needs to reference natural disturbance
regimes.
Add at the end of guidance 3: In small and low-intensity managed forests (SLIMF) and community
forests, preference shall be given to low- intensity harvest methods (strip-cutting, shelterwood and
mosaic cuts, group or single-tree selections, retention of shade trees, etc), and the total area harvested by clear-cutting within one FMU shall not exceed 10 hectares or any lower maximum area
defined in the national FSC Standards or nationallyadapted generic Standards of an accredited CAB.

Just how far should a plantation forest owner be expected to take this given that scientists cannot
agree on what constitures anthropogenic causes.
Pleased to see the concept of integrated pest management" had been adopted"
General readers might not understand the term anthropogenic". Suggest using "human activities"
instead."
• There is the potential for this criterion to clash with others, e.g. if the forest were to develop a caterpillar problem C10.5 would require pest management, however the best method of control is an in-
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Add at the end of rationale 1: Total area harvested by clear-cutting should not exceed a maximum
size, and less intensive harvest methods should be favoured in natural forest and semi-natural forest
such as SLIMFs and community forests.
The criterion is ok but some points of the guidance are problematic: point 1 is not necessary or even
confusing. In many areas there will be species which were not selected according to the requirements
of new 10.1. These should definitly also be covered by this criterion and related guidance.point 2 is a
requirement for the management plan which should be included in the respective principle. point 3 is
more related to regeneration and should be under new 10.1 point 6 is not clear. Reduced impact logging is mainly covered under new 10.2. The guidance presumably refers to selective logging in comparison to clear-cut. This would deserve some more thinking and guidance particularly with regard to
the size of canopy openings as these are more often derived from economic objectives rather than
from ecological considerations. This key controvery is too much hidden in an explanation to the guidance and is not related to the criterion. point 1 of the rationale is an important pointfor the guidance
and should be added there.
I suggest there is an auditable trail required which the Forest Manager steps through determining the
natural disturbance of the trees being used and explicitly justifying her or his sivlcultural regime.
There should be no comma after 'practices'' and ''which'' should be a ''that'' (otherwise you areimplying that the matching to ecology is not an essential descriptor of the silvicultural practices. Guidance
2: this belongs in P7. I also suggest re-writing it to make it clearer to non-experts. I further suggest the
statement/assumption of the fit of management objectives with trees does not belong in a standard.
Guidance 3: if a requirement must be an indicator.Guidance 4: This is too didactic. The objectives are
reached through other Criteria (on forest health and on economic viability). It is not appropriate to
specify in such detail; that narrows the options for the forest manager. Further I suggst dropping use
of the term 'crop'. A single species of tree may be used for timber (= ''crop'') and also for other objectives making the use of 'crop species'' here inappropriate. For example what about minimum intervention areas which started as timber species…. what might be ecologically desirable would be a NC
against this 'shall''.
C10.5
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secticide (C10.7).
Suggestion
1. Provide guidance on which criterion takes precedence in such situations.
Support with more guidance;
There is the potential for this Criterion to clash with others in the P&C, e.g. if the forest were to develop a caterpillar problem C10.5 would require pest management, however the best method of control
is an insecticide (C10.7).
Suggestion
It would be useful if FSC can provide guidance on which Criterion takes precedence in such incursion
situations.
reduce not reduced
Proposal for a change in orientation: b. The damage by storms and winds can be reduced by mapping the winds forestry schemes to avoid unstable boundaries of stands and selection of resistant
genotypes. The attacks of pests or pathogens in fallen timber can be minimized by cleaning off; see
also Criterion 8.1 proposed adjustment on estimates of income and controls.
Definitions Proposal to add the definition of the term regeneration of the criteria used 10.1 10.2 and
10.4 of Principle 10 in a confused manner: Regeneration: phase after the establishment of forest
plantations (forestation) which consists in carrying out new shoots of trees harvested (natural recovery) and reform of the stands by the planting of new trees (artificial regeneration). You also need a
definition of the term for the management of native species whereas in 10.2 This test is used in reference to the regeneration program.
Fire is regularly a natural regulator for ecological processes and serves as an inhibitor for the spreading of pests and thus should not always be avoided
Could we not include climate change as a risk in this criterion rather than in 10.1?Under the guidance
note 2 there is repetition regarding invasive species (we presume plant invasive species?)
What difference is there between this and 6.2? The introduction to this Principle was that it focused
on activities rather than assessment or planning. Is this criterion talking about operational level impact
avoidance? It is not clear. !!! The criterion should include that species diversification should be used
to increase resilience to pests diseases etc.
Not explicit enough.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Guidance 1b: This depends on whether it is native forest or plantations. After harvesting plantations, it
may be good to leave refuse to mulch as a fertilizer and soil protection.
Change to: The Organization shall assess risks and develop and implement strategies to reduce potential negative impacts from natural hazards and from anthropogenic causes.
Guidance 1a: Change to: Dangers of fire caused by management activities shall be countered by fire
detection systems and control measures where the allowance of natural fires is not apart of the management plan (e.g., in conservation areas where fire is a essential component of an ecosystem‘s
function and integrity); see also Guidance Note 6 to proposed Criterion 10.8. Detection systems shall
be associated with warning systems to alert local communities.

Change to: Silvicultural activities, including in harvesting, shall apply best scientific and local knowledge to balance the amount of standing dead wood / coarse woody debris with avoidance of habitat
for epidemic pests and pathogens. The dead timber and debris are needed for healthy decomposer
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Guidance 1c: They are also provide key habitat for many species such as salamanders, rodents etc.

Forest Stewardship Council

cycles and for populations of predators and parasites to exert natural control over pests; see Guidance Note 3 to proposed Criterion 6.5. and to provide key habitats.
10.5 (new). The language is far too vague to have much value and needs to be more specific and
explicit. It is entirely unclear what is intended. It is also unclear if the intent is to limit natural disturbance patterns in forest ecosystems, which would of course be inappropriate.
First, it is not clear where these impacts are to be reduced. Second, a storm is not normally termed a
―hazard‖, but is an event; so it is simpler and more accurate to edit the language accordingly.
'from anthropogenic causes': This phrase creates some overlap with proposed Criterion 6.2 and several other criteria that deal with minimizing the impacts of management activities. It would be better
to limit this criterion to ―natural‖ events and the human actions that exacerbate them, and to expand
the Guidance language clarifying that human negligence can raise the potential for the occurrence of,
and increase the severity of, natural disasters such as fires, floods, disease outbreaks, etc.
Change to: The Organization shall assess risks and develop and implement strategies to reduce potential negative impacts on the forest management unit from natural hazards and events .
Guidance 1b: This conflicts with the next note, Example – c, and with good management and environmental practice.
Change to: b. Storm damage and windthrow may be reduced by wind mapping and silvicultural regimes to avoid unstable stand boundaries.
Guidance 1c - change to: Management (...) The dead wood and debris are needed for wildlife habitat,
for healthy (..)
Si la organización plnata especies invasivas las tareas de control deberían estar a cargo suyo y no
ser responsabilidad de origanismos de control. Dentro del predio la totalidad de las acciones deberían estar a cargo de la organización al igual que el costo de las actividades externas en zonas aledañas. Es insuficiente que solo colabore" con las instituciones."
The language needs to be more specific and explicit with regards to
reducing negative impacts from anthropogenic causes (including climate change).
Add to guidance 1c 'insect or rodent' after epidemic.
Add to guidance 1:
f. Integrated pest management shall form an essential part of the management plan, with a strong
reliance on prevention of pest problems.
g. In the long term, silvicultural practices which prevent weed growth shall be given preference to
herbicide use, e.g. under-planting in continuous cover forestry or retention harvest (maintaining some
mature shade or seed trees).

Add Notes:
a. Natural hazards include droughts, fires, landslides, plant diseases, pest insects, and invasive
weeds. Anthropogenic impacts include pesticides, heavy metals (from mining) and air pollution, in
particular acidification or nitrogen deposition.
b. Strategies for preventing the impact of natural hazards can be long-term (forest management
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Add at the end of rationale 1: Preventive practices reducing weed growth and likelihood of pest outbreaks are central to integrated pest management. Preventing pest problems allows reductions in
pesticide use, thereby reducing risks to human health and the environment.
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plans and policies) or short-term (annual operational plans).
c. To prevent pest problems, measures suited to local conditions can be combined, including silvicultural practices (growing suitable species, planting trees at an appropriate growth stage, cover crops,
reduced harvest intensity), protecting biological diversity (especially predators of pests), surveying
pest incidence, and use of a decision support system to select method of control and optimum timing.
The criteria under principle 6 and 10 should be analysed for possible repetions and redundancies. It
seems that there is much overlap at least in the guidance.
It seems from the guidance you mean negative impacts on local communities and on economic investment. This should be specified. (Otherwise you may end up with an argument that these are part
of nature and the impacts (on ecology) are not always negative. Interestingly wind is often used as a
justification for clearfell so you may have a conflict here between this Criterion and the one above at
least in Ireland and maybe the UK. However the guidance (1c/d) is very confusing. You have a list of
examples (implying just options to think about) but some have 'shall'. This is even more confusing
than the general problem with having some guidance be normative. Guidance 2: if normative a Criterion is required.
C10.6
It is irrational that GMOs should be prohibited for experimental research purposes providing all the
national safeguards are in place and work is done strictly in accordance with agreed procedures and
permissions. This also applies to highly hazardous chemicals used in a controlled environment for
research purposes.
This appears more objective and balanced than some prior FSC standards. Guidance #2 is a welcome additon in recognizing the use is warranted of either chemical control or biological control
agents.
• This seems contrary to recommendations made through application of the Pesticides Policy where
we have been encouraged to research biological controls.
• Genetically modified organisms pose potential to overcome environmental issues (i.e. chemical
use), but should only be used when all risks are known and controlled.

Suggestion
Remove minimize.
Add ―until all risks are known and controlled‖ after prohibited.
Exclude: ―minimize‖. Justification: in some cases the use of biological control agents minimizes the
use of chemical products.Exclude: ―rigorously‖. Justification: elimination of value judgment regarding
the concept of control.
Respecto de los GMO el criterio debería especificar que su prohibición se mantiene hasta que los
estudios de la comunidad científica demuestren que su aplicación no tienen efectos negativos en los
ecosistemas. Se recomienda revisar la políticsa de GMO de FSC ya que es del año 2000.
The inclusion of GMOs and biological control in the same criterion is illogical. They are two are separate issues. We accept the criterion around the use of biological control agents although it does seem
at variance with the pesticide policy where we are encouraged to research biological controls - and
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1. Remove minimize.
2. Add, ―until all risks are known and controlled‖ after prohibited.
This is surprising given the considerable pressure that has been placed on our industry to beef –up
research into bio-controls on the basis that TSC pesticide technical committee advisors seemed to be
strong advocates despite our warnings that in the NZ situation such introductions were fraught and
could never be a complete solution – The new basics criterion is supported but with guidance modification

Forest Stewardship Council

alternative pesticides.Because of the hype around GMOs we suggest a separate criterion and we do
not support the dismissive statement that GMOs are prohibited. This approach is not in our view in
keeping with the FSC's carfully considered approach to all the other issues and we find this prohibition of GMOs in stark contrast to this approach. From what we have seen there appears not to have
been any logical or scientific review of the use of GMOs in the review process. Even WWF International does not entertain the idea of prohibition but rather adopts the precautionary approach and
requires that all ecological interactions be fully researched and safeguards put in place before genetically modified organisms can be released. In SA there may be a potential to release invasive plants
whose genes have been suitably modified so that they do not flower and therefore do not pose a
threat to the indigenous biodiversity through their invasivenes and further would result in a dramatic
reduction in chemicals used to control the invasisve plants. We strongly suggest that the FSC consider adopting a more realistic and scientific approach to the use of GMOs.
We suggest that consideration be given to a separate criterion along the following lines: The use of
genetically modified trees for whatever reason must follow a process of a transparent and comprehensive environmental impact assessment that includes the consideration of impacts on the potential
for invasion of natural and semi-natural habitats the competitive displacement of native species and
on human health and livelihoods" This would at least allow some debate over the issue which the
current form stifles. Please also note that the Convention on Biodiversity which has guided some of
the P&C provides for each contracting party to regulate manage or control the risks associated with
the use and release of modified organisms. We therefore question the right of the FSC to summarily
prohibit the use of GMOs while at the same time invoking other articles from the Convention on Biodiversity. This selective use of international conventions would appear to violate the first principle of the
FSC P&C viz. to comply with all international conventions. In SA we would only use alien species for
GMO research but do understand the concerns over the use of genetically modified indigenous species."
Esta bien mucho mejor que antes mas racional.
Unclear language: GMO - is this prohibiting GMO in BCA only or GMO in terms of trees as well.
Since the criterion is BCA-focused should GMO for planting stock be included in 10.1/10.2?
Criterion 10.6 We strongly recommend including the precautionary principle in this
criterion.
We find it unacceptable that the essential part of current C. 6.6 about the responsibility to always
seek to minimize the use of chemicals in the forest management has been deleted in the new draft.
With proper guidance the original wording of C. 6.6 could and should be implemented by all FMU's.
The Working Group IPM. The outcome should be respected. This means a stricter derogation system. The economic interests are not the only concern. We are talking about health problems of the
local population.
For Australia, and hopefully in other countries, aerial spraying should be prohibited as was mentioned
during the IPM meetings.
Guidance3: Need to add Where guidance regarding trying to minimise use.

Guidance 2: This sweeping exception is ill-advised, especially in cases involving toxic or internation-
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Excerpt from Plantation Working Group‘s recommendation: While the Group finds it hard to envisage
the phase out of chemical usage in certified plantations within in the next ten years, it believes there
are many proactive steps the FSC can and should take to significantly reduce usage and the negative
impacts on people and the environment, and that managers shall demonstrate the improvements
made.
internationally accepted scientific protocols': Needs a Glossary definition.

Forest Stewardship Council

ally-banned chemicals. Each situation should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.
Change to: 2. In the case of massive pest outbreaks or the threat of their occurrence, the best practice may be to increase the use of either chemical control or biological control agents. Each such use
will be evaluated on a case-by-case basis, with some flexibility considered for short term increases in
quantities of such control agents, especially when required by governments.

The Guidance included many issues but they are not appear in the Criterion. It is hard to remind
people of the issues by the description. The wording should be changed.
No issues with the intent of this criterion but the current derogation mechanisms are very complex
and impose considerable workload on plantation forest owners in NZ and on CB auditors to implement.
The FSC process for pesticide derogations is so ineffective that an alternative method of dealing with
this will have to be found as a matter of absolute priority.
The criterion is fine as written but FSC's guidance and policy in this area (guidance 2 b and c) has
been a source of continued problems and uncertainty and the reputation of FSC has suffered as a
result. This is acknowledged in the notes. As a government organisation the () will continue to have
difficulty with the list of FSC proscribed chemicals that sit outside the international scientific consensus and outside internationally and nationally agreed lists.Tree nurseries are not usually part of a
forest environment not part of a forest ecosystem or forest management unit and should not therefore
be subject to FSC P&C
We support this criterion. It must be possible to use synthetic chemicals in cases where no different
measures can be applied. But the use of the synthetic chemicals has to be strictly controlled to avoid
damage to ecosystem functions and human health (e.g. Switzerland).
Like 10.6 this appears more objective and balanced than some prior FSC standards. We appreciate
the explicit recognition that the derogation system is not operating in an effective and timely manner.and that nurseries are ad-dressed. It is recommended that the guidance goes further by adopting
the () recommendations in regard to nurseries.‖Guidance statement 2a should be revised to state:
―Organizations shall develop and use integrated pest management and silvicultural systems which
minimize the use of chemical pesticides.‖ IPM includes the potential use of chemical pesti-cides
where necessary."
Firstly this seems to be contrary to FSC‘s own Advice Note (FSC-ADV-30-102 V1-0 EN) as it states
that for off-site nurseries (i.e. where plant material is bought in by the certificate holder) compliance
with FSC pesticides policy will only be applicable: ―if they (the nurseries) are managed by the FME
under evaluation and if plants from those nurseries are supplied to a FMU within the scope of the
evaluation‖.Secondly the requirement for ―strict security measures to be documented implemented
and verified by the certification body in each case‖ when chemicals on the HHL are used by nurseries
supplying an FMU needs to be fully clarified – could this constitute a signed declaration from the nursery or could it simply be incorporated into the Organisation‘s supplier questionnaire documents for
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Guidance 3: A brief explanation of what this is should be added.
La prohibición de OGMs es inadecuada si no cuentan con los estudios previos y en especial si se
corren riesgos de contaminacion genetica de masas nativas. No se entiende la causa de su prohibición bajo las condiciones mencionadas. (discutido en la Reunión ad hoc con científicos que trataron
los OGMs forestales para recomedar al Protocolo de Cartagena (Montreal 2008) financiada por los
gobernos noruegos y canadienses
The addition 'in accordance with national laws is redundant and unnecessary.Point 2 of the guidance
is vague and does not give clear guidance how to deal with such critical situations.
C10.7
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example? Thirdly it seems totally inconsistent to apply all the requirements of the P&C to nursery
suppliers and not e.g. suppliers of fencing materials tree stakes tree protection products…………..
The term synthetic chemicals" is incomplete/incorrect since some pesticides and fertilizers are not
"synthetic". Instead just say "pesticides and fertilizers". Also it is of MAJOR IMPORTANCE to preserve the option to use some "FSC Highly Hazardous" chemicals in forest nurseries outside the FMU.
This protection should not be buried in a note. The right to use necessary pesticides in forest nurseries should be promoted to an intent statement under the criterion."
The draft does not specifically provide guidance on how nurseries will be managed. We note that
10.7 Note b prohibits use of pesticides prohibited by FSC. For a variety of reasons nurseries will be
unable to meet this requirement. However the process initiated by the FSC advice note on nurseries
resulted in some suitable wording that could be used in the Guidance notes for 10.7 as follows:
When The Organization shows that it operates an effective and secure integrated pest management
system, chemicals that are on the FSC list of prohibited chemicals, but are not listed as highly hazardous by WHO and are not prohibited by national laws, may be used in tree nurseries that are outside the limits of the forest management unit, provided that strict security measures are documented,
implemented and verified by the certification body in each case. A justification is the tighter control of
chemical use in the horticultural environment of a nursery compared with the more hazardous conditions in the open forest management unit; for example, when applying chemicals by aerial spraying.
• The Guidance needs to specify that prohibited chemicals can be used if derogation has been
granted.
• It also needs to be specified that C10.7 applies only to the FMU and, in particular, that nurseries are
to be treated separately.
• It would be useful if some guidance could be provided on what criteria are given preference in the
situation where pest control requires pesticide use.
• Guidance 2 (d) should also include reference to current national best practice to provide some context for CABs.

Suggestion
Add ―within the FMU unless derogated‖ at the end of Guidance 2.b.
Nurseries are considered as per the recommendation in under our Comments on General Matters
Include guidance on relevance of national best practice.
We agree with this criterion as long as guidance for pesticides (b and c) is required.
Se hace necesario que en los indicadores que se desarrollan a partir de este criterio se establezca
una diferenciación entre el uso de sustantacias químicas para el control de plagas forestales de las
utilizadas para el control de plagas domésticas necesario de realizar al interior de viviendas y otras
instalaciones que se encuentren dentro de las UMF. Para el caso de Chile existen disposiciones
legales que obligan al control eficaz de plagas perjudiciales para la salud humana las que no pueden
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Suggestion
1. Add ―within the FMU unless derogated‖ at the end of Guidance 2.b.
2. Nurseries are considered as per the recommendation in under our Comments on General Matters
3. Provide some guidance on the desirability of pest control versus reducing pesticide use.
4. Include a reference to current national best practice in Guidance 2 d.
Support with amended guidance;
The Guidance needs to specify that prohibited chemicals can be used if derogation has been granted.
Also that C10.7 applies only to the FMU and in particular that nurseries are to be treated separately.
Guidance 2 (d) should also include reference to current national best practice for context.
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vulnerarse.
We are comfortable that the derogation process is in place and that the FSC regognises the delays in
the process are causing significant economic problems.
Esta bien mucho mejor que antes mas racional.
Bring back explicit prohibition against the use of specific toxic chemicals and upgrade reducing / eliminating from guidance to Criterion.
Remove the word 'synthetic'. There may be traditional/home-made/small-scale locally produced nonsynthetic chemicals and their application rates and methods that cause environmental damage biodiversity loss or pose human health and safety problems. There also could be usage of organic material such as animal manure and wastes and human wastes which may not be covered by national environmental law.Could use 'agrochemical' instead of 'synthetic' if this covered such materials.
Rewording needed! !! The current formulation may be interpreted as that it is only the chemicals used
that needs to be controlled. Shouldn't it be all use of chemicals should be controlled? !!Synthetic
chemicals is a problematic concept - there are naturally occuring substances that are very harmful as
well. Also "chemicals" is unnecessary wide in this context - pesticide and to some extent fertilizers
merit a higher level of attention than for example fuel. Possibly better to use "agrochemicals" . !!! The
criterion needs strengthening. Integrated Pest Management is so important that it must be mentioned
in the criterion text rather than in the guidance. !!! Waste is wider than just chemical residues and
proper handling and disposal of waste is so important that it merits its own criterion. There is considerable detail within the guidance - the content of which in the final P&C is not clear at this
stage.Suggest to reword to: The Organisation shall…."
Comments included in 6.6 and 6.7.
We do not support the deletion of original criteria 6.6. We support continued use of the original 6.6
language.
Criterion 10.7 This Criterion should still state clearly and up front that a management goal should be
to move toward environmentally friendly, non chemical methods of pest management. The revision
of this criterion also eliminates FSC‘s previous explicit prohibition against the use of specific toxic
chemicals formerly listed in 6.6. Reference to any prohibited chemicals is confined to the Guidance
section and referenced in a confusing manner. We recommend keeping the original language of 6.6
and using the Guidance section only to provide clarifications. We recommend keeping the precautionary principle as guidance in this area. Again FSC‘s progressive policy for non chemical management strategies is another item which separates it from other certification schemes. This proposed
rewrite of 6.6 into 10.7 will blur that distinction.
[Comment: the criterion is rejected as is a significant weakening of FSC‘s approach to pesticide use.
The Key elements of the existing 6.6 must be incorporated: ―Management systems shall promote the
development and adoption of environmentally friendly methods of pest management and strive to
avoid the use of chemical pesticides.‖, as well as ‗The use of highly hazardous pesticides are prohibited unless a temporary derogation has been issued.‘]

Guidance 2c: Insufficient to just to refer to the policy. The requirements of the policy need to be made
normative. The Pesticides Policy can be changed without GA support where as the P&C can‘t.
10.7 (new). See comments on 6.6 (old) and 6.7 (old) above.
Change to: All synthetic chemicals used in management activities shall be strictly controlled to avoid
damage to ecosystem components, processes and functions and to human health. Chemicals on the
FSC list of prohibited chemicals shall not be used. Chemical and non-organic wastes shall be disposed of in an environmentally appropriate manner at off-site locations.
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Guidance 1: [this is very weak and a significant reduction in the standard.]

Forest Stewardship Council

This retains the intent of original Criterion 6.7.
If this criterion is intended (as it seems to be) to replace original Criterion 6.6, then this sentence is
essential as part of the criterion. Without it, the FSC will have lost one of the key factors that distinguish the FSC from its competitors.
Add to Guidance: 2. Prohibited chemicals are listed in [
in which FSC documents

]. It must be clearly stated

Guidance 2b: It is not clear what this adds to the following note except confusion about what additional policies this may refer to. Therefore, this should be deleted. If there are any other policies that
specify prohibited pesticides, such policies should be explicitly referenced in the Guidance notes.
Guidance 2c: A brief explanation of what these are should be added.
Notes: What does this word mean? Clearly this is not intended to be Guidance language, so what is
it?
'derogation system': Any reference to this that remains must be accompanied by a clear definition of
what it is.
'in tree nurseries that are outside the limits of the forest management unit': This leaves completely
open the question of what happens within the boundaries of the FMU.
Guidance 3: Disposal typically implies permanence. Therefore, it must be made clear that some
wastes must be disposed of off-site because they are hazardous. It should be clear that burial or the
creation of landfills within an FMU is not permitted.

a) Aunque las explicaciones en la Orientación son pertinentes no estoy de acuerdo con la formulación; la formulación habla de control pero no de prohibición de uso. b) Se deberían explicitar las
inconsistencias entre 6.6 y FCS Guidance (cual?) a las que hacen referencia en Rationale para poder tener mejores elementos de juicio; Tal vez sea necesario analizar un poco más para determinar
si conviene la eliminación del 6.6. original y/o retener elementos importantes del mismo c) El criterio
tampoco da cuenta de los elementos que contiene el 10.7 original.
the former criterium 6.6 was more strict. Now the wording is chemicals shall be strictly controlled".
The former sentence "the management systems shall promote the development and adaption of environmental friedndly non-chemical methods of pest management …" was more clear. There must be
clear wording that forces the Organization to demonstrate the need of synthetic chemicals. What
about the highly hazardous list and the FSC-regulations for derogations? All in all oversoft!!!"
The Notes on the Guidance to Pesticides are both confusing and inadequate. Because Note a. (discussing the shortcomings of FSC‘s Pesticide Policy) ends with a semi-colon one naturally assumes
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Change to:
a. The Organization shall dispose of waste materials such as chemicals, containers, liquid and solid
wastes including fuel and oil in an environmentally appropriate manner at off-site locations in order to
avoid hazardous contamination of the FMU.
b. Liquid and solid waste includes fuel and oil, pesticides and fertilizers, human waste and sewage,
rubbish and litter, and abandoned buildings, machinery and equipment.

Forest Stewardship Council

that the interim measure being suggested is Note b. (although correctly an explanation of the interim
measure should remain part of Note a.). All the same Note b. only concerns itself with tree nurseries.
Surely if the Pesticide Policy is so ineffective and untimely as Note a. suggests (and most of us agree
wholeheartedly with this) then a much wider interim measure must be necessary?
We agree with this criterion as long as guidance for pesticides (b and c) is required.
Add The Organization shall….
Add at the end of guidance 1: Fertilizer shall generally be avoided in small and low-intensity managed forests and community forests.
Change guidance 2b: The Organization shall not use any chemical pesticides prohibited by FSC policies and use pesticides with a low or the least hazard wherever possible.
‗Least hazardous‘ chemicals have relatively low acute toxicity to mammals (pesticides in WHO class
III or U), low toxicity to aquatic organisms, and cause no chronic health effects (cancer, endocrine
disruption, birth defects).
Change guidance 2d: Measures of reduction in the use of chemical pesticide shall follow best international practice. The total amount of pesticide used shall gradually be reduced to the minimum needed
for achieving management objectives. Use of chemicals shall be documented and reported in audit
reports to the CAB. FSC will assist by establishing and keeping up to date a web-based guide to best
practice.
Change Notes: (…) Delays in the review of derogation applications can be abated if complete and
concise information is provided in applications (as required by FSC-PRO-01-004 Processing pesticide
derogations), through consultation about open questions with experts (ideally in the same country as
The Organization) prior to an application and during review, and by focusing on important aspects.
b. Provided that The Organization shows that it operates an effective and secure integrated pest
management system, chemicals that are on the FSC list of prohibited chemicals, but are not listed as
highly hazardous by WHO (i.e. are not in WHO class Ia or Ib), are no carcinogens (listed by IARC, US
EPA, EU), are no endocrine disruptors, and are not prohibited by national laws, may be used in tree
nurseries that are outside the limits of the forest management unit, provided that strict security measures to prevent spray drift and run-off into surface waters are documented, implemented and verified
by the certification body in each case.

Change rationale:
a. Integrated Pest Management was introduced to provide a positive alternative to persistently polluting synthetic chemicals. [The prescriptive detail on defining highly hazardous chemicals was removed
as the definition has changed and is better described in the pesticides policy and related documents.]
IPM aims to reduce risks to non-target organisms by selecting less hazardous or, if possible, the least
hazardous alternative including chemical pesticides and by gradually reducing pesticide use. Main
indicators for ‗highly hazardous‘ pesticides besides persistence (half-life) and bioaccumulation potential (KOW, BCF) are acute toxicity to mammals, acute toxicity to aquatic organisms, and chronic
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Change guidance 3:
a) The Organization shall dispose of waste materials such as chemicals, containers, liquid and solid
wastes including fuel and oil in an environmentally appropriate manner which fulfils the requirements
of national legislation.
b) Liquid and solid waste includes fuel and oil, residues of pesticides, containers, human waste and
sewage, rubbish and litter, and abandoned buildings, machinery and equipment.

Forest Stewardship Council

Plantation forestry is a continual process of sequestration and release of greenhouse gases. Guidance notes will need to be very specific to avoid the risk of variable interpretation.
There should be a strong presumption against the removal of forests.
Has to be canceld. To expensive for certificate holder.
We believe that it is premature for inclusion of a specific criterion dealing with greenhouse gases.
Implementation of this criterion may create conflict with others (local contractors may have old poorly
maintained equipment but are selected to provide local employment). If included we would suggest
an additional guidance describing the planning and selection of haul routes as a method to reduce
greenhouse gases.
This is a contentious issue as well; who defines what is avoidable? It may vary a lot from organization to organization. What will constitute an acceptable measure" taken? The concept may be good
but under a severe interpretation could present harsh consequences e.g. not accomplishing the organization's targets because there was no way found to reduce the release of GHG... - Does this
impact on controlled burning?"
CAUTION! The criterion regarding greenhouse gas emmisions needs to be carefully considered. I
would not want the guidance to converted to specific indicators.
• The Guidance may require refining as it covers only some of carbon management techniques.
• For example silvicultural practices can contribute to carbon management.
• Under Guidance 3 the use of low impact logging techniques may also increase emissions due to a
higher use of machinery.
• In many cases clearcutting is more fuel efficient
Support;
The Guidance may require refining as it covers only some of carbon management techniques.
For example silviculture can contribute to carbon management.
Under Guidance 3 the use of low impact logging techniques may also increase emissions due to a
higher use of machinery.
In many cases clearcutting is more fuel efficient due to less use of machinery per volume
We believe that it is premature for inclusion of a specific criterion dealing with greenhouse gases.
Implementation of this criterion may create conflict with others (local contractors may have old, poorly
maintained equipment, but are selected to provide local employment). If included, we would suggest
an additional guidance describing the planning and selection of haul roads as a method to reduce
greenhouse gases.
There is a need here in the case of fire to give more guidance on what is permissible 'natural' and
what is not. This must be related to the ecological requirements of the forest.
Exclude: ―rigorously‖. Justification: elimination of value judgment regarding the concept of control.Replace ―ecosystem functions‖ with ―ecological functions‖. Justification: the term ―ecosystem func-
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health effects.
b. Inconsistency between original Criterion 6.6 and FSC guidance has been eliminated. Chemical
class ‗chlorinated hydrocarbon‘ is no longer an indicator for a ‗highly hazardous‘ pesticide, and metabolites (‗derivatives‘) have been omitted. (…)
Add: A derogation for using a ‗highly hazardous‘ pesticide (under FSC‘s criteria) should therefore also
be required in nurseries.
Your guidance states that the Criterion requires something which it does not (an effective and successful program). I suggest rewriting the Criterion so that it on its own explicitly requires what you
wish it to require. This can avoid the problem of 'shall' in sevreal places in the guidance. I thinbk containers and other wastes are still a problem in terms of being disposed of in the forest and it is very
heplful to have a Criterion which discusses this directly (e.g. original 6.7).
10.8

Forest Stewardship Council

Comment 'management': Could be built into allowing some of the protected and conservation areas
to burn if fire is an important component of ecosystem functioning and integrity
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tions‖ is confusing because it can be understood as ―ecological functions of the management unit‖
(pursuant to FSC draft guide).Replace: ―The Organization shall take measures against the release of
avoidable amounts of gases...‖ with ―The Organization shall monitor and control gas emissions...‖
Justification: the term ―avoidable amounts‖ entails a certain amount of value judgment with regard to
the concept.
Might be dificult to implement by small organizations due to the lack of knowledge. Might be contradictionary for big organizations that should source (deliver) certified wood from far distances instead
of local wood.
A useful addition.
Esta bien pues se han incorporado temas no bien tratados con enfoque amplio.
Not sure how to audit avoidable" as in avoidable emissions. Opinions about what is avoidable vary
widely. Guidance : Organisations already have to demonstrate legal compliance in any case. "
This requires clarification to ensure that habitat restoration is permitted including the removal of plantations from peatland and lowland heathland and restoring the biodiversity of semi-natural forests.
Like all forest management this should be carried out in a manner to minimise emissions of greenhouse gases.
!!!While very important to be included this has to be thought through very carefully. a) To take measures to avoid one first has to have a baseline level and then start to evaluate alternatives. How much
primary data collection does this commit the Organisation to completing or will it be one on national or
sector wide estimates of carbon. The risk is this will demand significant data collection. This is compounded as the countries where it is most necessary to have a good understanding of the effects of
different management regimes on carbon (the tropics) there is actually very little data available. b)
Does the criterion actually fit the rationale given?
Need to be careful of providing an excellent get-out clause for foresters wanting to avoid operations
such as prescribed burning - which is required for climate change adaptation measures - but is costly
to do. c) Is there a different level of sophistication required for operational carbon accounting of e.g
vehicles harvesting equipment and those related to strategic decisions e.g. working in peat swamp
forest? Could the first be combined with waste disposal from 10.7 and would the latter reside more
safely in P6? d) The language must be clarified so as to not impede natural disturbances and natureconservation fires in boreal fire regime forests (natural and semi-natural) which are required for maintaining biodiversity and threatened species.
Vague and open to a wide range of interpretations.
We strongly object to the wording and guidance under this new criteria. While it is important for Organizations to reduce GHG emissions from their use of fixed and mobile machinery the most significant thing that an Organization must do is to implement management plans that maintain or enhance
the carbon stocks in their management unit.
Needs specific guidance for small, medium and community operations.
Guidance: 4. …during the logging of tropical and temperate forests
Guidance 5. Thinning in plantations is alright. But after selective logging of native forests or in regenerated areas thinning destroys the soil profile, particularly when it is done by machines.
Rationale: 2: What is ―nature harvesting? Reducing carbon emissions?
Change to: The Organization shall maintain and restore carbon stocks in their management unit and
take measures to prevent the release of avoidable amounts of greenhouse gases and other atmospheric pollutants unless there is an allowance for naturally occurring disturbances such as fires incorporated into the management plans.

Forest Stewardship Council

Rationale 2 'fires': This assumes they should not happen any more which is not a fair assumption
10.8 (new). This is an important requirement. However, it is too vague to be much use as currently
written. Use of the word ―avoidable‖ in particular allows the criterion to be interpreted as loosely as
one wishes. This is particularly problematic in combination with the proposed revised P&C‘s failure to
require minimization of chemical inputs (including fertilizers that decompose into greenhouse gases)
and use of silvicultural systems that maintain natural forest composition and structure (use of longer
rotations and selection forestry not only tend to better maintain natural forest attributes, but also carbon stores in above and below ground biomass).
Change to: The Organization shall maintain and restore carbon stocks in the forest management unit
and take measures to prevent the release of avoidable amounts of greenhouse gases and other
atmospheric pollutants.
'take measures': This is somewhat vague language, so the more detailed the Guidance language the
better.
Add to guidance:
4. Maintaining natural forest composition, and using longer rotation cycles and selection harvesting
can foster the retention of the existing carbon already sequestered in a forest.
8. Unnecessary burning of woody debris should be avoided in order to reduce the production of CO².
Retention of such debris can also contribute to healthy soils and ecosystems.
Rationale 2 -nature harvesting: Unclear term
Se requiere mayor análisis y trabajo en este criterio para dar cuenta y responder al importante papel
que juegan los bosques en los procesos de regulación del clima ciclo de carbono cambio climático
etc.. En P1 debería hacerse mención a la Convención de Naciones Unidas sobre Cambio Climático.
The guidance needs to be tightened up here because it wanders between authoritative advice and
some aspirations
10.8 (new). Use of the word ―avoidable‖ allows the criterion to be interpreted loosely. This is problematic in combination with the proposed revised P&C‘s failure to require minimization of chemical inputs (including fertilizers that decompose into greenhouse gases) and use of silviculture systems that
maintain natural forest composition and structure (use of longer rotations and selection forestry not
only tend to better maintain natural forest attributes, but also carbon stores in above and below
ground biomass). This needs to be rewritten to define measures to identify, protect, maintain and
enhance carbon values and minimize GHGs and atmospheric pollutants.

Qualification requirement should be also included in this Criterion.
We would suggest that the criterion be revised to require the organization to provide or require that
forest workers". This would address situations where the organization is not the direct employer."
Note that in some cases training is included in contract workers rates and they are expected to arrange and complete training.
Support;
Note that in some cases training is included in contract workers rates and they are expected to ar-
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This should inlcude the use of fertilisers and related emissions of N in various forms.
The scope of this Criterion is not clear: is this only within the FMU or also off site? It also uses vauge
language -- how will someone audit 'taking measures''? Guidance 2 is legality and belongs under
P1.Guidances 4 and 5 are statements of opinion/belief/modelling which do not belong in a standard.
Guidance 6 relates to fire which is already covered under the proposed 10.5
10.9

Forest Stewardship Council

range and complete training.
We would suggest that the criterion be revised to required the organization to "….provide or require
that forest workers…". This would address situation where the organization is not the direct employer.
Should include contract workers
Aunque pareciera que podria estar en el P2 puede estar bien o mejor en P10.
Suggest also including an organisation's contractors into this requirement to provide appropriate training.
The new wording is a significant departure (possibly unintended) from the original criterion. It should
not be up to the Organisation to provide job-specific training but the Organisation clearly needs to use
workers who have job-specific training.
Is this not covered elsewhere in the P&C? 2.1 refers to training opportunities. Better to strengthen the
language in 2.1 and delete 10.9.
This is in many cases an impractical and inappropriate allocation of responsibility (training and supervision) to the landowner.

It is made very clear.
If the intention is to streamline and merge the certification process for all forests and accept the place
of plantations - yes however there is grave concern that by doing so the different management approaches necessary for plantation forestry are being subject to much greater scrutiny and in some
cases seemingly impossible hurdles to meet the P&C.
We fully suport this approach.
We have no experience in the management of plantations.
Al tener una mirada mas holistica es correcto. El actual texto generalmente mejora los propositos y
los hace mas claros y los re-ubica de mejor manera; se hace innecesario el P10 de Plantaciones
antiguo.
Pero es necesario analizar cuidadosamente la revisión del grupo de trabajo sobre plantaciones y la
política de conversión aceptada.
This is an incomplete proposition as we need to be able to read the conversion report by Expert
Team D and comment on Criterion 6.7.
This was strongly recommended by the Plantation Review Policy Group. The condition is that the
concept of a higher level of impact shall correspond to a higher conservation effort to maintain ecosystem integrity". This concept needs to be better addressed in the current draft with guidance on
conservation levels and efforts realated to scale intensity of the operation as well as the heterogenity /
naturalness of the forest. "
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Suggest changing to something like: ―The landowner should clearly communicate expectations for
forestry activities and ensure that forest workers are qualified to correctly implement the forest management plan and all management activities.‖
It would help to have some Guidance language to make it clear that this applies to contractors as
well.
needless
More guidance is probably needed here.
Fine idea but I think it needs to be re-written for specificity. For example:Once it is provided do the
workers need to complete the training? Do they need a speciifc level of competence? Does it need to
be provided once a decade or at another interval or constantly? Doea ll owrkers need training for all
management activities?
Old P 10 removal

Forest Stewardship Council

10.2 (old): The proposed revised P&C fail to maintain the existing requirement that ―the design and
layout of [management units] should promote the protection, restoration and conservation of natural
forests, and not increase pressures on natural forests. Wildlife corridors, streamside zones and a
mosaic of stands of different ages and rotation periods, shall be used in the layout of the plantation,
consistent with the scale of the operation.
The scale and layout of [management units] shall be consistent with the patterns of forest stands
found within the natural landscape.‖ While these requirements previously were specific to plantations, one would expect that natural forest management would also meet the requirements, and it
makes no sense to weaken the P&C and the FSC‘s credibility and effectiveness by dropping such
language.
10.5 (old): The proposed revised P&C are also fundamentally flawed in that they fail to maintain the
explicit requirement of 10.5 (old) that on forest units that have already been converted to plantation
conditions, ―a proportion of the overall forest management area… shall be managed so as to restore
the site to a natural forest cover.‖ This is a patently unacceptable weakening of the P&C and the
FSC‘s credibility and effectiveness.
10.6 (old): The proposed revised P&C are also deeply flawed and unacceptable in that they fail to
maintain most of the following content from 10.6 (old): ―Measures shall be taken to maintain or improve soil structure, fertility, and biological activity. The techniques and rate of harvesting, road and
trail construction and maintenance, and the choice of species shall not result in long term soil degradation or adverse impacts on water quality, quantity or substantial deviation from stream course drainage patterns.‖
10.7 (old): The proposed revised P&C are flawed and unacceptable in that they fail to maintain the
following requirements for areas that have been managed as plantations, much less natural forest
areas: ―….Integrated pest management shall form an essential part of the management plan, with
primary reliance on prevention and biological control methods rather than chemical pesticides and
fertilizers. Plantation management should make every effort to move away from chemical pesticides
and fertilizers…
We attach particular importance to ensuring that the FSC does not endorse or support conversion of
natural or semi-natural forests to plantations. As criteria 6.7 has not yet been drafted we are unable to
comment. We find the proposed revisions to P&C 10 to be largely negative and to be overly deferential to business-as-usual intensive industrial forestry management. The new criteria as proposed are
increasingly reliant on procedural approaches rather than performance benchmarks making compliance relatively easier but environmental outcomes less certain.
I regret this change. Plantations are not forests.
Their management is (in Australia) totally different from native forest management. All the problems
specifically with the plantations cannot easily be addressed in these reviewed P&C.
In Australia, logging in native forests is not accepted by ENGOs, therefore the management of plantations is extremely important.

As mentioned I believe that all Criteria specifically dealing with ―Plantations‖ should remain.
[Comment: 10.1 original - has not be addressed. In the new Criteria there is no where that requires
plantation objectives to include natural forest conservation and restoration.]
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I have my doubts about not having a section on Plantations, I mentioned earlier that there are some
specific problems with plantations that should be clearly addressed.

Forest Stewardship Council

[Comment: the last clause of original 10.2 is not incorporated anywhere in the new P&C, nor is the
middle clause adequately addressed.]
10. 3 original Rationale: [Disagree, not fully addressed]
10.4 Original - Rationale: [Disagree – the preference is not for native species is not explicit. It only
defers to using native species if ‗suitable‘ for management objectives. Suitable does not give the
impression that native species should be used as a preference.
10.5 original: [Criterion 6.4 should address this but it currently does not fully. ]
107 original - rationale: Not adequately enough see comments posted directly related to 10.6 and
10.7
10.2 (old): The proposed revised P&C fail to maintain the existing requirement that ―the design and
layout of [management units] should promote the protection, restoration and conservation of natural
forests, and not increase pressures on natural forests. Wildlife corridors, streamside zones and a
mosaic of stands of different ages and rotation periods, shall be used in the layout of the plantation,
consistent with the scale of the operation. The scale and layout of [management units] shall be consistent with the patterns of forest stands found within the natural landscape.‖ While these requirements previously were specific to plantations, one would expect that natural forest management
would also meet them, and it makes no sense to weaken the P&C and the FSC‘s credibility and effectiveness by dropping such language.
10.4 (old): Even plantations were expected to give priority to native species under the existing 10.4
(old), which states that ―In order to enhance the conservation of biological diversity, native species
are preferred over exotic species….‖ Comparable language must be retained for all FSC certified
forest management.
10.5 (old): The proposed revised P&C are also fundamentally flawed in that they fail to maintain the
explicit requirement of 10.5 (old) that on forest units that have already been converted to plantation
conditions, ―a proportion of the overall forest management area… shall be managed so as to restore
the site to a natural forest cover.‖ This would be a patently unacceptable weakening of the P&C and
the FSC‘s credibility and effectiveness—unless the changes to 6.10 (old) and 10.9 (old) proposed by
the Plantation Review Committee‘s Final Report move forward and are further refined as requested
below by our comments on those proposals.

10.7 (old): Likewise, the proposed revised P&C are flawed and unacceptable in that they fail to maintain the following requirements for areas that have been managed as plantations, much less natural
forest areas: ―….Integrated pest management shall form an essential part of the management plan,
with primary reliance on prevention and biological control methods rather than chemical pesticides
and fertilizers. Plantation management should make every effort to move away from chemical pesticides and fertilizers….‖
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10.6 (old): The proposed revised P&C are also deeply flawed and unacceptable in that they fail to
maintain most of the following content from 10.6 (old): ―Measures shall be taken to maintain or improve soil structure, fertility, and biological activity. The techniques and rate of harvesting, road and
trail construction and maintenance, and the choice of species shall not result in long term soil degradation or adverse impacts on water quality, quantity or substantial deviation from stream course drainage patterns.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

Original 10.2 - Rationale: Guidance notes are not considered normative and therefore can not be
considered as a replacement for deleted criterion language.
'The scale and layout of plantation blocks shall be consistent with the patterns of forest stands found
within the natural landscape.': It should be noted that this requirement is not covered by any proposed
criterion in this draft.
Original 10.7 - Rationale: The current wording of these two proposed criteria does not address the
following aspects of the original criterion: (1) integrated pest management, (2) moving away from
primary reliance on chemical pesticides and fertilizers. These factors have helped distinguish FSC
from its competitors. Furthermore, some of FSC‘s competitors include such requirements in their
standards. [See proposed new Criterion 10.x above.]
Since Plantations are not forests rather a cash crop I am still not sure what is better: the integration
into all other principles or to have some additional specific criteria...
10.2 (old): The proposed revised P&C need to maintain the existing requirement that ―the design and
layout of management units should promote the protection, restoration and conservation of natural
forests, and not increase pressures on natural forests. Wildlife corridors, streamside zones and a
mosaic of stands of different ages and rotation periods, shall be used in the layout of the plantation,
consistent with the scale of the operation. The scale and layout of [management units] shall be consistent with the patterns of forest stands found within the natural landscape.‖
10.4 (old): Plantation forests were expected to give priority to native species under the existing 10.4
(old), which states that ―In order to enhance the conservation of biological diversity, native species
are preferred over exotic species….‖ Comparable language must be retained for all FSC certified
forest management.
10.5 (old): This needs to maintain the explicit requirement of 10.5 (old) that
forest units that have already been converted to plantation conditions, ―a proportion of the overall
forest management area… shall be managed so as to restore the site to a natural forest cover.‖
10.6 (old): The proposed revised P&C need to maintain the following content from 10.6 (old):
―Measures shall be taken to maintain or improve soil structure, fertility, and biological activity. The
techniques and rate of harvesting, road and trail construction and maintenance, and the choice of
species shall not result in long term soil degradation or adverse impacts on water quality, quantity or
substantial deviation from stream course drainage patterns.‖
10.7 (old): The proposed revised P&C need to maintain the following requirements for areas that
have been managed as plantations: ―….Integrated pest management shall form an essential part of
the management plan, with primary reliance on prevention and biological control methods rather than
chemical pesticides and fertilizers. Plantation management should make every effort to move away
from chemical pesticides and fertilizers….‖

Include pesticides?
insertar DE ORIGEN ORGANICO E INORGANICO
No incluye a los herbicidas y no todos ellos derivan de hormonas vegetales.
General on glossary – it would be good to refer to the international documents/standards which has
similar definition. It is also advisable to as much as possible strive to use the same definitions as oth-
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Agrochemicals

Forest Stewardship Council

er certification schemes and ISEAL.
se podrían agregar a los fungicidas
Change to: The range of fertilizers, insecticides, fungicides, herbicides,
rodenticides and pherormones (semiochemicals) which are used in forest management.
Agro- means agriculture not forestry. The same chemicals are not used. Your definition is therefore
not correct. In addition you are apparently assuyming an agricultural approach to forestry ('tree
farming'') a specific crop-oriented approach which is generally associated with single-species plantations. I don't think it is appropriate to use the orefix 'agro-' to refer to chemicals used in forestry. In
addition your list is not comprehensive - for example some invertebrates are targetted which are not
insects (e.g. acaricides).
Adaptive management
This definition is too formal idealistic and rooted in an optimization paradigm. Adaptive management
may be relatively informal (so use of the term structured" may have too strict of a connotation); it is
not necessarily "optimal" or lead to "optimal" decision making; and it does not necessarily maximize
anything. It is iterative and involves integrating experience into future management decisions and
activities. Drop "structured" "optimal" and "maximization.""
Optimization" might not be a factor. "
no queda claro como se definen los niveles de incertidumbre
muy difusa
don't disagree with it but is there a better definition in the forestry context?
simultaneously maximizes one or more resource objectives and, either passively or actively': Unnecessary and potentially confusing.

How will the natural spread of species assuming climate warming and natural distribution be viewed?
Border between alien " and "others" is too difficult to determine. "
The problem is how far away from its normal distribution can a plant be introduced before it becomes
an alien? Suggest a species that is not an indigenous species; or an indigenous species translocated
or intended to be translocated to a place outside its natural distribution range in nature but not an
indigenous species that has extended its natural distribution range by natural means or migration or
dispersal without human intervention""
Propuesta: UNA ESPECIE INTRODUCIDA O EXOTICA NO NATIVA O NO ADAPTADA AL AREA
EN CUESTION
parece mal traducido al español.
this is a circular definition.
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Change to: A structured, iterative, process of optimal decision making in the face of uncertainty, with
an aim to reducing uncertainty over time via system monitoring. The results of monitoring are incorporated into management modifications. In this way, decision making accrues information needed to
improve future management. "Learning by doing." Can be a good means of implementing the precautionary principle.
Se refiere a manejo adaptativo y no adaptable. Se debe agregar que implica un manejo planificado
de tal manera que permita sacar conclusiones sólidas y estadisticamente válidas del efecto de las
prácticas de manejo sobre las variables más importantes del sistema socail economico y ambiental
Check US forestry articles for a forestry definition since adapative managemnet has been in use there
for more than 10 years. I'd also strongly suggest staying away from Wikipedia as a final source - it is
open-access and not refereed. Whatever happened to the FSC reliance on the Oxford English Dictionary ? There is also a Dictionary of Forestry published I belive by the Society of American Foresters.
Alien Species

Forest Stewardship Council

Affected Stakeholder
The definition of ―affected stakeholder‖ is too broad. Everyone would be covered under this and this
is impossible to manage from candidate Organization CAB and FSC/ASI perspectives.
Good definition!
Technically an affected stakeholder is not one who MAY BE subject to the effects of the activities…
but one who IS subject to the effects. There is some inherent ambiguity and uncertainy as to who is
affected or not but the definition may be tightened up. It should go beyond addressing stakeholders
in the neighborhood of the forest to include those who directly have a measureable tie to the management products and services of the forest management unit.
• We totally support this definition as it differentiates between those actually affected by activities and
those with an interest.
• It is key that affected and interested parties are differentiated within the P&C.
I think it necessary to include all those who feel that their values are affected by activities in the FMU.
This includes distant NGOs and city dwellers with heritage resources in the forest.
Good to distinguish between interested and an affected party. We use this differentiation in SA.
We don't see the need to differentiate between 'interested' and 'affected' as the definition of interested
includes those affected. It doesn't cater for those many or even majority stakeholders who in our experience may be affected but not interested! We believe merely using the term 'interested stakeholder' would suffice.
I would like to make it clear what you mean with stakeholders. It could mean ENGOs even if they do
not live in the area
probably': Not a good word to include in a definition.
Neighborhood: Too vague
Change to: Any person, group of persons or entity that may be subject to the effects of the activities
of a forest management unit. These include, but are not restricted to, persons, groups of persons or
entities located in some proximity to the forest management unit and its watershed.
A stakeholder is someone who has a stake (interest) in something. There is a gernally accepted definition in use for the past 15 years in psarticipatory planning. Why do you need to now add another
defintion of 'affected stakeholder'?
Biological Diversity
Follows international definition
Biological Diversity Values

Follows international definition
Biological Control Agents

The meaning custody should be explained.
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SERIA MUY INTERESANTE QUE EN EL GLOSARIO ESTE LA PALABRA QUE SE DEFINE (COMO
AHORA) PERO QUE SE LE AGREGUE SOLO LAS PALABRAS EN LOS OTROS IDIOMAS QUE SE
TRADUCE:facilitara mucho la comparacion dinamica y el encontrar las definiciones
interesting - does this mean a virus is not a biological control agent since it is not alive? And an ethical question: used by whom?
Chain of Custody

Forest Stewardship Council

…..by a consumer.
No new definition provided. Just a bolded phrase - will need revision.
Sistema a traves del cual se monitorea los productos se transladan desde el bosque hasta el uso
final
Will need revision
Still not cleat about tthis
Change to: The chstorage, transportation and distribution routeannel through which products are
distributedmove from their origin in the forest to their end-use. This includes all sites and entities that
possess and house such products during their transit.Will need revision.
agree this will need revision
unclear which chain of custody is being revised -- that is quite fundamental and I would recommend
again not fixing aspects of the system which are not broken.
Criterion
cambiar CUMPLE O NO por SE HA CUMPLIDO
De la manera que esta formulado (como medio) paracería un indicador. En general los criterios son
aspectos del principio cuyo cumplimiento nos informa del grado de cumplimiento del principio
I am not sure this is true any more. For example Principle 5 and new proposed Criterion 5.5
Customary Rights
Es una definición que utiliza criterios cualitativos los que podrían dificultar su aplicación en la práctica.
Should be the same definition as in other international standards and conventions. Include references
to sources.
Ecosystem
less sure about the functional unit aspect of this. There are not too many that are entirely isolated
form other ecosystems. Prefer the older definition
Ecosystem Function
The definition is fine except for the last part of the first sentence whereby an ecosystem maintains its
integrity." The ecosystem may lose its integrity through one of these "characteristics" or functions as
well. Ecosystem functions are core intrinsic characteristics which shape the overall condition viability
resiliency and longevity of the ecosystem but the definition of ecosystem function should not conclude
with a statement about ecosystem integrity."
Drop reference to integrity"."
add carbon storage and climate regulation""
Ecosystem processes

Debiese usarse una definición como la de IUCN.
Follows international definition
This term is vague. Furthermore, it implies that only government sources can be used for such classification, whereas several NGOs have information, documentation and classification systems that
are superior to governments. Also, government classification processes are often politically influ-
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debo digerirlo…………
add carbon storage and climate regulation"
Endangered species

Forest Stewardship Council

enced and biased, and thus should not be used as the only source of such information.
The language for endangered, threatened and rare species should be consistent.
Change to: Any species which is in danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its
range. (Convention on Biological Diversity, 1992) Such species are defined, classified and listed by
national and sub-national government agencies, intergovernmental bodies, non-governmental organizations, and scientific institutions.
This kind of language is important to include in order to give forest managers guidance on where they
can obtain credible information about such species. Once such language is inserted here, it should
also be inserted in the definitions of "rare species" and "threatened species".
Engagement

(based upon the OECD definition:) Environmental services are defined as those activities which
measure prevent limit and correct environmental damage to air water soil and problems relating to
waste noise and ecosystems
A bit strange that the WG have not come up with a definition despite setting P&C around the concept!
We suggest consideration be given to the following although perhaps the concept can better be described as ecosystem services"" Benefits supplied to human societies that perform fundamental lifesupport services including but not limited to purification of air and water detoxification and decomposition of wastes regulation of climate regeneration of soil fertility and the production and maintenance of
biodiversity" Adapted from Gretchen et al 1977. Full details can be supplied if necessary."
In Australia it must be stressed that it could mean tourism recreation for local people and particullarly
watersupply
It is assumed that this definition will be anthropocentric, i.e., such services would be considered as
services to humans.
Processes by which the environment produces resources that we often take for granted such as
clean water timber and habitat for fisheries carbon sequestration and pollination of native and agricultural plants (from: Ecological Society of America).
I suggest using the term 'ecosystem services' and the MEA defintion.
Environmental values
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This should be simplified. Engagement does NOT ensure that stakeholder interests wishes expectations needs rights and opportunities are FULLY CONSIDERED. It enables that but it does not ensure that. Change to: The process in which a manager or organization communicates consults
and/or negotiates with and/or ensures the participation of interested and/or affected stakeholders to
elicit their interests wishes expectations needs rights and opportunities."
It's impossible to assure that other viewpoints are fully considered". Drop "fully"."
No need to have '….during the development and implementation of the management system or plan
as this constains the engagement to the plan or system."
Es una redundancia que la definicion use PLENAMENTE again puede ser muy mal usado por los
interesados.
La traducción correcta al español debería ser participación.
It is likely impossible that all stakeholders are ―fully‖ considered. Better to use ―appropriately‖ considered.
[clarify difference between this and ‗consultation‘]
Change to: Engage/Engagement
Environmental Services

Forest Stewardship Council

unclear
The definition leaves out the human values" dimension of the phrase and substitutes an allencompassing "components" and "services" of ecosystems for this. These are not values in and of
themselves but rather elements of ecosystems. Perhaps it would be ok to accept these as part of the
definition but either one should add the human side of values back in by adding the terms "known"
and/or "perceived" to the definition or add "and perceptions regarding these.""
Only people have values and so the human dimension is needed in the definition.
Seems to miss something…‖components‖ suggests the focus on the individual components should
also refer to the total e.g. significant biodiversity – the whole has more value than the individual species.
See above
I strongly recommend avoiding using 'values' in a document which will be scrutinised and used on a
technical basis as a standard is. This is because the same term is used to mean three very different
things: monetary values valuables aspects (without cash values) or moral elements. This term is
therefore confusing as different hearers will understand it differently and only a few will remember the
glossary definition.
Forest management/manager

Forest Management Unit
Definition relating to manager and location is needed. Should one FMU be managed by one manager, or may one FMU be managed by more than one manager? Should forest area of one FMU be
continuous or not?
FSC certificate may also apply to multipel FMUs as is the case with group certification or multiple site
certification.
En castellano español es más apropiado Unidad de Gestión Forestal
Should it mention that a company/organisation can have several FMUs? Like the Polish state forests
have 17 FMU (under regional directorate).In the case of an FMU being a number of small scattered
areas in one or more landscapes (and possibly different forest types/regimes) – is there a limit as to
what could be referred to as an FMU. However any re-interpretation of existing practice should be
pre-assessed for impact as changes may have important effects on existing certificates.
Change to - Management Unit: The area subject to operational forest or plantation management and
covered by the prescriptions of management plan, which may include areas dedicated to protection,
conservation, constructions, and non-forest vegetation. An FSC certificate of forest or plantation
management typically applies to a whole MU.
There may also be management of non-forest resources.

Definir la situación de qué ocurre cuando no existe consentimiento firmado.
Seria deseable aclarar lo mas posible las formas de estas actividades; es preocupante lo de REHUSAR y lo de RETIRAR la procupacion se ortienta a mecanismos que pueden entenderse como chantajes.
use definitions as per UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
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'typically': This word does not seem consistent with the statement in the first sentence of paragraph
1.60 of the Preamble.
Free, prior, informed consent

Forest Stewardship Council

Change to: This is a legal condition [is it only legal] whereby a person or community can be said to
have given consent based upon a clear appreciation (…)
Agreements between (…)': This belongs in Guidance rather than in this definition.
Change to: Free, prior, informed consent (new): A legally recognized condition whereby a person or
community can be said to have given consent to an action prior to its commencement, based upon a
clear appreciation and understanding of the facts, implications and future consequences of such action, and the possession of all relevant facts at the time consent is given. (Adapted from Commission
on Human Rights, Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, Working
Group on Indigenous Populations, 2004). This condition includes the right to grant, withhold or withdraw consent.
This should be referenced where it occurs in the text. As it is a phrase one does not tend to assume it
is in the glossary. I am not sure if you actually intended to imply that ''other stakeholders'' (in general)
may have agreements with forest management enterprises which should define terms for withdrawing
consent. This seems to imply a much broader recommendation about agreements and the power of
stakeholders than I expect you intended. The second part of the refers to 'this provision' but it is not
clear which provision is referred to.
Gender Equality
Drop the last phrase as a requirement for personal social and economic development." Gender
equality is simply a social order and a human right related to affording both genders equal rights and
opportunities. It is not necessarily done AS A REQUIREMENT for personal social and economic
development. It may be done as an appropriate social measure but why ("as a requirement") it is
done or the case for doing this is not relevant to the definition."
Not sure why FSC is only looking for gender equality and not wishing to avoid all forms of discrimination.
means local community rights man/woman??
''A social order'' is a phrase which makes no sense to me whatsoever.
Genetically modified organism
Not clear what or natural recombination of both" is intended to mean?"
se sugiere revisar la política de GMO para su actualización ya que es el año 2000
Does not contradict SA legislation

Greenwashing
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Si incluye a la polinizacion controlada con OGM estoy en todo en desacuerdo si no lo incluye puede
ser aceptable
entendemos que presenta defectos de traducción y redacción en español.
Should make sure the definition is compatible with other international definitions.
by mating and/or natural recombination or both': It is not clear which word this phrase modifies: ―altered‖ or ―occur‖. If it is the former, then this phrase is misplaced and should be moved after the word
―altered‖ and set of with commas.
- Por organismo vivo modificado" se entiende cualquier organismo vivo que posea una combinación
nueva de material genético que se haya obtenido mediante la aplicación de la biotecnología moderna. Por "biotecnología moderna" se entiende la aplicación de: a
Genotype

Forest Stewardship Council

The issue of deceitful claims could be made more explicit and the definition could be improved by
pulling language out of FSC-POL-20-002 V3-0 D2-2: An Organization participating in the FSC system while simultaneously engaging in unacceptable forestry practices in their non-FSC certified forest
areas.
Definition should be general not just linked to deceptive use of FSC trademark or system.
Do not agree that the concept should be incuded in the revision process. In our view the definition is
too narrow as organisations can make all sorts of claims withou having a formal recognition that implies an environmentally friendly product
Why is this defined as this is not in the standard.
like it occurs in Australia with CW
Why is this part of the glossary?
Habitat
Place really has little to do with an organism's habitat - just because it is there does not mean the
area provides potential habitat.
―naturally occurs‖ is not always true ―naturally‖ should be dropped.
Follows international definition
El hábitat no es un lugar". Una definición técnica posible es: Conjunto de recursos necesarios para
mantener una población en el espacio y en el tiempo. ( McComb B. 2008. Wildlife Habitat Management CRC Press 319 pgs.)"
HCV Areas
Cannot comment until I see a definition for a management unit.
Begin the sentence with ―A‖ rather than ―Any‖
Absolutely NO for option B. In option A the part of FMU containing HCV must not be defined in a too
large area.
Definition (a) is more specific to the identified HCV. Definition (b) would capture areas within the definition that do not have a HCV.
This option may encourage HCV to be considered more carefully or treated differently than hitherto in
some cases.
see C 9.1 (types of HCVs)
need to stress the importance to local community recreation scenery and salinity risks in Australia
Option a
Change HCV 2 to: Large landscape-level forests, Intact Forest Landscapes or other ecosystems,
significant at global, regional or national level, within or including the management unit, where viable
populations of the majority or all the naturally occurring species exist in natural patterns of distribution
and abundance.
Option a - Change to: a. Any part of a forest management unit that contains a High Conservation
Value.

HCV2 - 'identified in (...)': This is Guidance language, not definition language. Delete
I agree with the first only because a management unit may be of an arbitrary size which has nothing
to do with the need for conservaiton. I propose either a minimum area which should be designated or
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HCV1: Change to: Concentrations of biodiversity values that are significant at global, regional or national levels (e.g., endemism, endangered species, refugia ).

Forest Stewardship Council

specific inclusion of point features
HCV
Is not at variance with the concept
Como nota (O EN EL TEXTO) debe agregarse lo ya mencionado antes de la caracterista principal de
los HCV: Que el atributo particular de todos ellos es LA EXEPCIONALIDAD.
Ayudara a aclarar las diferencias que exigen P1 y P6 y C8.4 de los HCVs INCLUYENDO en el texto
del Pricipio 9 y/o de Criterios 9.1- 9.2 9.3 -9.4 LA CONDICION QUE LOS HCVs tienen: ….So these
values must be protected in all certified forests. Principle 9 is reserved for exceptional cases as the
(12) NB of Annex 1 declare in How to determine the presence of HCVs
HCV 1 + 2 – how to address the fact that the different sizes of nations and of the fact that in large
nations as Canada US Russia and China the values might need to refer to sub national levels.
add reference to carbon stocks
see above
High Conservation Value (new): The proposed revised definition is good inasmuch as it maintains
the current requirements. However, it fails to correct a serious problem with the current definition,
i.e., it fails to provide protection to ―concentrations of biodiversity values‖ and ―landscape-level forests
or other ecosystems‖ that are significant at sub-national scales within large countries. In countries
such as the U.S. and Canada, the national scale is far too geographically large a threshold by which
to exclude protection for imperiled and vulnerable forest species and ecosystems.
Faltan variables importantes empleadas en todo el mundo como sitios de descanso de aves migratorias areas especiales de anidamiento o refugio áreas con ensambles de especies únicos áreas con
procesos particulares
High Conservation Value (new): () supports HCVF definition 2 with the addition of providing protection to ―concentrations of biodiversity values‖ and ―landscape-level forests or other ecosystems‖ that
are significant at sub-national scales within large countries. In countries such as the U.S. and Canada, the national scale is far too geographically large a threshold by which to exclude protection for
imperiled and vulnerable forest species and ecosystems.
Indigenous lands and territory

The definition of Indigenous Peoples is quite broad and we are concerned by it.What is the basis for
this definition? It seems that the definition has been expanded incorporating the concept of ―selfidentification‖. This seems technically quite vague and difficult to interpret.
Not sure if the 'Tribal' part of it is necessary or desirable.
Both definitions still regard indigenous people as different". In our view all country inhabitants are all
equal in law but there may be traditional customs that are practiced to a greater or lesser extent by all
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―Traditionally owned‖ may need clarification
La definición está demasiado amplia y dificil de acotar para su correcta interpretación por parte de las
empresas certificadas. Es inaplicable al plantear que alguna u otra forma han ocupado o usado". "
Follows international definition
Change to according to final declaration: The total environment of the lands, air, water, sea, sea-ice,
flora and fauna, and other resources which indigenous peoples have traditionally owned, occupied, or
otherwise used or acquired .
Los territorios indígenas no pueden ser todos los que alguna vez hayan usado porque sino probablemente fuera toda la superficie de la Tierra. Debe hacer referencia a los territorios reconocidos
como tales.
Indigenous peoples

Forest Stewardship Council

the inhabitants that reflect their cultural history whether that cultural history is endemic or introduced."
Change to: (…) is Self-Identification as indigenous or tribal, which recognizinges the (...)
I suggest that this revised defintion opens the door to many new groups to be included who do not fit
the UN definition currently in use. An example is Travellers in Ireland (and UK). Although that may
sound fine in fact you have lost an essential distinguishing characterisitcs which is the lack of power
within the state structure (in the current definition). This is an essential part of the reason why indigenous people are treated separately - otherwise they are communities. A regional cultural group
which participates or can participate in the power structures of the State are in a different position
than indigenous people and should be grouped with all the other interesting cultural subgroups in the
same position.
Interested stakeholder
Why would an interested stakeholder NOT be an affected party? Why would there be this distinction
rather than affected parties also often being interested stakeholders? This issue is compounded by
including persons who are known to have an interest" (which may be construed as affected parties)"
Why exclude affected parties"?"
En ingles no esta la definicion de stakeholdes!
Stress including ENGOs
Change to: Any person, group of persons, or entity that is not an affected party but has shown an
interest, or is known to have an interest, in the management, condition or activities of a forest management unit. This may include entities that are not located in close proximity to the FMU.
Intellectual property right - proposal?
hay gran discucion entre paises y regiones y sus habitantes sobre esto……
I would suggest using a widely accepted definition probably present in international conventions.
Intensity
Intensity refers to the severity of something – period
Does it need a definition other than the common one?
propuesta: Medida de la gravedad O NO del impacto de una actividaden el valor o los valores ambientales sociales o economicos.
This is not a common-sense defintion of internsity which generally relates to actiions being carried out
by humans not impacts which may or may not have been directly crated by humans. I therefore
strongly suggest you use a term already in use relating to severity of impact such as 'severity of imapct'.
Landscape

Please note that the impacts could be positive and this should be included in the definition or at least
implied.
Human communities of any size that are within or adjacent to the FMU, and also those that are located in close enough proximity to have a significant impact on the economy or the environmental
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Borrowing from the local communities definition include of varying sizes" after "A geographical mosaic‖ "
Is this the meaning with which landscape is used in the P&C? I had the impression it was used in the
meaning of the regional area which is the second of a three common meanings (the third is the area
one views/scenery).
Local Communities

Forest Stewardship Council

values of the FMU or to have their economies, rights or environments significantly affected by the
FMU or its management.
not all communities should be included. Only those which are significantly affected.
''to include'' indicates that the definition is smaller than the actual meaning of the phrase (that other
groups are part of 'local communities' but not specified here). This is not a desirable aspect of a glossary defintion which should be as complete and precise as possible.
Local Laws
Change to: All legal norms given by organisms of government whose jurisdiction is less than the national level, including departmental, municipal and customary norms.
'organisms' (= alive) don't generally refer to government branches.
Long Term

We support the use of a definition that would include a collection or a (potentially large) number of
documents.
Puede faltar la palabra EN UN DOCUMENTO lluego de regulen
Change to: The collection of documents, reports, records and maps that describe, justify and regulate
the activities carried out by any manager, staff or organization in a forest management unit, including
statements of objectives, policies and specific goals and targets.
Un plan de manejo no es una recopilación de cosas. Es una herramienta especifica de planificación
que basada en información sólida brinda herramientas para la toma de decisiones e indica calramente las actividades que se deben llevar a cabo en las unidades de manejo durante un período especi-
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It is hard to decide when natural structure of ecosystem recover, therefore this should not be a criterion of long term.
Definition could result in many outcomes eg management plan timelines could be dependent on
many things rotation ages vary economic changes happen quickly technology advances are rapid. I
don't have any suggestions however.
The current suggested definition actually does not provide a practical solution. This should rather be
expressed in terms of harvesting rotations.
We would rather suggest a given number of years.
The revision should take cognisance that plantation forests and their particular circumsatance are
included.
Requiere revision. No es apropiado poner como meta el tiempo necesario … para que un ecosoistema recupere su estructura naturaly su composicion…..; el recurso esta siendo usado muy dificilmente podra suceder a menos que se deje como area especial de recuperacion. Al ser asi no tiene sentido ponerlo.
muy compleja
How does this relate to concessions? Is there a minimum concession time re-quired for certification?
Change to: The time-scale required for a given ecosystem to recover its natural structure and composition following harvesting or disturbance, or to produce mature or primary conditions, during which
the forest owner or manager of the FMU is committed to ensure such recovery, to maintain permanent forest cover, and to pursue the objectives of the management plan. The management plan incorporates this time-scale. Time-scales will vary according to ecological conditions.
The three conditions given as end points (to recover natural structure and composition and to produce mature conditions and to produce primary conditions) are NOT at all the same and differ by
100s or 1000s of years depending on the specific ecosystem.
Management plan

Forest Stewardship Council

ficado
a management plan is pure and simple a plan for how one will manage a site for a certain period of
time (lookin into the future). Reports and maps may support the plan but it is not part of a plan. Regulation and statements of policies do not belong in managemnet plans. Justification only belongs insofar as inventory data and objectives together support the planned acitivites.
Native species
Propuesta: ESPECIES QUE OCURREM DE FORMA NATURAL EN LA REGION O AREA EN
CUESTIN
Change to: A species that occurs naturally in a specified geographic areathe region; indigenous or
endemic to the area.
Natural forest
Natural forest includes primary forest and secondary forest. Definition of primary and secondary forest should be made clear.
This definition appears to leave no room for areas where species are planted due to low seeding
rates and requirements of state laws for stocking requirements. FSC should allow for planting (artificial regeneration) as part of natural forest management. Some species do not seed well naturally and
require artificial regeneration.
HOW can a forest with exotics be defined as a natural forest? NO WAY.
Not sure how this definition fits in relation to forests that are not natural". Previously I had seen use of
the term "semi-natural" forest which made me uneasy. "
This is not the original definition
Non Timber Forest Products
Can soil, water, air, etc. be considered as NTFP?
Tourism?
debe agregarse a lo ultimo que habitan el bosque""
Objectives
Complex don't understand. Please simplify. Not sure that the word objectif" has to be defined such a
word that we know what it means but difficult to give a definition.!"
I could not understand this definition. Try this measurable targets to achieve goals.""
This does not seem to be an appropriate definition of ‗objectives‘, which are more properly considered
to be like goals. Objectives are results or conditions aimed at.
Products don‘t achieve anything; they are the result of something.
What ―objects‖? Is this supposed to be ―objectives
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Change to: The basic purposes and goals of the management policy and plan. The results that are
aimed at, expected and planned for. Objectives may be ordered by priority. Statements of objectives
may also describe the types of activities required to achieve the desired results.
An objective in natural resource managment is the aim which one wishes to achieve. It should be
connected directly to the managemnet actitives. It is not a policy nor a purpose and objectives do not
include the types of activites considered best.
Occupational disease

Forest Stewardship Council

This should be taken from ILO or similar and should be referenced.
Occupational injury
We think that it important to restrict injuries to those
that occur as a result of work or other occupational
activity. (As is the case with the definition of ―Occupational Disease‖.
Suggestion:
Re-word this definition as follows: Injuries that occur as a result of work or other
occupational activity that are caused by occurrences of a traumatic nature (such as falling branches),
and are not considered occupational
diseases.
no encontre la definicion en ingles….
This should be taken from ILO or similar and should be referenced.
Organization
Tambien un sinonimo es OPERADOR
The use of the word 'organization' is misleading in the Principles & Criteria as individual forest owners/lease holding managers may be certified as well as companies government and non-government
organisations.Suggest 'organisation forest owner tenant/lease-holder or manager' instead.
Change to: The enterprise, individual or group of people with the responsibility for decisions, activities, plans and policies affecting the forest management unit, and for carrying out management operations. For purposes of the FSC P&C, the organization may be a land owner (private or public),
manager, concession holder, certificate holder or applicant, and the association and/or members or
officials of a community, cooperative or group certification scheme and their staff, especially the entity
or person that takes decisions.
''association': Is this intended to mean ―association of a community‖?
An organization is a general term. I don't think it is clear to use a general term to mean something
quite specific. Further the previous/current use of the term 'enterprise' is a small bit more specific and
already in use and I would recommend sticking with 'enterprise' as the general term.
Plantation

Delete ―and which lack most of the principal ecological and structural characteristics of natural forest
ecosystems‖.
Original definition is more specific and clear
La definición no se pone en el escenario de una plantación con especies nativas que mantiene las
características ecológicas y estructrales de los ecosistemas naturales.
Seems a much better definition than the previous one
incluir GENERALMENTE antes de CARECEN. No contempla la particularidad de bosques monoespecificos naturales y el concepto de ordenacion dentro de la plantacion
This definition excludes plantations that that are being restructured through natural regeneration of
native tree species (where there is a viable nearby seed source); for example when trying to expand
semi-natural forest habitats next to an existing high nature value forest.May also need a definition of
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Revised draft is quite far away from UN FAO definition ? This new definition will surely cause a huge
mess which forest sites are plantations- which not.
The second part of this definition is irrelevant and offers no meaning to what a plantation actually is.
Suggestion

Forest Stewardship Council

Comments on this definition:
•
The definition is ambiguous, with probable subjective interpretations of ―most‖ and ―principal‖
characteristics by auditors. This could lead to inequitable treatment of landowners.
•
The definition implies that planting and sowing even native species is incompatible with goals
and objectives for restoring ecological function.
•
The definition does not recognize the role that planting and sowing regeneration techniques
might have in new, multi-objective silvicultural systems, such as variable retention harvests, which
leave an array of biological legacies that typically provide strong linkages between old and new ecosystems. The definition does not recognize multi-species habitat conservation plans (HCP) that have
as their primary goal the protection, maintenance, and restoration of habitats associated with species
of concern (threatened, endangered, and priority species), while promoting a long-term integration of
resource use and conservation.
•
The definition does not recognize the vital roles that planting and sowing can have in accelerating the restoration of habitats associated with species of concern, particularly those recognized in
habitat conservation plans.
•
The definition does not recognize the role that planting and sowing can have in accelerating the
development of structural complexity in young forests lacking such complexity, either as a result of
past management practices or natural events.
•
The definition does not recognize the role that planting and sowing can have in ensuring regeneration survival, growth, and diversity of native species of an area.
The definition does not recognize the role that planting and sowing can have in silvicultural systems
designed to restore and/or maintain forest health by ensuring native tree species diversity and densities.
•
The definition does not recognize the role that planting, sowing, and managing native tree species can have in controlling invasive species, particularly in areas intensively managed in the past.
•
The definition does not recognize landscape-level management strategies and plans – that
employ planting and sowing – that contain landscape-level ecological goals, as well as stand-level
goals. For example, goals for individual landscapes to contain at least 15 percent of the landscape in
older-forest (complex stages of forest development) conditions; individual harvested and regenerated
stands within the landscape to contain snag and large woody debris; riparian areas to be restored
and maintained to meet watershed and riparian process and function objectives for clean water and
the needs of riparian obligate species.
•
Restricting silvicultural techniques to one (or few) regeneration techniques is inconsistent with
the concept of adaptive management, wherein management policies and practices are based on
meeting objectives, which may change over time as learning occurs through research and monitoring.
With this definition, adaptive management is restricted and ecological objectives may not be met in a
timely manner.
•
Regenerated stands that have been planted or sown should not be considered plantations if
resulting stands consist of mixes of native species; contain legacies such as snags and large woody
debris; and are parts of larger landscape plans with goals for restoring and maintaining a diverse mix
of stand development stages, including complex stages of
development.
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semi-natural forest as part of HCVF.Need to be able to read the Plantations Review Expert Team D
report on conversion to properly answer this question about the Definition of 'Plantations'.
Include native - …. Characteristics of a ―native natural forest‖.
I do not agree with your plantation definition, because it includes ―planted tree‖ as part of an indicator
of a plantation. I believe this could lead to an erroneous perception that all planted trees are not as
good as natural regeneration. Here are several reasons for my concern.:

Forest Stewardship Council

I would like to see that a plantation is not a forest. It is also different from regeneration or regrowth. It
is either machanically seeded or hand planted on cleared land. It is monoculture mostly nonindigenous vegetation. It can be small scale or industrial large scale.
Change to: Forest areas in which most of the trees are established by sowing or planting or by intensive silvicultural selection rather than by natural regeneration, and which lack most of the principal
ecological and structural characteristics of natural forest ecosystems such as complexity, structure
and diversity .
'such as complexity, structure and diversity': This is another commonly practiced method for plantation establishment and should be included in this definition.

'or by intensive silvicultural selection': This is another commonly practiced method for plantation establishment and should be included in this definition.
si esta definición se emplea para bosque plantado hay una superposicion con la de bosque natural
ya que este último según consta mas arriba fue definido como aquel que mantiene características
estructurales y de especies características de los bosques originales del lugar. No se especifica si
fueron plantados o fue por regeneración natural.Para salvar este error o bien debe cambiarse la definición de bosque natural y excluir de la misma los bosques que logran la condición que los define
pero que fueron plantados o se re define plantacion y se la describe como un bosque que ademas de
lo que se expresa debe tener la característica de tener una estructura y composición diferente a la de
los bosques originales.
Precautionary approach
It may be a tool" but it is not appropriate to use "precautionary" in the definition. Strike the first sentence and state something simple along the lines of "The precautionary approach involves actions
taken and decisions made from a risk adverse position. It is fine to include the FSC application in the
definition."
We are concerned that without the use of appropriate modifiers, the precautionary principle
can become de-valued.

Suggestion
Tool for the implementation of the precautionary principle. FSC application: When the available wellfounded and valid information indicates that management activities pose a threat of severe or irreversible damage to the environment or a threat to human health that cannot be avoided, remedied or
substantially mitigated, the organization will take explicit and effective measures to prevent the damage and avoid the risks to health, even when the scientific information in incomplete or inconclusive,
and when the vulnerability and sensitivity of environmental values are uncertain
incluir la palabra FUERTE luego de…o una amenaza fuerte para la salud humana….
to explicitly do nothing (not to actively intervene) is a perfectly valid management decision if that decision is made consciously
I prefer the original definition from the Brundtland report
Change to: Tool for the implementation of the precautionary principle. FSC application: When the
available information indicates that management activities have a reasonable likelihood of posing a
threat of significant damage to the environment or to human health or well-being, the organization will
take explicit and effective measures to prevent the damage and avoid the risks, even when the scien-
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We also believe that application of the precautionary principle needs to take into account the effect of
potential action to avoid, remedy omitigate any ―severe or irreversible damage‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

tific information is incomplete or inconclusive, or when the vulnerability and sensitivity of environmental values are uncertain (Adapted from FSC-DIS-01-008). Because mitigation, repair, restoration or
cure are often difficult, more costly, and sometimes impossible, taking a precautionary approach is
particularly important in order to prevent impacts from occurring in the first place.
La precaución es anterior a la detección de una amenaza grave. No sólo debe ser aplicado ante
amenazas sino que debe ser aplicado también cuando hay falta de información
Precautionary principle
Prefer (b).
So both definitions will be retained? (That is acceptable.)
la pregunta está mal hecha ya que se presentan dos opciones de respuesta. Las dos nos parecen
adecuadas.
Prefer option a""
La definicion en Agenda 21 es mas adecuada.
preferimos la opción a.
Agree with Definitions A & B. It is worth noting that in EU environmental case law there may be additional clarifications on the definition scope and application of the Precautionary Principle. This legal
and policy aspect to the Precationary Principle may also be an issue outside the EU.
Change to: Where there are threats of potentially serious or irreversible damage to the environment
or human health or well-being, suitable measures shall be taken to prevent such damage regardless
of the lack of scientific certainty about the degree of threat or risk of damage.
'suitable measures shall be taken to prevent such damage ': Without this kind of language, the definition simply states a negative and fails to define what the principle actually requires.
opción b
Neither of these is a definition; they are simply a discussion. There are internationally recognised
deinfitions available which I would recommend using.
Principle
Rare species
Debiese usarse una definición como la de IUCN.
Legally declared not officially classified - the former has more weight
This Definition must also include internationally recognised rare species as well as nationally and
regionally recognised rare species. This is not the same as species that are rare at international
country or regional scale although these would be included in this definition. It must include rare species at a regional or country level that are internationally recognised as well as common species at a
country or regional level that are internationally rare.This Standard also needs definitions of rare and
threatened habitats.
officially': This term is vague. Furthermore, it implies that only government sources can be used for
such classification, whereas several NGOs have information, documentation and classification systems that are superior to governments. Also, government classification processes are often politically
influenced and biased, and thus should not be used as the only source of such information.

Change to: Very uncommon or scarce species. Such species are defined, classified and listed by
national and sub-national government agencies, intergovernmental bodies, non-governmental organi-
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The language for endangered, threatened and rare species should be consistent.

Forest Stewardship Council

zations, and scientific institutions.
This kind of language is important to include in order to give forest managers guidance on where they
can obtain credible information about such species. Once such language is inserted here, it should
also be inserted in the definitions of "endangered species" and "threatened species".
What about locally uncommon species? It is quite important that species which are not common locally are protected especially with fragmentation and climate change.
Safeguard
Change to: A precautionary measure warding off impending threat , damage or injury.
'threat': This word is used in the definition of precautionary approach and principle above.
again what happened to the standard of using the Oxford English Dictionary?
Shall/Shall not/Should
Shall not - change to: indicates a prohibition of the standard
Silviculture/silvicultural system
It is the art AND SCIENCE of producing.... It is not just art alone.
Should be the art and science...""
Add in 'manager and organisation' to 'objectives of owner'.Include 'science' as well as 'art'.Should
also include 'forest products' as well as 'timber' in this statement.We are pleased to see that this definition states that the objectives may not always include timber production - this is missing from some
parts of the standard for example in the overiding emphasis on economic viability in Criteria 5.1 5.3
7.1 7.2 & 10.1.
Although this definition can be made acceptable - specifically by ensuring that it does not have a narrow timber focus - its common usage in many countries still gives it a narrow timber focus. It may
therefore be preferable to avoid using the term at all, except in Guidance language, and only then if
accompanied by a qualifier such as: "Where timber is managed...", or "In timber management...".
Change to: The practice of managing a forest by manipulating its establishment, composition and/or
growth to best fulfill the objectives of the owner. This may, or may not, include the production of timber or other specific product.
silivicultural systme is one of a set of recnogized systems and it should not be lumped with silviculture. Silviculture is not an art and it does not necessarily include ''producing'' a forest by manipulating
its establishment. The inclusion of these appears to limit silviculture to plantation forests which is neither correct nor appropriate to this context.
Tenure
Or as recognized in country specific law

Debiese usarse una definición como la de IUCN.
As long as official national classifications are undrstood to be legally mandated.
Threatened Species: The definition should be revised to include all scientifically de facto threatened
species, not just those identified by government or IUCN lists, which may fail to include many de facto
threatened species.
In the U.S., the government agencies charged with officially listing species as ―threatened‖ or ―endangered‖ routinely refuse to list de facto imperiled species as ―threatened‖ or ―endangered‖ due to politi-
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Threatened Species
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cal pressure or budget restrictions, as evidenced by the large number of highly imperiled species
listed by NatureServe as ―imperiled‖ that are not listed as ―threatened‖ or ―endangered,‖ or that are
listed by the government agencies as ―warranted but precluded‖ or that are languishing in the government ―candidate species‖ category. The IUCN lists are also quite incomplete, presumably for other reasons.
This is not the original/existing definition.
'official': This term is too vague and could be misinterpreted.
Change to: Any species which is vulnerable to extinction or likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range, or is listed in official national
classifications or in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species.. Such species are defined, classified
and listed by national and sub-national government agencies, intergovernmental bodies, nongovernmental organizations, and scientific institutions.
This kind of language is important to include in order to give forest managers guidance on where they
can obtain credible information about such species. Once such language is inserted here, it should
also be inserted in the definitions of "endangered species" and "rare species".
The definition needs to be revised to include all scientifically de facto threatened species, not just
those that are identified by government or IUCN lists, which may fail to include many de facto threatened species. The IUCN lists are incomplete.
Traditional Peoples
Definition starts: A term used without precise definition". NOT NEEDED at all. Cases more confusion.
"
We are unhappy with the imprecise nature (and
subsequent use in the Principles and Criteria) of this
term.

Use rights as defined by local custom is a bit difficult to define. When does something become a local
custom?
Workers
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Suggestion
Remove as a definition concurrently with removing
it from the Principles and Criteria themselves.
This will be very helpful in a wide variety of situations with societies in flux.
Scope of traditional people" definition is to broad. Also there is some contradicion between how it is
recognized: according to definition local comunities can locally recognize them as traditional people."
Esta definición es subjetiva y muy amplia se sugiere acotarla específicamente en el concepto de
largo tiempo atrás""
don't think you should have a term used without precise definition" - either define it or don't. Could just
delete these words."
I would strongly advise against starting a defintion with the phrase 'a term used without precise
defintion''. I would recommend simply giving the broad list of groups to be included with the definining
characterisitc clearly defined.
Use rights

Forest Stewardship Council

Should make special reference to stafff and workers of contractors which should be inlcuded in all
evaluation by default.
Must include contractors
Why not adopt the ILO definition which includes anyone working in the area ie. including contractors/subcontractors. P2 criteria are intended to apply to contractors/subcontractors anyway
Needs expanding to include contractors.
Additional definition to be included : Contractors
Why does this not include contractors?
Change to: a All employees, including part-time and seasonal employees, of all ranks and categories,
including laborers, administrators, supervisors and executives.
Workers should also include all employees whether employed directly or by sub-contractors or indeed
workers who are sometimes defined as independent sub-contractors". This is to ensure that criteria
apply to all who gain their direct living from forestry and associated activities regardless of their particular form of employment. This ensures that an organization is unable to shirk its responsibilities
dependent on the particular fomr of employment. "
I would recommend to sticking to commonly understood terms. In this case you are saying '''workers'
means all employees''. Okay then let's just use the term employees…. ''workers'' tends to mean labourers so you are using a narrow term to indicate the meaning of a broader term (employees) which
is in general use. In short there is no need for this redeinfition; just use 'employees'. Another aspect to
consider may be that in some parts of Europe and perhaps elsewhere forest workers are contractors
rather than employees as a result of labour law requirements (for employees).
Feedback from 5 indigenous peoples meetings

The forest management shall comply with all laws, regulations and nationally-ratified international
treaties and binding agreements, and all the FSC Principles and Criteria and all applicable FSC standards.
The diversity of terms was recognised as an issue that needs to be resolved in terms of how international treaties are referred to. The principle and the guidance contains three references to international treaty obligations within Principle 3: ‗nationally-ratified‘, ―binding international laws‖ and ―all international and local laws‖. The proposed Principle 1 refers to ―nationally ratified treaties‖ to replace the
former ―International treaties and agreements to which the country is a signatory‖. There was some
concern that the new proposed text is narrower whereby the FSC standard may be set at the benchmark of the country in which the Organisation operates. The sub-group identified a need to develop a
hierarchy of terms in order to explain and clarify the relationship for The Organization and forest
manager in terms of customary law relative to statute, common law or civil law. It was suggested the
glossary define customary law which contains a definition of customary rights only.
Suggested wording: The organization agrees to comply with all the laws, regulations and international treaties ratified at the national level, in addition to binding agreements and all of the FSC P&C.
Clarification that the Organization must comply with international legal standards, such as the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and ILO 169, regardless of whether the country in
which it operates has ratified the agreements is very positive and reaffirms that the international legal
standard of free,prior and informed consent applies everywhere, including in countries which may
have weaker legal requirements.
Disagree with Guidance note #1: It should not be accepted that statutes and regulations prevail over customary law in the event of a conflict. Constitutional or internationall law require-
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P1
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ments may require otherwise.
C1.1
The legal status of the forest management unit shall be clearly defined and its boundaries delineated
so that they can be verified independently on the ground. The forest managers shall demonstrate
that they have validly obtained the legal right to operate and to harvest forest goods and services
from within the forest management unit.
The working group have adopted a preferred term ‗forest resources If this term is to be adopted –
which the group believes is a better and more accurate description – then the wording of this Criterion
would need to be altered in order to be consistent. Additionally, the description ‗authorised to harvest‘
is too specific. Permission extends to other activities related top the forest resource – such as water
abstraction – and this is not adequately covered by the term ‗harvest‘. This might better be worded as
‗authorised to carry out all management activities as specified in the agreement‘ or something similar.
Add an area‘s legal ownership and use rights in order to make item 1.1 (revised) more explicit: The
legal status of the forest management unit shall be clearly defined and its boundaries delineated so
that they can be verified independently on the ground and through documentation that shows that
public consultations have been held with the communities adjacent to the management unit. The
Organization shall demonstrate that it has validly obtained the legal right to operate and to harvest
forest products and services from within the forest management unit.
We did review Guidance note #4 and agree that it's important to include the note that if the Organization's access rights overlap with pre-existing tenure holders, then those tenure holders will maintain
control over their tenure unless they delegate it to third parties with free, prior and informed consent.
It should be clarified in a guidance note that the omission of customary rights and tenures as previously covered in 2.2 is not intended to preclude Indigenous Peoples from forest management and
certification on their own lands.
C.1.2
The forest manager shall demonstrate that the documents in the management plan which require
formal approval have been validly approved. Where legally required, such documents include production restrictions and quotas within permitted harvest rights.
Criterion 1.2 - It is suggested that operational plan might be a superior and more all-embracing term
than harvesting plan.
It should be clarified in a guidance note that Indigenous Peoples' continued use of their territories and
resources is not precluded by this section, regardless if these activities are authorized by provincial or
national authorities
C1.3

The forest manager shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and binding international laws relating to the harvest of forest goods and services. Forest management and business /
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The forest manager shall comply with all applicable national and local laws and administrative requirements concerning payment of taxes, import and export duties, royalties, fees and penalties concerning the use of and trade in the goods and services derived from the forest management unit. The
forest manager shall make and document such payments in full and according to the prescribed
schedule.
(revised 1.3), suggested wording: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with national and
local laws and binding international laws relating to the environmental obligations of a forest management unit
C1.4

Forest Stewardship Council

investment plans and annual operating plans, if required by law, are up to date, contains accurate
information and are implemented
The term binding international law is inconsistent with what has gone before. The working sub-group
suggested that the P&C be subjected to an oversight to ensure consistency of terms and use in relation to international laws, requirements, regulations, binding agreements etc It is recommended that
Guidance Note 2 be amended so that ‗harvest of goods and services‘ is modified to ‗management
and use of forest resources‘.
6.9 The guidance of ‗Up to Date‘ is a little unclear. It is suggested that the guidance should include
‗…The Organization must regularly update the management plan.‘
suggested wording: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with all international, national
and local laws relating to health and safety, labour conditions, and the use rights of other parties.
C1.5
The forest manager shall demonstrate compliance with national and local laws and binding international laws relating to the environmental obligations of a forest management unit.
The sub-group noted that this narrows the treaties from the current version. IS this intended? Should
it be extended to cover other relevant conventions
(revised 1.5) The Organization, in coordination with the communities and proper authorities, shall
develop and implement measures for protecting the forest management unit from unauthorized or
illegal resource use, settlement and other illegal activities.
C1.6
The forest manager shall demonstrate compliance with all international, national and local laws relating to health and safety, labour conditions, and the use rights of other parties (Indigenous and local
communities)
The addition of IP and Local communities here is in the context of Africa where forest management
activities often affect these people
it is suggested that the ‗other parties‘ mentioned in this criterion be identified or examples provided
under the Guidance Notes 1.6 mentions ‗affected stakeholders‘. But Indigenous People may have
use rights but may not be a party. Customary Law is recognised in jurisprudence of many countries.
Customary rights may or may not be recognised nationally but will be raised in negotiations with indigenous people
C.1.7
The forest manager shall develop and implement measures for protecting the forest management unit
from unauthorized or illegal natural resource use, settlement and other illegal activities
Criterion 1.7 – Guidance point 2 emphasises ‗engagement of stakeholders‘ but does not specify how
this could be accomplished or what guidelines or procedures might be acceptable.
C.1.8

The forest manager shall engage with stakeholders and apply mechanisms previously agreed to iden-
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The forest manager demonstrates compliance with all national and local laws, and binding international laws relating to the transportation and trade of forest products at the forest management unit.
Criterion 1.8 – refers to binding international laws and once again this is a slightly different wording to
what has been stated elsewhere in the P&C. Some clear definitions of terms relating to international
laws and conventions is needed to ensure consistency of definition and application.
C1.9

Forest Stewardship Council

tify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues which can be settled out of court in a timely manner.
Criterion 1.9 – specifies mechanisms to overcome disputes relating to ‗legal issues‘, but during the
revision of Principle 3 the working group has identified that issues related to indigenous and customary matters might not be ‗legal‘ and therefore might not be susceptible to resolution by law.
The Organization shall engage with stakeholders and apply mechanisms previously agreed to identify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues which can be settled out of court in a timely manner. Disputes of substantial magnitude involving a significant number of interests will normally disqualify an operation from being certified. (suggested that this part be added in order to avoid organisations from being certified irrespective of the existence of an agreed settlement mechanism, if disagreement of great magnitude )
C1.10
The forest manager shall demonstrate a long-term written commitment to adhere to the FSC Principles and Criteria in all the forest management units which are under the managerial control of the
forest manager. The forest manager shall make freely available on request a written public commitment and statement describing the internal procedures for ensuring compliance
Note the introduction of ―written agreement‖ to make such an agreement more credible within the
African context.
P2
The consideration of living conditions of employers is because in the African context the living conditions of forest workers is noted as a factor that contributes to low efficiency and productivity in companies
The forest manager shall enhance the social and economic well being of workers, their families and
promote gender equality.
Note the insertion of ―families‖. The rationale here is that a peaceful worker at home will be a productive one at work. The is the same reasoning that follows the title of the principle above.
C2.1

Alternative A: the forest manager and all contractors while working for the benefit of the Forest Management Unit shall implement at a minimum the 8 Core Conventions of the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, which include inter alia:
The sub-group working on this principle felt that Alternative B was preferable as the commitment to
adhere to ILO Conventions extends to all operations for which The Organization is responsible and is
not limited only to the location of a specific FMU.
2.2 (revised 4.3) Alternative A: is choosen but with the need to define the concept of forced Labour in
sub (b)
Alternative B: (We chose this alternative because it offers the possibility of certification going beyond
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The forest manager shall promote gender equality in employment practices, training op-portunities,
awarding of contracts, consultation processes and management activities.
The suggested change refers only to the Spanish expression for gender equality: ―equidad de género‖ instead of ―igualdad de género‖. Gender equality; aside from that, all in agreement. (Translator‘s
note: The suggested change refers only to the Spanish expression for gender equality: ―equidad de
género‖ instead of ―igualdad de género‖).
C2.2

Forest Stewardship Council

forest management)
Where it says, ―contractors that are committed to implement‖, replace this with ―contractors that implement
C2.3
The forest manager and all contractors working for the benefit of the forest management unit shall
implement health and safety practices that meet or exceed the International La-bour Organization
(ILO) Code of Practice on Safety and Health in Forestry Work unless the Code is equaled or exceeded by national or local laws.
All in agreement
C2.4
The forest manager and all contractors working for the benefit of the forest management unit shall
pay wages that meet or exceed legal or industry minimum standards.
Criterion 2.4 – The sub-group observed that there is a tendency for companies to pay wages according to the minimum wage as stipulated by national regulations. This often contributes to poor working
conditions. The group suggest that the following wording:
The Organization and all contractors working for the benefit of the forest management unit
shall pay decent wages that meet or exceed legal or industry minimum standards. The term
‗decent wages’ will require defining in the glossary
The Organization and all contractors working for the benefit of the forest management unit shall pay
wages that meet or exceed legal and industry minimum standards.
All in agreement
C2.4
The group suggested that ―AND‖ is introduced here because of cases in which legal minimum is
much lower than industry minimum.
C2.5

There is a need to make the distinction between traditional, local population and Indigenous people in
the case of Africa. This is because Indigenous people still suffer from marginalization and through the
FSC standard that is recognize world wide Indigenous people can express themselves freely in a sole
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The forest manager shall develop by stakeholder engagement, and implement, agreed mechanisms
for resolving grievances and for providing fair compensation for loss or damage to property, occupational diseases, or occupational injuries to employees, while working for the forest manager, unless
already provided in national or local law.
Criterion 2.5 – Guidance needs to be provided to define the stakeholder and what form of stakeholder
engagement is envisaged in this criterion. The sub-group noted 2 omissions in the P&C. There is no
requirement stipulated for all workers (casual or permanent) to have contracts in writing. This may be
part of an ILO Convention but given that such written contracts provide firm evidence (an indicator) of
compliance, the sub-group believes that this requirement should be made explicit in one of the Criteria.
The second omission is the absence of any definition of worker benefits. The sub-group believe that
The Organization should be obliged to specify what benefits workers will be entitled to: housing,
health; education etc
(Translator‘s note: The suggested change refers only to the Spanish expression ―Mediante la implicación‖ for ―con la participación…‖)
P3

Forest Stewardship Council

principle dedicated to them. A second reason is the term Traditional was used in Africa by colonial
administration and has been later adopted by the present administration. This term was used to distinguish the locals from the white masters. The history of the term therefore is that which breed and
fosters segregation
Indigenous peoples‘ legal and customary rights of ownership, use and management of land and resources in the forest management unit shall be identified, recognized and respected by the forest
manager and shall not be infringed
It is important not only to recognize these rights and resources but to identify them together with IPs.
It is therefore better to use the term identify followed by recognized (meaning respected). The term
The Organization is taken out of the principle because it is ambiguous. The rational here is that the
evaluation of performance in the forest is done vis-à-vis the forest manager in Africa. Irrespective of
the structure of the operating business concern/firm/timber exploiter, the forest manager is needed.
Finally in the Africa particularly the Congo Basin, the legal frameworks talk of Forest managers and
not organizations.
Keep Principle uniquely for IP and take out any reference to TP

We are concerned that the changes to P3 may constitute a watering down of the recognition of Indigenous rights. We understand that the focus has switched to "the Organization" and what it must do
to meet P3, and that much of the obligation to resolve conflicts around Indigenous rights rests with
the State. We also understand that "the Organization" may not be able to fully satisfy P3 in the absence of rights being upheld by the State. However, switching the focus to "the Organization" has
taken the emphasis off Indigenous peoples' role in determining their own fate. This is why it is so
important to include the concept of "free, prior and informed consent." As long as this wording is
strongly emphasized throughout P3, it will be clear that "the Organization" is required to develop a
relationship with Indigenous Peoples that includes their consent. Otherwise changes to the wording
could be seen as letting the Organization off the hook and making it easy for them to get FSC certified when Indigenous Peoples rights are not being recognized and respected. This is reflected in
wording in P1. There is already much concern among Indigenous Peoples that FSC is allowing companies to get certified without their knowledge, involvement or consent. Further watering down of P3
will lead to the FSC standard being dismissed by Indigenous Peoples.
We found much of the wording in P3 awkward and repetitive. The revised P&C should stick as closely
as possible to the original wording. As one of us noted, "if it ain't broke, don't fix it." We have made
recommendations which shorten the wording, combine criteria where there is repetition, and recommend keeping the wording as close as possible to the original wording.
Rather than "shall not be infringed" in relation to Indigenous peoples' rights, we are recommending
the use of "uphold" which we think has a more positive con-notation. It was suggested that the infringement wording, although it appears strong, in practice is only as strong as whatever justification
for infringement is allowed. Embed the notion of free, prior and informed consent as the only justification that is the norm under FSC, noting that Guidance note #3 under Principle 3 and 3.4 suggest
that accommodation or compensation provided by the Organi-zation might be enough to meet P3
even if the Indigenous People oppose the management activities in question. Is it advisable to adopt
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OUR PROPOSED REVISED WORDING FOR P3: "Indigenous Peoples' legal and customary
rights of ownership, use and management of land and resources shall be acknowledged and
upheld by the Organization with the free, prior and informed consent of the affected Indigenous Peoples."

Forest Stewardship Council

the infringement and justification approach in an FSC standard? The old criterion 3.1 envisioned a
more proactive approach that should be retained.
We discussed the term "acknowledge" and were of differing opinions about whether it was stronger or
weaker than internationally recognized wording, "rec-ognize and respect."
Proposed revised wording for a Guidance note: "If infringements cannot be avoided, the free, prior
and informed consent of the Indigenous People(s) to the management activity is required."
We do not agree with the inclusion of "traditional peoples" in P3. Indigenous peoples' rights are
unique and legally recognized internationally. The definition of "traditional peoples" is vague and including the term in P3 waters down Indigenous peoples' rights. If it's necessary to address traditional
peoples, then it should be done in P2 or P4.
We propose removing any mention of "traditional peoples" in P3.
We also propose removing "forest management unit" from the Principle. While we understand that the
Organization receives a certificate for management on an FMU, this unit is imposed on Indigenous
people's territories. P3 requires the Or-ganization to understand the full extent of IP's tenure, not just
what is happening in the FMU. This approach is similar to addressing landscape issues in P6. Even
though the Organization deals with environmental issues within the FMU, it also has the responsibility
to consider impacts at a broader scale. Use of the term FMU in P3 could be seen as an infringment of
Indigenous peoples' rights.
Indigenous and Traditional Peoples legal and customary rights and protocols of ownership, use and
management of land and resources in the forest management unit shall be acknowledged by The
Organization and shall not be infringed
The term ‗protocols‘ has been added to reflect the fact that Indigenous people have unique ways of
making decisions related to land and forests and unique ways of implementing them and the revised
principle does not adequately reflect the fact that the way decisions or activities are implemented are
often as important as the decision itself.
In support of this amendment the Glossary will also need to be revised to incorporate a definition of
the term ‗Protocol‘.
C3.1
The manager shall identify the legal or customary rights that exist in the management unit or are affected by management activities that occur in the forest management unit, and shall identify the indigenous people holding such rights

It was felt that this criterion would benefit from a logical progression in terms of management responsibilities and actions by The Organization. They would have to identify the indigenous people first and
then through discussion with them, establish their rights
"The Organization shall identify based on information from IP &TP the customary rights of IP and TP
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The rationale for this suggestion stays the same as the one proposed by the Working group. In addition to support the fact that it is important to say ―customary or legal rights‖ as one can have legal
rights but not customary rights in Africa.
The Organization shall first identify the indigenous and traditional peoples that exist within the forest
management unit or are affected by management activities that occur in the forest management unit
and then consult with them to identify their rights of tenure, access to and usage of forest resources;
customary rights and protocols; legal rights and obligations; that apply within the forest management
unit.

Forest Stewardship Council

in the management units.
The organisation shall identify also based on consultation with IP & TP the legal or customary rights
that exist in the management unit or are affected by management activities that occur in the forest
management unit, and shall identify the indigenous and traditional peoples holding such rights.
"
The reasoning here is to consult IPs and TPs at all Levels in matters related to P3
THE ORGANIZATION SHALL IDENTIFY THE INDIGENOUS AND TRADITIONAL PEOPLES THAT
ARE WITHIN OR ADJACENT TO THE MANAGEMENT UNIT AND AMONG THOSE PEOPLES
SHALL IDENTIFY PARTICIPATIVELY THE LEGAL OR CUSTOMARY RIGHTS THAT ARE AFFECTED BY FOREST MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES.
"Improve the wording. It is clear that the right of control that the people exercise over resources and
territories must be respected. They can also delegate it.
"
"The Organization shall identify the legal and/or customary rights of Indigenous Peoples that exist in
the management unit or are affected by management activities, and shall identify the Indigenous
peoples holding such rights."
We are suggesting adding "and/or" to what now reads as "legal or customary rights".
We don't like Guidance note #1. How will "best and suitable efforts" be determined? By whom? We
think that guidance should direct the Organization to work with Indigenous peoples to identify their
rights. This will then be an activity that can be measured by auditors. However, there may be cases
where an Indigenous people do not want to engage with the Organization or they do not have the
capacity to do so. In this case, the Organization should demonstrate that they have researched the
rights of IP at other levels, i.e. through governments who will have a description of those rights. It
should not be presumed that if an IP does not respond, that rights don't exist.
On Guidance note #2: We don't think that FSC has the ability to interpret or provide guidance on Indigenous rights. Indigenous rights around the world are contested and FSC does not have a mandate
to rule on these disputes. This guidance note should be removed. We propose an alternative guidance note: "In cases where rights are contested, the Organization will demonstrate that it understands the nature of the dispute and interpretation of rights especially by the affected Indigenous
Peoples." It is further suggested that the laws and tenure systems of Indigenous Peoples themselves
should be respected by FSC and IP's systems as defined by themselves should be the reference
point for defining lands, territories and resources.
On Guidance note #3: If this is a particular problem in only some countries, then it should be dealt
with at the national standards level. Indigenous rights can't be legalized by a notary. Remove this
note. There are other ways of identifying rights and the most effective way is for the Organization to
work with the affected Indigenous Peoples to do this. "Legitimate representative" may also be problematic. Who is going to decide and monitor this? What if a member of a tribe appoints themselves as
the "legitimate" rep of the tribe?
On Guidance note #4: Remove "existing and available" information. If sufficient information is not
available, then the Organization should work with the affected Indigenous People to collect further
information.

The forest manager shall acknowledge and not infringe upon the rights of indigenous people with
legal or customary tenure or use rights to maintain control over management activities within or adjacent to the forest management unit to the extent necessary to protect their rights, resources and
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C3.2

Forest Stewardship Council

lands. IP can delegate control to third parties, through their legitimately appointed representatives,
with free, prior and informed consent. Should this right be granted to a third party with free, prior and
informed consent, indigenous peoples must inform all other stakeholders involved.

"Poorly written; almost incomprehensible. The power of the old 3.1 was that it affirmed the continued
right of Indigenous Peoples to control their lands, territories and resources unless they delegated
control with free and informed consent to others. It would be preferable to retain this focus on consent
as an exercise of Indigenous rights, as opposed to a mechanism to justify infringements. We also
suggest adding ""values"" to rights because values reflects a broader range of interests.
On Guidance note #1, What kind of advice can FSC provide on delegation issues? This is not within
FSC's capacity or mandate. We suggest removing this guidance note and adding one that infers that
disputes over delegation are not going to hold up certification; and that there are no expectations for
The Organization to solve disputes.
PROPOSED NEW GUIDANCE WORDING: ―If the delegation of Indigenous Peoples' control is contested, the Organization will continue to work with the affected Indigenous People(s) to reach mutually beneficial agreements.‖
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This criterion allows IP to use some areas of the forest in situations that they no longer have legal
rights over that forest because it has been attributed to a company. IP can still perform activities that
are of importance to maintain their identity and customs
"A binding written agreement between the Organization and the Indigenous and/or Traditional
Peoples, developed through a process of free, prior and informed consent, shall be the basis for defining the conditions, duration, economic arrangements and provisions relating to land use and the
control of the forest resources, including conditions of termination.
The agreement shall include an obligation to permit monitoring by the Indigenous and/or Traditional
Peoples of compliance with the terms of the agreement.
The Organization shall be open to re-negotiating those agreements under various circumstances, and
be ready to seek solutions for any disagreements or disputes, informally or by legal processes, all
within the framework of free, prior and informed consent.
"
"The Working Group agreed that the current criterion 3.3 should be elevated to become 3.2. The feeling is that this represents a more logical order of the criteria. It was also felt that the criterion needed
to be more comprehensive in its description. They were aware of the problems associated with the
inclusion of multiple clauses within a criterion (requiring specific indicators) but felt that this modification was required to avoid any misunderstanding or misinterpretation that may occur relating to the
‗agreement‘.
The group also introduced the concept of ‗forest resources‘ in this criterion. This relates to all aspects
of the FMU, not just wood products. The objective is to ensure that the agreement covers rights and
usage related to timber and non-timber products, water and the full range of products and services
available in an FMU. It was felt that the existing P&C‘s use of forest benefits was inadequate and
could be misinterpreted.
"
Rejected the suggestion from the working group and asked to keep the previous formulation of this
criterion
The criterion seem not to make much sense so it was suggested to keep the earlier formulation
In place of the term ―maintain control‖, write ―EXERCISE CONTROL‖…
"The Organization shall acknowledge and uphold the rights and values of Indigenous Peoples to control forest management on their lands and territories, unless they delegate control to third parties with
free, prior and informed consent."

Forest Stewardship Council

C3.3

Note the inclusion of ―Impact of management activities on IP resources‖. It is not often that IPs know
what will become of the forest they depend on after management operations. It becomes important
that they are informed so they can have a say especially when management activities will affect parts
in the forest that are of spiritual importance.
"Suggested new Criterion 3.3 - on disputes and resolution
The Organization shall develop through stakeholder engagement an agreed mechanism for resolving
grievances and disputes with communities of indigenous and traditional peoples. These mechanisms
shall provide for fair compensation for loss or damage caused by The Organization, which affect legal
or customary rights, property, resources, or livelihoods of communities. Mechanisms may include
legal processes. The Organization shall take preventive measures to avoid such loss or damage.
"
"The working group felt that a new and more specific Criterion was required at this point. Having established the presence of the indigenous people and their rights (Criterion 3.1) and the agreement
between the indigenous people and the organization for the use of the resources (Criterion 2) it was
felt important to insert a Criterion that specified how disputes or disagreements between the indigenous people and the organization would be resolved. This criterion establishes the need for an appropriate mechanism to be established between the two parties in the event that the agreement is questioned by either party or found to be deficient. It was felt that this criterion should be logically placed
after Criterion 3.2 but could not be part of it, as 3.2 already was quite complex. This criterion also
covers (but expands on) part of the proposed revised Criterion 3.7 (the last sentence that deals with
renegotiation or disagreements). This suggested new criterion makes use of the dispute resolution
criterion established under the existing Principle 4 (old Criterion 4.5). It was felt that as Indigenous
People and Communities had been separated into specific principles then the duplication that this
sometimes caused could not be avoided and would require the duplication of some criteria. However,
Criterion 4 includes a presumption for a dispute resolution mechanism to be agreed and established
and it was felt that this was equally relevant and applicable to the Principle on Indigenous People.
The guidance in Principle 4 could be utilized equally for Principle 4 with appropriate changes of
Community for Indigenous. However, it was also felt that this criterion would need some additional
guidance along the following lines:
"
3.7 becomes 3.3
The rationale follows any change in numbering
"No suggestion but observation made is, The Guidance is an element can be discussed.
• There is a constant dynamic in all communities (evolution and involution). A traditional figure that is
good for society is valid, but a different figure that is beneficial to the community is also valid.
• Communities are not closed, since they always establish relationships with others.
• The entity that performs community forest management cannot be above the community‘s entities
and political instances. "
See above
"The Organization will negotiate an agreement(s) with Indigenous People(s) describing their relationship. The Agreement shall, at a minimum, include terms and conditions such as: duration; the use,
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A written agreement between the forest manager and Indigenous Peoples shall define clearly the
conditions, duration, economic arrangements, provisions for termination and impact of management
activities on IP resources. The agreement shall make provision for monitoring by the Indigenous
Peoples of compliance with the terms of the agreement.

Forest Stewardship Council

ownership and confidentiality of Indigenous Knowledge; intellectual property rights; economic benefitsharing arrangements; and provisions for dispute resolution, renewal, and monitoring by the Indigenous Peoples of compliance with the terms of the agreement."

The forest manager shall acknowledge and not infringe through the management activities of the
forest management unit the rights, customs and culture of indigenous peoples as defined in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) and ILO convention 169 (1989),
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (1966), the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child,
the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms
of Racial Discrimination
The rationale stays the same as in the original document that was suggested by the working group.
The addition of other declaration is to avoid situations in which important documents on IP rights will
be ignored. It also makes it easy to trace the said documents
Indigenous and traditional peoples shall control forest management on their lands and territories unless they delegate control with free, prior and informed consent.
"This amended Criterion effectively retains the current criterion 3.1. The group felt that as much of the
relationship had been clarified under the amended 3.1 – 3.3 above, it was now possible and desirable
to keep the much simpler and clearer Criterion, although its position within the other Criteria is less
certain.
With the benefit of an editor‘s oversight the author believes that the logical place for this would be
Criterion 3.1 – effectively moving all the other criteria down by one place.
"
3.3 becomes 3.4
3.4 is moved with its rationale
"• The state enters into agreements with the communities and in the end does not acknowledge them.
• There is no participation by the communities or prior consent. The government does not respect
them and because of that there are problems.
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"We discussed this criterion extensively and agree that the inclusion of providing for agreements in
FSC P&C is a significant and important addition (and possibly modelled after the Canadian National
Boreal standard, on which a number of us worked). However, the wording is unclear. What is the
agreement for? Is it necessary to include ""written"" agreements--some Indigenous People may not
want to sign an agreement. Agreements may vary, from straight economic arrangements to complete
protection of lands. One size does not fit all. Criterion should emphasize working 'towards' agreement
(the relationship over time). There is also too strong an emphasis on ""termination"" when the Organization should be committed to an ongoing relationship. In our proposed revised wording, we have
included a broader range of activities that could be considered in an agreement(s), combining with
3.7 which seemed repetitive. Guidance note #1 should be removed; the emphasis should be on ongoing negotiations, not giving the Organization a way out through termination. Or, state that the agreement must include terms for continued negotiations. Remove Guidance note #2. We think this note
may apply to a specific situation, but does not have international reach. Such situations should be
dealt with on a case-by-case basis.
PROPOSED NEW GUIDANCE NOTES:
1. Agreements should preferably be in writing, unless the Indigenous People chooses otherwise.
2. In applicable cases, the Parties to agreements are to each encourage the relevant level(s) of government to adopt supporting policy and regulations. These efforts must not undermine any existing
Indigenous Peoples' government-to-State government negotiations."
3.4

Forest Stewardship Council

• More regional parties should be created so that there will be more firmness and the leaders will be
committed to the people so that there will be no bribery. Rather than having the state apply the
agreement or constitution with regard to customary rights, what is important is that people should use
it (indigenous peoples and everyone). There is a benefit for the people in knowing that there are tools
that work and in using them.
"
"The Organization shall acknowledge and uphold the rights, customs and culture of Indigenous
Peoples as defined in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) and
ILO convention 169 (1989)."
"We generally agreed that it's a positive step to include recognition of these two international standards. Even though repetitive with the requirement to uphold international laws in P1, including it here
gives it an added and needed emphasis. However, it may be problematic to apply this criterion since
there will be such a lag between its endorsement and implementation. If a nation state has not recognized or implemented the UNDRIP, this may make it difficult for the Organization to work with Indigenous Peoples thus triggering Corrective Action Recommendations (CARs). We PROPOSE that
FSC carry out a five-year review to see how well this criterion is being implemented.
OUR PROPOSED ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE:
1. Auditors should be aware that there may be a gap between the endorsement and implementation
of the Declaration. The Organization should demonstrate that they are knowledgeable of and working
towards eliminating this gap.
2. If 3.4 triggers CARs, language needs to be included that the Organization acknowledges and is
―striving towards‖ upholding Indigenous rights.
3. In cases where the State or an agency of government is ""the Organization"", then the interpretation of 3.4 may be different than for private companies because the State will have the responsibility
to uphold these international legal standards in a broader context.
4. In accordance with the terms and the spirit of Article 11 of the UNDRIP, the Organization will acknowledge, respect and cooperate with the evolving nature and revitalization of the customs and culture of Indigenous Peoples.

Sites of special cultural, archeological, historical, ecological, economic or religious significance to
indigenous peoples in the forest management unit shall be clearly identified and mapped out in cooperation with such peoples, and recognized and protected by the forest manager and all contractors
working for the benefit of the forest management unit
"The inclusion of archeological is because situations have been identified in Africa whereby IPs regard some archeological sites as source of touristic income. These sites shall be identified and
mapped out to protect them.
The idea of mapping out sites of importance to IPs is relevant to make sure that forest management
do not just identify these areas but that it is mentioned in the management plan so that those working
in the forest should know when they come to such areas.
"
Criterion 3.5 (new) The Organization shall not threaten or diminish the tenure, use and customary
rights of indigenous and traditional peoples, as defined in the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) and ILO convention 169 (1989), either directly or indirectly.
The working group felt that the clause ‗shall not threaten or diminish‘ was stronger and clearer than
the proposed ‗acknowledge and not infringe‘, particularly as the previous criteria had removed the
need for The Organization ‗to acknowledge‘ by spelling out the relationship more clearly and having it
detailed in the agreement (Criterion 3.3). .
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C3.5
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"3.5 (revised 3.3) (This becomes 3.6) Sites of special cultural, ecological, eco-nomic or religious significance to indigenous and traditional peoples in the forest management unit shall be clearly identified
in cooperation with such peoples, and recognized and protected by The Organization and all contractors working for the benefit of the forest management unit.
1. Information concerning such sites shall be, if requested by the IP, identified in the writ-ten agreement between the organisation and IP and shall also be a part of the man-agement plan. In event of
damage of sites mentioned in above IPs shall be compen-sated financially. Compensation to be decided by agreement between the organisation and IP&TP
New criterion) 3.5 Benefit/profit/compensation, sharing of income resources from land where IP&TP
have customary rights shall be agreed upon. In an event that a cer-tified organisation generates revenues from non-timber forest product/ecosystem ser-vice e.g services like leasing of land for windmill
parks, tourist, hunting, Mining etc, the P&C in reference to IP & Traditional people shall be respected
(In terms of Con-sent and Benefit)."
Rationale stays the same
"OUR PROPOSED REVISED WORDING FOR 3.5: ""In identifying sites and values of special cultural, ecological, economic or religious significance, the Organization will follow the leadership of Indigenous Peoples. The Organization and all contractors will recognize and protect those sites and values.
"
"We propose a change in wording to the criterion that acknowledges that Indigenous Peoples themselves are the ones that know these sites and how they want them protected. We have also added
""values"" to sites, as this captures the broader range of Indigenous interests. Indigenous cultures
cannot be sustained by drawing circles around small specific sites and ignoring the interconnections
between fully functioning ecosystems that sustain the species that 'put food on the table', and, for
example a specific hunting site.Criterion 3.5 addresses specific sites of significance, but not the
broader issue of cultural, spiritual or other significance of land and resources generally.It's suggested
that an expansion of 3.2 could do that.
Guidance note #3 is disrespectful and should be deleted.
Additional guidance:
1. Make reference to Criterion 9.1 on HCVF 6.
The Group was divided as to the understanding of whether the ""the Organization"" is responsible for
all contractors operating within a certified management unit, and whether it was necessary to explicitly include the word ""contractors"". Some-where in the document it should be made more clear that
the Organization en-sures all contractors abide by the P& C."
C3.6

This rationale stays the same as nothing has been changed from the criterion
"Suggested amendment(s)
3.6(new) All sites of special cultural, ecological, economic, spiritual and religious significance to indigenous and traditional peoples in the forest management unit shall be clearly identified in cooperation
with such peoples, and recognized and protected by The Organization, including all other persons
and groups permitted by The Organization to operate within the FMU.
"
"The use of the word religious was felt to be inappropriate to some indigenous peoples and the term
‗spiritual‘ better conveys the purpose of the criterion.
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The forest Manager and all contractors while working for the benefit of the forest management unit
shall conform to the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) with regard to the protection and utilization of intellectual property rights.

Forest Stewardship Council

It was also felt that the term ‗contractors‘ was too narrow and had the potential to be abused. The
term all other persons and groups permitted by The Organization to operate in the area, would be
more all embracing.
Suggested Guidance – Guidance needs to ensure that once sites have been identified in cooperation
with the people, The Organization is obliged to record the location of these sites together with the
obligations and responsibilities of the Organization and the people with respect to these sites.
Many important sites have cultural and spiritual values that can be destroyed by repeated disturbance, unauthorised access or wide and public disclosure.
Sacred sites which need to be recognized in order to avoid unwanted intrusion or access, shall be
identified and demarcated and brought to the attention of The Organization and the general public.
At the same time other sites - which indigenous and traditional people may wish to remain hidden or
confidential - shall be subject to specific/particular safeguards. This may include restricting access to
maps, records, locations, GPS/GIS information and/or the creation of silent files. This information
shall be available only to the indigenous and traditional people and to assigned members of The Organization, in agreement with the indigenous and traditional people.
The Organization shall ensure that any areas planned to be cleared, harvested, planted are included
in an operational plan. The operational plan must be submitted to authorized people within The Organization (authorized to access this information) who shall demarcate the areas prior to any management activity to ensure that forest operations do not violate these sites during the regular execution of the forest operations.

"Rationale: The new proposed criterion promotes the value of Indigenous Knowl-edge, encouraging
Organizations to use and respect it, while acknowledging that IPs are the ones that should control its
use. We think 3.6 as proposed by the working group should be deleted. CBD negotiations are incomplete, so there is no final agreement on Article 8j. Another problem is that the Convention is subject to national legislation and many nation states do not respect Indigenous rights. We are suggesting including a new criterion on Indigenous knowledge (rather than ""traditional"" knowledge with its
connotation of being static and stuck in the past) and have also added wording to 3.3 on agreements
to include the ""use, ownership and confidentiality of Indigenous knowledge.""
If this criterion is kept, the new wording and rationale should be amended to clarify that Indigenous
Peoples must consent to the use of Indigenous Knowledge. One of our auditors has never encountered a situation in Canada where the old criterion 3.4 (compensation) was applicable and also suggests a new criterion that encourages the Organization to make use of Indigenous Knowledge in forest management plans, where an Indigenous people is willing to share it.
Deep emotions were expressed concerning the importance of acknowledging tribal wisdom and addressing the conflict between ""Western Science"" and ""Indigenous Knowledge"" gained from gener-
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Note for glossary
This will require the following terms to be defined: silent file; confidentiality; restricted access; authorised people; etc
"
3.6 (revised 3.4): (To become 3.8) The Organization and all contractors while work-ing for the benefit
of the forest management unit shall conform with the UN Frame-work Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) with regard to the protection and utilization of intellectual property rights. AKWE-KON
guideline of UNFCBD shall be used as guidance.
Rationale stays the same
"OUR PROPOSED NEW WORDING ON 3.6: ""The Organization will respect the value of Indigenous
Knowledge and incorporate it in forest management planning, if the Indigenous People are willing to
share it. Its appropriate use in forest management will be controlled by Indigenous Peoples.""

Forest Stewardship Council

ations of being on the land. We are attaching a letter by Adrian Miller that is good justification for a
new criterion.The letter is followed by an additional comment from Larry Joseph that also supports
this new criterion. Guidance:
1. Organizations can look to the Convention on Biological Diversity, especially Articles 8j and 10c, as
well as Article 31 in the UNDRIP, for more guidance. 2. In cases of conflict between Indigenous
Knowledge and other knowledge, the Organization and Indigenous People will implement a process
to reconcile the conflicting views. "
C3.7
The forest manager shall identify in collaboration with IP and in consultation with the government,
claims of traditional or customary rights of tenure or usage of the land or resources, and identify the
peoples affirming these rights, and negotiate agreements. The forest manager shall be open to renegotiating those agreements under all circumstances, and be ready to seek solutions for any disagreements or disputes, informally/amicably or by legal processes, all within the framework of free,
prior and informed consent.
It is important to consult IPs at every steps in the whole P3. The government is included in the consultation process here for transparency. Situations were quoted in which con-tradiction came in between
what the government thought is a customary right and what IPs thought. The inclusion of the term
amicably is because IPs in most situations are weak when faced with formal/legal negotiations.
"Suggested amendment(s)
Whenever the Organization utilizes or applies traditional knowledge of indigenous and traditional
peoples in the FMU it shall first obtain their free, prior and informed consent.
In instances where The Organization makes use of traditional knowledge of the indigenous or traditional people they shall be compensated. This compensation shall be formally agreed upon with their
free, prior and informed consent before forest operations commence. This shall be done in accordance with the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992).
"
"The working group felt that the Criterion needed to first recognise that indigenous knowledge had to
be recognised and permission obtained to make use of it. And secondly that the indigenous peoples
should then be appropriately compensated.
The group recognised the difficulty of applying the process implied by the suggested amendment –
particularly the first sentence.
As a consequence they recommended clear and detailed guidance needs to be given (with examples) to avoid misuse or abuse by either party.
"
3.4 becomes 3.7
Rationale stays the same
P4
The forest manager shall contribute to maintaining and enhancing the social and economic well-being
of local communities.

The forest manager shall acknowledge and not infringe upon the rights of communities with legal or
customary tenure or use rights to maintain control over management activi-ties within or adjacent to
the forest management unit to the extent necessary to protect their rights, resources and lands.
Communities can delegate control to third parties, through their legitimately appointed representa-
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C4.1
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tives, with free, prior and informed con-sent. Should this right be granted to a third party with free,
prior and informed consent, local communities must inform all other stakeholders involved
The Rationale stays the same as the criterion suggested by the working group. The IP group just
suggested punctuations to make the criterion more understandable
C4.2
The forest manager shall give opportunities for employment, training and other services to local
communities, contractors and suppliers
Criterion 4.2 – the sub-group responsible for reviewing this criterion believe that it should be revised
to ensure local communities are given a priority oppurtunities for employment.
The Organization shall give priority to local communities, contractors and suppliers when
opportunities for employment arise.
The Organization shall prioritise to give opportunities for employment, training and other services to
local communities, contractors and suppliers.
The main idea of the principle is that companies should give employment to members of the local
communities; that companies should have workers who have an awareness of forest management
C4.3
The forest manager shall take effective action to identify, avoid, mitigate and compensate for the
negative social and economic impacts of its management activities on affected communities. The
forest manager shall develop a social management plan to mitigate these negative impacts in accordance with the scale and intensity of those activities and the risks of negative impacts
The Rationale stays the same as the criterion suggested by the working group. There is however the
insistence to develop a social management plan in relation to local commu-nities. This is in order to
make sure the social conditions of local communities are equally covered by the forest operation.
"It should say: ―The Organization, with the participation of the local communities, shall take effective
action to identify, avoid, mitigate…
"
The community has to give its approval to the identification of the impacts and mitigation measures.
C4.4
The forest manager shall demonstrate that its management activities are contributing to local social
and economic development of the communities within and adjacent to the forest management unit
C4.5

Sites of special cultural, archeological, historical, ecological, economic or religious significance to
communities shall be clearly identified and mapped out in cooperation with such peoples, and recognized and protected by all forest managers working in the forest management unit
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The forest manager shall develop by stakeholder engagement, and shall implement, agreed mechanisms for resolving grievances with communities. These mechanisms shall provide fair compensation
for loss or damage caused by the forest manager, which affect legal or customary rights, property,
resources, or livelihoods of communities. Mechanisms may include legal processes. The forest manager shall take preventive measures to avoid such loss or damage.
The term engagement is not clear. It is suggested that this be changed to participation. It should be
worded in such a way that it will not be understood that every grievance is a cause for compensation,
or broaden the concept so that compensation is not only monetary.
C4.6

Forest Stewardship Council

The Rationale stays the same as the criterion suggested by the working group. There is however the
insertion of archeological as some of these sights are of economic benefit to local communities.
"Sites of special cultural, ecological, economic or spiritual significance to communities shall be clearly
identified in cooperation with such peoples, and recognized and protected by all organizations working in the forest management unit.
"
The sub-group believes that for consistency and in order to reflect more accurately workers beliefs
the word religious should be replaced by spiritual.
P5
The sub-group working on this principle believe the guidance provided is flawed. They believe that
the description of long-term viability is deficient and does not take into account situations where
indigenous and traditional people have their own long-term visions for the land and are forestdependent – that is they depend on the land or the products there from.This flawed, or onesided, definition could also result in over-valuation of non-saleable benefits, which may not reflect the
values that indigenous people place on the land. The sub-group believes that the guidance will unduly
influence the priority given to economic viability and environmental productivity. They further believe
that the guidance is not sufficiently developed – economic viability requires more detailed guidance
and tighter definitions.The sub-groups are concerned that the Principle over-emphasises environmental and social benefits but without addressing the fundamental issue of real economic benefits, without which a forest project is not viable or sustainable in the long-term. The sub-group are of the opinion that environmental benefits are best covered in Principle 6.
This stresses the economic side but does not separate it from the environmental and social
side.When operations focus on a single product, they are not profitable.
C5.1
This was divided into (a) Criterion 5-1
All in agreement
(b) Criterion 5-2 All are in agreement
We feel that this breakdown of 5-1 into 5-1 and 5-2 is appropriate. This will facilitate audits and evaluations.
C5.2
Criterion 5.2 - the sub-group was concerned at the over-emphasis on costs, particularly when the
Principle is attempting to specify criteria related to benefits. There is no mention of benefits and it is
suggested that the benefits be identified first – before establishing criteria related to the costs.
C5.3

Criterion 5.4 – The sub-group believe that this is not economically sound, nor is it best practice, and
consequently the criterion should be substantially reworded. Although this may be regarded as a social benefit it, does not address the economic viability of the forest operation.
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Criterion 5.3 – the group believe is too narrowly construed in order to function as a control on management to prevent over-exploitation. This may be an environmental benefit but there is no attempt to
take into account commercial viability. The sub-group believes that an assessment of value-adding
opportunities – other than simply wood products – could provide a means of assessing economic
viability, but this is not developed or covered by this criterion.
It should be stressed that this criterion also includes environmental services such as carbon sequestration.
C5.4
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This emphasizes that the term viability is used.
C5.5
Criterion 5.5 – The Criterion is clearly focussed on environmental management and may produce
environmental benefits, and possibly social too.
All in agreement, considering that this is a step forward as it is not limited just to working with timber,
but refers to all forestry work in general.
C5.6
Criterion 5.6 and 5.7 – are clearly related to environmental management practice and defining ‗best
practice‘ rather than focussing on economic benefits.
P7
The forest manager shall develop a management plan consistent with its policies and long term objectives, and with the scale, intensity and risks of its management activities. The management plan
shall be implemented and kept up to date with feedback from monitoring for adaptive management.
The associated planning and procedural documentation shall be sufficient to inform staff and stakeholders and to justify management decisions.
The inclusion of long term objectives is for the benefit of both the forest resource and the local community
The group suggest to find a way to fit the following in Principle 7 “Social impact assessment plans
shall be considered and implemented when IP regard that forest operations severely damage
their possibilities to carry on with their traditional way of life. When developing a social impact assessment plan, the guidance under the World Bank Group and IAIA shall be applied.
Ref websites on these guidance.”
C7.1
The forest manager shall set as the framework for the management plan policies and objectives
which are environmentally sound, socially beneficial and economically viable. Summaries of the policies (vision and values) shall be annexed to or inserted into the management plan, and publicized.
C7.2
The forest manager shall prepare and implement a plan for the operation of its forest management
unit. This management plan shall be fully consistent with the policies and objectives as established
according to Criterion 7.1, and shall take account of the stock of natural resources in the forest management unit and all FSC requirements. The management plan shall cover forest management planning and social management planning appropriate to scale, intensity and risk of the forest management unit.
C7.3

The forest manager shall update and revise periodically the management planning and procedural
documentation to incorporate the results of monitoring, stakeholder engagement or new scientific and
technical information, as well as to respond to changing environmental, social and economic circumstances
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The forest manager shall insert objectively verifiable measures of success into the forest management plan, by which progress towards each of the prescribed objectives can be assessed.
C7.4
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C7.5
The forest manager shall make publicly available a summary of the management plan free of charge.
The entire management planning shall be made available on request and at cost of reproduction and
handling. The forest management may retain the right to exclude confidential information.
C7.6
The forest management shall proactively engage affected and interested stakeholders in the planning
and monitoring processes and document the engagement.
C9.1
9.1 has been maintained as it is in the revised document with the following slight changes and additions. The forest management shall assess the presence and status of the following high conservation values in the forest management unit, by field evaluations and stakeholder engagement,
matching the likelihood of their occurrence and the scale, intensity and risk of impacts from management activities:
C9.2
The forest management shall develop and agree through stakeholder engagement the strategies for
the maintenance and/or enhancement of identified high conservation values.
This should be participation or consultation instead of engagement. In this case, consultation is
mandatory.
C9.3
The forest manager shall implement the strategies for the maintenance and/or enhancement of the
high conservation values identified. These strategies shall match the risk of impacts from management activities.
C9.4
The forest manager shall conduct periodic monitoring to assess changes in the status of high conservation values. The monitoring shall match the scale, intensity and risk of impacts from management
activities.
P10
There is a problem with the translation: in the part that says ―for compliance with‖, replace this with ―in
accordance with...‖
C10.5
After The Organization, include ―with the participation of the stakeholders…‖
C10.7

This is a new, interesting subject for voluntary forest certification
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The criterion as written is generic, so the details of the indicators should be detailed. It is necessary to
state explicitly in the new criterion how waste and scrap are to be handled. There should be a definition of waste, scrap, residues, and refuse, as these terms are not included in the glossary.
C10.8

Forest Stewardship Council

Comments on FSC-ADV-30-102 V1-0Nurseries and implications for the scope of forest management enterprise (FME) evaluation
Historically, we prefer forest management that is close to nature processes. We support natural regeneration and its share grows each year. In 2008 almost 50% of restocking was done through natural
regeneration. It is however a fact that considering the present situation and the conditions and
stresses in which the forests grow, some restocking needs be done by planting.
Our company puts a stress on having and using seedlings of high quality, from tested and proved
resources, most applicable to each site, and therefore our company has been using our own forest
nurseries since it has been established in 1923. Major part of the nurseries lay inside the forest area
on forest-use lands designated for that purpose, which means within the forest land with FSC certified
forest management. In our forests we also have several certified gene bases of tree species, which
are the source of seeds for our nurseries and then planted back in forests.
The nursery production has all characters of intensive agriculture, including some important details.
Thus many a time and in many cases, chemicals applications are the only ways and means for protecting the seedlings and young trees against biotic and abiotic damaging factors. At present there
are several chemicals which are approved for use in nurseries by the Czech legislature, which do not
contain the highly hazardous substances as listed by WHO (e.g. Dithane DG Neotek, Decis Mega,
Pirimor 50 WG), while they are blacklisted by FSC. Regretfully, and truly, nurseries can hardly produce many species without using them. And in several cases there is no replacement for them while it
is quite necessary to be able to apply them. In several cases there is no alternative on Czech market,
which would be all right for FSC as well (the alternative, or replacement chemicalst are on the FSC
list as well).
If there is no possibility to use those chemicals, the production of trees for restocking our forest would
be jeopardised which would impact our economy viability ad would have further ecology and social
impacts. A possible termination of production of our forest nursery, due to the extreme difficulty or
impossibility to comply with the FSC blacklist of chemicals, will inevitably lead to decrease in several
work places. From the ecology point, we will need to buy seedlings and trees for restocking from other subjects that are not influenced by FSC limits on chemicals, and that may also have an influence of
the ecotypes of trees and their provenance.
Due to the above mentioned fact and impacts we kindly ask for your advice how to replace in our
nurseries the chemicals that are forbidden by FSC. We see no other solution but terminating nursery
production as soon as the drafted criteria become valid. Nursery production, regretfully, cannot be
managed without those chemicals, not in Czech Republic at least.
The possible impact will also make us re-consider the effects of holding the FSC certificate.

1. On-site nurseries shall be considered as an integral part of the forest management enterprise under evaluation. Relevant aspects of any on-site nurseries must therefore be evaluated as part of the
forest management enterprise evaluation. Relevant aspects include conformity with relevant criteria
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We also want to remind you that this is not the first time that we try to solve some chemical issues in
FSC forests. Our Derogation Application for Cypermethrin was delivered to FSC in Bonn in May 2008
with all the necessary annexes, and fees paid, and we have not received any respons, or reaction on
that issue since!

Forest Stewardship Council

of FSC Principles 4, 5 and 6.
Comment: Ok, but the matter of ―relevant‖ should be further specified as normal forest activities are,
under normal circumstances, extensive while nursery practices are intensive by nature.
2. Off-site nurseries shall be considered as an integral part of the forest management enterprise under evaluation if they are managed by the forest management enterprise under evaluation and if
plants from those nurseries are supplied to a forest management unit within the scope of evaluation.
Relevant aspects of any off-site nurseries must therefore be evaluated as part of the forest management enterprise evaluation. Relevant aspects include conformity with relevant criteria of FSC Principle 6. Aspects of FSC Principle 4 ‗Community relations and workers‘ rights‘ apply if workers in the
off-site nursery are employees of the forest management enterprise under evaluation.
Comment: Ok – provided adequate consideration of controlled working conditions in nurseries. In
reality the impact of chemical methods of pest control in nurseries is completely different in terms of:
security (for workers and environment); geographical scale; good practices (storage, application and
disposal).
The advice note should consider that purchase of plants from off-site nurseries not managed by the
forest management under evaluation should follow concrete procurement policies taking into account
criteria for evaluation of sound practices (as for external contractors).
BASIS FOR ADVICE
1. FSC‘s mission is to promote environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically
viable management of the world‘s forests. A key tool to achieve this mission is the certification of forest management which meets the FSC Principles and Criteria of Forest Stewardship.
Ok
2. The focus of the FSC Principles and Criteria is the management of the forest itself, and the impacts
of management on the forest.
Ok

Comment: Ok + Concerning 6.6 the system should distinguish between application of chemicals in
forests or in a nursery environment where grazing and contamination risks are/can be controlled.
Concerning 6.7 the facilities must have in place policies for the disposal and treatment of residues as
appropriate.
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3. When nurseries are situated within a forest management unit and are managed by the enterprise
applying for certification, certification bodies usually have included the nursery management within
the scope of the evaluation. However, when seedlings are bought in from outside the forest management area, the nurseries have often been considered outside the scope of evaluation, and aspects of
nursery management such as chemical use and workers rights have not been evaluated. However, it
is hard to see why workers‘ rights should be applicable only to those workers in the forest, and not to
their colleagues working in nurseries of the same enterprise. Similarly, it is hard to see why Criterion
6.6 and 6.7 should not apply to the use of chemicals and disposal of waste generated by off-site operations such as nurseries.

Forest Stewardship Council

4. The actual wording of Criterion 6.6 refers to ―management systems‖, and then lists pesticides
which are prohibited. It does seem reasonable to interpret evaluation of ‗management systems‘ as
including management of integrated nursery operations. In that case pesticides used in such nurseries are covered by the same generic considerations developed in the ―FSC Pesticides Policy‖ (2005).
The use of seedlings dipped in pesticide prior to planting out in the forest would be covered by the
policy, whether those seedlings were produced in a nursery on-site or off-site. In line with the FSC
Pesticides Policy, certification bodies would be able to seek derogations on a case-by-case basis, if
they consider this appropriate. FSC should consider such requests on the same basis as other derogation requests.
5. In the case of nurseries this approach introduces potential anomalies. An integrated forest management enterprise may carry higher costs (e.g. as a result of compliance with environmental and
social commitments at the stage of nursery production) which are not carried by a competitor that
outsources these aspects of management. The FSC International Center recognises that this may be
the case in some situations, but considers that is a consequence of implementation of the FSC Principles and Criteria. In the case of nurseries, a potential solution would be to require all FSC-certified
companies to source only from nurseries that are themselves in conformity with specific elements of
the FSC Principles and Criteria. Such a solution implies the existence of a standard and certification
scheme applicable to independent nurseries, but this is not considered a priority at the current time.
Comment: This is quite relevant. It seems reasonable that FSC-FM certified enterprises that purchase seedlings from independent nurseries are obliged to verify compliance of these nurseries with
basic aspects like workers rights and working conditions, pesticide and waste management. This is
already common practice for subcontacted forest service suppliers. An internal verification programme of independent nurseries, wouldn‘t need formal nursery standards and certification schemes,
but would be audited as part of the FM audit of the certified FM enterprise. At the same time, off-site
nurseries managed by FSC certified enterprises and therefor within the scope of FSC certification,
can as such supply seedlings to other FSC-FM certified enterprises that do not manage nurseries,
providing therefor competitive advantage regarding to independent nurseries of non certified enterprises.
Introduction
This submission deals specifically with nurseries in the FSC system and follows on from the series of
correspondence listed below.
1.
FSC Advice Note FSC-ADV-30-102: Nurseries and implications for the scope of forest management enterprise (FME) evaluation (12 May 2009).
2.
( ) Response to the FSC Advice Note: Nurseries and implications for the scope of forest
management enterprise (FME) evaluation (11 June 2009)
3.
Re-opened consultation for Nursery Pesticide Advice Note FSC-ADV-30-102 (9 July 2009)
The submission responds to the invitation for comments as per item 3 above:

We request that advice on nurseries is incorporated into the revised Principles and Criteria and is
consistent with the recommendations of the Plantations Review Expert Team C - Continuous Im-
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―Your comments are highly welcome and will also be forwarded to the P&C review working group.
Depending on the outcome, the advice on nurseries may be incorporated into the next version of
the FSC Principles and Criteria or into the accompanying guidance.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

provement Approach to Chemicals.
Plantations Review Expert Team C - Continuous Improvement Approach to Chemicals
We understand the Plantations Review Expert Team C - Continuous Improvement Approach to
Chemicals was requested to provide a recommendation on nurseries. As a result a number of difficulties of certifying nurseries were identified (see attachment) and remedies recommend, as follows:
―The expert group therefore recommends that:
a.
Nurseries (contract or Forest Manager owned) should not normally be part of the scope of the
forest management certification, unless the managers of the certified estate expressly desire it.
b.
Forest Managers during audit should demonstrate good purchasing practice and show that
they have practiced probity in their choice of Nursery provider with special consideration to that supplier's use of pesticides. Examples of such probity may include:
o
Working directly with suppliers to promote the use of IPM and/or reduce their use of pesticides.
o
Choosing suppliers with certification to a recognised nursery scheme that includes use of IPM
and/or minimising chemical use.
However, if managers convert part of the existing certified FMU into a new, small scale, non horticultural local nursery, that would still form part of the certified estate.‖
We also wish to remind FSC on the FSC Board of Directors recommendation from their 50th meeting
item 11 on the P& Review Update:
The BoD recommends that the P&C Working Group strongly takes into account the policy recommendations from the Plantations Review, recognizing that they were based on a balanced multistakeholder process which counted with very strong consultation to the FSC members and other actors.‖
Nurseries are Not Forests
The Advice Note subjected nursery management to FSC standards developed for forest management. This is a very poor fit and inappropriate. Nursery management is similar to horticultural systems and should be treated in this manner under a separate standard if at all.

The Advice Note is inconsistent with other FSC practice and as a result may cause the following perverse outcomes:
•
Certificate holders annexing nurseries into separate entities to avoid being included in the
FMU.
•
FSC is creating a strong disincentive for certificate holder‘s to grow their own treestocks thus
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There are many problems with applying a pesticide policy that was developed for forest management
on to a nursery operation. For example forests can tolerate low levels of a lot of insects and diseases
whereas a nursery operation can be completely ruined by one pest and therefore nursery operations
need the timely use of pesticides that might not be as critical for use in forest setting. Also a nursery
could be put out of business if it could not immediately treat a pest while waiting the very long time for
a decision on their derogation application.

Forest Stewardship Council

forcing certificate holders to discard their own nurseries in favour of purchasing treestocks from entities that have no commitment to FSC.
•
Providing non-certified forest managers with another advantage over certified forests.
•
Forest managers may now need to source treestocks from more distant nurseries with added
transport costs and associated carbon emissions
•
Another impediment that may push well managed forests away from FSC.
Request
That the alternative wording suggested by FSC in their Re-opened consultation for Nursery Pesticide
Advice Note FSC-ADV-30-102 (9 July 2009) be incorporated as policy regarding nurseries:
10.7 Note b. When The Organization shows that it operates an effective and secure integrated pest
management system, chemicals that are on the FSC list of prohibited chemicals, but are not listed as
highly hazardous by WHO and are not prohibited by national laws, may be used in tree nurseries that
are outside the limits of the forest management unit, provided that strict security measures are documented, implemented and verified by the certification body in each case. A justification is the tighter
control of chemical use in the horticultural environment of a nursery compared with the more hazardous conditions in the open forest management unit; for example, when applying chemicals by aerial
spraying.
Attachment
Plantations Review Expert Team C - Continuous Improvement Approach to Chemicals recommendations
Nurseries
The expert team felt that because of their different nature nurseries should fall outside of the scope of
certification.

In addition nurseries are very often in a different geographical location to the Forest Management Unit
and are often contracted rather than owned by the Forest manager. Nurseries are more like Horticulture than Forestry. By their nature a nursery is more akin to an annual horticultural crop.
The failure of a nursery due to pest and disease would mean no trees for the upcoming planting season. Therefore the chemical use, whilst often based on IPM, tends to be far more conservative than
on the forest itself. In addition the pests of concern and therefore the suite of pesticides used also
tend to reflect that a nursery is a horticultural environment and very different from a forest management unit. Conversely, the location of a nursery is not over broad acres wide area like the forest management unit. Therefore management and controls are far easier, including precision and safety of
chemical use, and control of non target effects. Considerable work has been done on chemical reduction in nurseries and there are numerous nursery accreditation schemes which involve safe use of
chemical inputs and environmental controls. Since plant health is a major part of the nursery industry
off site movement internationally or between national (eg interstate) boundaries are often subject to
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In many areas, the achievement of effective re-forestation and afforestation critically relies on the
supply of strong healthy planting stock. Nurseries are very sensitive and intensive environments
which require a variety of tools and practices to produce the quality of plants required and it is impractical to apply management practices which would be consistent with those used in broad acre mainstream forestry. Therefore the ability of forest managers to comply with a broad range of FSC principles and criteria principle 6.6 in the same way that they can on a forest management unit, on any
given nursery is often very limited.
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regulations requiring the compulsory application of specific
pesticides. This too is outside the control of the Forest manager.
The expert group therefore recommends that:
a.
Nurseries (contract or Forest Manager owned) should not normally be part of the scope of the
forest management certification, unless the managers of the certified estate expressly desire it.
b.
Forest Managers during audit should demonstrate good purchasing practice and show that
they have practiced probity in their choice of Nursery provider with special consideration to that supplier's use of pesticides. Examples of such probity may include:
o
Working directly with suppliers to promote the use of IPM and/or reduce their use of pesticides.
o
Choosing suppliers with certification to a recognised nursery scheme that includes use of IPM
and/or minimising chemical use.
However, if managers convert part of the existing certified FMU into a new, small scale, non horticultural local nursery, that would still form part of the certified estate.
ADVICE
1. On-site nurseries shall be considered as an integral part of the forest management enterprise under evaluation. Relevant aspects of any on-site nurseries must therefore be evaluated as part of the
forest management enterprise evaluation. Relevant aspects include conformity with relevant criteria
of FSC Principles 4, 5 and 6.
6 Relevant for 6.7 (Disposal of Waste in an appropriate manner)
Arguments:
-Eliminate waste disposal issues by having no waste.
-15 cycles of reusable materials (minimum)
Responsible stewards reduce, reuse and recycle. At () our products are all designed with sustainability in mind. We use Canadian sphagnum for our growing media. This substrate is managed in a completely sustainable fashion.
Our soft wall mesh container is shipped compressed to minimize shipping impact and the mesh is
made of biodegradable organic based polymer. Our growing trays are durable and reusable for in
excess of 15 years (Trays are stackable and nest-able when not in use, making for the best in transportation and space efficiency). Post use they are recyclable. Many of our clients use durable reusable transport boxes to take trees to the field further reducing the waste stream.
Contrast our growing system to alternative systems using oil based non recyclable, non biodegradable stryofoam (Polystyrene) trays or individual plastic pots (Coming from China).
Both of these systems are limited in reuse (5 - 7 years) and difficult to impossible to recycle.

1. FSC‘s mission is to promote environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically
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BASIS FOR ADVICE
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viable management of the world‘s forests. A key tool to achieve this mission is the certification of forest management which meets the FSC Principles and Criteria of Forest Stewardship.
2. The focus of the FSC Principles and Criteria is the management of the forest itself, and the impacts
of management on the forest.
Is any seedling a good seedling?
Sound forest management starts before a tree is planted. The progression from ―Seed‖ to ―Seedling‖
is the most important stage of a forest‘s viability. Sustainable forests rely on proper root structure and
form. Decisions made in the nursery have an enormous impact on out planting success, growth and
long term productivity in the world‘s forests.
Container Culture
Hundreds of millions of tree seedlings are grown per year in various container systems. All systems
claim to produce an ideal root structure. Like most marketing, the truth is somewhat different. Research on root morphology, plantation establishment and tree instability (blow down, toppling, wind
throw) collectively offer up some common themes.
1. Root development should mirror natural growth in the ground (We need to manage a resource for
what we cannot see)
2. Large amounts of juvenile roots at planting is pivotal to long term plantation success (Provided the
primary root structure is not deformed at time of planting)
There are two general classes of container systems.
Hard wall: Rigid polystyrene or injection molded plastic. These containers generally guide roots down
(vertically) to a drainage hole in the bottom of the tray. Plants can only be extracted once a dense and
often woody root system (root cage) has grown in to hold all the media within the root cage.
Soft wall: Biodegradable mesh encloses the growing media creating a container that allows roots to
emerge anywhere along the container profile. Plants may be handled, sorted or planted with very
juvenile roots – there are no limitations to shipping and planting.
Both hard and soft wall containers produce seedlings that survive and grow in forest areas.
In many cases the ability to survive out planting is the primary measure of success. This ignores the
critical flaws of root architecture that can result from hard wall container culture. Plantation success
should not be evaluated after only 1-year or 5-years, for instability issues arise between 7 – 10 years.
Root Morphology:

Plantation Establishment:
Forest researchers have documented that soft and juvenile root systems have the best establishment
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When a forest seedling grows naturally the tap root grows first, followed soon after by the first order
lateral roots. (FOLR) The FOLR are the foundation of the root system (The baby teeth of a tree, but
they generally only get one set). These roots are critical to the long term growth, stem diameter and
stability of the tree. The secondary root systems (SRS) emerge horizontally and primarily produce the
feeder roots supplying water and nutrients to the plant.
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and growth post planting. When the root tips emerge from the sides of the container versus the bottom, tree establishment and growth is optimized. When the roots are highly suberized (woody) and
dense (as required to extract from a hard wall container) tree establishment is slowed due to lack of
aggressive juvenile roots in proximity to the soil interface. Research has proven that shorter, lateral
roots (produced through mechanical or lateral air pruning) uptake more nutrients and water, then
longer, vertical oriented roots that are produced in hard wall containers.
Instability:
When a tree‘s FOLR‘s are allowed to grow into their natural shape (think flying buttress) they provide
the optimum in stability and long term growth potential. FOLR‘s that end up in a ―Root Cage‖ formation because of a hard wall container can develop a ―root aggregate‖ of fused roots at the bottom of
the container. These plants typically will not recover and will not re-grow a fully adequate supporting
root system and most likely to topple when affected by storm winds.
() is one of the UK‘s leading forestry nurseries, producing some 7m plants per year for forestry and
landscape use (principally forestry).
We would advise and recommend that forest nurseries are not brought under the proposed regime
for use of chemicals in certified forests for the following reasons:
•
Forest nurseries are regulated as horticultural, ie agricultural, businesses. They are not forests or part thereof
•
They are covered by PSD, HSE, COSSH etc regulations already
•
They have to compete with nurseries in other EU states which permit certain treatments not
allowed in UK. This already places them at a competitive disadvantage
•
Forest ownerships which are certified would thus become disadvantaged vis-à-vis those who
are not
•
The application of chemicals on nurseries, such as this one, can generally be done in a more
controlled and environmentally safe manner than in the open forest. The application of insect protection treatment in a mechanical spray race, involving highly targeted chemical under cover from wind
or rain, and with zero run-off, is one example.
•
This nursery is aware of certain significant forestry ownerships which have decided or are in
the process of deciding whether to withdraw from certification. A measure such as this could be one
more reason to do so.
•
We do not believe any benefit to the wider environment would result; more likely the opposite
This organisation () representing the views of the forest nursery industry in member states of the EU
to the European Commission and seeking to look after the interests of the industry in the wider context of forestry. It welcomes the opportunity to be able to comment upon the above.
At our annual meeting in () 2009 members rejected unanimously any future requirement for an additional level of certification of forest nursery operations.

Under article 7 of the Directive member states are not permitted to impose additional and more stringent requirements on other member states and in our opinion what you are proposing is arguably
seeking to do just that. We have therefore brought the matter to the attention of the European Com-
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Under the Forest Reproductive Material Directive 1999/105 member states are required to establish
a comprehensive certification system of seed and seedling production as well as of marketing such
material.
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mission and are seeking their view on our interpretation.
It is felt that you might not be aware of the high level of accreditation, supervision, inspection and
checking that already exists under the above Directive within the European forest nursery industry.
Therefore I would like to invite you and a small team from FSC to visit my nurseries (address above)
to see for yourselves the record keeping and high level of state authentication which already occurs in
a typical forest nursery.
Note b. in version 5 of the consultation paper as it relates to Criterion 10.7 is of particular concern to
us. As you are probably aware the use of plant protection materials is currently undergoing a major
review and change of legislation within the European Union and the materials which the industry will
and will not be allowed to use will be determined by the European Parliament. This industry is fighting strongly
to be allowed to use materials which in its opinion are essential for the economic production of planting material suitable for use in the forests. The prospect that another organisation will impose even
stricter criteria for use in forest nurseries and that FSC will require nurseries to be audited by their
own representatives, with all the additional costs involved, fills this Association with horror.
The () therefore urges specifically that this criterion and in general that all references to forest nurseries are removed from the Principles and Criteria of FSC.
In our context we cannot see any application of the ―On-site‖ alternative and as far as we know it has
never been our understanding in Sweden to include nurseries in the certified area. We think an assessment should include and be restricted to information about a) how a certified party ensures that
all plants used on the certified area is in compliance with FSC requirements and b) that nurseries
comply with relevant criteria on Community relations and workers, just like any other supplier or contractor employed by us as a certified company.
There are several systems in Sweden that regulates the nursery business such as the legislation for
workers rights, statutory municipal environmental control, yearly plant health regim controls and control of the origin and provenance, carried out by the national authorities.
It is our opinion that the business relationship and agreement between the FSC-certified company
and plantsupplier (nursery) regulates and ensures that the requirements set by the FSC standard are
followed, as for any other supplier.

1. This is a significant departure from FSC standards that define the FMU as the basis for the evaluation for forest management certification. FME operations outside of the FMU have not been and
should not be included in the scope of FM evaluations. The advice note references workers right
issues for off-site nurseries in relation to vertically integrated operations. Why does this only apply to
nurseries? This seems arbitrary. What about processing facilities, maintenance operations, etc?
Even if processing facilities are covered by separate CoC certificate, CoC standards do not address
worker rights or health and safety issues.
2. Nurseries are inherently chemical intensive. Forcing FMU's to include nurseries in the scope (and
thus do away with many chemicals or spend considerable time and money to pursue derogation)
creates an unfair advantage for FMU's that source their seedlings from nurseries that are not operat-
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() strongly disagrees with the advice provided in this document that off-site nurseries need to be evaluated to applicable requirements as part of the FMU evaluation for the following reasons.

Forest Stewardship Council

ed by the FME. As a result, FSC is creating a strong disincentive for FMU's to grow their own seedlings- which runs counter to other FSC Criteria. The advice note clearly details this in section 5 which
states this will result in potential competitive disadvantage for FME‘s that operate nurseries. We feel
it is not appropriate for FSC to institute requirements that are not equitable for all operations and admittedly place some operations at an economical disadvantage. This requirement must be removed
until FSC has found a mechanism (through an open and transparent process) to make this requirement equitable for all FMEs. It is not sufficient to say that ―this is not onsidered a priority at this time‖
as we would argue that this will be a priority for affected FMEs given the potential financial and management implication that will result.
3 The derogation process is cited as a method for FME‘s to pursue to be able to continue operating
nurseries. The derogation process is not functioning as planned and is not currently a viable option
for FME‘s given the immediate effective date of the advice note and the advance planning (purchase
of materials) that goes into running these operations. If FSC retains this advice then a grace period
should be granted for FME‘s to apply for and obtain derogations prior to making FSC pesticide policy
applicable for offsite nurseries.
() is happy to provide additional information in support of our position if requested, in addition to providing feedback on revisions of this advice note as they are developed. Please let me know if you
have questions on the above comments.
The () welcomes the opportunity on behalf () to submit its views on the FSC Principles and Criteria –
FSC-STD-01-001 V5-0 D2-0 EN and Advice note on Nurseries FSC-ADV-30-102 re-opened for consultation 9th July 2009.
() has been established to represent forestry and wood using businesses from nurseries and growers
to wood-processing end-users. () aims to help build the market for timber and timber products, create
a supportive policy environment for the forestry and wood using sector and to help members become
more competitive and successful.() has by far the largest membership of any representative body in
the sector.
The () was set up in 2003 with objectives to facilitate a more co-ordinated, targeted and responsive
approach to lobbying; provide members with an enhanced focus on common issues; provide a channel for the exchange of information; capitalise on opportunities for research and market development;
and promote the use and benefits of British nursery stock. Members of the group are the main producing, rather than trading, nurseries in the UK and supplied over 40 million forestry transplants to the
UK industry in 2008.
Nurseries are NOT Forests

The inclusion of nurseries within the P&C is inconsistent with other FSC practice and as a result may
cause the following perverse outcomes:
•
Certificate holders annexing nurseries into separate entities to avoid being included in the
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Nursery management is a horticultural system and thus falls under agriculture and the regulations
that apply to it.
There are many problems with applying a pesticide policy that was developed for forest management
on to a nursery operation. For example forests can tolerate low levels of a lot of insects and diseases
whereas a nursery operation can be completely ruined by one pest and therefore nursery operations
need the timely use of pesticides that might not be as critical for use in a forest setting. Also a nursery could be put out of business if it could not immediately treat a pest.

Forest Stewardship Council

FMU.
•
Creating a strong disincentive for certificate holder‘s to grow their own treestocks thus forcing
certificate holders to discard their own nurseries in favour of purchasing treestocks from entities that
have no commitment to FSC.
•
Providing non-certified forest managers with a commercial advantage over certified forests.
•
Forest managers may need to source treestocks from more distant nurseries with added
transport costs and associated carbon emissions
•
Additional and unnecessary cost that may push well managed forests away from FSC.
Nurseries happen to supply a product that forestry requires. It seems wholly inconsistent to apply all
the requirements of the P&C to nursery suppliers and not, e.g. suppliers of fencing materials, tree
stakes, tree protection products. These are all products used within the FMU though their production
has no effect on the forest environment.
Nurseries are currently more than adequately registered, certified, accredited, inspected and vetted,
and these procedures are more than adequate to address sensible and normal requirements. The
use and application of approved chemicals within the nursery environment is covered stringent National and EU rules and regulations.
In the current era of ―Better Regulation‖ the EU is unlikely to look kindly on any organisation imposing
a further level of requirement on top of already stringent EU regulations.
We would strongly urge/recommend that reference to nurseries, whether within or outwith the FMU, in
FSC P&C is removed.
We understand that this was also a recommendation form the Plantations Review Expert Team C –
Continuous Improvement Approach to Chemicals:
―The expert group therefore recommends that Nurseries (contract or Forest Manager owned) should
not normally be part of the scope of the forest management certification, unless the managers of the
certified estate expressly desire it. ―
We also wish to remind FSC on the FSC Board of Directors recommendation from their 50th meeting
item 11 on the P&C Review Update:

By now you have like received the () response to the FSC Nurseries Advice Note. The analysis by the
FSC participants from () establishes a strong case against the nurseries policy decision. It describes
the flawed process, lack of consistency, disregard for other FSC policies and the negative consequences associated with Droste´s advice note. Rather than repeat the () rebuttal, which deserves a
thoughtful response from FSC, I want to express () concern with the unbusinesslike character of the
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―The BoD recommends that the P&C Working Group strongly takes into account the policy recommendations from the Plantations Review, recognizing that they were based on a balanced multistakeholder process which counted with very strong consultation to the FSC members and other actors.‖
Last month, FSC-IC Head of Policy and Standards Hans Joachim Droste released a policy decision
regarding the applicability of FSC standards to on-site and off-site forestry nurseries operated by forest management certificate holders. The () a FSC certificate holder, requests that the decision be
rescinded on the grounds that it exceeds the mission of the FSC standard and that the decision is
arbitrary and capricious.

Forest Stewardship Council

decision that sows mistrust in the FSC program.
As a regulatory agency, () has a lot of experience interpreting statutes and rules that are akin to certification standards. Our decisions are subject to judicial review, and so are carefully constructed to
present findings of facts and conclusions of law and order. While the FSC standard is not statutory,
business ethics demand that FSC policy interpretation follow similar methods to be just.
On its face, the nurseries advice note includes some elements of legal decisions made a regulatory
agency like (). It begins with the conclusion, or ―advice‖, followed by five ―Basis for Advice‖ points.
Unfortunately, a list of facts such as the extent of forest nursery operations, the critical nature of their
production in meeting ecosystem management and carbon sequestration goals, and any scientific
analysis of the issue is entirely absent. Since any policy decision will include an evaluation of information (provided by facts and science) and values (whether expressed as laws or standards), it is essential for honourable decisions to get both right.
Therefore, the first flaw is that the nurseries advice note is uninformed about the extent of nursery
operations and the science of nursery management. It assumes that not using chemical compounds
prohibited by FSC-endorsed forest management operations is an option for large scale nursery operations. It is not. No nursery anywhere in the world operation at the scale of public agency nurseries in
() would succeed without using some of the targeted chemicals that have no viable alternatives. Integrated pest management practices in nurseries utilize a variety of chemicals in combination with manual/mechanical weeding, cover crops, shelterbelt management and other non-chemical techniques
to prevent pests and diseases from becoming adapted to simple or single strategies.
Not following such integrated practices in large-scale nursery operations will lead to failure, a fact
ignored by the decision.
The second and overriding flaw in the nurseries decision is that it misinterprets the FSC values expressed in the standard. In ―basis‖ points one and two, the decision correctly identifies the FSC mission as forest stewardship ad management of the forest itself. Forest nurseries are not forests. As
such, it should be apparent that the decision´s effort to extend the causal link to nurseries is unjustified. Basis point four misdirects FSC Criterion 6.6 concerning pesticides even more by failing to recognize the foundation language in Principle 6 that clearly establishes a forest-oriented mission:
―Principle 6: Forest management shall conserve biological diversity and its associated values, water
resources, soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes, and, by so doing, maintain the
ecological functions and the integrity of the forest. (emphasis added)

From a legal analysis perspective, basis point number three contributes nothing to the decision. It
twice uses the phrase ―it is hard to see why‖ to justify the ―Advice‖ decision. ―It is hard to see why‖ is
not a defensible legal argument. The statement interjects the writer´s lack of factual information as
the basis for a decision.
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Again forest nurseries are not forests. Forest nursery operations are not forest management operations. Applying Criterion 6.6 to ―upstream‖ forest nurseries is as much outside the mission of FSC
Principle 6 as would be applying it to ―downstream‖ paper or other forest products manufacturing
processes (which do also use chlorinated compounds similar to pesticides that result in environmental impacts). If FSC choose to craft a ―responsible forest nurseries standard‖ or a ―responsible paper
manufacturing standard‖ that would be acceptable if done in an open and transparent manner. At
present, however, FSC certification means only that the raw materials in a product originated from
well-managed forests.
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Finally, ―Basis for Advice‖ point five admits that the decision would create higher costs and a competitive disadvantage for FSC certificate holders that operate their own forest nurseries compared to
those who buy stock on the open market. This ―basis‖ acknowledges that FSC participants are being
treated unequally. That alone would lead to dismissal of a regulatory decision as arbitrary and capricious. While the FSC standard is not statutory, sound business principles and the FSC charter itself
bar such unfairness.
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() urges FSC-IC to rescind the May 12 Nurseries advice note and so structure future policy interpretations to accurately capture relevant facts and applicable standards. Failing to do so will undermine the
trust that current and prospective FSC participants have in the organization and weaken its mission to
promote responsible forest management.

